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Abstract
Autonomous vehicles will share the road with human drivers within the next couple of
years. This will revolutionize road traffic and provide a positive benefit for road safety,
traffic density, emissions, and demographic changes.
One of the significant open challenges is the lack of established and cost-efficient verifi-
cation and validation approaches for assuring the safety of autonomous vehicles. The
general public and product liability regulations impose high standards on manufacturers
regarding the safe operation of their autonomous vehicles. The vast number of real-
world traffic situations have to be considered in the verification and validation. Today’s
conventional engineering methods are not adequate for providing such guarantees for
autonomous vehicles in a cost-efficient way. One strategy for reducing the costs of quality
assurance is transferring a significant part of the verification and validation from road
tests to (system-level) simulations. The vast number and high complexity of real-world
situations complicate the exhaustive verification of autonomous vehicles in simulations.
It is not clear, how simulations address the vast number of real-world situations with
sufficient realism and how their results transfer to the real road.
Extensive coverage of real-world situations in simulations requires the integration of
development and operation. This thesis presents an engineering approach that integrates
the development and operation of autonomous vehicles seamlessly using runtime moni-
toring. The runtime monitoring verifies if autonomous vehicles satisfy their requirements
and operate within safe limits which have been verified in the simulations.
Safety of autonomous vehicles is subject to the scope of verified traffic situations in
simulations. Systematic and comprehensive simulations support the improvement of
autonomous vehicles and coverage of traffic situations. Results of the runtime monitoring
during operation are transferred to the development for the verification of autonomous
vehicles and their safe limits in simulations with additional traffic situations.
The incomplete verification of autonomous vehicles for the vast number of real-world
traffic situations in simulations requires the validation of simulation results and additional
monitoring in the real world. Results from simulations are transferred to the runtime
monitoring during operation in the real world for validating the realism of the simulations
and maintaining the vehicle safety in critical situations.
Vehicle data and real-world situations possess high complexities and, therefore, impact
the complexity and efficiency of the verification in simulations. The runtime monitoring
abstracts from internal data of autonomous vehicles and real-world situations in the
evaluation by introducing an abstract semantic representation from natural language
requirements.
A case study evaluates the engineering approach for an industrial lane change assistant
and real-world traffic data recorded in road tests on German highways.
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1. Introduction
This thesis presents an engineering approach for autonomous vehicles as an extension of
the current development process in the automotive industry. The motivation for this
engineering approach and the contributions of this thesis are presented in this chapter.
1.1. Motivation
The road mobility sector is digitalized worldwide. While automation has been considered
in the industries of aviation,e.g., drones, marine, e.g., submarines, and even to space
exploration,e.g., Mars rovers, in the past decades, automation has been introduced to
products of the automotive sector just recently (cf.[NL14; Wei+14]). Automation for
the public road traffic is manifested as driver assistant systems, which support the
driver in his driving task or even absolve the driver from the vehicle control and replace
him [Fed17]. Today, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), e.g., adaptive cruise
control (ACC) or lane keeping assist system (LKAS), are already deployed in vehicles
(cf. Definition 2.5), but systems, which are able to accelerate resp. accelerated and steer
the vehicle without any human input, are still under development [Fed17]. ADAS and
systems for partial, high, and full automation of road vehicles are cumulated under the
term autonomous vehicle systems in this thesis (cf. Definition 2.6). Nevertheless, there is
a large gap between ADAS and full automated vehicles that are not recognized by the
general public [NL14].
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) classifies the automation of road vehicles
into six levels — (0) no automation, (1) driver assistance, (2) partial automation, (3)
conditional automation, (4) high automation, and (5) full automation (cf. Fig. 2.4). The
capabilities of these systems to control longitudinal and lateral vehicle movement as well
as to execute safety measures in critical traffic situations or system faults increase with
each level of automation while the involvement of the human driver in the vehicle control
and the supervision of the vehicle decreases. At automation level (0) – (2), the driver
remains responsible for the monitoring of the vehicle’s environment and initiation of
necessary safety measure while autonomous vehicle systems with levels of automation
(3) – (5) have to monitor their environment independently and perform necessary safety
measure without input by the human driver. The common terms self-driving vehicles,
autonomous vehicles refer to automation level (4) high automation and (5) full automation
(cf. Section 2.1.4).
Highly and full automated vehicles have the potential to revolutionized road traffic
and are envisaged to provide a positive benefit for social, economic, and environmental
challenges (cf. [BR15; Fed17; NL14]):
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Road Safety Autonomous vehicle systems are envisaged to reduce road accidents and
fatalities on public roads and help to achieve the vision of “zero fatalities” (cf.
[Eur11], [WH06]), if the highest road safety is maintained. In the year 2016, 34.439
crashes with over 37.000 fatalities happen in the United States1 and 308.100 crashes
with personal injuries led to 3.206 fatalities in Germany [Rad17].
88.1% of road accidents with personal injuries on German roads are subject to
errors by human drivers [Rad17]. In the United States, it is estimated that around
93% or accidents are subject to human errors [NL14]. Drunk drivers account for
41% of all fatal crashes according to the NHTSA. Distracted drivers are responsible
for 41% of fatal crashes, and fatigue drivers account for 2% of all fatal crashes (cf.
[NL14]).
Autonomous vehicle systems are not subject to these human errors and, therefore,
can mitigate a majority of these road accidents. Furthermore, autonomous vehicle
systems might also outperform human driver in perception,e.g., blind spot detection,
decision making, e.g., more accurate planning of complex driving maneuvers, and
vehicle control, e.g., faster and precise steering and braking) in the majority of
traffic situations [KP16].
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) estimates that nearly a third
of today’s road accidents could be prevented if all of today’s vehicles would be
equipped with ADAS, e.g., dynamic brake support, forward collision warning, lane
departure warning, and blind spot assists [NL14].
Road safety is the primary concern for autonomous vehicle and has to prioritized
above all other challenges [Aga+16; Fed17].
Traffic Density The total annual mileage on German roads by 2020 is envisaged to
increase by 21% in comparison to the annual mileage in the year 2002 [aca06]. The
most substantial increase in annual mileage is predicted for the cargo transportation
with 34%. The increasing road traffic volume will lead to more problems, e.g.,
traffic jams if the infrastructure is not extended. Autonomous vehicle systems can
help optimize the use of existing infrastructure by improving the overall traffic flow
and bypassing traffic jams on alternative routes resulting significant time savings
and increasing comfort for passengers (cf. [BR15; NL14]).
Emissions Autonomous vehicle systems can help to further decrease the emission of
carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and other greenhouse gases (GHG)
and contribute to national and international climate strategies and targets (cf.
[Cap+13]). Today, automobiles account for 20% of the total GHG emissions [BR15].
Inefficiencies in the driving behavior of human drivers further account for a part
of this percentage in addition to the high emissions of combustion engines. The
reduction of traffic accidents and the improvement of traffic flow by autonomous
vehicle systems would directly impact the GHG emissions. Autonomous vehicle
1retrieved from the fatality analysis reporting system (FARS) of National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA): https://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/Main/index.aspx (Accessed: 12/06/2018)
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systems with low automation level, e.g., ACC, can improve fuel economy by 4−10%
[NL14]. A higher saturation of road traffic by high automated vehicles would lead
to a further reduction of GHG emissions.
Demographic Change Most industrial countries face the challenge of an increasing
elderly society. Autonomous vehicle systems can help to support the mobility of
elderly and disabled people. Deficiencies of these groups, e.g., impaired perception,
can be compensated by autonomous vehicle systems. High automated vehicles
would enable participation of, e.g., blind and disabled people in public road traffic
because their high level of automation does not require any human control and
supervision (cf. [Fed17; NL14]). The individual mobility of elderly and disabled
people has a significant benefit for the integration of these people into society
[Fed17].
In addition to the social and political driver for automated driving, also the technical
components, e.g., sensor and actuator, as well as the necessary processing powers are
available in large quantities with sufficient qualities in order to realize autonomous vehicle
systems with increasing autonomy [BR15].
In recent years, major car manufacturers such as General Motors, Mercedes Benz, and
Audi, and tech companies like Google, Uber, and Apple, have been racing towards
autonomous road vehicles. The primary objective in this race seems to be the first to
deploy a full automated production vehicle on the road [SSS17]. Some car manufacturers
believe that full automated vehicles could exist by 2025 [NL14]. Towards full automated
vehicles, car manufacturers are going to introduce autonomous vehicle systems with
increasing levels of automation gradually over time [BR15]. The current generation of
autonomous vehicle systems includes highway pilots which autonomously follow traffic
on highways — including traffic jams. However, human drivers remain responsible for
the safety of the vehicles and have to supervise the system and its environment. In the
presence of critical situations, human drivers are required to intervene and mitigate the
emerging risks.
All major car manufacturers and tech companies which work on autonomous vehicles have
prototype vehicles with autonomous capabilities operating on public roads. Waymo has
accumulated over 8.0 million miles on public roads with their fleet of over 80 autonomous
prototype vehicles2. In the state California, United States, Waymo drove 352,544.6 miles
autonomously on public roads in the year 2017. This mileage is the most of all companies
to test autonomous vehicles on public roads, e.g., Bosch accumulated 6,305 autonomous
miles, General Motors Cruise drove 13,1677 miles autonomously, Nissan tested on 5007
miles, and Mercedes Benz accumulated 1088 miles. However, these companies may
accumulate additional test miles in tests in other states or countries. The mileage in
California are tracked by disengagement reports of the Department of Motor Vehicle of
the State California3.
2https://www.theverge.com/2018/7/20/17595968/waymo-self-driving-cars-8-million-miles-testing (Ac-
cessed: 12/06/2018)
3https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/dmv/detail/vr/autonomous/disengagement_report_2017 (Accessed:
12/06/2018)
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Autonomous vehicle systems impose both enormous potential benefits and enormous
potential risks [KP16; Wei+14]. Autonomous vehicle systems are commonly classified
as safety-critical because their failures impose the possibility for death and injuries of
humans [BV10]. While car manufacturers and tech companies have made significant
progress in the development of the autonomous functionality for road vehicles, the risks
and potential faults of autonomous vehicle systems have not been equally addressed until
recently [NL14]. The disengagement reports of the Department of Motor Vehicle of the
State California disclose that all companies encountered critical and unsafe situations with
their autonomous prototype vehicles on public roads, i.e., Waymo, had 63 disengagements,
Bosch had 595 disengagements, GM Cruise accumulated 105 disengagements, Nissan
counted 24 disengagements, and Mercedes Benz had 840 disengagements in the year
2017.
Several prototype vehicles of different operators have been involved in accidents with
fatalities. In Mai 2016, a driver of a Tesla Model S has been killed when its car with
engaged autopilot system drove into the white truck trailer which was crossing the
highway4. In March 2018, a prototype vehicle of Uber operating in self-driving mode
killed a crossing pedestrian at night in Tempe, Arizona5. At the same time, a Tesla
Model X with engaged autopilot system drove into a concrete lane divider and burst into
flames6. The driver of the Tesla later died at the hospital.
Road safety is the primary concern for the introduction of autonomous vehicle systems
in road vehicles [Fed17]. Autonomous vehicle systems must be sufficiently safe. Car
manufacturers and tech companies must minimize any unintended consequences and
imminent risks of this technology, i.e., collisions, in order for autonomous vehicle systems
to have a positive impact on mobility, safety, and time consumption [NL14].
Nevertheless, vehicles with autonomous vehicle systems will still be involved in road
collisions. A 100% safety on roads is doubtful to be achieved even with autonomous vehicle
systems [SSS17; Sti13]. As collisions with autonomous vehicles cannot be completely ruled
out, residual risks for objects and persons in the vicinity of autonomous vehicle systems
are imminent. The safety risks of autonomous vehicle systems is particularly present in
traffic with different levels of automation, in combination with human controlled vehicles
and other traffic participants, i.e., bicycles and pedestrians, or extreme weather conditions
(cf. [Fed17]). In some of these situations, human drivers are challenged. Autonomous
vehicle systems might perform worse than human drivers [KP16].
Autonomous vehicle systems have to provide a balance of risks for the overall road
safety. The performance of autonomous vehicle systems has to least match the driving
performance of human drivers [BR15; Fed17]. In critical traffic situations, autonomous
vehicle systems must be able to mitigate the risks by autonomously performing emergency
maneuvers without input from the human driver [BR15]. Otherwise, this technology
will not be accepted by the general public [Fed17; NL14; SSS17]. The fatal collisions of
4https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jun/30/tesla-autopilot-death-self-driving-car-elon-
musk (Accessed: 12/06/2018)
5https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/24/17388696/uber-self-driving-crash-ntsb-report (Accessed:
12/06/2018)
6https://www.wired.com/story/tesla-autopilot-self-driving-crash-california (accessed: 12/06/2018)
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autonomous prototype vehicles with fatalities have arisen first doubts about autonomous
technology in public road traffic.
The current approach to developed autonomous vehicle systems based on based geometric
signal data from sensor measurement lacks the interpretability and explainability of any
system actions (cf. [SSS17]). The general public expects non-technical explanations for
actions by autonomous vehicle systems leading to accidents. A formal semantic model
for the reasoning about behavior and safety of autonomous vehicle systems is required.
The planning of autonomous vehicle systems is unlike scale up exponentially with time
and number of dynamic object in their environments. Current development approaches
for autonomous vehicle systems — including the safety standard ISO 26262— does not
provide any semantic model. [SSS17]
Questions about the liability for the operation of autonomous vehicle systems arise because
collisions cannot be completely mitigated. With increasing autonomy of autonomous
vehicle systems, the responsibility for the correctness and safety of these systems during
operation on public roads shifts from human drivers to car manufacturers and public
authorities. Without the human driver in supervision, the product and producer liability
(cf. ProdHaftG §1, BGB §823 I, BGB §433) define manufacturers to be liable for any
damage by their autonomous vehicle systems (cf. [Wei+14]). Car manufacturers, i.e.,
Daimler AG and Volkswagen AG, plan to maintain high safety standards for their
autonomous vehicle systems by introducing increasing automation capabilities for their
autonomous vehicle systems gradually over time [BR15].
Car manufacturers are obliged to ensure the safety of their autonomous vehicle systems
in the context of the current technology state by continuously monitoring, testing, and
optimizing their autonomous vehicle systems [Fed17; NL14; Sch12; Wei+14]. The safety
of autonomous vehicle systems consists of two essential aspects (cf. [Sti13; Wei+14]):
Loss of function: The loss of function can arise if technical components, i.e., electronic
control units (ECUs) or sensors, fail. Autonomous vehicle systems must be designed
redundantly with equivalent fall-back components in order to compensate such loss
of function. For full automated vehicles, the autonomous vehicle systems have to
transfer the vehicle into a safe state in which any danger is mitigated. For lower
levels of automation, autonomous vehicle systems can hand over the control of the
vehicle back to the human driver but must safely operate autonomously for the
time of the handover. [Sti13]
Loss of integrity: The loss of integrity may arise as a shortcoming by the nominal
functionality of autonomous vehicle systems even if no system fault is present.
For example, the perception of autonomous vehicle systems may fail to correctly
recognize a real-world object in the path of the vehicle. As a result, the decision by
the autonomous vehicle systems in this situation could be faulty and unsafe, i.e.,
driving onto this object — because the internal environment representation does
not correctly model the real world. [Sti13]
The loss of function is addressed by the safety standard ISO 26262 [Sti13]. The safety
standard ISO 26262 represents the specific interpretation of the common norm IEC 61508
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for functional safety for the automotive domain. The norm ISO 26262 defines a safety life
cycle for the functional safety of electrical and electronic (E/E) systems in automobiles up
to 3.5t. For the mitigation of potential loss of function due to faults of technical systems
components, methods, activities, and work items are defined throughout the development
and operation of E/E systems. Safety requirements define measures for the potential
loss of function of software and hardware components based on a risk assessment of
these components. These safety requirements have to be considered throughout the
development, verification, and validation of the vehicle and its systems. [Sti13; Wei+14]
With the increasing level of automation, the safety requirements for autonomous vehicle
systems have to be more restricting in order to maintain the acceptable measure of risks
[NL14].
However, the safety standard ISO 26262 is not sufficient for developing safe autonomous
vehicle systems because the safety standard ISO 26262 does not sufficiently address the
loss of integrity. For the safety standard ISO 26262, vehicle systems either meet their
requirements and any risks by the systems is excluded or the vehicle systems operate
outside their specifications due to failures of system components [Wei+14]. The safety
standard ISO 26262 does explicitly exclude the performance of the intended nominal
system functionality and considers the human driver as permanent fall-back [Sti13].
Autonomous vehicle systems are unlikely to be specified and tested to the extent that all
situation-critical maneuvers reside outside their specifications [Wei+14].
A new safety standard ISO/PRF PAS 21448 — safety of the intended functionality
(SOTIF) — is currently under development in order to address the loss of integrity for
partially automated vehicles and complement the norm safety standard ISO 26262. The
norm SOTIF addresses the following aspects in the development of autonomous vehicle
systems up to partially automated vehicles:
• pattern for the system architecture of autonomous vehicle systems,
• evaluation of risks by the intended functionality, which is not addressed by the
safety standard ISO 26262,
• identification of scenarios and events and evaluation of emerging safety risks,
• verification, validation, and risks reduction for the intended functionality,
• definition of criteria for the approval of autonomous vehicle systems in production
vehicles.
The definition of the standard ISO/PRF PAS 21448 — SOTIF — correlates to current
research projects, e.g., the PEGASUS project (cf. [Win+18]). The PEGASUS project
aims to research generally accepted quality criteria, tools, and methods which are
representative for the release of highly-automated vehicle functions. The quality criteria
include the investigation and definition of relevant and representative scenarios and
situations in which these functions have to operate safely.
The safety standard ISO/PRF PAS 21448 and the PEGASUS project try to address the
question; “When autonomous vehicle systems are sufficiently safe?”. Until today, neither
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car manufacturers, tech companies, nor public authorities have defined any measure for
the acceptable risks of the autonomous vehicle system in public road traffic. However,
a definition of the acceptable risks is inevitable because car manufacturers and tech
companies require legal certainty for their development of autonomous vehicle systems
[BR15; Sti13]. A common hypothesis is that the risk for fatalities by autonomous vehicle
system in public road traffic must not be greater than the risks for fatalities by human
drivers [Win15].
The approval of autonomous vehicle systems for the public road traffic resides with
public authorities, but car manufacturers have to provide sufficient evidence about the
safety of their autonomous vehicle systems [Fed17; Wei+14]. Car manufacturers and
tech companies have to verify and validate that their autonomous vehicle systems remain
within the accepted residual risks for a positive impact on public road traffic [Kna+17b;
NL14; Wei+14].
Besides uncertainties about the accepted residual risks of autonomous vehicle systems,
one other challenge in the development of autonomous vehicle systems is the current
lack of established and cost-efficient approaches for assuring the safety of autonomous
vehicle systems towards full automated driving [Den+14; Kna+17b; Sti13; Win15]. Until
today, no valid concept for verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems is
known [Wei+14]. Today’s conventional engineering methods in the automotive domain
are incapable of providing such safety guarantees for autonomous vehicle systems.
The common practice for the safety verification and validation of E/E systems in the
automotive industry is the testing with prototype vehicles on public roads. The safety
of E/E system in these tests is quantified by the failure rates of these systems over
the driven mileage. This practice has been successfully applied for driver assistance
systems, e.g., the emergency brake assistant (EBA), but has little to no significance for
the autonomous vehicle system with environment perception and autonomous decision
making in public road traffic (cf. [SSS17; Win15]). The safety evaluation for the EBA
focused only on false positives but for autonomous vehicle systems also false negatives
have to be evaluated [Sti13]. Prof. Winner et al. estimate that the required mileage for
the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems on public roads succeeds
240m km [Win15]. The authors of [WW17] calculate a necessary mileage of 6.6 billion
kilometers while the authors of [KP16] estimate 8.8 billion miles. Such mileages are not
feasible for car manufactures and tech companies under reasonable time and costs [KP16;
Sti13; WW16]. Winner et al. call this problem the approval-trap (cf. [Win15; WW16]).
Car manufacturers and tech companies are required to reverify and revalidate the
performance of their autonomous vehicle systems for at least a third of the initial test
effort following each change of these systems [KP16; Win15]. The reproducibility of
real-world tests is limited — if not impossible — due to a large number of factors and
variations in public road traffic — some of them are not even unknown [GRS14; HK16].
The introduction of learning and self-learning algorithms for autonomous vehicle systems
impose another challenge for the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle
systems. Learning algorithms, e.g., object identification by convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), are trained in the development while self-learning algorithms, e.g., the automatic
adaption of vehicle dynamics, update their knowledge base continuously during operation
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[Fed17]. Even though CNNs commonly outperform human drivers in the perception
and classification of environment objects, the internal learning of these nets and its
semantics are not yet well understood (cf. [Mar18; NYC15]). Insufficiencies, i.e., adverse
side effects, rewards hacking, or sensitiveness to environment differences by learning and
self-learning algorithms impose a significant threat to the safety of autonomous vehicle
systems and have to be eliminated (cf. [Amo+16]). However, learning and self-learning
algorithms currently lack the necessary sound verification, and validation approaches
[Gha+18; GP17; Kna+17b]. A separation of self-learning systems and safety-critical
vehicle functions is not feasible (cf. [Fed17]). For example, the environment perception is
a fundamental and safety-critical component of autonomous vehicle systems and has a
direct impact on all other system functions, e.g., situation assessment, decision making,
and vehicle control.
New approaches for the verification, validation, and risk assessment of autonomous
vehicle systems have to be developed in order to ensure the safety and positive impact
of autonomous vehicle systems [Gas12; KP16; Sti13; Wei+14; Win15; WW16]. These
approaches have to consider with the vast quantity of diverge traffic situations and
the vast set of possible behaviors by the autonomous vehicle systems [Aga+16; BJ05;
Wei+14].
Critical traffic situations for the safety of autonomous vehicle systems are traffic situations
which have not been sufficiently considered in the development of the autonomous vehicle
systems — including traffic situations which are easily handled by human drivers (cf.
[Sti13]). Any approach must be able to identify and document these critical but seldom
traffic situations (cf. [Aga+16; BR15; Sti13]). However, no approach is currently able to
determine the theoretical completeness of critical traffic situations in order to guarantee
the safety of autonomous vehicle systems [Wei+14] soundly.
One strategy in the automotive domain for reducing the costs of quality assurance is
the application of the structured testing as well as transferring a significant part of the
testing effort from tests on public roads to (system-level) simulations [BR15; Kna+17a;
Kna+17b]. For these simulations, software and hardware components of the autonomous
vehicle systems are integrated into a simulation framework. The simulation frameworks
simulate virtual worlds and generate the test input data for the autonomous vehicle
systems. The behavior of the autonomous vehicle systems can be transferred back to
the simulation framework and impact the state of the virtual world. In comparison to
real-world testing, simulations offer an improved reproducibility, flexibility and reduction
of costs and time for the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems [HK16].
Nevertheless, simulations are unlikely to verify and validate all possible variants of traffic
situations and singlehandedly account for the necessary distance of million miles which
are statistically required for the approval of autonomous vehicle systems [Win15].
Simulations have to sufficiently cover relevant and realistic traffic situations for valid
statements about the safety of autonomous vehicle systems. Realistic traffic situations
represent real-world traffic situations which autonomous vehicle systems are likely to
encounter in the real world. A systematic approach for systematically identifying traffic
situations does not yet exist. (cf. [Sch+13]) The number of traffic situations in test sets
should be as minimal as possible in order to limit the costs of the safety assurance in
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general and in systems simulations particular. Neither car manufacturers nor public
and legal authorities have yet defined any requirements for a sufficient but minimal set
of traffic situations for the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems
[Aga+16; Wei+14; Win15]
Any results of the system simulations must be employable for the operation of autonomous
vehicle systems in public road traffic. The behavior of autonomous vehicle systems in
simulations and on the road in the real world have to be comparable. Otherwise, system
simulations no impact on the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems.
As system simulations will not verify and validate all possible real-world traffic situations
which autonomous vehicle systems may encounter in the real world, the impact for the
safety of autonomous vehicle systems by the system simulations should be quantified
(cf. [Wei+14]). However, until today no metric has been defined for the performance of
autonomous vehicle system based on the set of covered traffic situations (cf. [Win15]).
Nevertheless, intelligent distribution of the verification and validation between system
simulations and real-world tests will have a significant impact on the time-to-market of
safe autonomous vehicles [Sti13].
The introduction of autonomous vehicle systems towards full automated vehicles requires
a consistent understanding required vehicle functions of the different automation levels
as well as the solution of the social, legal, and technical challenges [BR15]. This work
is envisaged to provide contributions to the verification and validation of autonomous
vehicle systems by addressing the shortcomings in the identification of relevant and
realistic scenarios and the transferability of simulation results. The contributions of this
work are described in the following section.
1.2. Thesis Contributions
The research in this thesis makes the following contributions:
A thorough analysis of the current development process in the automotive
domain concerning the safety of autonomous vehicle systems.
In this thesis, the current development practice in the automotive domain for
autonomous vehicle systems is presented on the example of a highway pilot
with a lane change assistant — from requirements engineering to verification and
validation. This thesis analyses the development process and discloses its problems
regarding the safety of autonomous vehicle systems.
Improving the safety assurance in the development process of autonomous
vehicle systems by integrating runtime monitoring data in simulations and
during operation in the real world.
This thesis proposes an extension for the current development process in the
automotive domain by incorporating runtime monitoring into simulations of the
system verification and during operation in the real world in order to address
identified problems for the development of safe autonomous vehicle systems.
The proposed approach aims to improve the safety of these autonomous vehicle
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systems iteratively. The gap between simulations in the system verification and the
operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world is bridged by transferring
runtime monitoring results between the simulations and the operation.
Three additional contributions are aligned with the proposed engineering approach:
A component architecture for runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems and
their environments at an abstract level.
A component architecture for the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle
systems is defined in this thesis which abstracts from the concrete signals of the
autonomous vehicle systems and monitors system properties on the abstract level
of the system requirements. The runtime monitoring verifies the correctness and
safety of autonomous vehicle systems in each encountered situation and records
resp. compares the encountered situation with the known situations from the
simulations of the system verification. The runtime monitoring accesses signal
values of the autonomous vehicle systems and transforms them into an abstract
representation of situations.
The definition of safety-relevant system properties from system requirements on an
abstract level.
For the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems, a pattern-based
approach is introduced in this thesis for the definition of system properties from
the requirements of the autonomous vehicle systems. The transformation by the
pattern-based approach results in a formal definition of an abstract representation
for the states of autonomous vehicle systems and their environment situations.
The runtime monitoring uses this abstract representation for the verification of
the autonomous vehicle systems and the recognition of environmental situations.
A framework for estimating and improvement of the impact and scope by the system
verification for the operation of autonomous vehicles systems during operation.
During operation in the real world, the runtime monitoring framework can identify
situations for which the autonomous vehicle systems have not been sufficiently
verified in simulations of the system verification. This information enables to
determine the impact and scope of the system verification based on the ration of
safe and critical situations during the operation of autonomous vehicles systems.
Critical situations which have been recorded during operation are used for the
improvement of the autonomous vehicle systems and the definition of additional
simulations in the system verification. Therefore, the proposed engineering ap-
proach continuously improves the impact and scope of the system verification as
well as the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems.
The definition of test scenarios and test cases for the system verification
from runtime monitoring results during operation in the real world.
This thesis describes the process of defining new simulations for the system
verification from results of the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems
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during operation in the real world. The runtime monitoring records environment
situations in which the autonomous vehicle systems violates the system properties
or which have not been encountered in the simulations of the system verification.
The recorded situations are analyzed, and test scenarios are defined based on
changes between recorded situations. These test scenarios describe changes
in the scenery and behavior of dynamic objects, e.g., vehicles, in the abstract
representation of the runtime monitoring. Concrete test cases finalize abstract
parameters of test scenarios for the simulations in the system verification of
autonomous vehicle systems.
The following section presents an outline of this thesis.
1.3. Outline
Problem Outline
Emerging Research Questions
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Figure 1.1.: Overview about the content of this thesis.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as shown in Fig. 1.1:
Chapter 1 (this chapter) gives an introduction to the problems for the verification and
validation of autonomous vehicle systems as well as the contributions of this work.
Chapter 2 summaries the necessary background and knowledge for the following chapters
of this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the current development process in the automotive domain on a
highway pilot with integrated lane change assistant and discloses the problems of
this process for the development of autonomous vehicle systems.
Chapter 4 gives an overview over related academic and industrial work, the emerging
research questions, and the solution concept of this thesis. The solution concept
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constitutes a combination of runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle system in
simulations of the system verification and during operation in the real world.
Chapter 5 describes the architecture of the runtime monitoring framework and its
integration with the autonomous vehicle systems.
Chapter 6 illustrates the definition and implementation of the runtime monitoring
framework based on requirements of autonomous vehicle systems and its training
in simulations of the system verification.
Chapter 7 describes the usage of runtime monitoring results during operation of au-
tonomous vehicle systems in the real world as well as the usage of results from the
runtime monitoring during operation for the improvement of the autonomous vehicle
systems and their verification in simulation in further development iterations.
Chapter 8 presents the evaluation of the proposed engineering approach for the lane
change assistant in chapter 3 — including the result of the runtime monitoring
in simulations of the system verification and during operation for recordings of
real-world test drives.
Chapter 9 summarizes this thesis and concludes this thesis with a discussion of the
proposed engineering approach and an outlook on future work.
Appendix A provides additional information about data structures and test scenarios
which have been implemented within the evaluation of the engineering approach
on the lane change assistant.
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The following section introduces basic concepts about autonomous vehicle systems,
simulation-based testing, runtime monitoring, and typed first-order logic for the under-
standing of content in the following chapters.
2.1. Autonomous Vehicle Systems
The advent of autonomous systems in recent history started in 1940 when Norbert
Wiener reasoned about the similarity of intelligent behavior of servomechanisms for
anti-aircraft guns with the nominal and anomalous operation of biologic systems (cf.
[HB82]). Wiener’s work led to the formalization of a theory of feedback control and
its generalization to human biologic systems (cf. [WS05]). The first generation of
autonomous systems emerged from this work combining simple sensors and effectors with
analog control electronics.
The advent of digital control electronics in the 1970s and advances in automated perception
and cognition led to autonomous systems that could plan and execute complex operations
with minor to no human intervention. With increasing progress and reduction of costs
for sensors, actuators, and processors, more sophisticated autonomous systems emerged
in various domains, e.g., avionics, space, maritime, and automotive (cf. [WS05]).
Before the introduction and definition of autonomous vehicle systems in the automotive
domain, common terminology and definitions for (autonomous) systems, in general, are
introduced in the following sections.
2.1.1. Definition: System
Prior to the definition of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Definition 2.6), basic termi-
nology has to be introduced. A system is universally defined as a group or collection
of interrelated entities, e.g.„ people or machines, for the accomplishment of a common
objective (cf. [Ban+05; LK97; Sha98]). An entity is an object of interest in a system.
Each entity has a set of attributes which characterize the properties of this entity [LK97].
A subsystem is a part of a system consisting of software components and hardware
components.
Definition 2.1 (System). “A system is defined as a group of objects that are joined
together in some regular interaction or interdependence toward the accomplishment
of some purpose”.[Ban+05]
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Systems are commonly categorized into two types; discrete or continuous systems. State
of systems are characterized by assignments to their state variables which are necessary
to describe the system concerning its objective. State variables of discrete systems change
instantaneously at specific discrete points in time, while state variable of continuous
systems changes overtime continuously (cf. [Ban+05; LK97]).
Events outside of the system often influence systems. “An event is defined as an
instantaneous occurrence that might change the state of the system” [Ban+05]. It
is essential to decide on the boundary of the system in order to distinguish between
endogenous events within the system and exogenous events occurring in the environment
of the system. The system boundary is individually defined in the system analysis for
each system under consideration of its context and purpose (mission) (cf. [Ban+05]).
2.1.2. Definition: Autonomous System
Autonomous systems tend to be more flexible than traditional systems because au-
tonomous systems commonly operate in dynamic and complex environments with a large
set of circumstances, of which some may be unknown at design time of these systems.
Autonomous systems must be able to adapt to these circumstances resulting in a much
more considerable variation of system behavior (cf. [BJ05]).
The necessity for autonomous systems, becomes obvious, when these systems (cf. [Den+14;
FDW13; HMA03])
• are deployed in remote environments where direct control is infeasible;
• are deployed in hostile environments where it is too dangerous for humans to assess
the possibilities;
• involve actions that are too lengthy or frequent for humans to conduct successfully;
or
• need to react more rapidly than humans can.
In such settings, longer periods without interventions of human operators are desirable
or inevitable (cf. [Den+14]).
Autonomous system offer benefits for the safety of human life and the mission of these
systems (cf Definition 2.2). Autonomy is an emergent system property and can enhance
the achievement of the mission, task, goals, as well their accuracy and repeatability
in time and space under the saving of time, space, and material (cf. [Con+06; Dur05;
HMA03]). It may be even cheaper to use autonomous systems in comparison to the
training, monitoring, safety, medical support, legal oversight which humans may require
for the same task (cf. [Den+14]).
Definition 2.2 (Safety). “The ability of a system not to cause danger to persons or
equipment or the environment” [Ise06b].
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The term Autonomy is defined in the Merriam-Webster Dictionary as “the quality or
state of being self-governing”[Mer18] and by the Oxford dictionary as the “right or
condition of self-government”[Ste10]. However, in the field of autonomous vehicles
autonomy is commonly related to something more synonymous with “independence” or
“intelligence”[Con+06].
Stockton et al. propose the following definition for an autonomous system: “An au-
tonomous [(sub-)] system is one that makes and executes a decision to achieve a goal
without full, direct human control”[Con+06]. Watson and Scheidt call systems “au-
tonomous” if systems can change their behavior in response to unanticipated endogenous
and exogenous events during operation [WS05]. Schuhmann requires autonomous systems
to execute a number of necessary steps without human intervention in order to achieve a
given goal (cf. [SV06]).
Definition 2.3 (Autonomous System). “An autonomous [(sub-)] system is one
that makes and executes a decision to achieve a goal without full, direct human
control”[Con+06]
Another terminology used in conjunction with autonomous systems is automatic. The
distinction between automatic and autonomous systems is not commonly defined and
widely discussed in academic literature (cf. [Con+06]). Some publications distinct
autonomous and automatic system based on the decision inputs while other publications
distinguish them based on the possible decision state space. However, counterexamples
exists for either notion. Based on Definition 2.3, automatic systems are depicted as a
subset of autonomous systems in this thesis (cf. [Con+06]). This notion is consistent
with the definition of automation levels for autonomous vehicle systems by the SAE (cf.
Section 2.1.4).
In this thesis, autonomous systems only encompass systems which interact with an open
physical world — the real world — for the execution of their complex mission (cf. [WS05]).
Such open physical worlds are “highly” dynamic with a large number of interactions,
relationships, and moving objects. “Mobile” software entities, like viruses, daemons, or
agents, are not considered in this thesis, even though these entities may operate with
minor to no direct human interaction.
The complex behavior of autonomous systems is not a product of the complex systems
themselves but rather the reflection of their complex environments (cf. [Bro86]). Au-
tonomous systems are widely expected to operate in the same physical world as humans
where they have to achieve multiple goals simultaneously — of which some may be
conflicting — with none to a limited number of interventions by human drivers. They
have tog. The systems are responsible for high-level goals, e.g., navigation, as well as
consider necessary low-level goals, e.g., collision-free movement. The relative importance
of concurrent goals is subject to the current system context.
For maintaining their high and low-level goals, autonomous systems are required to
• continuously perceive their environments and maintain an internal representation
of these environments (cf. [Bro86]), and
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• adapt their behavior in reaction to perceived changes in their internal states and
the physical world (cf. [Con+06]).
For this behavior, decision making from the domain of artificial intelligence is combined
with the real-time control used in robotics within autonomous systems (cf. [Con+06]).
Environments which autonomous systems perceive represent only small portions of the
real world (cf. Fig. 2.1). Autonomous systems are unlikely to encounter all possible
traffic situations in the real world. Furthermore, novel situations emerge continuously as
new objects, e.g., vehicles, are continuously introduced. Therefore, a set of situations
which autonomous system encounter in the real world represents a subset of all possible
real-world situations.
Traditional systems have been designed and analyzed under the closed-world assumption;
that the complete system environments and the interactions of these systems with their
environments can be specified entirely in the system development (design time). The
closed-world assumption is not applicable to autonomous systems operating in open
physical worlds, like the real world, due to the complexity of these worlds. Some aspects
of the system environment are only known during operation (runtime). Autonomous
systems operating in open physical worlds have to be defined and analyzed under the
open-world assumption; that the environment of these autonomous systems cannot be
specified entirely in the developments.
Definition 2.4 (Open-World Assumption). The open-world assumption for the
development of (autonomous) systems assumes that the environment of these (au-
tonomous) systems cannot be specified entirely in the development (design time).
Some aspects of the system environment are only known during operation (runtime).
The open-world assumption represents the antonym to the closed-world assumption,
which assumes that environments of systems can be specified in their full extends in
the system development.
Autonomous systems have moved beyond the usage in industrial production and military,
and are being deployed in home, health-care scenarios, and in automated vehicles.
Autonomous systems for the autonomous driving of vehicles in public traffic without
human input are addressed in the following section.
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2.1.3. Definition: Autonomous Vehicle System
In the automotive domain, autonomous systems have their origin in early driver assistance
systems, e.g., anti-lock braking system (ABS) and electronic stability control (ESC).
Bosch introduced ABS in 1978. These systems solely measure internal vehicle parameters,
e.g., difference between tire rotations, by proprioceptive sensors in order to support
the driver in the control vehicle. The traditional assistance systems have evolved into
ADAS. ADAS incorporate exteroceptive sensors, e.g., cameras and light detection and
ranging (LIDAR) sensors, for the perception of the vehicle environment (cf. [Don+07]).
Originating from ADAS, e.g., ACC, the ADAS have been further improved until today’s
system, e.g., the Audi AI traffic jam pilot (cf. [HBS18]), and will be further improved
near future towards the vision of fully autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicles have
been academically and industrially researched since the late 1980s.[Ben+14]
Definition 2.5 (Advanced Driver Assistance System). In contrast to traditional
driver assistance systems, like ABS and ESC, advanced driver assistance systems
incorporate signal data from exteroceptive sensors in addition to proprioceptive sensors
into the processing of complex maneuvers for the control of vehicles (cf. [Don+07]).
This thesis is particularly interested in ADAS and other vehicle systems which take over
the vehicle control from the human driver and autonomously operate in the real world
without or with minor input from the human driver. The vehicle control by these systems
can be limited in time and space as well as terminate by the human driver (cf. [Win15]).
These autonomous systems are cumulated in this thesis under the term autonomous
vehicle systems. The definition autonomous vehicle system in this thesis corresponds to
definition driving automation system by the SAE (cf. [SAE18]).
Definition 2.6 (Autonomous Vehicle System). The term “autonomous vehicle sys-
tem” describes the set of systems in road vehicles which either support the driver in
its task to control the vehicle in traffic or even replace him completely.
The highest degree of automation for road vehicles by autonomous vehicle systems results
in full automated vehicles or autonomous vehicles which can drive in any traffic conditions
on public roads without human intervention. Autonomous vehicles are also depicted
as autonomous mobile robots or autonomous driving robots. A detailed description of
automation levels for autonomous vehicle systems is given in Section 2.1.4.
Berns and Puttkamer define six essential features for autonomous mobile robots oper-
ating (moving) in open-physical worlds (cf. [BP09]). These features equally apply to
autonomous vehicle systems:
Mobility: The ability to move to specific positions in the world.
Adaptivity to Unknown Situations: The highly dynamic of open-physical worlds will
confront robots (vehicles) with situations which have not been specified in their
development. Therefore, adaptivity is a key feature.
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Perception of Environment: For navigation and the fulfillment of their mission, robots
(vehicles) have to retrieve information about their environments.
Knowledge Acquisition: The incomplete specified model of operational environment
requires robots (vehicles) to acquire new knowledge while operating.
Safety: Robots (vehicles) have to ensure the safety of themselves and their environments.
They must not damage themselves, any objects, or hurt any humans.
Real-Time: Robots (vehicles) must cope with hard real-time requirements.
These features have to be guaranteed for the complete life cycle of autonomous vehicle
systems beyond their development and production. The life cycle of autonomous vehicle
systems corresponds to the life cycle of vehicles which encompass up to or even over 20
years with the majority of time being the operation in production vehicles on public roads
(cf. Fig. 2.2). This life-span has to be considered in particular in the context of safety
analysis for autonomous vehicle systems. Car manufacturers are liable for any damage
or injuries by the autonomous operation of their autonomous vehicle systems. While
these systems operate in production vehicles, the possibilities for modifying systems and
resolving of emerging system failures are limited.
The following section introduces the taxonomy of autonomy in the automotive domain.
2.1.4. Taxonomy of Autonomous Vehicle Systems
The taxonomy of autonomous vehicle systems in this thesis has two dimensions. In
Section 2.1.4.1 introduces the three layers of the driving task by Donges et al. (cf.
[Don82]). The categorization of automation levels for autonomous vehicle systems is
introduced in Section 2.1.4.2.
2.1.4.1. Activities in the Driving Tasks
Tasks performed while driving road vehicles can be classified into one of three categories
— primary, secondary and tertiary (cf. [Bub02]):
• The primary driving task addresses the control of the vehicle in traffic and can be
separated into three actions — navigation, guidance, and stabilization.
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• Secondary driving tasks encompasses all actions to configure the required operating
mode of the vehicle, e.g., gear selection, activation of direction indicators, or
windscreen wipers.
• Actions, which are related to modifying the inside ambient of vehicles, are summa-
rized as tertiary driving tasks.
The SAE defines the driving task as “all of the real-time operational and tactical functions
required to operate a vehicle in on-road traffic, excluding the strategic functions such
as trip scheduling and selection of destinations and waypoints.”[SAE14]. This definition
includes (cf. [SAE14]):
• Lateral motion control via steering (operational);
• Longitudinal motion control via acceleration and deceleration (operational);
• Monitoring the driving environment via object and event detection, recognition,
classification, and response preparation (operational and tactical);
• Object and event response execution (operational and tactical);
• Maneuver planning (tactical); and
• Enhancing conspicuity by lighting, signaling and gesturing. (tactical).
This definition by the SAE explicitly excludes the navigation — “trip scheduling and
selection of destinations and waypoints” — from the driving task (cf. [SAE14; SAE18]).
This thesis includes the navigation into the definition of the driving task and, therefore,
follows the definition by Donges et al. (cf. [Don82]); The driving task encompass all
activities related to the primary task of controlling the vehicle on public roads in traffic.
Definition 2.7 (Driving Task). The driving task encompass all activities related to
the primary task of controlling the vehicle on public roads in traffic. These activities
can be separated into a hierarchical model of three actions — navigation, guidance,
and stabilization.
Figure 2.3 displays the three layered model for the driving task by Donges [Don82].
The decomposition of the driving task into three hierarchical layers has been considered
in several system architectures for autonomous vehicle systems in the past years (cf
[Bau+12; Ber10; Bon+96; Mat15; Mau00b; Not14])
At the top layer, the navigation addresses the selection of an appropriate route, which
leads from the starting point to the desired goal destination. Navigation systems consider
the read network (cf. Fig. 2.3) for the calculation of the route under consideration of
constraints, e.g., shorted distance or smallest required time. Decisions made by the
navigation commonly have a long impact with a horizon of minutes up to hours (cf.
[Sch11b]).
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Figure 2.3.: Three layer model for the driving task according to E. Donges [Don82].
The dynamic process of driving road vehicle takes place on the two layers guidance and
stabilization [Don15]. The movement in the static environment with other objects in
motion results in a continuous change of the vehicle’s environment and of the input
information for the driver — especially the perspective representation of the three-
dimensional world in the eyes of the driver (cf. [Don82]).
The second layer — guidance — addresses a time horizon of the next seconds up to
minutes by deciding about reasonable and safe reference signals including the selected
road lane and target speed (cf. [Sch11b]). At the same time, the driver should proactively
intervene in order to create preconditions for minimal deviations of desired and actual
reference signals (cf. [Don15]). For this task, the environment of the vehicle — the
driving area — with the road, its lanes, and other vehicles are considered for generating
the reference signals about the safe driving space. The safety of the own and other
traffic participants on the road, e.g., other vehicles, is the crucial task of the guidance
(cf. [Sch11b]).
These reference signals from the guidance are processed at the third layer — stabilization
— for the immediate stabilization of the vehicle on the road. The driver has to align
the vehicle motion with the reference signals by compensating emerging deviations in a
closed-loop control process of corrective motoric actions (cf. [Don82]). The stabilization
of the vehicle on different road surfaces is commonly supported by ADAS, e.g., ABS and
ESC. The time horizon of stability tasks is instantaneous and does only considerably less
than a few seconds. All decisions of the driver or ADAS are influenced by the longitudinal
and lateral dynamics of vehicles. The impact actions initiated by the stabilization may
differ on the real road from the anticipated impact in the processing of the stabilization.
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Figure 2.4.: Levels of driving automation by the SAE [SAE14].
Feedback about internal parameters of the vehicle, the real position of the vehicle on the
road, and changes of the proximate vehicle environment have to be gathered for repeated
adjustment by the stabilization (cf. Fig. 2.3).
2.1.4.2. Levels of Automation for Road Vehicles
As shown in Fig. 2.4, the SAE defines six categories for the automation of vehicles on
public roads (cf. [SAE14; SAE18]). The authors reside with the initial version SAE
J3016-2014 ([SAE14]) from 2014 because the version SAE J3016-2018 ([SAE18]) has
become more technical. The basic definition of the automation level has not changed.
The reader is referred to [SAE18] for further information about the current revision of
these automation levels. Each automation level is explained in the following:
Level 0 - No Automation: At automation level 0, no automation function is present in
the vehicle. The driver is responsible for the monitoring of the vehicle’s environment
and the control of the longitudinal and lateral vehicle movement for the complete
driving duration. The driver is also the fallback for the driving task in the presence
of failures or critical situations. The driver has to react to emerging danger and
return the vehicle into a safe driving state.
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Level 1 - Driver Assistance: At level 1 — driver assistance —, systems support the
driver in the control of either the longitudinal or lateral vehicle motion. The driver
is required to supervise the operation of the assistance systems permanently and
acts as a fallback in the presence of failures and critical situations.
Example for driver assistance systems of level 1 are ACC and LKAS (cf. [BR15]).
Level 2 - Partial Automation: At level 2 — partial automation —, systems take control
of the longitudinal and lateral vehicle motion for given time durations in specific
situations. The driver is still required to monitor the behavior of the vehicle and
changes in its environment. At any time, the driver has to be prepared to take
back the control of the vehicle as safety fallback in the presence of system faults or
unsafe situations.
Examples of autonomous vehicle systems with level 2 automation are traffic jam
assistants and highway assistants (cf. [BR15; Gas+12; Gas12]).
Level 3 - Conditional Automation: Systems with conditional automation take over
the longitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle for given durations in specific
situations. Opposed to level 2 — partial automation — , the human driver is not
required to monitor the behavior of the vehicle and its environment continuously.
The driver is allowed to occupy himself with other tasks. However, he remains the
fallback for the driving task if the system operates at resp. outside its intended
functionality and is unable to mitigate resulting risks. The driver can still intervene
and take over the vehicle control at any time.
The handover of the vehicle control from the system to the human driver in critical
situations has to be initiated by the system. The system has to identify its operation
at resp. outside its intended functionality and provide the human driver with a
sufficient duration for taking over the vehicle control. Throughout the handover
period, the system has to maintain its safety and remain operational. The duration
of this handover period is still subject to discussion and not yet generally defined
by any standard.
In case the human driver does not take over the vehicle control in time, the system
must perform appropriate safety maneuvers, e.g., an emergency stop, in order to
transfer the vehicle into a safe state. In the safe state, any risks for the safety of
passengers, other objects, and other persons have to be excluded. The identification
and selection of safe states for autonomous vehicle systems in specific situations
are currently subject to research (cf. [RM15]).
Definition 2.8 (Safe State). A safe state is defined as the state of the vehicle
in which any risks for the safety of vehicle’s passengers, other objects, and
persons is excluded.
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An example of a system with conditional automation is a highway chauffeur (cf.
[BR15]). A similar improvement of the automation can be achieved for the traffic
jam assistant (cf. [Sch17]).
Level 4 - High Automation: At level 4 — high automation — systems take over the
longitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle motion from the human drivers for
the complete operation in given driving modes, e.g., driving of highways. Human
drivers are not required to monitor the systems and their environments continuously
or to take over the vehicle control in the presence of unsafe situations or system
faults. Human drivers will have to act within a sufficient reaction time if the
driving mode ends in foreseeable future. In comparison to level 3 — conditional
automation — , autonomous vehicle systems with level 4 — high automation —
act as fallback solutions. These highly automated systems are responsible for
maintaining the safety of the vehicles in critical situations and the presence of
system faults instead of the human driver. They must be aware of all limits for
their intended functionality and be able to identify any violations of these limits in
order to transfer the vehicle into a safe state without human intervention.
An example of a system with high automation is a highway pilot (cf. [BR15]).
Level 5 - Full Automation: The highest level of automation for vehicle systems is full
automation. Systems of level 4 — high automation — can handle specific driving
modes, e.g., driving on highways. However, systems with full automation must be
able to operate in all possible driving modes, e.g., driving on rural and urban roads
in addition to highways. These systems have to handle all situations — even in the
presence of critical situations and system faults — because a human driver is not
available as safety fallback. The operation of full automated vehicles must be able
without any driver (cf. [Sch17]).
Robot taxis are an example of vehicles with full automation (cf. [BR15]).
Other organizations, like Federal Highway Research Institute (Bundesanstalt für Straßen-
wesen) (BASt), NHTSA, and German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA),
have defined their own taxonomies for the automation of vehicle systems (cf. [Gas+12;
Gas12; US 13]). All these taxonomies can be aligned with the classification by the
SAE and are not further discussed here. The reader is referred to [BR15] for additional
information.
With an increasing level of automation, the driver loses responsibility for the vehicle
control and vehicle safety while the system gains responsibility for the vehicle control
and vehicle safety. For automation level 0 — no automation — to level 2 — partial
automation —, the driver remains responsible for the safety of the vehicle in public traffic
and has to continuously monitor the vehicle and its environment in order to interfere
with the vehicle control if required. Beginning with level 3 — conditional automation —,
the system substitutes the driver in the task of monitoring of the environment and with
level 4 — high automation — as the safety fallback in the presence of critical situations
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Figure 2.5.: Closed-loop feedback control system [DB10].
and system faults. This is especially important for the discourse about liability questions
for collisions involving automated vehicles.
The general public does not recognize the large gap between today’s available ADAS
and full automated vehicles [NL14]. Today, systems with level 2 — partial automation
— are predominantly deployed in production vehicles and first systems with of level 3
— conditional automation — have been recently introduced to vehicles of the luxury
segment, e.g., the Audi AI traffic jam pilot in the Audi Q7 in 2017 (cf. [HBS18]). However,
terms autonomous vehicle of self-driving car are commonly used by the general public
when spoken about current and future automation of vehicles, but these terms refer to
automation levels 4 — high automation — and level 5 — full automation — by the SAE.
Design and implementation of autonomous vehicle systems have to be aligned with the
definition of the driving task and the level of automation. The following section describes
an underlying architecture for autonomous vehicle systems.
2.1.5. Functional Architecture of Autonomous Vehicle Systems
Autonomous vehicle systems are required to continuously monitor their environments via
sensors in order to react to changes and deviations in their environments in accordance
with its navigation goal. The real world continuously changes because its dynamic
objects, e.g., other vehicles or pedestrians, behave autonomously. These objects may
only react to decisions and actions of the automated vehicle but cannot be controlled by
autonomous vehicle systems. The number of dynamic objects in the real world and the
complexity of their behavior makes it unlikely for the autonomous vehicle systems to
correctly anticipated all movements and actions for all dynamic objects in their vicinities.
Autonomous vehicle systems are generally developed as component-based systems with
decision makers and closed-loop control systems (cf. [Den+14]). The decision makers
can be viewed as replacements for the human operators. A closed-loop control system
continuously corrects the output of a process via a feedback loop of relevant information
(cf. Fig. 2.5) (cf. [DB10]). A controller compares the sensors measurements about the
process from the sensors to the intended behavior of the process and corrects emerging
deviations via actuators on the process.
The autonomous vehicle system encapsulates the controller as well as the decision maker
while the vehicles and the real world represent the process. Vehicle sensors continuously
perceive the environment of the vehicles — the real world — and the autonomous vehicle
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Figure 2.6.: Decomposition for the control system of autonomous robots [Bro86].
systems compare the sensor measurements with its internal environment representations.
Based on changes of the environment, autonomous vehicle systems process adequate
decisions on navigation and guidance level which are implemented as actions by the
components of stabilization as input for the vehicle actuators (cf. Fig. 2.4). The actuators
change the state of the vehicle and, therefore, the state of the vehicle’s environment. The
control loop via the vehicle sensors forwards all these changes back to the autonomous
vehicle systems for additional correction to the vehicle behavior.
The data about the environment from the vehicle sensors are subject to measurement
noise leading to deviations between parameter values in the real world and the measured
parameters values, e.g., the object positions (cf. Fig. 2.5). Actuators, e.g., engine
or brakes, may introduce further deviations into the control loop because they might
be mechanically incapable of precisely implementing the actions from the system’s
stabilization. Imprecise sensor measurements and poor executions by actuators may
impact the real behavior of vehicles in the real world.
The architectures of autonomous vehicle systems have to be aligned with the systems’ level
of automation and the various levels of the driving task (cf. Section 2.1.4). Autonomous
vehicle systems can be decomposed in vertical and horizontal dimensions; alongside
different system functions for the driving task (vertical) or alongside function components
(horizontal) (cf. [Bro86]). The horizontal decomposition based on the information flow
within the system into a series of functional units is a common practice for control
systems (cf. Fig. 2.6a). These systems commonly consist of functional units for sensing,
modeling sensor data in a world representation, planning, task execution, and motor
control [Bro86].
In vertical dimension, autonomous vehicle systems can be decomposed alongside different
classes of desired system functions for the driving task (cf. Fig. 2.6b). These classes are
called levels of competence by Brooks (cf. [Bro86]). Each level of competence corresponds
to a layer in the layered architecture (cf. Fig. 2.6b). At level 0, behavior for the avoidance
of other objects is considered. More sophisticated levels of competence, e.g., reasoning
about changes in the environment, are build as additional layers on top of lower, existing
layers.
A complex system architecture, which considers vertical and horizontal decomposition,
has been proposed by Matthaei in [Mat15]. This architecture is considered as reference
in this thesis. Matthaei incorporates the localization of the vehicle and the three levels
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Figure 2.7.: Logical system architecture by Matthaei [Mat15].
of resolution — macro-scale, meso-scale, and micro-scale — proposed by Du et al. in
[DMB04]. Fig. 2.7). The three levels correspond to the three level for the driving task by
Donges (cf.[Don82]). Each level differs in its resolution, time and space accuracy, horizon,
considered features, and cycle times (cf. [Mat15]):
Strategical (Navigation) level: The planning of routes at a macro-scale resolution on
the road network for the duration of the trip.
Tactical (Guidance) level: The decision making about specific vehicle maneuvers, e.g.,
passing or lane changing, at a meso-scale resolution in the setting of lanes and
vehicles for the next seconds to minutes.
Operational (Stabilization) level: The (reactive) stabilization of the vehicle as well as
the execution of maneuvers at a micro-scale resolution for a time horizon of a few
seconds and less.
The core of the functional system architecture — absolute global localization, external
data, environmental and self-perception ,(perception), and mission accomplishment (cf.
Fig. 2.7) — are surrounded by interfaces of the vehicle to the environment and driver —
sensors, actuators, and communication equipment.[Mat15]
The columns perception and mission accomplishment are part of the vehicle-referenced
view and have been addressed by previous publications (cf. [BD08; Dic07; Leo+08;
Mon+08]). The vehicle-referenced view describes the environment in relation to the
vehicle where a absolute global localization is not necessary. A environment-referenced
view of vehicle and environment is described by the columns absolute global localization
and external data. The environment is referenced in an absolute global reference frame
while the pose of the vehicle is determined in relation to the environment.[Mat15]
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The columns of the functional architecture are described in more detail in the following
sections.
2.1.5.1. Absolute Global Localization
Absolute global localization is required for the processing of external data from other
traffic participants via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and
the stabilization of the vehicle in environments without any environmental features, e.g.,
deserts. Data is commonly received from global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs)
with varying level of accuracy. The data accuracy of data determines the usage of this
data throughout the levels — strategic, tactical, and operational — of autonomous vehicle
systems. Ordinary GNSSs receivers may have positioning errors up to 20m. Data from
these inaccurate receivers can only be incorporated on the strategical level (macro-scale)
for determining the macro-scale pose of the vehicle. For an application of this data on
tactical (meso-scale) or operation level (micro-scale), additional methods, e.g., differential
global positioning system (DGPS), for the improvement of the accuracy have to be
incorporated. GNSS are currently not able to guarantee a sufficient accuracy for the
micro-scale pose estimation future autonomous vehicle systems towards autonomous
driving. Therefore, a local reference frame without a direct GNSS support is required for
tasks of the stabilization.[Mat15]
2.1.5.2. External Data
External data encompasses all environmental data that has been perceived or generated
outside the vehicle and consists of (cf. Fig. 2.7).
• the global vehicle pose, which is required for vehicle-to-X (V2X) and map data,
• the stationary environment — the scenery (cf. [Gey+14]) —,
• information about the dynamic environment, e.g., vehicles, traffic congestion, and
hazards, and
• information about the state of other traffic participants via V2X.
The accuracy, details and update times of the external data is determined by the
abstraction level of the architecture (cf. Fig. 2.7). For example, information about traffic
congestions is commonly part of the strategical and tactical level of the architecture
depending on the data’s level of detail. Information about traffic lights and their current
state require a more accurate level of detail in the model in order to associate the lights
to their corresponding lanes. Therefore, traffic lights are part of the tactical level model.
At the operational level, the model includes, e.g., the object lists of hypotheses about
other traffic participants perceived via V2I (cf.[HW11]). [Mat15]
The modules of the column external data (cf. Fig. 2.7) focus on two task; the preparation
of map data for the vehicle internal reference system and the fusion of data from multiple
external sources into one cohesive model. The vehicle reference system requires to
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determine a map relative pose for the processing by the modules of the environmen-
tal perception which can be obtained by correspondent map-matching approaches (cf.
[QON07]).
For the usage of data from multiple external sources in the autonomous vehicle systems,
environmental features from the different sources have to be correlated and aggregated
into one cohesive model. At strategical level, an abstract course of the road with its
topological information is stored in a history. For the tactical level, the history may
include the course of each lane with associated speed limits or driving directions. The
features addressed during operation level may be point landmarks (in an object-based
representation) or parts of a grid-based representation. [Mat15]
In case an absolute global position is not part of the ADAS, an exchange of local data
between traffic participants is not possible. The missing of a common reference frame from
the GNSSs prohibits to align the world representations of different traffic participants.
Without the exchange of data between traffic participants, each vehicle has to navigate
in its own perceived world. [Mat15]
2.1.5.3. Environment-Perception and Self-Perception
The perception, covering the environmental and self-perception (cf. Fig. 2.7), aggregates
and prepares all data from internal sensors and external sources about the vehicle’s state
and its surroundings for the later processing by the mission accomplishment. ADAS
are only able to safely operate and avoid hazardous decisions with precious knowledge
about the vehicle’s state. The own state encompasses information about, e.g., the states
of sensor and actuators, steering angle, wheel rotation rates, fuel, and battery states.
Data processed by the perception is not only transferred to the mission accomplishment
but also provided to external receivers via V2X in order to enable cooperation and
collaboration among traffic participants. [Mat15]
Analog to the representation of environmental features by the external data, the repre-
sentations of the vehicle’s environment within the perception is hierarchically organized
by the three abstraction levels — strategic, tactical, and operational — (cf. Fig. 2.7).
At operational level precise and quasi-continuous values are extracted from sensor data.
The environmental perception determines the features of objects, e.g., positions, postures,
and motions, in the surrounding of the vehicle while the self-perception assembles a
representation of the inner vehicle state. Features about, e.g., the vehicle state, weather
conditions, traffic lights, lane markings, the position, and movement of other traffic
participants (micro-scale representation) are independently processed by, e.g., object
and lane tracking or grid-based algorithms. The processed features are transferred from
the operational level to the higher tactic level and the mission accomplishment for a
high-frequent closed-loop. [Mat15]
The tactical level addresses the context resp. scene modeling. The independent environ-
mental features from the operational level are assembled into one associative context
encompassing semantic information besides geometric and topological information. The
scene (cf. Definition 2.25) combines features of the stationary environment — scenery (cf.
Definition 2.27) — with features of dynamic objects (cf. Definition 2.29), e.g., vehicles in
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the environment of the vehicle (meso-scale representation). For the scenery, objects, e.g.,
traffic lights and other static objects (cf. Definition 2.28), are associated to road lanes.
[Mat15]
At strategical level, the environment of the vehicle is described for the route planning
by a macro-scale level representation of the road topology. The topology consists of the
high-level road network, and macroscopic traffic flows with the geometric and semantic
information still being present. [Mat15]
2.1.5.4. Mission Accomplishment
The processing of the mission accomplishment is partitioned following the same hierarchy
as the other columns (cf. Fig. 2.7):
• Navigation at strategical level, based on the road network and traffic flow processed
by the perception,
• guidance and decision making at tactical level based on the abstracted local scene,
which consists of features from the scenery and dynamic objects, and
• vehicle stabilization and execution of decisions at operational level based on exact
geometric values of dynamic and static objects.
The scale in the processing of the overall mission, e.g., the route to the target destination,
become more detailed with each lower level of abstraction (cf. Fig. 2.7). The stabilization
during operation level incorporate more detailed information about the environment from
the perception as the navigation at the operational level. The result of the processing by
the mission accomplishment is the adjustment of control values for the vehicle actuators.
[Mat15]
Following the route planning at strategical level, the next navigation point is forwarded
from the navigation at the strategic level to the vehicle guidance at the tactical level. At
tactical level, the abstract and application independent scene provided by the perception
is assessed for the next navigation point and application relevant features are extracted
based on mission-specific and permanent goals. The extracted features define the internal
situation which is analyzed to determine an appropriate driving maneuver. A situation
in the internal processing of autonomous vehicle systems is the subjective representation
of the entirety of circumstances, conditions, options and determinants from an element’s
point of view for the selection of an appropriate behavior pattern at a particular point of
time (cf. Definition 2.9). A detailed explanation and distinction of the terms scene and
situation can be found in [Ulb+15]. The selection of the driving maneuver is performed
by the guidance concerning traffic regulations and forwarded to the stabilization of the
operation level. [Mat15]
Definition 2.9 (Situation). A situation in the internal processing of autonomous
vehicle systems is the subjective representation of the entirety of circumstances,
conditions, options and determinants from an element’s point of view for the selection
of an appropriate behavior pattern at a particular point of time (cf. [Ulb+15]).
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The selected driving maneuver by the guidance at the tactical level is executed at
operational level by the vehicle stabilization. The operational level is characterized by its
closed-loop control of the vehicle based on direct feedback from internal and external
sensors. A trajectory with time- and space-based nominal positions for the vehicle
is calculated based on the extracted features from sensor data of the environmental
perception. A closed-loop controller calculates and manipulates the set values for the
actuators, e.g., engine, brakes, and steering, in order to align the real world position of
the vehicle with its nominal positions of the trajectory. [Mat15]
As shown in Fig. 2.7), results from the mission accomplishment are communicated
internally to the passengers resp. the driver and externally to other traffic participants
via
• the human machine interface (HMI),
• acoustic signals, e.g., horn and warning signals,
• optical signals, e.g., headlight, hazard lights, and turn indicators at the tactical
level or brake lights at the operational level, and
• V2V communication channels.
External communication is especially important in the presence of critical environmental
situations. An example of internal communication is the visualization of the processed
route to the target destination.
Passengers may instruct autonomous vehicle systems solely on the strategical level by
defining the target destination for their journey. For ADAS, additional possibilities of
interaction on lower levels may exist. For example, a driver may interact with an ACC
on the tactical level by adjusting the desired time gap to preceding vehicles. [Mat15]
The general hardware architecture of autonomous vehicle systems is investigated in the
analysis of the development process for autonomous vehicle systems in Section 3.3.2.
The following section gives an introduction to simulation-based testing as an important
verification technique for autonomous vehicle systems. Comprehensive verification and
validation of autonomous vehicle systems are essential for their deployment and operation
in production vehicles on public roads.
2.2. Simulation-based Testing of Autonomous Vehicle
Systems
According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [CS217], testing
is one of three traditional verification techniques and aggregates a wide field of diverse
but incomplete methods for finding bugs and errors in programs [Leu11; LS09]. Myers
defines testing as “the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors”.
Testing as well as verification involves a system or model of the system M, a set of
(system) parameters P , a set of (system) inputs U , and a property ψ, which shall hold
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for the system. Testing and verification activities are then defined in terms of system
behavior. The system behavior of systemM is denoted as Φ (M, p, u) with p ∈ P , u ∈ U ,
and u is a function of time. Φ (M, P, I) defines all possible behavior of systemM under
parameters in P and inputs in U . Testing is then formally defined as Φ
(
M, Pˆ , Uˆ
)
|= ψ
given finite set Pˆ ∈ P of parameters, given finite set Uˆ ∈ U of inputs and a given property
ψ which shall hold for the system. The sets Pˆ and Uˆ are finite. The finite set of (test)
input Uˆ in the tests results finite space of tested (system) parameters Pˆ for the system
M. [Kap+16]
Definition 2.10 (Testing). “Testing is the process of executing a program with the
intent of finding errors.” [MSB11]
Errors are commonly defined in the context of faults, failures, and system malfunctions
because a strong relationship exists between them. However,definitions for these terms
slightly vary throughout academic and industrial publications.
An error is defined in the safety standard ISO 26262 as “discrepancy between a computed,
observed or measured value or condition and the true, specified, or theoretically correct
value or condition” [Int09a] and by Liggesmeyer as a mistake by an engineer in the
(software) implementation of a system [Lig09]. Under specific runtime condition, errors
result in faults at execution.
Definition 2.11 (Error). “A discrepancy between a computed, observed, or measured
value or condition and the true, specified, or theoretically correct value or condition”
[Int09a].
A fault is defined in safety standard ISO 26262 as an “abnormal condition that can cause
an element or an item to fail” [Int09a] and by Isermann as “unpermitted deviation of
at least one characteristic property (feature) of the system from the acceptable, usual,
standard condition.”[Ise06b]. A fault represents an abnormal state within the system. A
fault can be dormant or active. While a dormant fault has no impact, an active fault
impacts the externally observable system functionality. Another term for fault is defect
(cf. [Lig09]).
Definition 2.12 (Fault). “An abnormal condition that can cause an element or an
item to fail” [Int09a].
An active fault results in a (system) failure. Failure is defined in safety standard
ISO 26262 as “termination of the ability of an element or an item to perform a function
as required”[Int09a] and by Isermann as “a permanent interruption of a system’s ability
to perform a required function under specified operating conditions” [Ise06b].
Definition 2.13 (Failure). “The termination of the ability of an element or an item
to perform a function as required” [Int09a].
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Isermann further defines the term malfunction as “an intermittent irregularity in the
fulfillment of a system’s desired function” [Ise06b]. The safety standard ISO 26262 defines
a malfunctioning behavior as “failure or unintended behavior of the item with respect to
the design intent for this item”.
Definition 2.14 (Malfunction). “An intermittent irregularity in the fulfillment of a
system’s desired function” [Ise06b].
A comprehensive taxonomy for failures and faults is given in [Avi+04]. However, Avizienis
et al. use a slightly divergent definition for error, fault, and failure. This thesis follows
the definition of the safety standard ISO 26262 for these terms.
System engineers use testing activities and other verification techniques to increase their
confidence that systems meet their requirements as well as relevant safety standards, e.g.,
the safety standard ISO 26262. Thus, testing and verification account for a significant por-
tion of effort in the development of autonomous vehicle systems. Simulation-based testing
approaches offer improved means of testing and verification for autonomous vehicle sys-
tems with a significant benefit for the overall development costs. Simulation-based testing
constitutes the testing of systems using models and simulations (cf. Definition 2.15).
Definition 2.15 (Simulation-based Testing). Simulation-based testing is testing of
systems using models and simulations.
The substantial difference between regular testing and simulation-based testing is the
system under test (SUT) (cf. Definition 2.16), whose behavior is analyzed and verified.
Testing executes the real systems and verifies actual instances of system behavior while
simulations predominantly verify models and their inherent approximations of the system
behavior (cf. [Kap+16]).
Definition 2.16 (System under Test). The target of testing and simulation is referred
to as system under test (SUT). Other terms used for the system under test (SUT)
are artifact under test or test object.[KKL13]
Simulations are applied in a variety of fields: manufacturing, construction engineering,
project Management, logistics, transportation, business processes, or health care [Ban+05].
Shannon defines simulation as “the process of design a model [(cf. Definition 2.19)]
of a real system [(cf. Definition 2.1)] and conducting experiments with this model for
the purpose of understanding the behavior of the system and/or evaluating various
strategies for the operation of the system”. The Association of German Engineers (VDI)
defines simulation as the implementation of a dynamic systems in a model suitable for
experiments to gain knowledge that can be transferred (back) to the reality (cf. [VDI14]).
Kapinski et al. formally define simulation analogous to testing and verification as the
process of obtaining a numerical estimation of system behavior Φ
(
M, Pˆ , Uˆ
)
for a specific
collection of operation conditions given by given finite set of parameters Pˆ ∈ P and finite
set of inputs Uˆ ∈ U .
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Definition 2.17 (Simulation). The process of designing a model of a real system
and conducting experiments with this model to understand the behavior of the system
and evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system.[Sha98]
Simulations offer the possibility to analyze the existing system as well as predict the
performance of novel systems under development. As an analysis tool, simulations enable
to simulate changes of existing systems and analyze the impact on their system behavior.
As a design tool, simulations allow to simulated models of novel systems, which are in
the preliminary or planning stage of their development, and predict their performance
under diverse sets of conditions [Ban+05; Sha98].
Simulation has to be distinguished from emulation. Simulation describes a system as a
mathematical model, while emulation mimics the system and can be used as substitution
of the original system (cf. [Sch05]). The concrete definition by Schmitt is given in
Definition 2.18.
Definition 2.18 (Emulation). The replication of system hardware (components) and
its (their) behavior by other hardware (components) (cf. [Sch05]).
The scientific analysis of systems often requires sets of assumptions about their functional-
ity and behavior over time. These assumptions are expressed in models by mathematical,
logical, and symbolic relationships between entities and objects of the systems. These
models can be used in the system analyses for the representation of the system function-
ality (cf. [Ban+05; LK97]). Shannon defines a model as “a representation of a group of
objects or ideas in some form other than that of the entity itself”[Sha98]. The Association
of German Engineers (VDI) defines models as simplified representations of a planned or
existing real system in another conceptual or representational system (cf. [VDI14]).
Definition 2.19 (Model). “A representation of a group of objects or ideas in some
form other than that of the entity itself”.[Sha98]
Most analyses require to solely consider aspects of real systems for their models which
are relevant to the problem under investigation in the analysis (cf. [Ban+05; VDI14]).
Therefore, models are often simplifications of real systems but have to be sufficiently
detailed in order to permit valid conclusions about the real system (cf. [Ban+05]).
The definition of appropriate system modelsM is generally named modeling [Kap+16].
Different analyses might require different models of the same real systems (cf. [Ban+05]).
Many people associate the term model with physical models, e.g., clay cars in wind
tunnels, but those models are usually not the type of models which are considered in
system analyses of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. [LK97]). The second class of models
is mathematical models. Mathematical models represent the real system by symbolic
notations and mathematical equations that are manipulated in order to analyze the
reaction of these models and, therefore, to deduce the behavior of the real systems. This
deduction requires the mathematical model to sufficiently model relevant aspects of the
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real systems (cf. [LK97]). Simulation models used in simulations are a particular type of
mathematical model [Ban+05]
In case mathematical models are sufficiently simple, it is possible to solve these models
and get an exact analytical solution mathematically by using, e.g., differential calculus,
probability theory, algebraic methods, or other mathematical techniques (cf. [LK97]).
However, the complexity of many systems — especially systems operating in the real
world — is so high, that valid mathematical models of these systems exhibit such high
complexity, that an analytical solution of these complex models is virtually impossible.
In this case, models may be studied in computer-based simulations by imitating the
behavior of the systems over time. The models are "run" rather than solved; the inputs
of the simulation model are numerically exercised in order to evaluate their impact on
the model’s outputs. An artificial history of the system is generated, and observations
are collected in order to analyze and estimate the behavior of the real system.[Ban+05;
LK97]
Simulation models may be classified with respect to different properties [Ban+05; LK97]:
static vs. dynamic: A static simulation model, sometimes called a Monte Carlo simu-
lation (cf. [Moo97]), represents a system at a particular point in time. Dynamic
simulation models represent systems as they change over time.
deterministic vs. stochastic: Deterministic simulation models contain no random vari-
ables and have known sets of inputs and outputs. A stochastic simulation model has
at least one random variable as input. Random input variables lead to one or more
random outputs for models. Randomized model outputs can only be considered as
estimations for the characteristics of real systems.
discrete vs. continuous: Discrete and continuous models are defined analogous to dis-
crete and continuous systems (cf. Definition 2.1). Variables of discrete models
change instantaneously at specific discrete points in time, while state variables of
continuous models change continuously over time.
Discrete simulation models are not purely used to model discrete systems, nor are
continuous simulation models solely used to model continuous systems. In some
simulations, even mixed-discrete-continuous simulation models may be used. The
choice depends on the characteristics of the analyzed systems and the objects of
the analysis.
Law et al. correspondingly distinguish between discrete (event) simulations and continuous
simulations (cf. [LK97]).
For autonomous vehicle systems various elements of their control loops, like the vehicle’s
environment or the vehicle dynamics, have to modeled and simulated. The following
section describes the various models in simulation-based tests of the autonomous vehicle
systems.
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2.2.1. Components of Simulation Frameworks
Testing of autonomous vehicle systems in simulations requires consideration of the
complete control loop between the autonomous vehicle system, vehicle, and vehicle
environment (cf. [Tel12]). Relevant aspects of systems and their environments, which
impact the behavior of these autonomous vehicle systems, have to be modeled in the
simulations. Formally, the autonomous vehicle systems and the models for relevant
aspects of the control loop represent the modelM (cf. Definition 2.10) [Kap+16].
A monolithic model for all relevant aspects is rarely defined. The complexity of a
monolithic model would be very high and would not allow the usage of these models
in x-in-the-loop (XIL) tests (cf. Section 2.2.2). Relevant aspects are individually
modeled without the coupled problem in mind. Depending on the level of detail by
the simulations, distinctive models are defined for relevant aspects, e.g., driver, vehicle
dynamics, vehicle sensors, roads, and other traffic participants (cf. Fig. 2.8). Persistent
interfaces allow defining models which precisely reproduce the corresponding entity with
limited complexity independent from the development state of other models (cf. [HK16]).
For example, the decisions of drivers can be modeled by stochastic models while the
vehicle dynamics is modeled deterministically by, e.g., differential equations.
The simulation has to verify the behavior of the SUT over time and, therefore, requires all
models to be dynamic. However, the cyclic data dependency between models themselves
as well as these models and the SUT prohibit the usage of continuous models. For
example, the model of the environment requires information from the model of the vehicle
dynamics which requires input from the autonomous vehicle system, which controls the
vehicle based on the current state of the environment model.
Models and the SUT are integrated into a co-simulation (cf. [Zel+10]). The control loop
of the simulation is processed in discrete time steps (cf. [Neu14]). The discrete models
are individually processed in a sequence of the control loop based on data from related
models and the SUT. The output of the SUT is considered for the simulation of its
environment in the current time step while the corresponding changes in the environment
model are processed by the SUT in the next processing cycle. Small cycle times allow for
nearly realistic and continuous simulations. The processing of models and the flow of
data within the simulation is controlled by the simulation framework (cf. [NDW09]).
Definition 2.20 (Simulation Framework). A simulation framework (also called
simulation environment) integrates an (autonomous vehicle) system under test (SUT)
into a co-simulation with various models for the different aspects of the system’s
environment.
In academic literature also the term simulation environment is used for simulation
frameworks. This thesis primarily uses simulation framework in order to distinguish it
from the real environment resp. the environment modeling and simulation within the
simulation framework.
Simulations are distinguished between open-loop simulations and closed-loop simulations
depending on the control loop in the simulations (cf.[Kap+16]):
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Figure 2.8.: Control-loop for simulations of autonomous vehicle systems [BR15].
Open-Loop Simulation: In an open-loop simulation, the output of the SUT are not
considered for the simulation of the environment and inputs of the system under
test. The behavior of dynamic objects in the environment is entirely independent
of the behavior by the automated (ego) vehicle. The dynamic objects do not react
to any maneuvers by the automated (ego) vehicle.
Definition 2.21 (Open-loop Simulation). Outputs from the system under test
(SUT) are not considered for the simulation of the environment and inputs of
the SUT. The feedback loop between the SUT and environment is not closed.
Closed-loop simulation: In a closed-loop simulation, the feedback loop between the
SUT and the simulation of the environment is closed. Outputs by the system
are considered as input for the environment. Other (dynamic) objects in the
environment consider the behavior of the SUT for the processing of their behavior.
The system and the environment influence each other in either direction.
Definition 2.22 (Closed-Loop Simulation). Closed-loop simulations incor-
porate feedback loops to transfer the outputs of the system under test (SUT)
via the environment simulation back to the system under test as inputs. Other
(dynamic) objects in the environment react to the behavior of the SUT.
While open-loop simulations are easier to establish, closed-loop simulations offer a greater
realism because environment objects react to the behavior of the SUT.
Figure 2.8 (cf. [BR15]), depicts the components and data flow of a simulation framework
for system tests of autonomous vehicle systems. The left side of Fig. 2.8 shows the virtual
world with the virtual vehicle model for the longitudinal and lateral vehicle dynamics,
the virtual environment for the simulation of the road infrastructure and traffic, and the
sensor models for the perception of the virtual environment. The right side of Fig. 2.8
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contains the components of the autonomous vehicle system for the processing of the
sensor data and the decision making as they are later used in the vehicle. [BR15]
The virtual images from the camera model are analyzed by the image processing and
integrated by the sensor fusion with the data from other sensor models, e.g., LIDAR and
radio detection and ranging (RADAR) (cf. [RG05]), into a cohesive representation of
the vehicle environment. This environment representation is used by the (autonomous)
decision making — the SUT — to process the trajectory for the automated (ego) vehicle.
The virtual vehicle dynamics process the input for the vehicle actuators, e.g., brakes,
engine, and steering, from the decision making. The model of the vehicle dynamics
changes the position and orientation of the automated (ego) vehicle in the virtual world.
In addition to the behavior of automated (ego) vehicle, other traffic participants in the
environment model move autonomously. Changes in the environment model influence
the input of the sensor models in the following processing cycle. [BR15]
Simulation models have to sufficiently represent the real world for valid and reliable
simulation results. Validation of these models is essential — especially for models of
physical vehicle components, e.g., sensors and dynamics. For example, the simulation
framework PRESCAN uses validated physical sensor models for RADAR, LIDAR, and
camera vision [Gie+06]. Model validation is distinguished into two types (cf. [Nat98]):
External validation is the comparison of model output with (operationally relevant)
observations from the real system. The addition of an uncertainty analysis helps to
identify model inadequacies which are responsible for differences between model
outputs and real observations. Uncertainty analysis examines the variability of the
model’s output in relation to the variability in the model’s inputs, [Nat98]
Sensitivity analysis is an analysis of the relationship magnitude between inputs and
outputs of models. A sensitivity analysis will indicate inadequacies in models if the
direction and magnitude of sensitivity of model outputs to various inputs do not
match the subject matter expertise.[Nat98]
The individual components and their models are described in the following sections in
more detail.
2.2.1.1. Environment
The vehicle environment is essential for the testing of autonomous vehicle system in
simulations (cf. Fig. 2.8). The environment model defines the virtual world as a
representation of the real world and contains all relevant objects O for the simulation
[Neu14]. It includes the road topologies, vehicles, and pedestrians as traffic, as well as the
automated (ego) vehicle. The automated (ego) vehicle moves through the virtual world
under consideration of the road infrastructure and other objects O. Neumann-Cosel
defines the environment to include all objects o ∈ O within a defined range rE ∈ R
around the automated (ego) vehicle (cf. Definition 2.24). This thesis considers the
environment model to contain all (relevant) objects within the maximal range rE ∈ R of
the vehicle sensors.
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Definition 2.23 (Object). An Object o ∈ O, is an atomic entity of the environment
or a combination of atomic entities. The atomicity of objects is subject to the level
of detail in the simulation.[Neu14]
Definition 2.24 (Environment). The (vehicle) environment Env is the set of all
objects o ∈ O, whose distances d(E, o) ∈ R to the automated (ego) vehicle E is smaller
than the defined range rE ∈ R: EnvE = {o ∈ O | d (E, o) ≤ rE} (cf. [Neu14]).
The behavior of the automated (ego) vehicle and other traffic participants result in
changes for the environment model at specific points of time over the duration of the
simulation T : t0, . . . , ti, . . . , tn. Discrete simulations abstract from continuous changes
by evaluating the static representations of the environment at these specific points in time
ti. These static representations are denoted as scenes (cf. Definition 2.25) and represent
configurations of the vehicle’s environment as an spatial-temporal arrangement from an
observers point of view — including the scenery, dynamic objects, and self representation
(cf. [Mau00a]). The scene preserves the state z of each object o ∈ O in the environment
for a given point in time. The object state zo encapsulates all relevant information about
the object o ∈ O for simulation — including its position and orientation. Ulbrich et
al. enrich the scene with information about the actors’ and observers’ self-representations
(cf. [Ulb+15]).
Definition 2.25 (Scene). The configuration of the vehicle’s environment as a spatial-
temporal arrangement from an observers point of view — including the scenery,
dynamic objects, and self-representation (cf. [Mau00a]).
Definition 2.26 (Object State). The object state zo encapsulates all relevant infor-
mation about an object o ∈ O, e.g., position and orientation.
The environment can be separated into two parts: static and dynamic environment. The
static environment is denoted as scenery and is presented in section Section 2.2.1.1.1.
The dynamic environment is describe in terms of traffic in Section 2.2.1.1.2.
2.2.1.1.1. Scenery
The scenery encompasses all geo-spatially stationary aspects of the scene and, therefore,
encapsulates all objects o ∈ O whose states zo do not change over time. This entails
information about roads, lanes, lane markings, road surfaces, or the roads’ domain
types as well as houses, fences, curbs, trees, traffic lights, or traffic signs (cf. [Ulb+15]).
Sceneries are modeled once before corresponding simulations and remain consistent
throughout these simulations.
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Definition 2.27 (Scenery). The scenery S encapsulates the set of static objects
o ∈ O in the environment EnvE (cf. [Neu14]).
Definition 2.28 (Static Object). A static object o ∈ O does not change its state zo
throughout the complete simulation (cf. [Neu14]).
In addition to the static content of the environment, traffic has to be considered for
simulations as the environment’s dynamic objects.
2.2.1.1.2. Traffic
Autonomous vehicle systems require the simulation of the road traffic as dynamic part
of the environment. Dynamic objects, e.g., vehicles and pedestrians, have to perform
specific maneuvers in order to stimulate reactions by the SUT. A dynamic object is an
object oˆ ∈ O which changes its state zoˆ over the duration T of simulations.
Definition 2.29 (Dynamic Object). A dynamic object is an object oˆ ∈ O which can
change its state zoˆ for each time stamp ti ∈ T of simulations (cf. [Neu14])
Dynamic objects are placed in the environment model in relation to objects of the scenery,
e.g., roads and their lanes, with an initial state z0. The logic for the behavior of dynamic
objects defines changes of the object state zoˆ over the duration T of the simulation for
each dynamic object oˆ ∈ O. For example, maneuvers are defined in conjunction with
velocities and accelerations for vehicles.
Traffic can be simulated with different levels of detail; as traffic flows with or without
individual vehicles, as individuals objects, as individual objects with individual subcom-
ponents. The reader is referred to [Sch17] for a detailed description of the different detail
levels for traffic simulations.
2.2.1.2. Vehicle
In addition to the SUT, the remainder of the vehicle which is not part of the SUT has to
be modeled. This may include vehicle sensors and vehicle dynamics (cf. Fig. 2.8). Models
of vehicle sensors address the perception of the virtual environment and its virtual objects
for input to the SUT. Sensor models are described in Section 2.2.1.2.1. The models of
the vehicle dynamics define how the output of the SUT changes the state of the vehicle
in the virtual world. Models of the vehicle dynamics are described in Section 2.2.1.2.2.
2.2.1.2.1. Vehicle Sensors
Autonomous vehicle systems require input from a perception of the virtual vehicle
environment in simulations (cf. Fig. 2.8). Real sensors are substituted by sensor models
which transfer the state of the environment at each time point ti ∈ T into valid inputs,
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e.g., object lists or points clouds, for the SUT (cf. [Tel12]). The input from sensor models
will have to be further processed by additional environment perception algorithms if these
algorithms are not part of the SUT (cf. image processing and senor fusion in Fig. 2.8).
Sensor models may have varying levels of detail ranging from perfect high-level to realistic
(low-level) sensor models. Idealized high-level sensor models provide the SUT with
the exact information, e.g., position and orientation, of relevant objects in the virtual
environment. Realistic low-level sensor models try to mimic real sensor hardware as
closely as possible. This imitation commonly includes the imitation of the physical
measurement principle of the real sensors in order to provide the SUT with realistic data
about the environment — including data jitter. For example, realistic RADAR models
may simulate the propagation of radio waves through the virtual environment. Realistic
low-level sensor models help to evaluate and improve the robustness of autonomous
vehicle systems to jittered input data. [Bel+12; Ste+15]
2.2.1.2.2. Vehicle Dynamics
While sensor models are concerned with the perception of the virtual environment in
simulations, models of the vehicle dynamics address changes of the automated (ego)
vehicle in the virtual world in response to the output of the SUT. The models of the
vehicle dynamics have to mimic the dynamic movement of the vehicle in the real world
depending on the level of realism in simulations. Specified models, e.g., the two-track
model [Gie+06], have to sufficiently consider the inherent inertia of the vehicle and
variances in forces by vehicle actuators, e.g., engine, brakes, and tires, for the longitudinal
and lateral movement of the vehicle.
2.2.1.2.3. Driver
Instead of deterministic logic for the behavior of traffic participants (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.2),
specific driver models can be introduced for vehicles in the virtual environment. These
driver models commonly represent the behavior of real drivers stochastically where each
possible driving maneuver is assigned with a possibility. In simulations, the vehicle
maneuvers are nondeterministically chosen under consideration of their possibility.
Stochastic driver models have the disadvantage that they impede the validation of simu-
lation results. Repetitions of simulation with stochastic driver models commonly result
in different results because the behavior of vehicle deviates due to the nondeterministic
decisions by these driver models.
Hochstaedter et al. separate the driver model into a decision model and an action model.
The decision model calculates a trajectory as action intention under consideration of the
environment, while the action model sets the setpoint values for the vehicle actuators,
e.g., engines and braking system, in order to follow the trajectory. The action model
interacts with the model of the vehicle dynamics for the correct execution of the setpoint
values. [HZB00]
In the automotive domain, the individual components are predominantly used for XIL
simulations. These tests are described in the following section in more detail.
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Figure 2.9.: Realization of control loop elements in XIL simulations (cf. [Gie+06]).
2.2.2. X-in-the-Loop Simulations
In the automotive domains, autonomous vehicle systems are predominately verified in
x-in-the-loop (XIL) simulations because they allow for an efficient and cost-effective
testing process (cf. [BNF16]). Autonomous vehicle systems can be systematically tested
without disturbances from other connected but unrelated systems.
XIL simulations incorporate simulation models and real system components in varying
degree in order to reproduce the control loop between SUT and their environments. As
shown in Fig. 2.9 (cf. [Gie+06]), each element of the control loop, e.g., driver, vehicle
system, vehicle dynamics, vehicle sensors, vehicle actuators, environment, and traffic,
are either represented by a simulation model, emulated by hardware, or implemented by
the real system component. Additional disturbances d can be injected for vehicle and
environment elements of the control loop. This controlled injection of disturbances d
allows verifying the dependability of the SUT (cf. [Gie+06]). The configuration of XIL
simulations depends on the SUT and the target of the tests (cf. [Neu14]).
In the following sections, the different types of XIL simulations are described and
classified in Kiviat diagrams (cf. [MR82]) based on the way elements of the control loop
are integrated in the simulations. The dimensions of the Kiviat diagram corresponds to
previously presented components of simulations (cf. Section 2.2.1): vehicle system, driver,
vehicle, dynamics, perception, traffic participants, and scenery (cf. [Sch17; Str12]). The
scale of all dimensions is three folded: (1) simulated by models, (2) emulated by hardware,
and (3) as real system component. Some approaches are able to provide multiple solutions
for the consideration of system components (dimensions). This is depict by solid areas in
the Kiviat diagrams. In addition to the XIL approaches, real-world testing is identically
classified for completeness.
The individual dimensions of the Kiviat diagrams are described in the following (cf.
[Sch17]):
Vehicle system: The vehicle system represents the SUT and encompasses function
components and the corresponding execution platform as the part of the vehicle,
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which is verified in the XIL simulation. In case of autonomous vehicle systems, this
can be a function on a real ECU, a function emulated by related hardware or a
pure software function without any execution hardware.
Driver: The dimension driver addresses the behavior of the driver and its interaction
with the vehicle via the HMI (cf. [Ina06]). The driver behavior can be subject to a
real driver, emulated by a driving robot, or simulated by virtual driver models.
Vehicle: The dimension vehicle describes the remainder of the vehicle which is not part
of the vehicle system. This may include vehicle components, e.g., the vehicle chassis.
XIL approaches may incorporate real vehicles for realistic results. Otherwise, the
vehicle can be emulated by similar vehicles or identical hardware. In software-in-
the-loop (SIL) tests, the interaction of vehicle system and the remainder of the
vehicle is commonly modeled by rest-bus simulations.
Dynamics: Dynamics describe the behavior of the vehicle on the road. In case of
XIL approach incorporate a real vehicle, the real vehicle dynamics are present.
Otherwise, a vehicle with similar dynamics can be used to emulate the dynamics of
the original target vehicle. A simulated vehicle dynamics uses a model to process
the motion of the vehicle in the virtual world. Thus, the vehicle behavior is not
implemented in the real world.
Perception: The dimension perception addresses the remainder of the vehicle’s perception
system which is not part of vehicle system. A real perception will be present if
environment perception is implemented on the later target platform. Otherwise, a
similar hardware platform can be used to emulate the vehicle perception. Artificial
generated object lists or sensor data as input to the vehicle system represent a
simulated perception.
Traffic participants: The dimension traffic participants addresses the realization of
other dynamic objects in the tests, e.g., vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians. Traffic
participants can be real if the tests are performed in the real world on public
roads or testing grounds. The usage of crash targets or balloon vehicles represents
an emulation of traffic participants. Traffic participants will be present in the
simulation if they are modeled and implemented as software.
Scenery: The scenery describes the static environment of the vehicle system. Tests in
the real world commonly incorporate the real scenery. An emulation of the scenery
will be present if public roads are rebuilt at testing grounds by, e.g., artificial roads,
lanes, curbs, and vegetation. In case, scenery objects are part of the virtual world
which is generated by a simulation framework; a simulated scenery is present.
The various types of XIL simulations are described each in more detail in the following
sections.
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2.2.2.1. Model-in-the-Loop Simulations
Model-in-the-loop (MIL) simulations allow the evaluation of initial system designs early
in the development process (cf. [BNF16]). A model of the system is integrated into a
control loop with models of vehicle dynamics, sensor, actuators, environment, and traffic
[GRS14; Ise06a]. As shown in Fig. 2.10, all dimensions of the simulation are modeled
and simulated. The model of the system represents the modelM in Definition 2.10.
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Figure 2.10.: Kiviat digram of MIL and SIL simulations [Sch17].
2.2.2.2. Software-in-the-Loop Simulations
Software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulations share extensive similarities to model-in-the-loop
(MIL) simulations. The model of the as SUT is substituted by its real software im-
plementation (cf. modelM in Definition 2.10) [GRS14; Ise06a; Kap+16]. As for the
MIL simulations all other entities of the control loop, e.g., vehicle dynamics, sensor,
actuators, environment, and traffic, are modeled and simulated (cf. Fig. 2.10) [Sch17].
Novel software implementation can be evaluated in SIL simulations without any real
hardware components.
2.2.2.3. Driver-in-the-loop simulations
Driver-in-the-loop (DIL) simulations focus on the behavior of the driver and his interaction
with the vehicle and its systems. Therefore, the model of the driver is substituted by
a real driver. Human drivers are seated in artificial vehicles on fixed-base (stationary)
or motion-based simulators with projections of the virtual environment and vehicle-like
controls (cf. [Sch17; Ste+15]).
Most dimensions of driver-in-the-loop (DIL) simulations are simulated — except for the
remainder of the vehicle and the vehicle dynamics (cf. 2.11):
• Vehicle dynamics are simulated in fixed-base simulators while a motion-based
simulator emulates the vehicle dynamics by a motion platform. This platform
reenacts the forces on the vehicle based on the simulation of the environment.
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Figure 2.11.: Kiviat digram of DIL simulations [Sch17].
• The remainder of the vehicle is either emulated by, e.g., a dashboard with steering
wheels or a real vehicle is incorporated in these simulations.
Motion-based simulators exhibit different levels of fidelity (cf. [Slo08]). Immovable,
fixed-based simulators are categorized as low-level simulators. Mid-level simulators are
simulators which accelerated just in one degree of freedom (DOF), which is often y-sled,
x-sled or a yaw-table. Any force feedback is commonly applied to the steering wheel.
High-level driving simulators actuate the payload, e.g., a real vehicle, in at least six DOFs.
In many high-level simulators, the vehicle is surrounded by a dome for the projection of
the virtual vehicle environment.
2.2.2.4. Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulations
Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations verify and validate the functionality of the SUT
for hardware and software aspects [GRS14]. The real ECU with deployed software
implementation of the SUT are verified and validated (cf. modelM in Definition 2.10).
The focus of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations is on the interaction between the
SUT with the remaining vehicle components under real-time conditions.
For the interaction with the remainder of the vehicle, the ECU is verified in combination
with all connected ECUs or the connected ECUs are simulated by a rest-bus simulation
(cf. [Sch17]). The rest-bus simulation simulates any signals from connect ECUs and the
environment.
As system development and vehicle development progresses, HIL simulation setups can
be gradually extended to include further vehicle components (cf. [Gie+06]). Hardware
components of the vehicle, e.g., sensors and actuators, can also be integrated into HIL
simulations or emulated by similar hardware. As shown in Fig. 2.12, the real SUT is
verified as ECU in a simulated, emulated, or real vehicle environment. All other dimension
of the simulations are still simulated as in MIL and SIL simulations (cf. Sections 2.2.2.1
and 2.2.2.2). HIL simulations offer the flexibility of a MIL and SIL simulations with a
higher level of reliability by using the real target hardware (cf. [Gie+06]).
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Figure 2.12.: Kiviat digram of HIL simulations [Sch17].
SIL simulations leave the real-time capabilities of the SUT unaddressed because the
software implementation is not verified on its target hardware. HIL simulations allow
evaluating the real-time behavior of SUT in interaction with the remainder of the
vehicles. While SIL simulations can be executed faster or slower than real time, HIL
simulations have to be performed in real time because of the real ECUs — including their
inputs/outputs — solely operate in real-time. This real-time requirement may require
trade-offs for the accuracy and complexity of simulation models as well as specialized real-
time platforms for the simulation of the remaining vehicle and environment (cf. [Ise06a]).
For example, complex tire and hydraulic models may not be sufficiently calculated in
real-time (cf. [Ise06a]).
A variation of HIL simulations are processor-in-the-Loop (PIL) simulations [Neu14]. In
PIL simulations, the software implementation of the SUT is executed on a real-time
platform (cf. modelM in Definition 2.10). The real-time platform is connected to a
host computer which executes the remain models of the control loop in the simulations
(cf. Fig. 2.8). The SUT is not executed in real-time but is synchronized with the
simulation on the host computer. While HIL simulations use electronic signals for the
communication between the ECUs, PIL simulations use direct communication, e.g.,
Ethernet or Controller Area Network (CAN), for this communication of ECUs.[Kap+16]
Extensions of HIL simulations are vehicle-hardware-in-the-loop (VEHIL) simulations
which incorporate the complete vehicle into the simulation loop. VEHIL simulations are
described in the following section.
2.2.2.5. Vehicle-Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulations.
A solution for testing full-scale vehicles with all advantages of the previous approaches but
without most of their drawbacks is the vehicle-hardware-in-the-loop (VEHIL) simulation
(cf. [Gie+06; GRS14]). The complete vehicle with its actuators and sensors is placed
on a chassis-dynamometer and is integrated into the simulation (cf. model M in
Definition 2.10). The SUT is either simulated in tools, e.g., automotive data and time-
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triggered framework (ADTF) (cf. [Sch07]), emulated on real-time hardware, or execute
on the final ECUs within the vehicle. [Sch17; Ste+15]
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Figure 2.13.: Kiviat digram of VEHIL simulations (cf. [Sch17]).
The vehicle on the chassis-dynamometer is integrated with a simulation of its environ-
ment. The dynamometer emulates the vehicle dynamics by emulating the road specific
parameters, e.g., slope and friction (cf. Fig. 2.13). Traffic participants are simulated, and
their behavior emulated in the vicinity of the real vehicle by movable mobile platforms
(cf. [Gie+06; GRS14]). The mobile platform mimics the movement of traffic participants
relative to the vehicle on the dynamometer. In rare cases, real traffic participants are
integrated in VEHIL simulations (cf. [Sch17]).
The mobile platforms allow for realistic input to the real vehicle sensors which matches
the relative position and relative behavior of the corresponding virtual object in the
simulation of the environment. The scenery is also simulated and can be emulated.
VEHIL are performed in specialized indoor test facilities which allow the control of all
environmental parameters, e.g., humidity, ambient light, or temperature [GRS14]. This
practice ensures the repeatability of VEHIL simulations.
2.2.2.6. Vehicle-in-the-Loop Simulations
Vehicle-in-the-loop (VIL) simulations are performed with real vehicles on large open test
grounds. The vehicle-in-the-loop (VIL) simulation by [BMF07; Boc09] injects simulated
environment objects into the sensor perception of the system and project the same
objects into the view of the driver using augmented reality. The virtual objects can
be supplemented by real objects, e.g., trees or vehicles, as well as emulated objects,
e.g., crash targets. As shown in Fig. 2.14, the vehicle dynamics, the vehicle and the
driver are real elements. All other dimensions can either be simulated, emulated, or real
components.[Sch17]
XIL simulations allow safe, repeatable, and reliable tests of vehicle system under a variety
of operation conditions. However, these simulations are inefficient for the verification
and validation of interactions between multiple autonomous vehicle systems and the
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Figure 2.14.: Kiviat digram of VIL simulations [Sch17].
integration of these interactions into the vehicle systems. Therefore, in-vehicle tests in
the real world are inevitable. [GRS14]
2.2.2.7. Field Operational Tests
Field operational tests with prototype vehicles in real conditions of the real world are the
final activity in the validation chain for autonomous vehicle systems. Real world tests can
be distinguished into tests with rapid prototyping systems and on-board tests(cf. [SZ13]).
While rapid prototyping addresses the verification of the software implementation of the
SUT, on-board tests are concerned with the complete ECU (cf. [Sch17]). The SUT is
either simulation as software in tools, e.g., ADTF (cf. [Sch07]), is emulated on rapid
prototyping hardware, or the real ECU is tested in the field operation tests (cf. Fig. 2.15).
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Figure 2.15.: Kiviat digram for real world testing.
For real-world tests, we can distinguish between tests on closed test tracks and tests on
public roads. Test tracks allow the adjustment of most environmental conditions but
require large test infrastructures (cf. [GRS14]). Besides real objects, e.g., roads and
signs, scenery objects, as well as weather conditions, can be emulated. For example, real
roads can be rebuild at test grounds in order to safely verify the system behavior on
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these roads (cf. Fig. 2.15) [GRS14]. Traffic participants can be other real vehicles and
pedestrians or can be emulated by corresponding mock objects, e.g., crash targets. The
driver behavior of real vehicle can be emulated using driving robots (cf. [Sch+11]),
Field operational tests on public roads require no dedicated test infrastructure. All
encountered objects in the environment are real objects, vehicles, and drivers. However,
the reproducibility of field operation tests in public traffic is limited due to the uncon-
trollability of traffic and the lack of “ground truth” knowledge about the exact states of
vehicles in these tests (cf. [Gie+06; GRS14]).
Field operational tests on test tracks and public roads are costly and time-consuming.
Complete prototype vehicles with full sensor systems have to be constructed and config-
ured. This heavy engineering of prototype vehicles prohibits the use of field operational
tests early in the development cycle.[Gie+06; GRS14]
2.3. Runtime Verification
According to the IEEE [CS217], verification encompasses all techniques suitable to ensure
that a system satisfies its specification. Traditional verification techniques comprise
theorem proving [BC04], model checking [CGP99], and testing [MSB11]. Theorem
proving is mostly manually applied and enables the check of the program’s correctness as
a proof similar to proving the correctness of a theorem in mathematics. Model Checking
is an automatic verification technique which is primarily applied to finite-state systems.
Definition 2.30 (Verification). Verification is formally defined in terms of system
behavior as Φ (M, P, U) |= ψ for given systemM, given set P of parameters, given
set U of inputs and given property ψ which shall hold for the system.[Kap+16]
Runtime verification represents lightweight verification techniques which complement the
three traditional verification techniques [LS09].
Definition 2.31 (Runtime Verification). Runtime verification encompass verification
techniques that allow to check whether a run of a system satisfies or violates a given
correctness property (cf. [LS09]).
The main distinction between runtime verification and traditional verification techniques
is that runtime verification is predominantly performed at runtime. Executions are
the primary objects analyzed in the setting of runtime verification. While traditional
verification techniques investigate whether all runs of a system adhere to given correctness
properties, runtime verification works on finite (terminated) traces, finite but continuously
expanding traces, or on prefixes of infinite traces.[Leu11; LS09]
A trace describes a possibly infinite sequence of system’s states or system actions. System
states are formed by the current assignments to system variables or as a sequence of
system actions. A trace corresponds to a possibly infinite run of the system. Any
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execution of the system is a finite trace and, therefore, is a finite prefix of a run.[Leu11;
LS09]
Definition 2.32 (Trace). A trace is a possibly infinite sequence of system’s states,
which are formed by the current assignments to system variables, or a possibly infinite
sequence of system actions [Leu11; LS09].
Runtime verification approaches vary in the part of a system run which is considered
for the verification of the system. Approaches analyze system properties based on the
input/output behavior of the system, its state sequences in executions, or based on a
sequence of generated events related to the system’s execution.[Leu11]
Diagnosis and reconfiguration capabilities can extend runtime verification systems in
order to react to property violations and mitigate corresponding system failures (cf.
[BLS06; LS09]).
Therefore, runtime verification approaches are distinguished whether they passively
observe the system’s execution and report failures, or whether their monitor verdicts are
used to actively modify the execution of the target system (cf. [Leu11]).
Runtime verification is closely related to the field of runtime monitoring. Monitors
evaluate at runtime if the execution of the target system meets a given property. The
foundations of runtime monitors are described in the following section.
2.3.1. Runtime Monitor
In runtime verification, runtime monitors are used to check whether an execution of a
system meets a given property φ [BLS11; Leu11; LS09]. In general, runtime monitors
are automatically generated from given property φ.
In mathematical sense, runtime verification checks if a execution w is an element ofJφK, where JφK denotes the set of valid execution for the property φ. Thus, runtime
verification answers the word problem, i.e., whether a given word is included in some
language.[Leu11]
Definition 2.33 (Runtime Monitor). A Runtime monitor observes an execution of
a program or system and evaluates predefined properties, conditions, or invariants
about the system behavior based on its observed runtime data (cf. [WH07]).
The execution trace of a system can be verified online or oﬄine. The usage of monitors
to verify the current execution of a system is denoted as online monitoring while the
evaluation of recorded traces is defined as oﬄine monitoring. Online monitoring has the
advantage that the critical system behavior can be corrected based on the verdict of the
runtime monitor.[LS09]
The complexity for generating the runtime monitors is often negligible because monitors
are typically only generated once. However, the complexity of runtime monitors regard-
ing memory and computation requirements are of vital interest because the monitor
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should not interfere with the functional and non-functional behavior of the monitored
systems.[BLS11]
As part of the trusted computing base, soundness, completeness, determinism, and
passivity of runtime monitors are of essential importance but are seldom defined and
documented in precise terms in the development of runtime monitors (cf. [Fra+17;
WH08]). Each characteristic is described in the following:
Soundness : Runtime monitors have to correctly monitor the target systems. Any
rejections raised by runtime monitors have to indeed be violations of monitored
properties for the target systems.
Completeness: Runtime monitors will sufficiently observe the execution behavior of
targets systems for completeness if they detect all system behavior violating
supervised properties for the target systems.
Determinism: Runtime monitors should yield to the same verification results for identical
observations from the execution of target systems.
Passsivity: Runtime monitors should not interfere with the execution of target systems.
Passivity is especially critical within embedded systems, where hardware resources
are limited.
For observations about the execution of the target systems, parts of the monitoring
systems have to be attached to the target systems in order to extract information about
the internal operation of these systems. These parts of the monitoring system are termed
probes or sensors (cf. [Sch95; WH07]). Probes (sensors) are further distinguished into
hardware probes and software probes. Hardware probes monitor internal physical system
signals. Software probes are added as additional monitoring code to the code base of the
target system in order to logical system signal in the code. The addition of monitoring
code to the code base of the target system is termed code instrumentation (cf. [Rd04;
WH07]).
Definition 2.34 (Code Instrumentation). Code Instrumentation is the modification
of the monitored system by additional code that informs the runtime monitor about
events and data relevant for the monitored properties.
As code instrumentation may interfere with the system execution, runtime monitoring
approaches are distinguished in invasive and non-invasive monitoring [Leu11]:
Invasive monitoring: The runtime monitors of invasive monitoring approaches have an
impact on the execution of the systems. These are primarily approaches which use
code instrumentation or share the hardware resources with the target system.
Non-invasive monitoring: Non-invasive monitoring approaches segregate the target
system from the runtime monitors by using additional computation resources in
order to exclude any side effects by the runtime monitors on the execution of the
target system.
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Other terms for invasive and non-invasive monitoring are intrusive and non-intrusive
monitoring (cf. [Sch95]).
Three types of runtime monitoring are distinguished; software, hardware, and hybrid
monitoring (cf. [WH07]). Each type is discussed in the following sections.
2.3.1.1. Software Monitors
Software monitoring requires the modification of the targeted systems. The primary
approach is the instrumentation of the system’s application code by additional code that
informs the runtime monitor about relevant events and data values. Further approaches
are the instrumentation of the operating systems or the usage of a dedicated monitor
process (cf.[HG08; WH07]).
Software monitoring can be used flexibly and does not require any additional hardware
(cf. [Rd04; Sch95; Tha+03]). However, the integration of runtime monitoring code
into the target system may introduce side effects for the target system. The software
monitoring may introduce overhead on the system’s processing time and memory space
consumption. Such side effects can be unacceptable for many real-time systems. An
alternative approach is to introduce the instrumentation code permanently into the
system, but this may be difficult for an embedded system with strict costs restrictions.
[WH07]
Instead of introducing instrumentation code to the target system, additional hardware
components can be introduced for the runtime monitors. Hardware monitoring is
described in the following section.
2.3.1.2. Hardware Monitors
Hardware monitoring is machine dependent resp. processor architecture dependent. It
comprises the modification of the hardware platform on which the target program is
executed. Either internal signals of the target system are probed, or additional monitoring
hardware is introduced to the hardware platform. The monitoring hardware observes the
execution of the target program by, e.g., listening on the system bus. Instrumentation of
system code is not required for hardware monitoring. [Sch95; WH07]
The benefit of hardware monitoring is the non-intrusive access to information about the
target system. Therefore, hardware monitoring is most suitable for a system with strict
real-time constraints. [WH07]
The disadvantage of hardware monitoring is the increasing costs and inherent limitations
of monitoring hardware (cf. [Sch95; WH07]). Newer hardware platforms are less likely to
offer possibilities for physical probe points. System-on-chip (SoC) systems with on-chip
caching and complex processing and memory architectures have significantly reduced the
visibility of program execution for external hardware, e.g., runtime monitoring systems.
A solution to the reduced external observability of SoC systems are on-chip monitors (cf.
[El 02; WH07]).
Software and hardware monitoring can be combined with hybrid monitoring in order to
mitigate their disadvantages. Hybrid monitoring is described in the next section.
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2.3.1.3. Hybrid Monitors
Hybrid monitoring encapsulates monitoring approaches which combine software and
hardware monitoring. Hybrid monitoring tries to combine the advantages of each
approach by simultaneously mitigating their disadvantages. Code instrumentation of
the target system allows access to internal information about the system execution
by defining relevant events for the runtime monitoring within the code of the target
system. These events would not be accessible by hardware monitors. The instrumentation
code is executed as a part of the target system, and relevant events are transferred to
separate monitoring hardware for event detection and event processing The additional
instrumentation code may potentially affect the behavior and performance of the target
systems, but the usage of hardware probes reduces the amount of instrumentation code
which is required to monitor these systems sufficiently. As results, hybrid monitors are
less likely to interfere with the execution of the target system. [Rd04; Sch95; Tha+03;
WH07]
Besides runtime verification, runtime monitoring is used in other contexts for various
system types, e.g., safety-critical and mission-critical systems, enterprise systems software,
autonomous systems, reactive control systems, health management systems, diagnosis
systems, and system security and privacy with various purposes, e.g., debugging, test-
ing, security, safety monitoring, verification, validation, faults protections, profiling, or
behavior modification.[Rd04; Sch95]
For the monitoring and verification of systems at runtime, relevant system properties
have to be formally defined in the system development. The following section gives an
overview of the formal definition of such system properties.
2.3.2. Property Specification
Runtime Verification generally assumes a (formal) logic for the description of properties
which are expected to be satisfied by the monitored system [Fra+17]. Havelund and
Goldberg define in [HG08] four dimensions for the specification of the monitored system
behavior:
Location quantification: Location quantification addresses if a logic allows quantifying
over locations in the monitored systems. Runtime monitors evaluate when the
system reaches a specific system location during its execution. For online verification,
these locations contain the monitoring code itself. For oﬄine verification, these
locations contain code which will generate events and forward them to the external
runtime monitor. An example of location quantification are system invariants, state
machine notations, and process algebras.[HG08]
Temporal quantification: Temporal quantification addresses if a logic allows for quan-
tification over time points. For example, whether open and close methods for access
to files are called in their respective order. Such logic can either state ordering
relationships over events and actions or reason about relative or absolutes time
values and duration for over events and system actions. Temporal logics, e.g.,
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linear temporal logic (LTL) [Pnu77], and temporal automata, like used in UPPAAL
[LPY97], exist specifically for the temporal quantification over system states.
Data quantification: Data quantification addresses whether a logic allows the binding
and referral to values across states in a forward or backward direction in time.
For example, the calling of open and close methods for the same file includes the
data binding over the file. Data quantification presumes temporal quantification.
Specific data logics are defined for data quantification. [HG08]
Abstract data specification: Abstract data specification consider logics which are able
to abstract concrete program states to abstract specification states. General purpose
specification languages, e.g., abstract state machine language (ASML) [Gri+01]
or Maude [Cla+99], exist which inherently support abstract data specification.
These languages commonly have executable subsets which resemble a functional or
state-based programming language.[HG08]
The expressiveness of logic is essential for runtime verification. Specification logics must
only define system properties which can be verified for the (finite) trace exhibit for the
execution of the system. Properties about multiple or infinite system executions are not
suitable for runtime verification.[Fra+17]
The following section introduces the formal logic which is used in this thesis for the
definition of monitored system properties.
2.4. Typed First-Order Logic
The definition of system properties for the runtime monitoring in this thesis uses a
typed first-order logic. The type restrictions of variables, functions, and predicates
reduce the processing complexity of the runtime monitoring. The evaluation of variable,
functions, and predictions by the runtime monitoring has exclusively considered objects
with matching types. All other objects can be neglected. The following sections introduce
the typing, syntax, and semantics of this typed first-order logic. The typed first-order
logic has been first introduced in [BHS07].
2.4.1. Types
The major difference between the typed first-order logic and traditional first-order logic
(cf. [Smu12]) is the explicit typing of objects, variables, functions, predicates. Typing
of first-order logic has been defined by Beckert et al. in [BHS07]. The typing allows to
reason about the domain of the runtime monitoring on the abstract level of types instead
of individual real world objects. Every object of the domain is assign to one type. Type is
defined as “a category of [. . . ] things having common characteristics” [Ste10]. All types
for a particular problem domain are organized in a type hierarchy:
Definition 2.35. A type hierarchy is a quadruple T = 〈T , TD, TA,v〉 consisting of
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• a set of types T ,
• a subset of abstract types TA,
• a subset of dynamic types TD, and
• a relation v denoting the sub-type relationship between types.
It holds that TA ∪TD = T and TA ∩TD = ∅. The sub-type relation v is a reflexive partial
order on T (cf. [BHS07]). We say that type A is a subtype of B if A v B. Every abstract
type B ∈ TA \ {⊥} has a non-abstract subtype: A ∈ TD with A v B. There is an empty
type ⊥ ∈ TA and a universal type > ∈ TD with ⊥ v z v > for all z ∈ T (cf. [BHS07]).
The set without the empty type ⊥ is denoted by TQ := T \ {⊥}.
Typing also applies to variables, functions, and predicates of the typed first-order logic.
Variables and parameters of function and predicates can be restricted to specific types.
Objects will only be considered for a typed variable or parameters of typed functions
and typed predicates if the objects match the specific types or their sub-types.
The typing of the typed first-order logic is aligned with the implicit typing of requirements
and explicit typing of runtime data in autonomous vehicle systems. For the runtime
monitoring of autonomous vehicles, requirements are transformed into typed first-order
logic, and the types in these requirements build the type hierarchy T of the typed first-order
logic. The typed first-order logic is then evaluated at runtime on the provided typed data
from the autonomous vehicle systems.
The definition of variables, functions, and predicates by the signature of the typed
first-order logic is described in the following section.
2.4.2. Signature
The typed first-order logic has the signature Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉 with a set of variable symbols
V , a set of function symbols F , a set of predicate symbols P with an arity of n > 0, and
a typing function α (cf. [BHS07]). Variables enable to consider different objects and
entities of the autonomous vehicle systems and their environments while functions and
predicates reason about particular properties of these objects and parameters and their
relations.
Definition 2.36. The signature Σ for a given type hierarchy T = 〈T , TD, TA,v〉 is
quadruple Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉 of
• a set of variable symbols V ,
• a set of function symbols F with an arity of n ≥ 0,
• a set of predicate symbols P with an arity of n > 0, and
• a typing function α.
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We denote the arity k of a function with fk and for predicate with pk. A function with
an arity of 0 is also called a constant. Logical symbols, like ∧,∨,=, 6=,∀,∃ are defined as
usual
Definition 2.37. The symbol α denotes the typing function that assigns every symbol of
V , F , and P a corresponding type. Therefore, variables, functions, and predicates are
only applicable for this particular type (cf. [BHS07]):
α (x) ∈ TQ for all x ∈ V
α (f) ∈ T ∗Q × TQ for all f ∈ F
α (p) ∈ T ∗Q for all p ∈ P
with TQ := T \ {⊥} .
Consider: We require all parameters of functions and predicate to be from TQ and therefore
exclude the empty type ⊥.
There exist predicate symbol α (=˙) = (>,>) for the type equality and predicate symbol
∃z ∈ P , which is called type predicate for type z, with typing α ( ∃z) = (>) for any
z ∈ T . A function symbol (z) represents the type cast of the static type of an expression
α ((z)) = ((>) , z) for each z ∈ Tq. The dynamic type of the expression remains unchanged.
The type cast enables the usage of sub-types as arguments for functions and predicates.
The following notions are defined (cf. [BHS07]):
v :z for α(v) = z with v ∈ V, z ∈ TQ
f :z1, . . . , zn → z for α (f) = ((z1, . . . , zn) , z) for zi, z ∈ T
p :z1, . . . , zn for α (p) = (z1, . . . , zn) for zi ∈ T
2.4.3. Terms and Formulas
The expression of requirement conditions in the typed first-order logic requires the
definition of terms and formulae over the variables, function, and predicate symbols.
Definition 2.38. Based on the signature Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉 we can inductively define the
set of terms Termz for each type z ∈ T (cf. [BHS07]):
• x ∈ Termz for any variable x :z ∈ V ,
• f (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Termz for any function symbol f (z1, . . . , zn) → z ∈ F and terms
ti ∈ Termz′i with z
′
i v zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
All entities built in the described way are terms and no others. The static type for any
term t ∈ Termz is written as σ (t) := z. The set of terms TermT over the signature
Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉 and a set of Types T is then denoted by TermT := ⋃z∈T Termz. A term
without any variables is called a ground term.
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Conditions of requirements which are considered for the runtime monitoring can be
formally expressed as first-order formulae.
Definition 2.39. The set of first-order formulae Fml over the signature Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉
are defined as followed:
• True, False ∈ Fml are formulae.
• p (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Fml for a predicate symbol p (z1, . . . , zn) and terms ti ∈ Termz′i
with z′i v zi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a formula.
• Let t1 and t2 are terms, then (t1=˙t2) is an (atomic) formula.
• Let φ and ψ be formulae, then ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, φ→ ψ are formulae.
• Let φ be a formula and v ∈ V a variable, then ∃v.φ,∀v.φ are formulae.
We call φ the scope of the variable v ∈ V and say that v is bound by the quantifiers
∀,∃ in the formulae ∀v.α resp. ∃v.α. For syntax sugaring we write t ∃z instead of ∃z (t)
with z ∈ T t ∈ TermT as well as t1=˙t2 instead of =˙ (t1, t2) for ti ∈ TermT . The usual
parentheses and precedence rules apply.
The quantifiers ∀ (universal) and ∃ (existential) bind all occurrences of variable x in
the sub-formula φ. The formula φ is also called the scope of the quantified variable x.
Occurrences of variables which are not bound by any quantifier are called free. A formula
ψ without any free variables is called a closed formula
Definition 2.40. The set of free variable FV(t) for a term t is defined by
• FV (t) = {v} for v ∈ V , and
• FV (f (t1, . . . , tn)) = ⋃
i=1,...,n
FV(ti).
The set of free variables for a formula is then defined by
• FV (p (t1, . . . , tn)) = ⋃
i=1,...,n
FV(ti),
• FV (t1 =˙ t2) = FV (t1) ∪ FV (t2),
• FV (true) = FV (false) = ∅,
• FV (¬φ) = FV (φ),
• FV (φ ∧ ψ) = FV (φ ∨ ψ) = FV (φ→ ψ) = FV (φ) ∪ FV (ψ), and
• FV (∀x.φ) = FV (∃x.φ) = FV (φ)r {x}.
A formula φ is then called closed iff FV (φ) = ∅.
The definition of terms and formulae solely address the syntax of the typed first-order
logic but not their interpretation. The interpretation of terms and formulae by the
semantics of the typed first-order logic is described in the following section.
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2.4.4. Semantics
First-order logics have to be evaluated based on modelsM (also called structure) which
encompass the concrete objects, functions, and predicates over which the terms and
formulae are evaluated (cf. [BHS07]).
Definition 2.41. The model for a typed first-order logic with the types system T and
signature Σ = 〈V, F, P, α〉 is defined asM = 〈D, δ, I〉 with
• the domain D,
• the dynamic typing function δ, and
• the interpretation of functions and predicates I.
We further define Dz := {d ∈ D | δ (d) v z, z ∈ T } as the set of parameters and objects
of type z ∈ T . Opposed to [BHS07], this thesis does not require the set Dz to be a
non-empty set for all z ∈ TD because there might exits no objects for some types in the
runtime monitoring. For example, there might be no other vehicles in the environment
of autonomous vehicle systems. Therefore, the objects set for the type vehicle would be
empty — considering that the automated ego vehicle is a distinctive type.
The typing function δ : D− > TD assigns every object of domain D a dynamic type TD.
In case no particular type has yet been defined for a domain object because it has not yet
been known, the typing function δ : D− > TD assigns the universal type > to this object.
Definition 2.42. The interpretation I assigns every function symbol f ∈ F and predicate
symbol p ∈ P a concrete function resp. predicate over the parameters and objects with
the correct typing z ∈ T . It holds that;
• for any f : z1, . . . , zn → z ∈ F , I yields a function I(f) : Dz1 × · · · × Dzn → Dz
with z, zi ∈ T , i ∈ N
• for any p :z1, . . . , zn ∈ P , I yields a subset I(p) ⊆ Dz1×· · ·×Dzn with zi ∈ T , i ∈ N
• for type casts, I ((z)) (x) = x if δ (x) v z, otherwise I ((z)) (x) is an arbitrary but
fixed element of Dz.
• for equality I (=˙) = {(d, d) | d ∈ D},
• for type predicates, I ( ∃z) = Dz with z ∈ T .
A modelM is not sufficient to completely reason about arbitrary terms and formulae
because the model does not address the variables of the typed first-order logic. Therefore,
the notion of variable assignments are introduced:
Definition 2.43. For a model M = 〈D, δ, I〉, a variable assignment is a function
β : V → D, such that
β (x) ∈ Dz for all x :z ∈ V.
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The modification βdx of a variable assignment β for any variable x : z and any element
d ∈ Dz of the domain with type z ∈ T is defined as
βdx (y) :=
d, if y = xβ(y), otherwise
The definitions of model M and variable assignment β enable to formally define the
semantics of terms. A evaluation function valM is introduced for the interpretation of
terms.
Definition 2.44. For a modelM = 〈D, δ, I〉, and a variable assignment β, the valuation
function valM can be inductively defined by
• valM,β (x) = β (x) for any variable x ∈ V .
• valM,β (f (t1, . . . , tn)) = I (f) (valM,β (t1) , . . . , valM,β (tn)) with terms t1, tn.
For a ground term t, one can simply write valM (t), because valM,β (t) is independent of
β
The semantics of formulae is defined by their validity. The validity of a formula for a
given modelM and a given variable assignment β is determined by the validity relation
|=.
Definition 2.45. The validity relation |= is inductively defined for a given modelM =
〈D, δ, I〉, and a variable assignment β by
• M, β |= p (t1; . . . , tn) iff (valM,β (t1) , . . . , valM,β (t1)) ∈ I (p).
• M, β |= true
• M, β 6|= false
• M, β |= ¬φ iffM, β 6|= φ
• M, β |= φ ∧ ψ iffM, β |= φ andM, β |= ψ
• M, β |= φ ∨ ψ iffM, β |= φ orM, β |= ψ, or both
• M, β |= φ→ ψ iffM, β |= φ then alsoM, β |= ψ
• M, β |= ∀x.φ (for a variable x :z) iffM, βdx |= φ for every d ∈ Dz
• M, β |= ∃x.φ (for a variable x :z) iff there exists some d ∈ Dz such that
M, βdx |= φ
If M, β |= φ, we say that φ is valid in the model M under the variable assignment β.
For a closed formula φ, we writeM |= φ, since β is then irrelevant.
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2.4. Typed First-Order Logic
The validity of formulae can be generalized as a general property of formulae concerning
arbitrary models and arbitrary variable assignments.
Definition 2.46. Under a fixed but arbitrary type hierarchy T, and signature Σ,
• A formula φ is logically valid if M, β |= φ for any model T and any variable
assignment β.
• A formula φ is satisfiable if M, β |= φ for some model T and some variable
assignment β.
• A formula φ is unsatisfiable if it is not satisfiable — ifM, β 6|= φ for any model T
and any variable assignment β.
The following chapter presents and analyzes the current development process for au-
tonomous vehicle systems in the automotive domain. The typed first-order logic is
considered in the definition and implementation of the runtime monitoring framework in
Chapter 6.
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3. Problem Outline
This chapter presents the current development practice for autonomous vehicle systems
in the automotive domain on the example of an industrial lane change assistant. An
overview of the functionality of the lane change assistant and its development process
is given in Section 3.1. The individual activities in the development of the lane change
assistant are described in more detail Sections 3.2 to 3.7. The chapter ends with an
assessment of limitations for the current development practice in Section 3.8
3.1. Running Example: Lane Change Assistant
In this work, we examine a lane change assistant as a running example. The lane change
assistant is part of an industrial highway pilot, which is widely considered the next
development iteration of autonomous vehicle systems towards full automated vehicles
(cf. Fig. 2.4). Vehicles with activated highway pilot will autonomously drive in traffic
on highways towards their assigned destination. The vehicle automation includes the
autonomous execution of lane changes.
3.1.1. Basic Functionality of Lane Change Assistant
Lane change assistants address the guidance of the vehicle on tactical level (cf. Fig. 2.3).
The main functionality of a lane change assistant is to perform lane changes to the left
or right adjacent neighbor lane under consideration of the current traffic situation. The
lane changing includes changes between lanes on multi-lane highways as well as changes
to on- and from off-ramps in order to enter resp. exit highways. Another functionality
is the safe merging in weaving areas of interchanges or front of road constrictions. The
lane change assistant has to evaluate if lane changes can be safely executed and if they
are beneficial for the progress of the trip in all these use cases. There exist many reasons
for the execution of lane changes. Some lane changes are beneficial, e.g., overtaking
slower vehicles, (cf. Fig. 3.1 [BMW18]), while other lane changes might be inevitable.
For example, a lane change will be inevitable if the current route requires the vehicle to
leave or change the highway.
In summary, a lane change assistant has to perform safe lane changes autonomously.
The safety of lane changes for the automated ego vehicle, its passengers and other traffic
participants is essential. Any risks for any traffic participants have to be excluded. For
the execution of lane changes, the lane change assistant has to consider national traffic
codes and the traffic situations in its vicinity. The assistant has to perceive the road
infrastructure, e.g., road lanes and their markings, as well as other traffic participants, e.g.,
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Figure 3.1.: Lane Change Assistant [BMW18].
other vehicles or pedestrians. Based on the relative positions and velocities of other traffic
participants, the lane change assistant determines if a lane change to the left resp. right
adjacent neighbor lane is possible without endangering other traffic participants. Other
traffic participants should not be forced to brake hard or to perform emergency maneuvers.
Additionally, the lane change assistant has to obey national traffic codes, e.g., signs or
road markings prohibiting lane changes, in order to avoid any maneuvers which would
be unexpected or irrational for other traffic participants.
Passengers expect the lane change assistant to inform them about all its decisions and
considered information about the vehicle and its vicinity. HMIs have to present this
information in a clear and understandable manner without overstraining drivers. Human
drivers expect to be able to take over the vehicle control at any time — especially in
critical situations which the lane change assistant misinterpreted. Therefore, the driver
must be able to overrule the decisions made by the lane change assistant.
As part of the highway pilot, the lane change assistant is only developed for highways.
Rural and urban roads are not yet considered for the functionality of the lane change
assistant due to their increased situational complexity (cf. [CC04]). Further improvements
of the lane change assistant may lead to its application to these domains.
The following section gives an overview of the development activities for the lane change
assistant, as they were performed in the case study (cf. Chapter 8).
3.1.2. Development Activities
In the automotive domain, the basic development process follows the V-model consisting
of a design and implementation part and a verification and validation part (cf. [RB08]).
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Requirements
Analysis
System
Design
Verification
Test & Simulation
Validation
Field Test
Implementation
Safety Analysis
Figure 3.2.: Activities in the development, verification and validation of the lane change
assistant.
The activities for the development of the lane change assistant follow this development
process (cf. Fig. 3.2). Sections 3.2 to 3.7 describe each development activity in more
detail.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the first activity in the development process of the lane change
assistant is the requirements analysis. in the requirement analysis, requirements from
relevant stakeholders are elected for the system specification of the lane change assistant
(cf. Definition 3.2) . The specification is the first documented definition of the lane
change assistant’s functionality and restrictions. The majority of requirements for the
lane change assistant emerge from the development of the superior highway pilot.
In the system design (cf. Fig. 3.2), the lane change assistant is designed based on
the requirements in the system specification by defining an architecture of functional
components. Each component addresses one or more basic functions required by the
system specification of the lane change assistant. In the course of the development, the
system specification is further detailed for its subsystems. A technical concept defines
each component, the algorithms and communication techniques used for realizing the
components’ functionality. The lane change assistant is divided into the processing of sen-
sor data for the scene representation, the situation assessment of the scene representation
and the behavior planning for lane changes. Additional to the functional architecture, a
hardware architecture is defined incorporation a network of ECUs for the execution of
the functional components as well as sensor and actuator hardware components for the
perception and interaction with the vehicle’s environment.
The system specification and system architecture allow analyzing the proposed system
under safety aspects. The safety analysis as third activity in the development process
(cf. Fig. 3.2) evaluates the concept of the lane change assistant from the system design
in different operation modes. A operation mode encompasses the states of software
functions, hardware components, and the environment of the system — the real world.
Critical operational modes are identified in which the behavior of the lane change assistant
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impose a potential safety risks for its passengers, other vehicles, and their passengers.
For each critical operation mode, safety measures are defined (cf. Definition 3.1). The
safety measures are intended to mitigate the safety risks of the lane change assistant in
the operation mode. These measures are incorporated into the system development as
additional requirements. These safety requirements are added to the system specification
resulting in a revision of the system design and its components. The correct and effective
implementation of all identified safety requirements, including their measures, have to
be addressed in the verification and validation. In the automotive domain, the safety
analysis commonly proceeds following the ISO 26262 [Int09d].
Definition 3.1 (Safety Measure). “The activity or technical solution to avoid or
control systematic failures and to detect random hardware failures or control random
hardware failures, or mitigate their harmful effects” [Int09a].
Following the revision of requirements and system design, the lane change assistant is
implemented. In the implementation activity (cf. Fig. 3.2), the functionality and safety
measures of each functional component are primarily realized in software and in minor
cases solely as hardware. For the lane change assistant, the atomic functional components
— the lowest components in the hierarchy of the functional system architecture — are
refined as software-components and implemented as C/C++ code. The code is written
manually or generated from models, e.g., signal flow diagrams using modeling tools e.g.,
Matlab/Simulink (cf. [Bis96]) or Ascet (cf. [Lef+97]). The correct implementation
of each atomic functional component is addressed in unit tests. Each implementation
artifact of a atomic component — e.g., its classes and functions — is independently
stimulated by the test inputs of corresponding test cases in order to reveal bugs and
faults (cf. Section 2.2). The response of the implementation artifact — its output data —
is compared with the envisaged response of the executed test case. Additional hardware
required for the functional components, e.g., sensors or ECUs, are realized and tested
simultaneously.
Following the system architecture, atomic implementation artifacts are integrated into
compositional components. Compositional components might be further integrated
with other atomic or compositional components. This way larger parts of the system
are realized. The integration of functional components may lead to the emergence of
more complex functionality. For example, the combination of sensor preprocessing and
modeling enables the system to generate an internal representation of the current vehicle
environment.
In the verification activity (cf. Fig. 3.2), the functional correctness of composite com-
ponents is verified in integration tests with regard to the requirements of the system
specification. Integration tests presume the correct implementation of each subordinate
component — as it is verified in unit tests for atomic functional components — and
therefore focus on the communication and interaction between subordinate components
and emerging functionalities. For the lane change assistant, simulations are used for
integration testing — from MIL, SIL, HIL to VIL (cf. Section 2.2.2). These simulation
methods are differentiated based on the SUT — e.g., if it is a model, implementation, or
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the real system or functions — and the incorporation of the target hardware. For all
simulation methods, test cases resp. test scenarios define a set of stimuli for which the
compositions are verified. The responses of compositions to these stimuli are compared
to the expected response in the test case. At the end of the hierarchical integration, the
complete lane change assistant is assembled and verified. The integration tests of the
assembled system are also referred to as system test.
Additional to the verification in tests and simulations, formal verification methods, e.g.,
model checking or static code analysis (cf. [Alu15]), are adopted at times.
Besides the verification of the lane change assistant in system tests, the system has to be
validated. The validation activity is the last development activity for the lane change
assistant before its deployment and commercialization. For validation, stakeholders test
the system for the satisfaction of their requirements. The validation also addresses implicit
requirements, which have not yet been identified and documented in the requirements
analysis. Tests performed by stakeholders are also referred to as acceptance tests. These
acceptance tests are commonly performed with prototype vehicles in the real world to
mimic the experience of later customers.
In the following sections, each development activity is described in the context of the
case study — the development of the lane change assistant (cf . Chapter 8).
3.2. Requirements Analysis
The basic functionality of the lane change assistant, which has been described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1, yields from requirements of involving stakeholders (cf. Definition 3.2). These
requirements are gathered and improved in interviews with each stakeholder in the
requirements analysis (cf. Section 3.1.2) . The analysis addresses the unambiguousness,
quantification, and completeness of these requirements.
Definition 3.2 (Requirement). “A statement that identifies a necessary attribute,
capability, characteristic, or quality of a system in order for it to have value and
utility to a user” [You01].
All requirements gathered in the requirements analysis are documented in the system
specification (cf. Definition 3.3). The requirements are commonly described in natural
language and are hierarchically structured where each subordinate requirement further
refines its superordinate requirements. Requirements addressing similar concerns are
grouped. For the lane change assistant, the system specification has been provided by a
project partner.
Definition 3.3 (System Specification). A documented set of mandatory requirements
for a system [Int17].
The system specification for the lane change assistant and its requirements are presented
in the following sections under consideration of the international standard ISO/IEC
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25010:2011 [Int11b]. The standard ISO/IEC 25010:2011 defines a quality model for
software products with eight categories: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability, compatibility, security, and portability. We use these categories as
guidance for the presentation of the provided requirements in the following sections.
3.2.1. Functionality
As described in Section 3.1.1, the basic functionality of the lane change assistant is to
perform lane change on highways. In its current development state, rural and urban
roads are not considered for the lane change assistant due to differences in the complexity
of environment situations (cf). Lane changes on highways can be further subdivided
into two use cases; lane changes between ongoing highway lanes and lane changes from
on-ramps resp. to off-ramps in order to enter resp. exit highways. Additional functional
requirements exist for the lane change assistant. These requirements are applicable for
either use case. The functional requirements for the lane change assistant are presented
in more detail in the following sections.
3.2.1.1. Lane Changes between Highway Lanes
The major use case for the lane change assistant is the changing between lanes on
multi-lane highways (cf. FR_1_1 in Table 3.1). For this use case, the assistant has
to determine the current driving domain (FR_1). The lane change assistant is only
developed for highways as part of a highway pilot and is currently unable to safely cope
with the complexity of traffic in other domains, e.g., rural and urban roads.
On highways, the lane change assistant has to independently change from the velocity
and available gap sizes between vehicles. The assistant has to perform lane changes
in traffic jams with small gaps between vehicles and at slow velocities (FR_1_2) as
well as in normal traffic with high differences in their velocities but large gaps between
vehicles (FR_1_1). In normal traffic, the automated vehicle must drive faster than
10 m/s (FR_2_1). Otherwise, the overtaking would take too much time and compromise
other traffic participants. Additionally, a lane change is not supposed to be executed in
curves with a curvature less than 125 m because actuators might not be able to execute
lane changes safely (cf. [Vis+08]). The automated vehicle would leave the target lane
(FR_2_2). Before every lane change, the automated vehicle has to be properly aligned
inside its current lane in order to guarantee the correct and safe execution of the lane
changes. A lane change is not supposed to be executed if the position of the automated
ego vehicle deviates more than 0.4 m from the center of its current lane (FR_2_3).
A special case for lane changes on multi-lane highways is the merging with other traffic
participants in front of constrictions. In general, the traffic in front of constrictions is
slow and dense because the traffic of two or more lanes has to be condensed to fewer
lanes. A lane change is inevitable for the automated vehicle if it drives on a lane with the
constriction. As stated in requirement FR_4 (cf. Table 3.1), the automated vehicle must
be able to perform alternate merging starting less than 100 m in front of the constriction.
The constrictions limit the time and space available for the lane change.
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Table 3.1.: Requirements for the lane changing on highway.
ID Description
FR_1 The system shall be able to detect if the current domain is a
highway.
FR_1_1 The system shall be able to perform lane changes on multi-lane
highways.
FR_1_2 The system shall be able to change lanes in a traffic jam with
a traffic flow velocity of less than 5 m/s and gaps of less than
10 m between vehicles.
FR_2 The system has to prevent unsafe lane changes.
FR_2_1 The system shall be able to prevent lane changes if the ego
velocity is less than 10 m/s.
FR_2_2 The system shall be able to prevent lane changes if the curva-
ture of the ego lane is less than 125 m.
FR_2_3 The system shall be able to prevent lane changes if the lateral
offset to the center of the current lane is more than 0.4 m.
FR_3 The system shall be able to adjust the vehicle longitudinally
towards a suitable gap in a search range of 100 m to the front
and 100 m to the rear of the vehicle in order to prepare a lane
change.
FR_4 The system shall be able to perform lane changes with less
than 100 m in front of constrictions following the alternate
merging.
Lane changes in dense traffic require a high degree of cooperation between traffic partici-
pants because there might be small to no gaps between vehicles for a lane change. For
safe lane changes in dense traffic, the lane change assistant has to find an appropriate
gap between vehicles on the target lane and position itself next to this gap in order to
demand the cooperation of other traffic participants (FR_3). This requirement does
not only apply to the merging in front of constriction but also to lane changes between
highway lanes in dense traffic and to entering and leaving of highways — especially in
weaving areas of interchanges (cf. Section 3.2.1.2).
Lane changes on highways are supposed to improve or sustain the progress of the
automated ego vehicle towards its target destination. Therefore, each lane change
has to be evaluated under consideration of its benefit for the overall progress of the
vehicle’s journey (cf. FR_5_1 in Table 3.2). The evaluation of each lane changes has to
consider the cost and distance ratio towards the target destination (FR_5_1_1) under
consideration of dynamic traffic (FR_5_1_2) and timing restriction from prior events
(FR_5_1_3). In front of constrictions, a benefit estimation is not necessary because a
lane change is inevitable for the progress.
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Table 3.2.: Requirements for the benefit of lane changes.
ID Description
FR_5 The system must decide if a lane change is beneficial.
FR_5_1 In case, the system is in the automated driving mode, the
system has to determine if a lane change is beneficial based
on the current traffic situation.
FR_5_1_1 The system shall be able to determine whether a lane change
is beneficial based on a cost / distance metric to follow the
route towards the navigation destination.
FR_5_1_2 The system shall be able to assess the dynamic traffic situation
whether changing the lanes would result in a dynamic benefit.
FR_5_1_3 The system shall be able to assess, whether a lane change is
beneficial based on timing restrictions regarding prior driving
events.
Lane changes may have a short-term benefit but may result in a disadvantage in the
mid or long-term run. For example, overtaking slower vehicles may lead to a short time
advantage, but the traffic situation could later prohibit the automated vehicle to take its
intended exit ramp. The short-term benefit for the overtaking has been negated by its
mid- or long-term disadvantages resulting in an overall disadvantage.
Besides lane changes between highway lanes, the lane change assistant has to cope with
lane changes to off-ramps and from on-ramps in order to enter and exit highways. The
corresponding requirements for these use cases are presented in the following sections.
3.2.1.2. Entering and Exiting Highways
Besides lane changes between highway lanes, the lane change assistant has to au-
tonomously change from on-ramps to the ongoing highway lanes in order to drive
onto highways or change to off-ramps in order to leave highways (cf. FR_6 in Table 3.3).
Entering highways differs from lanes changes between highway lanes (cf. Table 3.1) in
the way, that limited to none knowledge about the current situation on the highway is
available for the lane change assistant. Furthermore, the distance and time available for
a lane change to the ongoing lanes are limited by the length of the on-ramps. The lane
change assistant has to consider these time and space limitations as well as other traffic
participants while entering highways.
The contrary use case to entering highways is the exiting of highways. The lane change
assistant must be able to change to off-ramps in order to exit highways. Analog to
entering highways, lane changes to off-ramps cannot be postponed indefinitely. The
length of off-ramps defines the space and time available for the automated ego vehicle
to perform its lane change to the off-ramps. These space and time limitations require
the vehicle to swiftly arrange itself with other traffic participants in order to leave the
highway in less than 100 m after the off-ramp begins (cf. FR_6_1 in Table 3.3). In dense
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Table 3.3.: Requirements for entering or leaving the highway.
ID Description
FR_6 The system shall be able to perform lane changes to enter a
highway on an on-ramp.
FR_6_1 The system shall be able to perform lane changes in onto
off-ramps less than 100 m after the off-ramp started.
FR_6_2 The system shall be able to perform lane changes in weaving
areas of highway interchanges with a length of less than 200 m.
FR_6_3 The system shall prevent lane changes towards areas with an
adjacent highway on-ramp.
traffic, this often requires the cooperation of other traffic participants. For example, the
automated ego vehicle drives on the mid lane while a convoy of vehicles drives on the
right lane. For the automated vehicle to successfully take the exit ramp, it would have
to position itself adjacent to an available gap between the vehicles of the convey and to
rely on the cooperation of trailing vehicles in convoy.
Highway interchanges, e.g., cloverleaf interchanges, present a special case for entering
resp. leaving highways. In cloverleaves, on-ramps and off-ramps overlap. Traffic leaving
the highway has to merge with traffic entering the highways. The lane change assistant
has to be able to perform lane change in these weaving areas of highway interchanges
with a length less than 200 m (cf. FR_6_2 in Table 3.3). This requirement applies to
entering the highway and to exiting the highway (see above). Lane changes in weaving
areas require the cooperation of other traffic participants. The automated vehicle must
be able to position itself adjacent to an appropriate gap between vehicles on the target
lane without interrupting the traffic flow.
Opposite to lane changes between highway lanes, estimations about benefits of lane
changes to off-ramp and from on-ramps are not necessary. These lane changes are
inevitable in order to proceed with the optimal route towards the final destination as
planned by the navigation (cf. Fig. 2.7). In case of entering and leaving highways,
lane changes can only vary in certain distance resp. timing windows. These windows
correspond to the length of the on- resp. off-ramps (see above).
On-ramps also impact normal lane changes between ongoing lanes of highways. For safety
reasons, lane changes towards merging areas for the rightmost lane and on-ramps should
be avoided (cf. FR_6_3 in Table 3.3). Lane changes to such merging areas impose the
risks of collisions with oncoming traffic. Vehicles entering the highways on on-ramps are
forced to change to the ongoing lanes of the highway. Even though entering vehicles have
to give priority to vehicles on the ongoing lane of the highway, entering vehicles are less
likely to consider vehicle on lanes other than the rightmost highway lane. In the worst
case, a collision will be inevitable if a vehicle from these ongoing lanes and an oncoming
vehicle simultaneously change towards the merging area on the rightmost lane.
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Table 3.4.: Requirements considering traffic participants.
ID Description
FR_7 The system must decide if a lane change is possible in a given
traffic situation.
FR_7_1 The system has to assess the traffic situation based on what is
relevant for the decision making.
FR_7_1_1 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor
lane is possible based on objects on that neighbor lane behind
itself.
FR_7_1_2 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor
lane is possible based on objects on that neighbor lane in front
of itself.
FR_7_1_3 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor
lane is possible based on objects on its current lane in front
itself.
FR_7_1_4 The system shall evaluate whether a lane change is possible
based on approaching objects on the ego lane behind itself.
FR_7_1_5 The system shall be able to consider objects directly next to
it with a relative velocity of less than 5 m/s.
FR_8 The system shall take care of flashing the indicator before
initiating a lane change at least 1 s before it starts to impose
a lateral displacement.
There exist more requirements which are valid for lane changes between highway lanes
as well as for the changes to on- resp. from off-ramps. These functional requirements
address the perception of the vehicle’s environment and the cancellation of initiated lane
changes. These requirements are presented in the following sections.
3.2.1.3. Environment Perception and Interaction
The safety of lane changes significantly depends on the perception of the vehicle’s
environment and interaction with objects in this environment. This is mandatory for lane
change between highway lanes as well as lane changes for entering and leaving highways.
The lane change assistant has to consider other traffic participants in its vicinity for the
planning and execution of lane changes. Based on traffic participants on the adjacent
neighbor lanes and the lane on which the automated ego vehicle is driving the possibility
of (safe) lane changes has to be evaluated. No lane change must endanger any other
traffic participant.
The Table 3.4 presents requirements which define restrictions for lane changes under
consideration of other traffic participants. All restrictions are valid for the previously
presented use cases (cf. Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2). Important cases are approaching
vehicles from behind and slower vehicles in front of the automated vehicle (FR_7_1_1
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Table 3.5.: Requirements considering the road infrastructure.
ID Description
FR_9 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change is possible
based on the current infrastructure.
FR_9_1 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change is possi-
ble based on the lane marking type of the appropriate lane
boundary.
FR_9_2 The system has to evaluate whether a lane change is possible
(necessary) based on the type of the ego and neighbor lanes.
to FR_7_1_4). Faster vehicles behind the automated ego vehicle might drive onto the
automated ego vehicle if the automated ego vehicle changes to the lane of the approaching
vehicles. Vehicles in front of the automated vehicles on the same lane might impose the
possibility that the automated ego vehicle will drive onto these vehicles while changing
the lane if the distance to these vehicles is insufficient. Vehicles next to the automated
vehicle on either neighbor lane must be perceived even though their relative velocity
might be very low (FR_7_1_5).
Traffic participants require automated vehicles to behave plausible and predictable. The
lane change assistant has to activate corresponding direction indicators before all lane
changes (FR_8) in order to inform other traffic participants about its intention and to
give them sufficient time to react.
Additional to traffic participants, the lane change assistant has to consider the highway
infrastructure, e.g., road lanes and their markings, in its planning and execution of lane
changes (cf. FR_9 in Table 3.5). The lane change assistant must not violate national
traffic codes, e.g., by changing lanes in areas where lane markings or signs prohibit lane
changes (FR_9_1). Each highway lane commonly has a type assigned which defines if
the automated ego vehicle is allowed to drive on this lane resp. change to this lane. For
example, emergency lanes, dedicated bus lanes, on- and exit ramps are some particular
lane types on which a vehicle is only allowed to drive on in exceptional cases, e.g.,
emergencies or to leave the highway. The lane change assistant has to detect and evaluate
the type of lanes and restrict the possibilities of lane changes accordingly. In case a
highway lane does not exist, or its type is not valid, a lane change to this lane is not
possible. In case the current driving lane is invalid a lane change has to performed
immediately (FR_9_2).
The perception and interaction with the automated vehicle’s environment are not the
sole requirements which are mandatory for the lane change assistant in all its use cases.
The lane change assistant must be able to cancel initiated maneuvers in all situations
based on more recent information about the system, vehicle, and its environment. The
requirements addressing the cancellation of maneuvers are discussed in the following
section.
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Table 3.6.: Requirements considering the cancellation of intimated maneuvers.
ID Description
FR_10 The system shall be able to overturn a previously made deci-
sions based on more recent information.
FR_10_1 The system shall be able to abort flashing the indicators.
FR_10_2 The system shall be able to abort already initiated lane
changes.
3.2.1.4. Maneuver Cancellation
Decision made by the lane change assistant cannot be permanent. Made decisions must
be reversible because the environment autonomously changes and is not controlled by the
lane change assistant. Decisions about lane changes are made based on the perception
of the current environmental situation and assumptions about future traffic situations.
Decisions about lane changes will have to be reverted based on more recent information
if the traffic has been evolved differently than anticipated (cf. FR_9 in Table 3.6). This
requirement includes canceling intended lane changes — indicated by flashing of the
direction indicator — (FR_10_1) as well as aborting already initiated lane changes
(FR_10_2) and returning to a safe position within the origin lane.
Besides the presented functional requirements for the lane change assistant, additional
non-functional requirements addressing the quality of the lane change assistant in terms
usability, reliability, performance, efficiency, maintainability, compatibility, security, and
portability. Corresponding requirements are described in the following sections.
3.2.2. Usability
The general acceptance of the lane change assistant requires the requirements analysis
to explicitly consider the interaction between assistant and passengers (cf. Table 3.7).
Not only should the driver initiate a lane change on its own — e.g., if the vehicle has
a semi-automated driving mode — but also to override any decision made by the lane
change assistant and take over the control of the vehicle at any time (UR_2). This
requirement especially applies to critical traffic situations which have been misinterpreted
by the lane change assistant.
The driver can overrule the lane change assistant and take control of the vehicle by either
holding or turning the steering wheel (UR_2_1 and UR_2_2). Level 3 — conditional
automation — requires such an intervention in order for the human driver to meet his
role as supervisor and safety fallback (cf. Fig. 2.4).
Besides taking over the vehicle control, passengers require to be informed about the
decision making by the lane change assistant. A (graphical) HMI has to inform passengers
about the system’s current situational knowledge and its intentions — especially about
the initiation and execution of lane changes (UR_3). Besides the graphical visualization
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Table 3.7.: Requirements addressing the interoperability with the passengers.
ID Description
UR_1 The system must be able to determine if the driver wishes to
change the lane.
UR_2 The driver must be able to override the system at all times.
UR_2_1 The driver has to be able to prevent the vehicle from executing
a lane change by holding the steering wheel.
UR_2_2 The driver has to be able to execute a lane change by turning
the steering wheel.
UR_3 The system has to inform the passengers about its status and
intentions at all times.
UR_4 Passengers shall see on a visually appealing GUI if a lane
change is about to be executed and hear the indicator flashing
sound.
of lane changes, existing HMI elements, e.g., direction indicator signals should be
incorporated into the passenger interaction (UR_4).
3.2.3. Reliability
The reliability of the lane change assistant addresses the ability of the lane change
assistant to provide its intended functionality correctly in specific environmental situations.
Stakeholders, as well as passengers, expect the lane change assistant to perform safe and
correct lane changes. Unsafe lane changes which impose danger for its passenger and
other traffic participants have to be limited to a sufficient minimum. Safety standards,
e.g., the safety standard ISO 26262 [Int09b], define thresholds for the rate of errors which
systems have to meet in order to be judged as safe. For the lane change assistant (cf.
Table 3.8), the rate of false estimation of the possibility of safe lane changes has to be
less than 1.0× 10−9 times per hour of driving time (RR_1). Furthermore, the benefit
estimation of lane changes must not exceed 2.0× 10−8 false estimations in one hour of
driving time (RR_2).
The environment measurements of sensors are subject to uncertainty. Following the
requirements of Table 3.8, the lane change assistant has to cope with temporarily
incorrect or uncertain measurement data and still be able to process safe lane changes
(RR_3). Uncertainties have to be considered for all measured values about objects
in the automated ego vehicle’s vicinity, e.g., position and velocities of other vehicles
(RR_3_1). Furthermore, the rate of incorrect data and their continuous duration should
be monitored and evaluated (RR_3_2).
Long durations with incorrect measurement values from sensors may prohibit the process-
ing of safe lane changes because the current belief about the environment does not match
the real environmental situation. The last available accurate measurements of the sensors
which the lane change assistant could use to mitigate the inaccurate measurements are
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Table 3.8.: Requirements addressing the reliability.
ID Description
RR_1 The system must decide if a lane change in a given traffic
situation is possible with an error rate of less than 1.0× 10−9
errors per hour of driving time.
RR_2 The system must decide if a lane change is beneficial based
on the current traffic situation with an error rate of less than
2.0× 10−8 errors per hour of driving time.
RR_3 The system has to be able to handle uncertain and/or tem-
porarily incorrect measurement data.
RR_3_1 The system shall be able to consider measurement uncertainties
of object positions, velocities, accelerations and their existence
on a particular lane.
RR_3_2 A metric shall quantify temporary incorrect measurements and
cover the duration of the deviation from the correct value.
RR_3_3 The system may not base its current decision on sensor data
older than 100 ms if newer data is available
RR_4 The system shall provide consistent driving orders. It shall
overturn less than 3.0× 10−7 decisions per hour of driving
time.
RR_4_1 The system shall abort flashing the direction indicators less
than 2.0× 10−7 times per hour of driving time.
RR_4_2 The system shall abort a initiated lane change less than
1.0× 10−7 times per hour of driving time.
too old. The lane change assistant has to use the most recent data for its processing of
lane changes in order to process lane changes appropriate for the current environment
situation. Measurements older than 100 ms must not be incorporated into the processing
of lane changes if more recent data is available (RR_3_3).
Even though the lane change assistant shall be able to cancel already initiated maneuvers
based on more recent information about its state and the state of its environment, these
cancellations should not occur too frequently. The overall behavior of the lane change
assistant has to be consistent (cf. in Table 3.8). Frequent cancellation of maneuvers
indicates that the implementation of the lane change assistant does not sufficiently
incorporate the possible future behavior of other traffic participants in the planning
of lane changes. The lane change assistant shall not overturn previous decisions more
than 3.0× 10−7 times per hour of driving time (RR_4). Flashing of the direction
indicators shall be canceled statistically less than 2.5× 10−7 times per hour of driving
time (RR_4_1) while initiated lane changes should be reverted less than 1.0× 10−7
times per hour of driving time (RR_4_2).
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Table 3.9.: Development Requirements.
ID Description
DR_1 The system may not use more than 10 % of the computation
time of a quad-core desktop computer.
DR_2 The system may not use more than 4 GB of RAM if executed
on a desktop computer.
DR_3 A developer shall be able to understand and contribute the
lane change module in less than one year.
DR_3_1 Each class and each function shall have documentation in the
productive code.
DR_4 A developer shall be able to log the state of the system, the
system input data and the system outputs.
The reliability and safety are significant factors in the development of automotive systems
because they are related to product liability (cf. ProdHaftG §1, BGB §823 I, BGB §433).
An unreliable system causing accidents with casualties or even fatalities may result in
high recourse claims against its producer. Therefore, additional analysis is performed to
estimate, enhance, and maintain the reliability and safety of such systems. For the lane
change assistant, such a safety analysis is presented in Section 3.4.
Requirements which are mainly related to the development of the lane change assistant
are present in the following section.
3.2.4. Development
The Table 3.9 presents requirements particular related for the development of the lane
change assistant. We aggregate here the requirements from the categories efficiency, main-
tainability, compatibility, and portability from the quality standard ISO-IEC 25010:2011
[Int11b]. The provided system specification for the lane change assistant does not
extensively address these categories in order to address each category on its own.
As minimal performance requirements for the system development, the implementation
of lane change assistant must not use more than 10 % of computation time available on
a quad-core desktop computer (DR_1) and less then 4 GB of random access memory
(RAM) (DR_2). These requirements address the efficiency and portability as the system
must not only operate in the automated ego vehicle but also be executed and simulated
in the development on common desktop computers.
The maintainability of the lane change assistant requires novel developers to understand
the implementation of systems efficiently. They only should require at most one year to
understand the internal structure and functionality of the lane change assistant (DR_3).
Therefore, the functionality of each class and function has to be sufficiently documented
in the productive code (DR_3_1). Furthermore, developers must be able to log the
system inputs, state, and outputs at runtime in tests and productive environments in
order to understand the system behavior and identify faulty system behavior (DR_4).
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Security has not been addressed by any requirement for the lane change assistant.
From the set of requirements, an initial concept of the lane change assistant is designed.
This system design is described in the following section.
3.3. System Design
The requirements gathered in the requirements analysis (cf. Section 3.2) represent the
exterior functionality of the system. The system design addresses the internal structure
of the system — how the system functionality is separated into smaller functional
components and hardware components. A decomposition into system parts with clearly
defined interfaces serves the implementation of the system in multiple ways; system parts
can be developed, modified, extended, and tested independently from other system parts.
From the system specification of the lane change assistant (see the previous section), a
concept of the system is designed (cf. Fig. 3.2). The concept incorporates functional and
technical architectures. The functional architecture partitions the system into a hierarchy
of functional components. It is described in more detail in Section 3.3.1. The technical
architecture, which is described in Section 3.3.2, defines a set of hardware components
and their connections within the vehicle.
3.3.1. Functional Architecture
In the functional architecture, the system is partitioned into a hierarchy of functional
components. The top hierarchy level represents the lane change assistant in its entirety.
Each functional component can be decomposed into a set of subordinated functional
components from which each implements a part of the functionality of the superordinate
component (cf. Fig. 3.3). Inputs of the superordinate components are processed by the
set of subordinate components resulting in outputs of the superordinate components.
For all leaves of the component hierarchy — the atomic functional components — algo-
rithms, communication, and data concepts are defined and documented by corresponding
component specifications.
Components are self-contained units which only interact with their environments — other
components — via defined interfaces (cf. Definition 3.4). Interfaces define the functionality
which components offer their environments — other components — by defining the
data that can be exchanged via these interfaces. Each functional component can be
implemented and tested against its interfaces. This partition enables the implementation
and verification of each functional components independently from other components of
the same hierarchy level. Components can be used in different contexts (environments)
if the interfaces remain consistent.
Definition 3.4 (Component). A [software] component is a unit of composition with
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only [CDS02].
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Figure 3.3.: Functional architecture for the processing of lane changes (level 1).
At hierarchy level 1 of the functional architecture, the lane change assistant consists of
three functional components — environment perception, situation assessment, and behav-
ior planning. This processing chain from sensors to the trajectory planning (stabilization)
is presented in Fig. 3.3.
The environment perception address the perception of the vehicle’s environment by sensors,
the processing of sensor data, and the generation of a comprehensive representation of the
vehicle’s current environment — the scene (cf. Definition 2.25). This scene is assessed
by the situation assessment to provide the planning of lane changes with a minimal
but sufficient environment description — the situation (cf. Definition 2.9). A detailed
explanation and distinction of the terms scene and situation can be found in [Ulb+15].
Possibilities and benefits of lane changes in the current situation are evaluated by the
behavior planning of the lane change assistant. The behavior planning of lane changes
is performed on tactical level (guidance) parallel to the behavior of other ADAS, e.g.,
ACC or LKAS (cf. Fig. 3.3). Each function outputs a corresponding target point. All
target points are compared and evaluated. As result, one final target point is elected and
passed to the stabilization level (cf. Fig. 2.3). From the final target point, the trajectory
planning processes the new trajectory for the vehicle (cf. Fig. 3.3). Each high-level
component is described in the following sections.
3.3.1.1. Environment Perception
The behavior planning of lane changes requires a representation of the current state of
the vehicle’s environment. This environment state has to include the scenery — the
static environment and objects, e.g., roads and buildings — as well as dynamic objects
in the vehicle’s vicinity, e.g., vehicles and pedestrians (cf. Section 2.2.1.1). The lane
change assistant has to perceive its environment with sensors because the system does
not control the environment. The perception component (cf. Fig. 3.3) incorporates a
LIDAR sensor to perceive the real environment (cf. [GG14]). There exist LIDAR sensors
which provide 360◦ views around the automated ego vehicle with multiple scanning
distances (cf. [Sch10]). The physical signals from the LIDAR sensor, the reflection points
of emitted laser beams, are processed into a comprehensive representation of the vehicle’s
environment — the scene (cf. Definition 2.25).
Reflection points of emitted laser beams are preprocessed by transforming these physical
signals into a hypothesis about objects in the vehicle’s environment. Furthermore, global
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Figure 3.4.: Representation of a road junction as road graph1.
positioning system (GPS) signals and high accurate road maps are incorporated by the
localization into the perception in order to enable the self-estimations of the vehicle’s
position and pose in the world. The module scene modeling models a comprehensive
representation of the vehicle’s environment based on the list of objects from the LIDAR
sensor and the self-estimation of the automated ego vehicle. The self-estimation allows
positioning all detected objects in relation to the automated ego vehicle. The resulting
environment model is commonly referred to as scene (cf. [Ulb+15]). It serves as the
interface between the environment perception and the situation assessment.
3.3.1.1.1. Data Structure of the Scene
The scene represents the configuration of the vehicle’s environment as an spatial-temporal
arrangement from an observers point of view for one particular time stamp — including
the scenery, dynamic objects, and self representation (cf. Definition 2.25). The scene
continuously evolves resulting in a sequence of scenes. Each object in the scene is defined
by its type and a set of corresponding properties, e.g., the width, length, velocity, and
acceleration of a vehicle. Additional, relationships between environment objects are
documented in the scene. For example, vehicles are related to the lanes of the road on
which they drive.
The scene integrates information about the road network extracted from digital maps with
information about the vehicle’s current environment provided by exteroceptive sensors (cf.
Fig. 3.3). Maps describe the static scenery of the road network while the sensors provide
up-to-date information about the current traffic situation including dynamic objects and
changes of road elements which have not yet been documented in maps. As shown in
Fig. 3.5, normal roads consist of two ways with an arbitrary set of lanes for each way.
1Scenery taken from Google Maps on 10.4.2017
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road
way
lane
Figure 3.5.: Relationship between road, way, and lane.
Rural roads mostly have one lane per way while highways have two or more lanes per
way.
The road network in the scene is implemented by a directed road graph. The road
graph include information about road lanes, road intersection and static road elements,
like traffic sings, speed limits, or traffic lights (cf. [KH10]). As shown in Fig. 3.4, the
real roads and junctions are defined by their set of lanes in the road graph. Lanes are
represented in Fig. 3.4 as yellow and orange lines representing the two driving directions.
Ongoing lanes of each direction are drawn bold. On multi-lane roads, e.g., highways,
multiple ongoing lines would exist side by side for each direction. All remaining lines in
Fig. 3.4 represent the possible turns which vehicle may take within the junction. The
benefit of describing the roads and junctions on lane level is the possibility to model
permitted directions in intersections explicitly.
In the road graph, road lanes are represented by lane segments and lane segment connec-
tions (cf. Fig. 3.6 [Ulb+14]). The lane segment connectors correspond to vertices in a
directed graph while the lane segments represent the graph’s edges. Lane segments sub-
divide each road lane into smaller parts allowing to address variations of lane properties,
e.g., markings or curvature. Lane segments start and end at lane segment connectors.
The direction of lane segment is inherently defined by its direction in the graph and cor-
responds with the driving direction of vehicles on the corresponding real lane. Each lane
segment commonly has a left and right lane boundary which represent the corresponding
lane markings. Adjacent lane segments share one common lane boundary. Lanes and
roads are composed of sequences of lane segment connectors and sets of adjacent lane
segments. The graph-based model can not only be used for the guidance but also the
navigation of the automated ego vehicle (cf. Section 2.1.4.1).
In the data structure for the scene, the road network (cf. Fig. 3.7) is represented by the
classes lane segment, lane segment connectors, and intersections. Each lane segment has
a set of attributes to describe its properties. The identifier id of each lane segment is a
concatenation of the identifiers for the corresponding road, way, and the number of the
lane (cf. Fig. 3.5). This concatenation enables to explicitly identify a lane segment in the
road graph. Each lane segment has a type which defines if vehicles are allowed to drive
on this lane segment. Types of lane segments range from NormalLane, ForbiddenLane to
EmergencyLane. The position of each lane segment in the world is defined by its start
(startPosition) and end points (endPosition). Any position of objects in the scene are
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Figure 3.6.: Modeling of lanes segments, connectors, and boundaries.
defined in the world-centered coordinate system — universal transverse Mercator (UTM)
(cf. [Chr02]). The class LaneBoundary represents the left and right boundaries of each
lane. Each lane boundary has a type that corresponds to its lane marking. Possible types
for the lane boundary are solid, dashed, and unknown. Further properties address the
width, curvature, and the envisaged offset of vehicles on this lane. [Ulb+14]
The data element intersection models all permitted driving directions within road inter-
sections. Besides ongoing lanes within the intersection (bold lines in Fig. 3.4), additional
edges model turning lanes by connecting lane segment connectors of approaching lanes to
connectors of leaving lanes within the intersection (thin lines in Fig. 3.4). One incoming
lane segment may connect to several outgoing lane segments. Each extra edge represents
one turning lane with its corresponding rule of priority — e.g., left-before-right or traffic
light controlled. These edges solely define the possibility of turning but no concrete path
which vehicles have to follow while turning. The automated ego vehicle itself has to
determine its trajectory on these turning lanes without explicit paths under consideration
of national traffic codes.
However, large intersections may require the explicit modeling of turning lanes and their
paths. The model of lane segments and lane boundaries from Fig. 3.6 can be reused to
describe turning lanes and their characteristics, e.g., curvature and length. The lane
segments and boundaries enable to model the correct driving corridor for turning lanes
within intersections. Turning lanes with varying curvatures can be modeled by multiple
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Figure 3.7.: UML class diagram of the Scene.
connected lane segments with individual but constant curvatures. The connections of
these individual lane segments incorporate lane segment connectors.
Objects, e.g., signs, vehicles, pedestrians, traffic lights, perceived by the vehicle’s sensors
have their position in world coordinates (UTM) but are also matched to corresponding
lanes segments by the template class RoadSideDescription (cf. [KH10]). For example, the
matching of signs and vehicles to lane segment will increase the efficiency of the situation
processing (cf. Section 3.3.1.2). The positions of objects on lane segments are defined by
a start and end point. The speed limit (cf. Fig. 3.7) is the only object in the scene that
has no position attribute. The speed limit defines a sector with limited velocity. This
sector can be defined based on the start and end point of the class RoadSideDescription.
Every class in the scene can have its own set of attributes. For example, traffic lights
can have their status as attributes — e.g., green, red or yellow — while traffic sings have
parameters based on their type. A direction sign will have a description while a speed
limit sign has the maximum velocity as an attribute. The set of objects displayed in
Fig. 3.7 for the scene is an example and does not intended to be complete. Additional
object types can be defined and added to the scene, e.g., parking prohibition zones or
stop signs at intersections.
Dynamic objects, e.g., vehicles, trucks, or pedestrians, are represented in the scene
by the class Object. The type of an object is defined by the enumeration eObjectType
and includes types for e.g., vehicles — including the automated vehicle itself — or
pedestrians (cf. Fig. 3.7). The position of each object is given in UTM and matched
to the corresponding lane by the class RoadSideDescription. Opposed to static objects,
e.g., signs or traffic lights, dynamic objects autonomously change their position and
orientation. The movement of dynamic objects is described by the attributes velocity,
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Figure 3.8.: Coordinate system, reference points, and measurements for vehicle position-
ing.
acceleration , and jerk. Each attribute is direction dependent and defined as a vector. As
shown in Fig. 3.8, the size of an object is denoted by its length, width, and height, while
the parameters refToFrontBumper and refToRearBumper define the distance of the front
resp. rear bumper to vehicle’s origin of ordinates. The origin of ordinates for vehicles
commonly resides in the center of the rear axle. Distances between environment objects
are measured between their respective origins of ordinates. Objects, e.g., pedestrians or
bicycles, may be modeled as distinctive subtypes with more specific attributes.
All elements of the scene inherit from the class AbstractElement. The class AbstractEle-
ment defines the attributes timeStamp, quality, and age. The attributes quantify the
adequacy of scene elements for representing their corresponding real-world objects be-
cause objects’ parameters in the scene are subject to uncertainty. The uncertainty of
parameters resides from the uncertainty in the perception of real-world objects by the
vehicle sensors. The attribute quality represents the confidence of the perception to have
correctly captured the real world object and its properties. The attribute timeStamp
addresses the age of scene elements with respect to its processing in the lane change
assistant by storing the time of the element’s last update. The attribute age addresses the
confidence for the element to correctly represent its real-world object based on the time
the element has been known. These attributes enable to reasoning about the validity of
stored information in the scene for the current real-world situation. New objects, objects
with lagging updates, or objects with low quality might not sufficiently correlate to their
corresponding real-world objects and have large deviations for the attribute values. In
the worst case, such parameter deviations might lead to collisions with other traffic
participants. Subsequent modules in the processing chain of the lane change assistant
incorporate this adequacy information about the scene in their decision making.
The scene holds a vast scope about the automated ego vehicle’s environment which might
not be required in full extension for the lane change assistant. Processing this unnecessary
data for each function would be inefficient. Objects and information with no impact on
the decision making of functions would have to be processed. For example, an ACC does
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not require the processing of information about the traffic next and behind the automated
ego vehicle. Therefore, the scene is augmented by the situation assessment in order to
reduce the complexity of the environment representation to a level which is sufficient for
the behavior planning by the lane change assistant to process. The augmentation of the
scene by the situation assessment is described in the following section.
3.3.1.2. Situation Assessment
The situations assessment consists of two processing stages (cf. Fig. 3.3). First, the
goal- and value-independent scenes from the perception are transformed into function-
specific representations for each ADAS function. Afterward, these function-specific
representations are further assessed and augmented for the behavior planning. The
assessment and augmentation for each function includes the estimation of relevant
parameters that are not directly measured within the scene or are subject to uncertainty.
3.3.1.2.1. Scene Augmentation
The component for the function specific scene augmentation augments goal- and value-
independent scenes with function-specific and permanents goals of the vehicle and its
functions (cf. component function specific scene augmentation in Fig. 3.3). The result
is a function specific representation of the environment and vehicle itself. This specific
representation is denoted as situation and is specifically tailored for each particular
function. A situation encapsulates all necessary but sufficient information for the behavior
planning for one particular ADAS function (cf. Definition 2.9). Relevant elements of
the scene may be augmented with additional symbolic information resp. actions aspects
related to the particular function while irrelevant elements are omitted from the situation
(cf. [PD02; Sch11b]). This approach limits the complexity of the environment description
to a level that is necessary but sufficient for corresponding ADAS functions to process their
actions. The same scene may evolve into different situations based on the information
requirements of each function [Ulb+15].
As the scene encapsulates more information than lane change assistant requires for its
decision making, irrelevant scene elements are omitted from situations for the lane change
assistant (cf. Fig. 3.9). The lane change assistant requires only information of, e.g.,
position and type of the ego (same lane as the automated ego vehicle) and both adjacent
neighbor lanes as well as positions and movements of dynamic objects, e.g., other vehicles,
driving on these lanes inside the sensor ranges. For example, vehicles driving on distant
lanes are excluded from the situation because they cannot intervene with the lane changes
of the automated ego vehicle. Scenery elements other than the road and its lanes, e.g.,
trees or house, are not transferred into the situation. Even road signs may be excluded
from the situation if they are irrelevant for the lane change planning. Signs forbidding
lane changes are included in the situation while signs for priority rules or direction signs
are excluded (cf. Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.9.: UML class diagram of the situation.
3.3.1.2.2. Data Structure of the Situation
Figure 3.9 displays the data structure of the situation as a unified modeling language
(UML) class diagram (cf. [OB12]). The situation is a partial mapping of the scene
with a narrow scope. Elements of the data structure for the scene are adopted for the
data structure of the situation (cf. Fig. 3.9). These elements are the lane segments,
the lane boundaries and relevant objects for the lane change assistant, e.g., vehicles or
signs. Other road graph elements, e.g., the lane segment connector and intersection, are
excluded from situations. With the transformation from scene to situation, the reference
point for the positioning of all objects changes from a world-coordinate system (UTM)
to positioning relative to the automated ego vehicle. In the situation, the positions of
all objects are stored as vectors relative to the origin of ordinates of the automated ego
vehicle (cf. Fig. 3.8).
Situations encapsulate all objects which are necessary for the representation of system
state and environment state at a certain time stamp (cf. Fig. 3.9). A situation contains
information about the automated ego vehicle (cf. Definition 3.5), a list of all vehicles
in the vicinity of the ego vehicle — objects —, a list of road lanes — lanes. Compared
to the scene (cf. Fig. 3.7), objects are directly associated to their corresponding lanes
and not via the template class RoadSideDescription (cf. Fig. 3.9). All object properties
stored in the situation still posses the uncertainty introduced by the imperfect vehicle
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Figure 3.10.: Lane number in the scene.
sensors. The reader is referred to [Ulb+15] for more detailed descriptions of terms scene
and situation.
Definition 3.5 (Ego Vehicle). The term ego vehicle denotes the automated ego
vehicle which is (partially) controlled by the considered autonomous vehicle system.
In the situation for the lane change assistant, the road is represented as a set of three
lanes (cf. Fig. 3.7). Each lane is defined by the class Lane. For the lane change assistant,
the lane on which the automated ego vehicle is driving and its left and right neighbor
lanes are of interest (cf. Fig. 3.10). All other lanes are omitted in the situation for the
lane change assistant. Each of the three lanes has a fixed lane number. Each lane can be
directly referenced by its respective lane number. The lane numbers are assigned to the
three lanes in ascending order starting with the left lane. The ego lane always has the
lane number one. Therefore, the labeling of each lane does change with lane changes.
In case the automated vehicle performs a lane change to its left neighbor lane, the ego
lane of the initial situation before the lane change becomes the right neighbor lane and
obtains the lane number 2 while the left target lane of the lane changes becomes the new
ego lane with lane number 1 in the situation after the lane change. Each lane has a type
which will define if vehicles are allowed to drive on this lane. The possible lane types
correspond to the types used for lane segments in the scene. All three lanes — the ego
and the two adjacent neighbor lanes (cf. Fig. 3.10) — are always present in the situation
even though a lane might not exist — e.g., on two-lane highways. In case a lane does not
exist, the type of this lane is non-existing.
The lane parameters width, curvature, and offset are adopted from the scene (cf. Fig. 3.7).
Lane markings are of additional importance for lane changes because the markings can
constraint the lane changes. For example, a solid lane marking prohibit a lane change
past this lane marking. Each lane in the situation has a left (leftBoundary) and a right
(rightBoundary) marking. These markings corresponds the lane boundaries of the scene
(cf. Fig. 3.7). The type of each marking is defined by the enumeration eBoundaryType
and can be one of three types; solid, dashed, or unknown. The type unknown is used
for missing, unrecognized, not clearly visible, or unknown patterns of lane markings.
Opposed to the scene, a lane does not have a start and end position in world-system
coordinates but two attributes frontEnd and rearEnd. The attributes frontEnd and
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rearEnd define the length of each lane in relation to the position of the automated ego
vehicle. The lengths of lanes are limited by the maximum ranges of the vehicle sensors.
Elements from the scene which are relevant for planning lane changes, e.g., objects,
signs, and speed limits, are adopted in the situation. Relevant elements are directly
associated to their corresponding lanes and not via the RoadSideDescription as used
in the scene (cf. Fig. 3.7). A special case is the speed limit because only one possible
speed limit can be associated with each lane in the situation. Only the speed limit at the
current longitudinal position of the automated ego vehicle is considered for each lane.
All Elements in the situation which have been adopted from the scene still have the
information about their time of the last update, their age, and their quality introduced
by the class AbstractElement (cf. Fig. 3.9).
In addition to the road and its lanes, the lane change planning depends on objects in the
automated vehicle’s vicinity. These objects are represented by the class Object in the
situation (cf. Fig. 3.9). The objects in the scene adopt the information about position,
dimensions, velocity, acceleration, and jerk amongst other parameters of the dynamic
objects from the scene (cf. Fig. 3.7). Values for the attributes position are transformed
from the world-coordinate system (UTM) in the scene into the coordinate system relative
to the automated vehicle for the situation. Each object is assigned to one of the three
existing lanes in the situation — the ego and each adjacent neighbor lane. Objects on any
other lane than the ego or two adjacent neighbor lanes are omitted from the situation.
The assignments to lanes and the dimension parameters of objects enable the lane change
assistant to estimate the free driving and occupied areas of the road. The different types
of objects are defined by the attribute type and its enumeration eObjectType similar to
the scene. One of the possible types is the type vehicle. In the situation, the class object
with the type vehicle is identically used to define the automated ego vehicle as well as
other vehicles in its vicinity.
The situation can be seen as the compilation of relevant scene data and its interpretation
from a function-centric perspective (cf.[Rei+10]). Besides encapsulating relevant elements
from the scene, the situation assessment augments elements with additional symbolic
information resp. situational and functional aspects. This augmentation enables the
behavior planning to process appropriate maneuvers for the automated ego vehicle in the
current traffic situation. In the situation (cf. Fig. 3.9), special classes are introduced
for the representation of information about the vehicle state (VehicleState) and the
modules of the environment perception (FunctionState). Furthermore, the enumeration
eEnvironment reflects the current road domain in which the automated vehicle is currently
driving; possible values are highway, rural, and urban. The domain is derived from
information about the configuration of lanes, occurrence of special signs, and speed limits
in the situation. For example, highway signs directly indicate the start of the highway
domain whereas speed limits of less than 50 kmh are more likely to reflect urban areas.
The information about the current domain is necessary in order to restrict the activation
of the lane change assistant to highways.
The class FunctionState addresses the requirements which ADAS functions impose on the
correct processing by the environment perception. Each function defines its requirements
for the correct processing of perception modules, e.g., localization and scene modeling.
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These requirements are stored in an array with fixed positions for each module in the
attribute functionRequirement. The actual state of each perception module is defined in
the attribute functionState. A comparison of the attributes in functionRequirement and
functionState will determine for a time stamp if all requirements of an ADAS function
are met by the environment perception and the data stored in corresponding situations.
Based on the time stamps of all objects from the scene, the average delay of elements in
the situation since their last update can be calculated and estimated. The average delay
enables to evaluate if a situation still corresponds to the current real world. The average
delay of situation elements is stored in the attribute averageDelay of FunctionState.
The class VehicleState is introduced to the situation in order to address the capabilities
and restriction of the vehicle and its hardware systems, e.g., sensors. VehicleState
encapsulates information about the quality of the perception hardware system including
the current average ranges of sensors and the average time which environment objects
have been tracked without any loss or interruption. The average sensor range is defined
in the attribute averageSensorRange. Information about the sensor ranges is necessary
for the estimations about the correctness and safety of the behavior planning. In case,
the sensor ranges are limited due to, e.g., fog or snow, the vehicle might be unable to
provide sufficient information about critical environment objects, e.g., hidden vehicles.
These objects could potentially interfere with lane changes of the automated ego vehicle.
In the worst case, the automated ego vehicle performs an unsafe lane change resulting
in a collision with fatalities. Furthermore, sensors can break or be covered by, e.g.,
dirt, resulting in faulty sensor data which must be ignored by ADAS functions for their
behavior planning. The attribute averageAge aggregates the age of relevant objects, e.g.,
vehicles, signs, and lanes (cf. class AbstractElement) in order to efficiently reason about
the consistency of their object tracking.
3.3.1.2.3. Situation Assessment and Situation Prediction
The planning of lane changes requires the assessment of the vehicle and its environment
as one comprehensive state — in following denoted as system state. Some aspects of this
system state can be directly observed from situations, e.g., distances and velocities of
surrounding vehicles, while other aspects have to be estimated or derived from these
observations. Unobservable aspects are commonly modeled as hidden (state) variables
(cf. [UM15a]). As the measurements included in the situations, the assessment of
the system state is subject to uncertainty that has been introduced by the sensor
perception. The component situation assessment and situation prediction transfers
measurement information, e.g., distances and velocities of vehicles, from the situation
into an aggregated belief about the system state. The belief about a system state
corresponds to the probability that a specific configuration of the situation is valid for
the current time step.
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Definition 3.6 (System State). The system state encompasses the internal state
of the autonomous vehicle system and the state of the system’s environment. The
internal state of autonomous vehicle systems is represented by the current values of
its internal parameters, and the state of the system environment is defined by the
positional and behavioral parameters of static and dynamic objects in the vicinity of
the autonomous vehicle systems.
For the planning of lane changes, Ulbrich and Maurer introduce two high-level parameters
which estimate the possibility and benefit for changes to the left resp. right neighbor
lane [UM15a]. The two parameters are independently evaluated for lane changes to the
left neighbor lane and lane changes to the right neighbor lane. Following the system’s
requirements (cf. Section 3.2), additional hidden parameters have to be calculated in
order to estimate these high level parameters [UM15a]:
Lane Change Possible Estimation: The estimation about the possibility of lane changes
has to consider the dynamic traffic situations, the infrastructure, and restrictions
by the system’s abilities (cf. the requirements in Section 3.2). Based on the relative
position of each object, objects have to identified that might interfere with a lane
change.
Besides the dynamic traffic also the infrastructure has to allow for lane changes. The
type of the Lane (cf. eLaneType in Fig. 3.7) must not restrict the automated vehicle
from driving on this lane e.g., emergency lanes. Additionally the corresponding
lane marking — the left marking for a lane change to the left neighbor lane (cf.
leftMarking in Fig. 3.7) and the right lane marking for a lane change to the right
neighbor lane (cf. rightMarking Fig. 3.7) must allow lane changes to these lanes,
e.g., the marking type dashed.
In dense traffic, lane changes might require the automated ego vehicle to position
itself adjacent to the most appropriate gap between vehicles on the target lane.
Therefore, positions of surrounding vehicles are compared with each other in
order to estimate gaps between them. The automated ego vehicle has to position
itself adjacent to an appropriate gap before its lane change. This relates to the
requirement FR_3 in Section 3.2.1.1.
Furthermore, permanent and temporal limitations of the vehicle, e.g., limited
perception ranges of sensors, have to be considered. Vehicles and the road itself
might obstruct the viewing range of sensors and prohibit the detection of vehicles
which could interfere with a safe lane change.[UM15a]
Lane Change Beneficial Estimation Advantages of lane changes have to be evaluated
based on the potential relative velocity gains in different regions around the ego
vehicle. The flow of the traffic and the resulting velocity and time gains have to
be estimated for each lane. A lane change to a neighbor lane which traffic flow is
overall slower might not be more beneficial as remaining on the current lane behind
a slow vehicle.[UM15a]
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Figure 3.11.: Graph of a Dynamic Bayesian Network.
All beneficial estimations have to be performed under consideration of long-time
disadvantages resulting from immediate behavior changes. Lane changes might be
beneficial in all situations even though they might be possible. For example, if
the automated ego vehicle passes a slower vehicle only to later miss its intended
highway exit due to dense traffic, the initial benefit of the lane change will be
mitigated and results in an overall disadvantage. Such a lane change would neglect
the route processed by modules of the navigation layer (cf. Fig. 2.7) and result in
a less efficient alternative route. [UM15a]
All estimations about the possibility and benefit of lane changes have to consider the
inherent uncertainty in the situation explicitly (cf. Section 3.3.1.1). The processing chain
of the lane change assistant might accumulate uncertainties and deviations in its data
leading to potential misinterpretation of the current environmental situation. In the
worst case, improper lane changes for the current real-world situation might threaten the
life of the vehicle’s passengers, other vehicles, and their passenger.
Bayesian networks [FGG97] are able to explicitly consider the uncertainty of situation
data in the estimation of the system state (cf. [UM15a]). While some state parameters
are directly measurable, e.g., the vehicle’s velocity, other parameters are hidden. These
non-measurable state parameters are described as hidden state variables by the Bayesian
networks. Hidden state variables are estimated from the other hidden state variables
and measurements by conditional probability. Bayesian networks can be represented
as directed acyclic graph where each node represents a hidden state variable and edges
between these nodes depict their dependencies (cf. Fig. 3.11).[UM15a]
The situation assessment and situation prediction for the lane change assistant uses a
dynamic Bayesian network for the processing of an aggregated belief about the system
state (cf. [DGH92]). A dynamic Bayesian network extends a regular Bayesian network
by introducing temporal dependencies among nodes (cf. Fig. 3.11). Arbitrary many
previous values of a hidden state variable can be incorporated into the estimation of
this variable for the current time step. For the lane change planning, the last value
of a variable is considered. The value of state variable St at time step t is estimated
based on the value of that particular state variable St−1 at the previous time step t− 1
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and the latest measurements Vt = {Vt (Oi) | Oi ∈ O, 1 < i < n} of the observable state
variables O = {O1, . . . , On}, e.g., object distances (cf. Fig. 3.11 [UM15a]). The result
of the dynamic Bayesian network for the lane change assistant is the aggregated belief
about the current system state. [UM15a]
Measurements of the lane change assistant system include continuous (e.g., the vehicle
velocity) and discrete parameters (e.g., the possibility of a lane change). Dynamic
Bayesian networks usually consider only discrete random variables. For the lane change
assistant, continuous and discrete state variables have to be considered. It is not possible
to explicitly define the conditional probability of dependencies to other variables for
continuous state variables. Continuous state variables have to be represented by finite
values ranges under the usage of a probability density function (cf. [Par62]). A sigmoid
function and the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution are used for
the lane change assistant.[UM15a]
3.3.1.3. Behavior Planning
The behavior planning uses the believes about system states from the situation assessment
to derive behavior decisions (cf. Fig. 3.3). Under the complexity of the real world and
the uncertainty from imperfect sensors, the behavior planning of the lane change assistant
has to be predictive, consistent, deterministic, and punctual (cf. [UM13]). Therefore, the
behavior planning has not only to consider the current and past system states but also
predict future system states and estimate the benefit of possible actions for future states
under real-time constraints. In [UM15b], Ulbrich et al. propose a planning framework
which allows the behavior planning of lane changes in uncertain, mixed-integer state
spaces by using partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) (cf. [KLC98]).
A reward model determines a reward for each possible action in a given system state
while a prediction model predicts future system states based on the application of these
actions on the given system state. As a result, an optimal tactical action for current and
future system states is assessed and commanded to the trajectory planning module of
the stabilization.
Markov decision processs (MDPs) are a general model for planning and decision making
problems under uncertainty (cf. [Bel57]). The planning incorporates the modeling of
rewards r ∈ R for the application of actions u ∈ U in a state x ∈ X and a prediction
model which predicts the state xi+1 for the application of action u in state xi. The
goal is to find an optimal sequence of actions RT = E
[∑T
T =0 γ
T ∗ rT
]
which maximizes
the expected reward rT with a discount factor γT for the time horizon T . Therefore,
MDPs can be applied to the planning of lane changes but extensions for predictability
and real-time computation are necessary. Not all true states of the system are directly
observable (cf. Section 3.3.1.2). POMDPs address this issue by introducing the belief
bel (xt) about the state x ∈ X in which the system resides at time t. POMDPs model
the sets of states X, actions U , and observations Z as value-discrete. For the lane change
assistant, the state and observation have to be high-dimensional, mixed-integer spaces
with uncertainties as they occur in the real world. Only the set of actions R remains
value-discrete as discrete choices of actions. [UM13]
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POMDPs have a high computational complexity which generally impedes their usage
in real-time control applications [UM15b]. For the lane change assistant, the efficiency
of action selection by POMDP can be improved by incorporating knowledge about the
domain. Following [UM15b], this domain knowledge encapsulates:
1. A high planning accuracy is only evident for the immediate future. Long-time
predictions or even infinite planning horizons are not necessary because the envi-
ronment autonomously changes without any control of the automated ego vehicle.
For the lane change assistant, the planning horizon for lane changes ranges between
100 ms and 30 s [UM15b].
2. The set of action alternatives for the automated ego vehicle is finite. There are
many variations of the same maneuver but only a few mutually exclusive, discrete
action alternatives exist. For the lane change assistant, the set of actions U is finite
and contains 13 discrete action alternative (cf. [UM15b]). These action alternatives
are lane change (LC), FinishLc, PrepareLc, IndicateLc and AbortLc to the left and
right lane as well as NormalDriving, AbortLcIndication and AbortLcPreparation.
Preparation describes all activities before a lane change including, e.g., the proper
positioning in the current lane and Indicate the activation of the direction indicators.
3. A subset of system states Xc ⊂ X is free of uncertainty. These states significantly
reduce the complexity of the model and even rule out some action alternatives.
4. The planning accuracy becomes less important for future states because only the
immediate, next action will be commanded to the trajectory planning module.
Detailed plans for the future are not necessary as they will be recalculated in the
next time step.
Tree-based policy evaluation is used for the planning of lane changes under the consider-
ation of the available domain knowledge. The tree-based policy evaluation understands
the state space as a tree of beliefs bel (x) over states x ∈ X and actions u ∈ U . Such a
tree of beliefs is presented in Fig. 3.12 (cf. [UM15b]). The figure abstracts that one action
might result in multiple state beliefs. The maximal height of the belief tree corresponds
to the finite planning horizon T . [UM15b]
The root of this tree is the belief about the current system state bel (x0) which has been
provided by the situation assessment (cf. Section 3.3.1.2.
Each sequential layer represents the possible beliefs bel (xt+τ ) about states xt+τ for
the next time stamp t + τ which result from the application of actions ui ∈ U . The
application of an action ui ∈ U for a state belief bel (xt) results in a reward r (bel (xt) , ui).
In contrast to the single value prediction in classical POMDP (cf. [KLC98]), the reward
r for behavior planning aggregates the lane change possibility, benefit, and gap selection
dimensions in one single vector. This vector representation allows the estimation of each
dimension’s impact on the total reward. Various aspects of the system’s state belief
bel (xt) are maintained by a decision hysteresis.[UM15b]
Actions resulting in unreasonable policies (sequence of actions), violating, e.g., require-
ments or national traffic codes, can be ruled out immediately. In Fig. 3.12, the actions
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Figure 3.12.: Policy tree of (predicted) state beliefs and actions [UM13].
u1 and u4 for the current state belief bel (x0) are ruled out because lane changes must
not be performed without its previous indications by flashing the direction indicators
(action u2 and u3). This significantly reduces the complexity of the belief tree and its
evaluation. [UM15b]
The prediction of future beliefs about system state can be depict as a function p :
bel (xt+τ ) = p (bel (xt) , ui) based on the current state belief bel (xt) and an action ui. The
prediction has to incorporate various situations aspects, including, e.g., objects movements,
vehicle interactions, and vehicle behavior. All these aspects have to represented by
models that offer sufficient accuracy in reasonable time. For the lane change assistant,
an improved version of the intelligent driver model of Shen et al. (cf. [SJ12]) has
been used. The model estimates the movement and position changes of vehicles in the
longitudinal direction by predicting their longitudinal acceleration and velocities. For
lateral movement, the prediction model assumes vehicles to maintain their lateral offset
towards their current lanes. [UM15b]
The finite planning horizon T for the lane changes assistant bounds the depth of the
belief tree. For further reduction of the computational requirements, the size of time
steps within the belief tree progressively increases with each step until the planning
horizon T is reached. If n = 1, . . . , n is the number of time steps for the planning horizon
T and δt the initial time step, then 〈τ1 = 1 · ∆t, τ2 = 2 · ∆t, . . . , τn = n · ∆t〉. This
multi-resolution approach to the behavior planning allows to reduce the computational
complexity further.[UM15b]
The selection of the action ui ∈ U for the current time step t is based on the past with the
highest total reward throughout the belief tree. The total reward Rj is calculated for each
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Figure 3.13.: UML class diagram of the target point.
path through the belief tree from the root to the fringe nodes 〈(x0) , . . . , bel (xm)〉 where
m corresponds the planning horizon T (cf. Fig. 3.12). From all paths, the path with the
highest total reward is selected and its action ui for the time step t = 0 is transformed
into a target point — a geo-spatial point in front of the vehicle (cf. Definition 3.7). A
target point in the ego lane or no target point at all indicate that no lane change is
envisaged by the behavior planning while a target point in one of the neighbor lanes
indicate a lane change to that particular lane.
Definition 3.7 (Target Point). A target point is a geospatial point in front of
the vehicle and represents the target destination for the trajectory planning by the
stabilization.
As shown in Fig. 3.13, geo-spatial position of a target point is enriched by further
information about envisaged velocity, acceleration, and its type. The attributes velocity
and acceleration enable ADAS functions to pass a target velocity and target acceleration
to the trajectory planning of the stabilization (cf. Fig. 5.1). These parameters are
essential for the ACC but are also used for lane changes by the lane change assistant.
The type of a target point defines how the ADAS function envisages the stabilization
modules to process the target point. The enumeration eTargetpointType defines the
possible types for target points and includes e.g., following behind other vehicles (Follow),
drive at desired velocity (Velocity), and drive to a defined position (Position) on the
ego lane. For lane changes to right resp. left neighbor lane, two identical sets of types
are defined (LaneChangeLeft and LaneChangeRight). Each set encapsulates a Follow,
Velocity, and Position type. While the Velocity type correlates to lane changes with
defined velocities, the Follow and Position types relate to lane change with respect to a
defined object resp. position on the particular neighbor lane.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, multiple ADASs are simultaneously executed in an automated
vehicle. For the highway pilot, functions, e.g., ACC and LKAS are deployed alongside the
lane change assistant in order to autonomously drive behind other vehicles in the current
lane. Each function independently processes a specific action for the current situation
and outputs a corresponding target point. From the set of target points one final target
point is processed and commanded to the trajectory planning of the stabilization (cf.
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(a) Single LIDAR sensor. (b) Multiple limited LIDAR sensors.
Figure 3.14.: Configuration of LIDAR Sensors for a 360◦ field of view.
selection in Fig. 3.3). The trajectory planning processes the trajectory for the automated
ego vehicle from the final target point. The final trajectory might not incorporate a
lane change to a neighbor lane even though the lane change assistant has planed a lane
change. [Ulb+16]
3.3.2. Technical Architecture
Beside the functional architecture, a technical architecture is specified in the system
design. The technical architecture defines a set of hardware components, e.g., sensors,
actuators, and ECUs, which are required for the execution of the functional components.
The technical architecture of the lane change assistant integrates a sensor configuration
(cf. Section 3.3.2.1) with a execution platform for the system’s functional components
(cf. Section 3.3.2.2).
3.3.2.1. Sensor Configuration
The lane change assistant has to sufficiently perceive the vehicle’s environment in order
to make safe decisions about lane changes. While an ACC solely considers preceding
vehicles in the same lane, the lane change assistant has to consider vehicles positioned
all around the automated ego vehicle in near and far distances.
Following the functional architecture (cf. Fig. 3.3), one sensor might be sufficient to
fully perceive the automated vehicle’s environment. LIDAR sensors exist, e.g., Velodyne
HDL-64E (cf. [MS11]), which are able to provide a 360◦ horizontal view around the
automated vehicle (cf. Fig. 3.14a). In Fig. 3.14, each sensor unit is represented as
a rectangle or circle for its position in the vehicle and its occupancy of the vehicle’s
environment — range of view — is depicted as a colored cone. Cones of multiple sensors
may overlap representing the overlapping of their perception fields. The view around the
vehicle is only limited in the vertical direction by the aperture of these sensors. For the
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Velodyne HDL-64E sensor the vertical field of view ranges from +2◦ to −24.9◦. Such
sensors can detect all vehicles in the vehicle’s vicinity.
Another approach for perceiving the environment of the vehicle is the installation of
multiple sensor modules around the vehicle with limited fields of view (cf. Fig. 3.14b).
A single sensor module with limit fields of view is incapable of perceiving the complete
vicinity of the automated ego vehicle. An aggregation of data from limited sensor
modules all around the vehicle enables the generation of a complete view of the vehicle
environment. The aggregation of data from multiple sensor modules requires to identify
and relate the incidences of environmental objects in the fields of view of multiple sensors
— especially for sensors with overlapping fields of view (cf. Fig. 3.14b). LIDAR sensors
are not only able to detect large dynamic objects, e.g., other vehicles, but also smaller
objects, e.g., road markings. Therefore, LIDAR sensors allow the detection of the road
and its driving lanes (cf. [Zei13]) necessary for the planning of lane changes. Other
prevalent sensors for the perception of the vehicle environment are RADAR, ultrasonics,
and camera sensors.
The data generated by sensors for a 360◦ view around the automated ego vehicle is
enormous. With the increasing level of automation (cf. Fig. 2.4), more diverse sets of
sensors have to be deployed in order to perceive the complete vicinity of automated ego
vehicles consistently. Additional ECUs have to be introduced in automated vehicles for
processing requirements of the increasing sensor data (cf. environment perception in
Fig. 3.3) and their complex analyses by automation functions. The following section
describes the architecture of such an execution platform for automated vehicles.
3.3.2.2. Execution Platform
Prior to ADAS, E/E architectures of vehicles were subject to different vehicle subsystems
(domains), e.g., powertrain, bodywork, chassis, or HMI (cf. [SZ13]). Each subsystem has
been developed independently from the other subsystems. These architecture emerged
with the introduction of stabilization functions, e.g., ABS and ESC. These E/E archi-
tectures distributed the vehicle functions over more than 80 ECUs in vehicles. ECUs
are robust processing units for embedded systems which withstand large temperature
differences but offer only limited processing and data storage capabilities. The vehicle
functions are common their ECUs are highly optimized in order to save costs. For the
exchange of data, ECUs of subsystems are connected with each other by communication
bus systems (cf.[Bro03]), e.g., CAN, media oriented systems transport (MOST), or
FlexRay (cf. [Fle05]). Gateways, which can be seen as specialized ECUs, interconnect
the different subsystems and organize the message transfer between of their sub-networks
(cf. [Kim+08]).
Figure 3.15a (cf. [SZ13]) shows the basic structure of such E/E architectures. Blocks
denote hardware components, e.g., ECU or sensor units, while lines between blocks
represent physical connections between hardware components. We do not restrict the
data flow directions between hardware components over physical connections and do not
differentiate the type of physical connections — if they are proprietary direct connections
or standard bus systems, e.g., CAN or MOST. In case the type of physical connection is
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Figure 3.15.: Evolution of E/E architectures.
defined and important, we label the corresponding connection with its type. In reality,
E/E architectures vary between car manufacturers and are more complex then presented
in Fig. 3.15a (cf. [Wed16]).
The lane change assistant is more processing-intensive than vehicle functions for the vehicle
stabilization, e.g., ABS and ESC, and require information from all vehicle subsystems
and even external sources, e.g., road infrastructure or Internet services (cf. [Ben+14;
Ger+14]). Recent E/E architectures in the automotive domain introduce domain control
units (DCUs) in subsystems for the execution of today’s and future complex vehicle
functions, e.g., the lane change assistant (LCA) (cf. Fig. 3.15b) (cf. [Som+13]) DCUs
address the requirements for high computational power and large storage capabilities
under reasonable costs by incorporating hardware components from customer electronics,
e.g., ARM central processing units (CPUs) or Ethernet networks.
Each DCU is connected to the existing ECUs and sensors of its subsystem via the existing
bus networks. The DCU acts as the master of its subsystem and gathers, e.g., sensor
data, and forwards this data to other functions within its subsystem or other subsystems.
The DCUs of different subsystems exchange their data via a high speed backbone, e.g.,
Ethernet (cf. Fig. 3.15b). The lane change assistant is executed on the DCU in the
chassis resp. safety subsystem but has access to all required data for the processing of its
environment representation and decision making (cf. Fig. 3.3). The result of its decision
making is transmitted for execution to the other subsystems via the high-speed network.
The idea of centralization within automotive E/E architectures can be evolved to the
integration of multiple subsystems on one single DCU or to an architecture with only one
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Figure 3.16.: Processing network of the prototype vehicle.
large vehicle control unit which integrates and processes all complex and cross-cutting
functions of one vehicle. Furthermore, functions are envisaged to communicate and share
data with Internet services outside the vehicles (cf. [Ger+14]).
None of the prototype vehicles (cf. Fig. 3.16) in the case study incorporate one of the
presented E/E architectures (cf. Fig. 3.15). Instead, the original hardware equipment
of a production vehicle is extended by two customer computers, a gateway computer,
and an Ethernet bus. The original hardware components of the production vehicle, e.g.,
ECUs and CAN buses, process the original vehicle functions of the prototype vehicle,
like ESC or automatic parking assistant. The two customer computers are introduced as
the execution platform for the software implementation of the highway pilot and lane
change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.16). The environment perception of the lane change assistant
is executed on the first computer while the situation assessment and behavior planning
of the lane change assistant and other ADAS, e.g., ACC and LKAS, are executed on the
second computer (cf. PC 1 and PC 2 of Fig. 3.16).
The two computers are connected via an Ethernet network with each other for the
exchange of function internal data, e.g., the scene, and with the gateway computer for
the communication with vehicle sensors and actuators, e.g., ultrasonic sensor, steering,
brakes, and engine (cf. Fig. 3.16). The gateway connects the execution platform of the
lane change assistant with the existing communication systems of the vehicle, e.g., CAN
and FlexRay. Sensors, which have been installed particularly for the lane change assistant,
are also connected to the gateway computer. Sensor data is received from the vehicle
sensor and converted by the gateway into the appropriate data format for the processing
of environment perception. Actions by the lane change assistant are transferred via the
gateway to the vehicle actuators as their inputs.
The execution platform of the prototype vehicle for the lane change assistant does not
focus on sustainability but adaptability and changeability in order to enable efficient
evaluation, adaption, and improvement of the system and its algorithms early in the
development. The customer computers allow fast development iterations of the lane
change assistant without flashing its software code for every new version. Flashing ECUs
is a time consuming and costly task — especially under consideration of the typical high
frequency of changes to functional components in the early stages of system development.
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As the necessity for changes of the lane change assistant decreases in later stages of the
development, the hardware platform of the new prototype vehicles may converge to the
final hardware used in production vehicles.
The interaction of the lane change assistant with its environment imposes potential risks
for itself, its passenger, and all objects and persons in its vicinity. Therefore, it is necessary
to address the correct implementation of safe system behavior in order to mitigate these
risks. The presented lane change assistant has been straightforwardly designed. The
presented sensor configuration and execution platform are not applicable for automated
driving under consideration of safety aspects (cf Definition 2.2). Especially for higher
level of automation (cf. Fig. 2.4), a single sensor configuration (cf. Fig. 3.14a) would
represents a single point of failure for a complete loss of the environment perception.
Potential failures and risks have to be identified and mitigated for the lane change
assistant in order to ensure the safety of the lane change assistant during operation in
the real world (cf Definition 2.2). The safety analysis is exemplarily performed in the
following section on the presented system design concept for the lane change assistant.
3.4. Safety Analysis
The lane change assistant is a safety-critical system which makes mission- and safety-
critical decisions on behalf of humans while driving through traffic. These decisions may
potentially threaten the safety of other vehicles, objects, and persons by contributing
to accidents [Bei12]. For the operation in public traffic, all decisions of the automated
vehicle must be safe in all common and critical situations as well as in the presence of
internal system faults and loss of hardware components. System faults must not lead to
critical situations in which any person or object is harmed (cf. Definition 2.12).
An established safety principle for safety-critical systems, like the lane change assistant, is
the assumption that these systems are unsafe unless convincingly argued otherwise [KW16].
The safety of these systems has to be shown and not to be assumed. Therefore, product
liability, as well as the functional safety, has vital importance for car manufacturers.
National authorities — at least in Germany — force car manufacturers to sufficiently prove
and document the safety of their vehicles and systems before their commercialization.
The safety analysis uses established methods, e.g., hazard and operability study (HAZOP),
fault tree analysis (FTA), and failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) among others
(cf. [Ise11]), in order to systematically identify, analyze, and classify hazards for these
investigated systems. A hazard is a system state or event which impose potential harm
for objects and persons (cf. [Int09a]) and generally corresponds to a malfunction of the
system (cf. Definition 2.141). For example, the malfunction of vehicle brakes imposes
potential harm for the vehicle’s passengers as well as other vehicles, their passengers,
and pedestrians in the vicinity of the malfunctioning vehicle due to the increased risks of
collisions. For each hazard, a least one corresponding safety measure has to be defined
which reduce the increased risks by the hazardous system to an acceptable level in order
to maintain the system safety (cf. [SZ13]). Otherwise, the lane change assistant is unable
to meet the legislative standards concerning, e.g., producer and product liability.
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Definition 3.8 (Hazard). A Hazard is a system state or event which impose potential
harm for objects and persons (cf. [Int09a])
In the automotive domain, the safety standard ISO 26262 is the predominant safety
standard for the engineering of safety-critical systems — include their safety analysis
(cf. [Int09c]). National authorities widely accept results from a safety analysis following
the safety standard ISO 26262 as evidence for the overall safety of vehicles and their
systems. The safety standard ISO 26262 standardizes a safety lifecycle which addresses
the systems’ functional safety by systematically construct arguments for the absence of
unreasonable risk due to hazards caused by malfunctioning behavior of E/E systems
for automobiles up to 3.5 t. Such an argumentation is denoted as safety case by safety
standard ISO 26262 (cf. Definition 3.9).
Definition 3.9 (Safety Case). “An argument that the safety goals for an item [, the
system (part) under investigation,] are complete and satisfied by evidence compiled
from work products of the safety activities during development” [Int09a].
Any safety analysis commences with the definition of the system under investigation
(named item in the safety standard ISO 26262) including the definition of system parts,
environment situations, and events which are explicitly excluded from the analysis. Here,
the system under investigation is the automated vehicle with the focus on the lane change
assistant as the subsystem. The lane change assistant as the item under investigation
is analyzed in the hazard identification and risk assessment for the identification of
safety-critical hazards and the definition of corresponding safety measures (cf. [Bir+13]).
In the following sections, the hazard analysis and risk assessment exemplary performed.
An exemplary FTA is created for the lane change assistant on the example of a collision
with a vehicle in front while changing the lane.
3.4.1. Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment
The hazard identification by the hazard identification and risk assessment requires
experts to define potential operational situations and operating modes for the lane
change assistant. Operation situations and operation modes are aggregate in hazardous
scenarios (cf. Definition 3.10). The behavior of the lane change assistant is analyzed for
the hazardous scenarios in order to identify hazardous events. A Hazardous event is a
combination of a system hazard and operational situation [Int09a].
Definition 3.10 (Hazardous Event). A Hazardous event is a combination of a
system hazard and operational situation [Int09a].
Each identified hazardous event is evaluated and classified based on its severity — ranging
from no injuries to life-threatening injuries —, probability — ranging from incredible
to highly probable —, and controllability — ranging from controllable in general to
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uncontrollable. The classifications for severity, probability, and controllability result in
the joint classification as automotive safety integrity level (ASIL) for the hazardous event
(cf. [Int09a; Int09c]). In conjunction with the ASIL classification, a high-level safety
goal is defined for each hazardous event from the hazard analysis and risk assessment. A
safety goal represents a top-level safety requirement which defines functional objectives
required to mitigate the corresponding hazard and its risks (cf. Definition 3.11). However,
the technical implementation of necessary safety measures is not addressed by safety
goals (cf. [Int09c]). All safety goals are documented in the system’s safety concept. One
safety goal may address more than one hazardous event but can only have one ASIL
assigned. Therefore, the most severe ASIL is selected from the set of possible ASIL.
Definition 3.11 (Safety Goal). A safety goal represents a top-level safety requirement
which defines functional objectives required to mitigate the corresponding hazards
and risks but does not address the technological implementation of necessary safety
measure (cf. [Int09a]).
For the lane change assistant, hazardous scenarios include collisions with other traffic par-
ticipants or infrastructure objects resulting in casualties or even fatalities. While changing
lanes on highways, the automated vehicle has to consider other traffic participants, e.g.,
vehicles driving in front of the automated ego vehicle, next to it, or approaching from
behind, and objects and must not collide with them. Each of these dangerous scenarios
can be investigated independently but lead to similar high-level safety goals — exclude
any collision with other traffic participants. In all these scenarios, a collision imposes
the risks for potential fatalities. The ASIL classification for these hazardous events are
predominantly ASIL D (cf. [Int09c]). This classification especially applies to higher levels
of automation in which the driver is not available to take over the control of the vehicle
and mitigate the hazardous event (cf. Fig. 2.4).
Safety goals define top-level functional objectives for the mitigation of hazards but do not
define necessary safety measures in terms of technological solutions. The safety standard
ISO 26262 introduces functional and technical safety requirements for the refinement
of safety-goals and allocation of necessary safety measures to (sub) components of the
system. Functional and technical safety requirements are described in the following
section.
3.4.2. Functional and Technical Safety Requirements
The safety standard ISO 26262 introduces functional and technical safety requirements for
the refinement of safety-goals and allocation of necessary safety measures to (sub) com-
ponents of the system. Functional safety requirements specify necessary safety measures
independent of their technical implementation (cf Definition 3.1). Each functional safety
requirements is allocated to one or more functional components of the system’s architec-
ture. The set of allocated functional safety requirements for one functional component
defines the safety measures which this component has to implement. All functional safety
requirements are documented in the functional safety concept (cf. [Int09c]).
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Definition 3.12 (Functional Safety Requirement). “The specification of implemen-
tation-independent safety behavior, or implementation-independent safety measure,
including its safety-related attributes” [Int09a].
In the development, functional components are designed and implemented as software
and hardware components (cf. Section 3.5). Therefore, functional safety requirements
are further transformed into technical safety requirements which are allocated to the
software and hardware components of the system. Technical safety requirements refine the
functional safety requirements by describing a concrete technical implementation of the
corresponding safety measures under the usage of technological solutions, e.g., diagnosis
functions or hardware redundancy. All technical safety requirements are first documented
in the technical safety concept and later by the corresponding software and hardware
safety requirements specifications. These specifications contain the information about the
verification and validation of safety requirements and the corresponding implementation
(cf. [Int09e] and [Int09f]). Safety requirements resemble additional requirements for
the system that have to be considered in the design, implementation, verification, and
validation of the lane change assistant (cf. [HRS98]).
Definition 3.13 (Technical Safety Requirement). “The requirements derived from the
associated functional safety requirements to provide their technical implementations”
[Int09a].
A suitable approach for the refinement of safety goals to (sub) components among others
is the FTAs. The FTA enables to refine the safety goal — not collide with other vehicles
— to functional and technical safety requirements and allocate them to components of the
lane change assistant. In the following section, a FTA is presented for the hazardous
event of a collision with a preceding vehicle while changing the lane.
3.4.3. Fault Tree Analysis
FTA is a deductive failure analysis method which uses binary logic to analyze how low-
level fault events of the system components contribute to hazardous events of the overall
system (cf. [Lee+85]). Subordinate Faults are related via AND or OR gates with their
superordinate fault. Subordinate faults lead to the superordinate fault independently
(OR) or have to occur concurrently (AND). Therefore, the FTA considers single point of
failure as well as combinations of faults — multiple points of failure — that may result
in hazards.
For the lane change assistant, a scenario is exemplarily analyzed. The scenario examines
the collision of the automated vehicle with a preceding vehicle driving in front while
it is changing the lane. Figure 3.17 presents the example FTA for this scenario. The
top-level event is the collision with the vehicle driving in front which corresponds to the
negation of the safety goal; the automated vehicle must not collide with other vehicles
while changing the lane.
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Figure 3.17.: Exemplary fault tree for collision with a vehicle in-front.
As shown in Fig. 3.17, the FTA for the lane change assistant commence with a top-level
fault event — the negation of the safety goal — and decompose this top-level event into
tree of minor fault events (cf. [Eri05]). The leaves of the faults tree represent basic,
external, and undeveloped fault events. Basic fault events are allocated to components of
the system and, therefore, represent faults of these components (cf. Definition 2.12). The
identification of component faults enables the definition of appropriate safety measures
for these components. Safety measures may include methods, e.g., fault detection and
failure mitigation, fault tolerance methods, as well as the transition to safe states among
other solutions (cf. [Ise11]). A safe state is a state of the system in which any risks for
the system and its environment is excluded (cf. Definition 2.8).
The presented FTA in Fig. 3.17 is an example and is not supposed to complete. Other
faults may be relevant for the lane change assistant. Nevertheless, the minor faults of
the FTA for the collision with a preceding vehicle while performing a lane change are
described in the following sections.
3.4.3.1. Faults for the Perception of the Vehicle
As depict by the most left subtree of the example FTA in Fig. 3.17, faults prohibiting
the detection of objects and vehicles could be an error of the sensor hardware or of the
perception functions (cf. Fig. 3.3). A sensor may break down and provide no data at all,
or a sensor may be polluted and only provide partially valid sensor data. The system
would not be able to sufficiently monitor its vicinity considering the system architecture of
the lane change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.3). Besides faults of the sensor hardware, perception
functions may faulty processes correct data from the sensor. The provided data by a
polluted sensor might not provide sufficient correct representation for the real world for
the correct identification of the preceding vehicle by the perception functions. Another
fault for the perception could be the wrong classification of the preceding vehicle. This
could lead the function specific scene augmentation to ignoring the vehicle in front in
situation (cf. Fig. 3.3). The third fault for the perception is the break down of the
corresponding ECU (cf. Fig. 3.17). The loss of the ECU would prohibit any processing of
sensor data. All described faults result in no or an incorrect representation of the current
real environment for the situation assessment of the lane change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.3).
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3.4.3.2. Faults for the Planning of Lane Changes
Besides the environment perception, also the situation assessment and behavior planning
can introduce faults (cf. mid subtree of Fig. 3.17). One fault could be that a vehicle in
front is omitted from the situation and the planning falsely assumes the space this vehicle
occupies to be free. This fault corresponds to the fault of the perception concerning the
misclassification of the preceding vehicle. Another fault for the lane change planning is the
omitted any adaption of currently executed lane changes even though newer information
about the changed environment situation is available. In the normal case the lane change
assistant will adjust its planned lane change to the new environmental information but
if the ADAS ECU is broken down the trajectory executed by the stabilization cannot
be adjusted. In contrast to all other faults in Fig. 3.17, the subordinate faults for no
adjustment of lane change planning are joined by an AND gate. The break down of the
ECU has to occur when a lane change is already planned. For all other cases, OR gates
are used as these faults lead to the top-level fault event — the collision — independently
from other faults.
3.4.3.3. Faults for the Execution of Lane Changes
Even though the vicinity of the automated vehicle has been correctly perceived and the
lane change assistant has correctly planed the lane change, collisions may still occur due
to faults of actuators. As described by the right subtree in Fig. 3.17, the engine could get
stuck and generate excessive torque or brakes fail and not produce the necessary brake
force. Even if the lane change assistant has planed a collision-free trajectory, both faults
will result in the automated vehicle driving too fast resp. not sufficiently decelerating in
time in order to avoid the collision with the preceding vehicle.
All identified faults in Fig. 3.17 can be allocated to one of the high level components
of the lane change assistant — environment perception, situation assessment, behavior
planning, or stabilization (cf. Fig. 3.3). Based on the FTA, safety measures are defined
that mitigate one or more faults and reduce the probability of the hazardous event —
the collision — in order to increase the overall safety of the system. We omit the explicit
definition of functional and technical safety requirements and their respective concepts,
but we describe the impact of this safety analysis on the requirements analysis, system
design, implementation, verification, and validation for the lane change assistant in the
following section.
3.4.4. Result and Impact of the Safety Analysis
Under consideration of potential system and component faults (cf. FTA for the lane
change assistant in Fig. 3.17), the processing chain for the decision making of the lane
change assistant is not able to provide the sufficient safety guarantees that are required
for such autonomous systems. For example, a sudden break down of a ECU or LIDAR
sensor could lead to the complete loss of the lane change assistant’s functionality while
performing a lane change. This loss would impose potential harm for all objects and
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persons in the vicinity of the automated vehicle. Until now, faulty system components
had to be transferred to a safe state (cf. Definition 2.8), which prevents these components
from further interaction with the remaining system. As the driver has been responsible
for the vehicle control at all time, car manufacturers could still rely on the driver as the
final safety instance to mitigate any hazardous situations. This safety approach is called
fail-safe.
With higher levels of automation (cf. Fig. 2.4), the driver is not required to control
and supervise the vehicle permanently. Vehicle systems have to ensure their safety and
remain operational — even in the presence of system and component faults. At least one
alternative processing path has to be introduced for these systems, which can take over
the control of the vehicle in case the original function fails. For example, this can be a
second version of the original function on its hardware platform or a safety function that
provides sufficient but degenerated functionality, e.g., changing to the emergency lane.
Safety functions with degenerate functionality must safely transfer the system into a safe
state where any harm for persons and objects are excluded. This level of required system
safety is called fail-operational.
In the following sections, the impacts of the safety analysis on the development activities
for the lane change assistant are described.
3.4.4.1. Impact on the System Requirements
The safety analysis results in definition of the functional and technical safety concept
with the identified functional and technical safety requirements among other results, e.g.,
verification, validation, integration, or testing plan. All requirements from the safety
analysis can be considered as additional safety requirements which have to be added to
the set of initial requirements from the requirements analysis (cf. Section 3.2). For the
lane change assistant, safety invariants are defined along the functional and technical
safety requirements. The safety invariants correspond to the high-level safety goals for
the lane change assistant and represent requirements which the lane change assistant has
to satisfy at all times. The following sections describe the additional safety requirements
for the lane change assistant in more detail.
3.4.4.1.1. Safety Invariants
The safety goals identified in the hazard analysis and risk assessment (cf. Section 3.4.1)
relate to system invariants which have to be satisfied by the lane change assistant at all
times. In some cases, safety goals can be represented by a smaller number of high-level
safety related invariants. Two main invariants can be defined for the lane change assistant:
• The lane change must not actively collide with other traffic participants while
changing to another lane.
• If no lane change is performed, the driver or other assistance systems, e.g., ACC,
will be responsible for the overall safety of the vehicle.
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Table 3.10.: Requirements for the environment perception.
ID Description
FR_11 The system has to monitor the quality and availability of all
its input data.
FR_11_1 The system has to monitor the observability of the 360◦ field
of view around the vehicle by sensor systems at all times.
FR_11_2 The system shall monitor and detect faults of not redundant
sensors at all times.
FR_11_3 The system shall be able to detect delayed, distorted or faulty
sensor data at all times.
While the first invariant addresses the safety of the lane change assistant and its decisions,
the second invariant defines the scope of the safety assessment for the lane change assistant
and redirects the safety responsibility to other systems or the driver. These invariants for
the lane change assistant are exemplarily defined for the lane change assistant and are
not supposed to be complete. In reality, a more diverse set of safety goals resp. invariants
would result from the hazard analysis and risk assessment (cf. Section 3.4.1).
The safety goals resp. invariants address the external perceptible functionality of the
lane change assistant but are not applicable to the definition of the internal structure of
the system. For the system design and implementation, functional and technical safety
requirements have to be defined. These safety requirements are added to the initial set of
requirements from the requirements analysis.
3.4.4.1.2. Robustness of the Environment Perception
The lane change assistant makes safety-critical decisions on behalf of human drivers.
These decisions may potentially harm other objects and persons. Therefore, the lane
change assistant has to monitor itself and detect faults by its components in order to
autonomously adapt in order to continuously ensure the safety for itself, objects, and
persons in its vicinity. All decisions about lane changes by the lane change assistant rely
on the sufficient perception of the vehicle’s vicinity.
As shown in Table 3.10, the lane change assistant has to monitor its environment
perception (cf. Fig. 3.3) in order to detect if sensors or perception modules are unable to
provide an accurate 360◦ representation of the vehicle’s vicinity (FR_11_1). Furthermore,
the lane change assistant has to monitor the quality and availability of data for all
sensors (FR_11) in order to detect delayed, distorted, faulty, or unavailable sensor data
(FR_11_2). Component redundancy is particularly important for the sensors which
perceive parts of the vehicle’s vicinity that are not perceived by any other sensor. In
case such sensor fails, the lane changes assistant is unable to detect any objects within
this part of vehicle’s vicinity (FR_11_3).
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Table 3.11.: Requirements concerning the ability restrictions.
ID Description
FR_12 The system has to monitor its functional skills and abilities at
all times with an error rate of less than x errors per hour of
the driving time.
FR_12_1 The system shall be able to detect whether a lane change is
possible when there is no speed limit, and there is no object
on the neighbor lane.
FR_12_2 The system shall monitor its object perception viewing range
in its ego and immediate neighbor lanes.
FR_12_3 The system shall monitor its lane perception viewing range in
its ego and immediate neighbor lanes.
FR_12_4 The system shall known the adjusting ranges of actuators for
planning its maneuvers.
3.4.4.1.3. Technical Abilities and Restrictions
The lane change assistant has not only to consider the quality and availability of data
provided by the vehicle’s sensors but incorporates its technical limitations and restriction,
e.g., sensor ranges and actuator adjusting ranges, in its decision making (cf. FR_12 in
Table 3.11).
The lane change assistant has to consider the range of its sensors in all decisions about
lane changes. Sensor ranges, which are insufficient for expected velocity differences
between the automated ego vehicle and other vehicles on the road, impose the possibility
of collision while changing lanes (FR_12_1). Very fast or very slow vehicles outside
the sensor ranges might be perceived too late by the automated vehicle resulting in
insufficient time to avoid collisions by sufficient deceleration.
Sensor ranges can be reduced by near objects that block the detection of lane sections
and corresponding objects behind the objects (FR_12_2 and FR_12_3). These hidden
lanes section and objects would be relevant for lane change decisions if the lane change
assistant knows about these lane sections and objects. For example, a vehicle on the
same lane behind the automated vehicle might block a fast approaching vehicle on the
left lane. The execution of a lane change by the automated vehicle to the left lane in
this situation would result in a collision with the approaching vehicle.
The executions of lane changes impose further restrictions for the lane change assistant.
Maneuvers, e.g., changing the lane or braking, must not require actions of actuators that
are beyond their adjusting range or impose excessive g-forces for passengers (FR_12_4).
The weather, e.g., snow, can further influence and limit the safe adjusting ranges of
actuators.
The functional and technical safety requirements extend the set of requirements from
the requirements analysis (cf. Section 3.2) and have to be considered in all development
activities for the lane change assistant (cf. Section 3.1.2). The design of the lane
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change assistant (cf. Section 3.3) has to be extended in order to incorporate these safety
requirements. The following section presents the changes for the functional and technical
architectures.
3.4.4.2. Impact on the System Design
The additional safety requirements identified in the safety analyses have to be considered
in the system design of the lane change assistant. Functional safety requirements impact
the functional architecture of the lane change assistant while technical requirements
impact the technical design of the system in terms of hardware. Therefore, the functional
and technical architectures of the lane change assistant have to be adapted and extended
to meet these additional safety requirements. As described in the following, this may
incorporate additional ECUs, sensors, and software functions.
3.4.4.2.1. Impact on the Functional Architecture
For the safety of the lane change assistant, its intended functionality and its functionality
in the presences of component faults and system failure has to be considered. The
disabling of faulty components is not possible in all situations. In some situations,
e.g., on the leftmost lane of a highway, a disabling of the powertrain impose the risks
for collision with following vehicles. A second independent processing path has to be
introduced for the lane change assistant in order to remain operational in case of system
faults and in order to transfer the automated vehicle into a safe state (cf. Definition 2.8).
One solution is the duplication of the lane change assistant. The second instance of
the system would be available to take over the control of the vehicle if the primary
instance fails. The functionality of the lane change assistant remains available in its full
extent until another system or component fault occur for the second instance of the lane
change assistant. Another solution is to introduce dedicated safety functions which offer
a degraded functionality of the lane change assistant. The safety function will transfer
the vehicle into a safe state if the lane change assistant fails. An example of such a safety
function with degraded functionality would be the changing to the emergency lane of a
highway.
One of the additional safety requirements requires a permanent and accurate 360◦ field
of view around the automated vehicle (cf. FR_11_1 in Table 3.10). The initial sensor
configuration for the lane change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.14) is not able to meet this
requirement. However, this requirement is essential for the safety of the lane change
assistant. In case a non-redundant sensor breaks down the complete or a part of the vehicle
vicinity — depending on the sensor configuration — cannot be accurately perceived.
Therefore the sensor setup has to be extended by additional sensors in order to achieve
complete coverage of the vehicle’s environment by redundant sensors. Even if one sensor
fails, another sensor will remain available to perceive the corresponding part of the
vehicle’s vicinity.
The introduction of additional sensors requires an extension of the functional architecture.
The data from each sensor has to be individually preprocessed because each sensor
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Figure 3.18.: Extension of the functional architecture following the safety analysis.
types requires different algorithms for its preprocessing. As shown in Fig. 3.18, a setup
with multiple sensors of different types extends the environment perception by one
preprocessing path per sensor types.
In the extended functional architecture (cf. Fig. 3.18), special processing steps are
introduced for the detection of objects and the grid of free space around the vehicle (cf.
[KH10]) before the information are incorporated in the scene. For the fusion of objects
and grid, the position of each sensor in the vehicle has to be known in order to determine
the positions of detected objects and free space correctly. The position of objects and
the free space are determined in relation to the position of the automated vehicle in the
map based on the vehicle’s current GPS position.
With the scene as single interface between the environment perception and the situation
assessment (cf. Fig. 3.18), the remaining parts of the lane change assistant — situation
assessment, behavior planning, and stabilization — are not affected by the changes to a
multi-sensor platform. Today’s common architectures for autonomous vehicle systems
towards automated driving are the result of year-long evolution, and the presented
improvement of the architecture for the lane change assistant can be seen as one step in
this evolution.
3.4.4.2.2. Impact on the Technical Architecture
As mentioned for the functional architecture, the safety requirements require a permanent
and accurate 360◦ field of view around the automated vehicle (cf. FR_11_1 in Table 3.10).
The resulting multi-sensor platform has to ensure that at least two sensors perceive every
point in the vehicle’s vicinity with overlapping fields of view in order to ensure that the
vehicle’s vicinity is accurately perceived even in case one sensor fails.
The multi-sensor platform of the prototype vehicles which recorded the evaluation data
for the case study (cf. Chapter 8), incorporate LIDAR, RADAR, ultrasonic sensors,
and stereo cameras. Figure 3.19 shows the configuration of this sensor set and its
coverage of the vehicle’s vicinity. The RADAR sensors are placed around the complete
vehicle. Together with ultrasonic sensors, the RADAR sensors guarantee the exhaustive
environment perception all around the vehicle. While the RADAR sensors are specifically
installed for the lane change assistant, the ultrasonic sensors have been part of the original
production vehicle as parking sensors. A large number of diverse sensors — LIDAR
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Figure 3.19.: Multi-sensor platform of the prototype vehicle.
sensors, long-range RADAR sensors, stereo camera, and ultrasonic sensors — is used
for the perception of the road ahead. This configuration results in a highly redundant
perception of the vehicle’s environment in front by a diverse set of sensor types. Even if
one sensor fails, the sensor setup of the prototype vehicle will ensure the accurate 360◦
view around the automated vehicle due to the overlapping occupation of the vehicle’s
vicinity by different sensors. Two or more sensor faults are required in this configuration
for a partially insufficient perception of the vehicle environment.
Multi-sensor platforms enhance the general robustness of the environment perception.
Each sensor type measures the world by a different type of physical magnitude. Stereo
cameras passively use the ambient lighting to create an image of the environment while
RADAR and LIDAR sensors actively use radio resp. laser waves to detect objects in
the vehicle’s vicinity. All sensor systems are subject to deviations and uncertainty (cf.
[Ulb+15]), but each sensor type has specific deficiencies perceiving objects in certain
environmental situations due to their psychical principles. Cameras might not be able to
perceive and distinct objects correctly which have the same coloring or shading. In some
case, dynamic objects may blend in with their environment2. RADAR sensors sometimes
have difficulties to detect pedestrians correctly (cf. [Pat+17]). The multi-sensor platform
enables to compare data from sensors of different types about the same area of the
vehicle’s environment with each other and to detect and purge perception errors of each
sensor type. This comparison results in an environment representation with enhanced
accuracy.
Additional to the extension of the sensor configuration, the execution platform of ECUs
for the processing of functional (software) components has to be adapted.
Safety functions must not be executed on the same hardware components as the super-
vised functional components. Otherwise, a fault of relevant hardware components may
compromise the original functions of the lane change assistant, and its safety fallback.
2https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jun/30/tesla-autopilot-death-self-driving-car-elon-
musk (Accessed: 12/06/2018)
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The safety fallback — the second instances — would be incapable of providing their
necessary safety functionality in order to retain the vehicle’s safety. Therefore, the
functional components of the primary lane change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.18) and its safety
fallbacks have to distributed over the existing hardware platform In case a sufficient
separation of system functions and safety functions cannot be achieved on the existing
hardware platform of lane change assistant, additional hardware components, e.g., ECUs
and communication buses, have to be introduced to the hardware platform. A direct
approach to ensure the separation between nominal functionality and safety function
is the introduction of dedicated hardware components for the safety functions, like the
duplicated lane change assistant or the safety functions.
The next activity for the development of the lane change assistant after the safety require-
ments have been considered in the overhauled system design is the system implementation.
The system implementation has to consider the extensions to the functional and technical
system design for the safety requirements from the safety analysis. The impact of the
safety analysis on the system implementation is described in the following.
3.4.4.3. Impact on the System Implementation
Following the extended system design, components of the functional architectures are im-
plemented mainly as software components while components of the technical architecture
are developed as hardware, e.g., sensors or ECUs. In either case, the measures defined
by the safety analysis have to be considered in order to detect and mitigate systematic
failures in the software implementation as well as random faults within the hardware
components. A detailed description of the implementation is given in Section 3.5.
3.4.4.3.1. Impact on the Software Implementation
Each component of the functional architecture (cf. Fig. 3.18) is further refined and
implemented as software components. Technical safety requirements assign to these
functional components have to equally refined as software safety requirements to these
software components. Besides the nominal functionality, each software component has to
implement the safety measures defined by its assigned safety requirements.
The ISO 26262 recommends for each ASIL a set of recommended development methods,
practices, and principles for the system design and its implementation. These methods
have to be considered in the development of the lane change assistant and include, e.g.,
formal notations for system architecture and components, programming guidelines, like
non-dynamic objects or limited use of pointers, and the application of documentation,
modeling, and software tools (cf. [Int09f]).
3.4.4.3.2. Impact on the Hardware Implementation
Similar to the implementation of the functional architecture, the implementation of the
technical architecture has to incorporate the safety measure defined by the assigned
technical safety requirements. The safety standard ISO 26262 describes possible fault
detection mechanisms, e.g., self-testing, checksums and signatures, and code protection
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(cf. [Int09e]). In case the original hardware architecture is incapable of satisfying the
technical safety requirements, the hardware architecture has to be extended by an
additional hardware component, e.g., additional sensors or ECUs.
Its verification and validation follow the implementation of the lane change assistant. In
the verification and validation (V&V), the correctness of the software and hardware is
verified considering the extended set of requirements — including the safety requirements
from the safety analysis. The impact of the safety analysis on the verification and
validation is discussed in the following section.
3.4.4.4. Impact on the Verification and Validation
In the safety analysis, plans for the verification, validation and the assessment of the lane
change assistant and its safety are defined in the safety analysis in addition to to the
safety goals, requirements, and safety measures for functional and technical components
(cf. [Int09d]). The plans define strategies for the verification, validation, and assessment
of all development artifacts of the lane change assistant to evaluate their correctness
and safety. These plans define all V&V activities throughout the development and their
specific requirements, e.g., the documentation of V&V results. In general, results from
these verification, validation, and assessment activities are documented in reports. These
reports are the foundation for the argumentation in the certification process of the lane
change assistant. The following section examines the impact of the safety analysis on the
verification, validation, and safety assessment in more detail.
3.4.4.4.1. Verification
The verification for the lane change assistant defines the time of verification activities in
the development process and their scope. The safety standard ISO 26262 defines various
verification methods in dependency the ASIL of development artifacts. Examples of
possible verification methods are designed verification, safety analyses as well as hardware,
software, and item integration testing. Each of these activities addresses a different
development artifact. While the design verification evaluates the functional and technical
architectures from the system design, software, hardware, and integration test address
the different implementation artifacts of the lane change assistant. Nevertheless, all
activities will evaluate if the corresponding development artifacts meet their respective
specifications and requirements. For the lane change assistant, we only considered the
verification of the system design by reviews and the verification of implementation
artifacts by reviews and tests.
The correct implementation of the lane changes assistant requires the system design to
sufficiently consider all necessary functionalities which are required for the safe operation
of the lane change assistant in the real world. Reviews verify the functional and technical
architectures. In reviews, multiple engineers assess and evaluate the architectures in order
to detect missing functionalities or insufficiently considered requirements. A particular
focus is on the safety requirements obtained from the safety analysis (cf. Section 3.4).
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The safety requirements from the safety analysis not only have to be considered in
the functional and technical architectures but have to be correctly implemented. In
implementation reviews, at least two engineers informally evaluate the design and
implementation of software and hardware components for the lane change assistant. These
reviews will determine if all components from the functional and technical architecture
and their corresponding requirements have sufficiently considered in the implementation.
The software components of the lane change assistant are primarily verified in software
tests — unit tests, integration tests, and system tests (cf. [Int09f]). For each software
artifact, a set of test cases is defined. These test cases verify the functionality of
each artifacts in regard to its requirements (cf. Section 2.2.2.7). The test cases have
to sufficiently consider the additional safety requirements and safety measures from
the safety analysis. In case the initial set of test cases does not sufficiently address
the additional safety requirements for the corresponding artifact, new test cases have
to be defined. Fault injecting methods (cf. [Ise11]) can be incorporated in tests to
trigger relevant components faults and verify the implementation of corresponding safety
functions.
The safety standard ISO 26262 suggests design inspection, design walkthroughs, emula-
tion, simulation, and development of prototype hardware as verification techniques for
hardware components (cf. [Int09e]). Furthermore, metrics have to be used for hardware
components which enable to assess the effectiveness of the technical components to cope
with the random hardware faults (cf. Definition 2.13). For example, a quantified FTA
can determine the probabilities that hardware components fail (cf. [DT16]). These
probabilities have to meet the target values of the safety goals (cf. [Int09e]).
The verification of the lane change assistant is described in more detail in Section 3.6.
In addition to the verification, the system analysis impacts the validation of the lane
change assistant.
3.4.4.4.2. Validation
Additional to the verification activities also a validation for the integrated system has
to be performed (cf. [Int09d]). This validation evaluates the appropriateness of the
lane change assistant for its intended use and the adequacy of defined and implemented
safety measures. Any unintended activations in a safe situation (false positive) and any
absented activations in critical situations (false negative) have to be excluded for the
safety mechanisms of the lane change assistant. Table 3.12 display relation between the
classification of situations by the autonomous vehicle systems and the actual criticality
of the real situation.
The validation plan defines the time, place, configuration, and execution of all validation
activities for the lane change assistant. The validation of the lane change assistant has
been performed in the prototype vehicle in tests on public roads and test centers. The
validation plan incorporates the configuration of the lane change assistant, necessary
equipment, environmental conditions, test procedures, test cases — including driving
maneuvers —, and acceptance criteria for these tests.
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Table 3.12.: Table for situation classification by autonomous vehicle systems.
System Classification
Critical Non-Critical
R
ea
lit
y Critical TruePositive
False
Positive
Non-Critical False
Positive
True
Negative
The final impact of the safety analysis is on the safety assessment. In the safety
assessment, independent assessors have to inspect and evaluate the safety argumentation
by car manufacturers for their systems. The impact of the safety analysis on the safety
assessment for the lane change assistant is described in the following.
3.4.4.4.3. Safety Assessment
For the lane change assistant, the safety assessment has not yet been done because the
system is still in development. A safety assessment is commonly performed at near the
end of the system development when most of the verification and validation activities have
provided sufficient safety-related results. The safety standard ISO 26262 expects a safety
assessment for systems and their parts with a classification of ASIL B or higher. The
safety assessment must justify that the achieved level of functional safety for these systems
is sufficient for the operation of these systems in the real world (cf. [Bir+13]). The
safety assessment evaluates all activities and their results in the development of systems
and results in the definition of safety cases. Safety cases document the complete and
sufficient consideration of safety requirements throughout all safety-related development
activities for the system. This safety argumentation supports the certification process of
the systems by national authorities.
Definition 3.14 (Safety Assessment). In a safety assessment, independent assessors
inspect and evaluate the argumentation for the safety of systems (cf. [Bir+13]).
The following sections give a more detailed description of the implementation, verification,
and validation of the lane change assistant.
3.5. Implementation
After the addition of requirements from the safety analysis (cf. Section 3.4) and the
revision of the system design, the revised functionality of the lane change assistant
and additional safety measures are implemented (cf. Fig. 3.2). Furthermore, hardware
components have to be selected and implemented. Finally, all implementation artifacts
are verified. Following the system design, the implementation of the lane change assistant
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separates itself in the implementation of the functional architecture and the implementa-
tion of the technical architecture. Both implementations are described in the following
section in more detail.
3.5.1. Implementation of the Functional Architecture
The implementation of the functional architecture focuses on the implementation of
the specified functionality for the lane change assistant. Functional components are
commonly implemented as software components and are implemented only in exceptional
case as hardware components, e.g., in field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The
behavior emerging from software components are validated by engineers using rapid
prototyping and verified in software unit tests.
3.5.1.1. Implementation of Software Components
For the implementation of the lane change assistant, the atomic functional components
of the functional architecture (cf. Section 3.3.1) are refined and implemented as software
components. The refinement also applies to the specification of atomic functional
components; each requirement of a functional component is refined and allocated to the
different software components, which implement the complete or a part of the required
functionality. As a result, an architecture of software components is defined for each
atomic functional component.
Each software componento f the software architecture is implemented in C/C++ source
code and consists of several classes with multiple C/C++ functions. Each function imple-
ments an algorithm as part of the overall functionality of the functional component. The
source code of software components is either manually written by engineers or generated
from models, e.g., signal flow graphs (cf. [FPE14]) or statecharts (cf. [Har87]). In the
Automotive Domain, commercial tools, e.g., ASCET (cf. [Lef+97]) and MatLab/Simulink
(cf. [Bis96]), are used for the model-based implementation of software components. The
code generators of these commercial tools allow generating the necessary C/C++ source
code from signal flow graphs resp. statecharts. For the deployment of software implemen-
tations on ECUs of the technical hardware architecture, the source code of all software
components for a system is compiled and linked with necessary libraries as executables
(cf. [Ste14]).
The functionality of the lane change assistant is implemented in ADTF. ADTF is
a commercial framework for the development and execution of ADAS functions (cf.
[Sch07]). The implementation of ADAS in ADTF follows the pipes-and-filters pattern
(cf. [Mon+97]). (Sub) functions which are defined in the architecture of the lane change
assistant (cf. Fig. 3.18) are implemented as filters. A filter in ADTF consists of one ore
more C/C++ classes that implemented the functionality of corresponding component
and the necessary framework related elements, e.g., ports. In a filter graph, all filters
for the lane change assistant are connected and with the input and outputs filters for
sensors and actuators. At runtime, ADTF provides itself as a runtime environment that
manages the control and data flow between filters in the filter graph.
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3.5.1.2. Rapid Prototyping
This implementation of the software for the lane change assistant also includes rapid
prototyping. Rapid prototyping allows engineers to validate and adapt their algorithms at
early stages of the implementation. Algorithms are deployed as source code or models on
special rapid prototyping hardware, e.g., the MicroAutoBox3. The prototyping hardware
is then either deployed in simulations or prototype vehicles. Simulations are the cost
and time efficient rapid prototyping environment, while prototype vehicles offer a more
realistic validation in the real world. As rapid prototyping is employed from the early
stages of the implementation, not all components and functions of the lane change
assistant might already be implemented. Therefore, prototype systems offer to simulate
the behavior of missing system parts by corresponding models (cf. Section 2.2).
For the lane change assistant, the software implementation in ADTF can be used for
rapid prototyping identically in simulations and prototype vehicles. Changes to the
implementation are not necessary because ADTF already manages the control and data
flow within the lane changes assistant, with other vehicle systems, and with simulation
frameworks. The prototype vehicle in the case study was equipped with customer
electronic components in order to allow rapid prototyping with ADTF (cf. Section 3.3.2).
Nevertheless, rapid prototyping does not address the verification or validation of the
lane change assistant regarding its safety assessment. The verification of lane change
assistant, commence with unit tests for individual software components. Software unit
testing is described in the next section in more detail.
3.5.1.3. Software Unit Tests
A common method for the verification of implementation artifacts in the automotive
domain is testing (cf. Section 2.2. Other occasionally used methods include, e.g., static
code analysis and code reviews (cf. [Lig09]). In unit tests, each software component of
the lane change assistant is verified in isolation — independent from other related and
connected software components. Unit tests will evaluate if the implemented behavior of
classes, functions, and algorithms are consistent with the specification and requirements
of the software components. All software components, which interact with the software
component under test, are replaced by mock objects (cf. [TH02]) or completely omitted
from the tests in order to avoid any side effects on the artifact under test. Mock objects
model the external behavior of the mocked implementation artifact. The substitution of
related and connect components ensures a consistent interaction for the artifact under
test with its environment for reproducible tests.
The classes and functions of each software component are verified for a set of test cases.
The test cases are derived from the component’s specification and requirements. A test
case consists of the input data for the artifact under test, the response of mock objects in
the communication with the artifact, and the expected response (output) of the artifact.
All test cases for a artifact under test are combined in a test suite. In unit tests, artifacts
3MicroAutoBox: https://www.dspace.com/de/gmb/home/products/hw/micautob/microautobox2.cfm
(accessed: 11/22/2018)
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under test are triggered by the input data of the test cases, and a test oracle evaluates
the response of the artifacts (cf. [Lig09]). Artifact responses have to match the expected
result defined by the test cases. Metrics, e.g., statement coverage or decision coverage (cf.
[Lig09]), quantify the coverage of artifact’s source code by its test suite. All necessary
activities and responsibilities for the unit testing of software components are documented
in a test plan. This plan includes the definition of the test cases, the setup of the test
environment, the execution of the tests, and the evaluation of test results (cf. [Lig09]).
For the lane change assistant, the unit tests of ADTF filter implementations utilize special
test filters or the C-unit testing framework4. The test filters trigger the filter under test
via its input ports with manually defined input data. The output of the filter under test
is evaluated in comparison to predefined expected results for the test case by the test
filter. Test filter and the filter under test are integrated into one filter graph isolated from
other ADTF filters of the lane change assistant. In this configuration, the filter behavior
including the correct implementation of interfaces to the ADTF runtime environment is
verified. C-Unit tests do not verify the ADTF filter, but the implementation of algorithms
in term of classes and C/C++ functions. For each C/C++ function, a set of test cases
is defined. Each test case defines the input values for the function under test and the
expected response by the function as assertions. In the execution of c-unit test suites, the
input values stimulate the function under test, and the assertions assess the function’s
outputs. Mock objects replace function called within the function under tests in order to
enable testing in isolation and avoiding side effects.
Beside the functional architecture also the technical architecture has to be implemented.
Car manufacturers do not implement hardware components themselves (cf. Section 3.3.2)
but commonly acquire the components from various suppliers. The implementation of
the technical architecture for the lane change assistant is described in the following.
3.5.2. Implementation of the Technical Architecture
Besides the functional architecture also the technical architecture has to be implemented.
However, hardware components are not constructed and implemented by car manufac-
turers but are acquired from multiple vendors. These vendors also verify the resilience
and robustness of these hardware components. Car manufactures only integrate the
third-party hardware components into their execution platform and deploy the execution
platform in their vehicles (cf. Section 3.6.3).
3.5.2.1. Procurement of Hardware Components
As described in Section 3.3.2.2, the execution platform for the prototype vehicle uses
two customer computer, a gateway, and Ethernet bus in order to enable the efficient
development of the lane change assistant. The hardware components, e.g., sensor,
actuators, ECUs, and communication buses, used in the technical architecture (cf.
Section 3.3.2), are acquired from suppliers and are integrated into the execution platform.
4C-unit testing framework: http://cunit.sourceforge.net/ (accessed: 11/22/2018)
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The execution of the software components on each ECU and their access to the hardware
components, e.g., communication bus or CPU, require the configuration of an operating
system (OS) and its services. Similar to hardware components, services of the OS are
obtained as off-the-shelf components from suppliers (cf. [SZ13]).
The standard AUTOSAR (cf. [Für+09]) defines an architecture for ECUs with stan-
dardized interfaces between application software, e.g., the lane change assistant, and
services of the OS — named basis software in the standard. The standardized interfaces
of the AUTOSAR architecture enable the application software to access basis software
components without any knowledge about the possible diverse implementations from
various suppliers. A configuration of the operating system for the lane change assistant
is not necessary. The customer computers run a standard Linux OS that inherently
provides all necessary services for the processing of data and the access to the Ethernet
bus.
The result of the safety analysis for the environment perception (cf. Fig. 3.19) require
the deployment of a multi-sensor platform for prototype vehicles. Therefore, existing
sensors of the prototype vehicle are complemented by additional sensors, e.g., the side
and rear RADAR sensors in Fig. 3.19. These additional sensors are installed in the
prototype vehicle for the lane change assistant and the highway pilot. The sensors are
connected with the execution platform for the lane change assistant via the gateway
in order to guarantee a redundant 360◦ view around the prototype vehicle for the lane
change assistant (cf Fig. 3.16).
Sensors, actuators, and their corresponding software components often require calibrations.
The correct perception of sensors, e.g., stereo cameras, LIDAR, and RADAR sensors,
depending on the correct calibration for their mounting location inside the vehicle. For
example, a false exit angle of radio waves or LIDAR beams can lead to false reflection
points at a position where no object is present resp. to missing reflection points for
existing objects. For stereo cameras, the calibration is essential in order to estimate the
distances of objects correctly. Car manufacturers have to calibrate sensors themselves or
provide sensor suppliers with these parameters in order for the suppliers to calibrate the
sensors for them. The same applies to actuators whose ranges of set values have to be
calibrated. For example, the possible turn angle has to be calibrated for an electrical
steering system.
3.5.2.2. Hardware Unit Tests
Car manufacturers do not perform the verification of hardware components themselves but
require suppliers to verify the sustainability and resilience of hardware components in their
development process. Failures rates of hardware components have to be sufficiently low
and comply with relevant standards, like the safety standard ISO 26262 (cf. [Int09e]). The
resilience and robustness of hardware components is commonly evaluated in endurance
run using HIL tests or prototype vehicle (cf. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.2.7).
However, car manufacturers may randomly test a limited number of provided hardware
components in order to ratify the suppliers’ statements about the component’s sustain-
ability, resilience, and correct calibration. For example, image-based sensor, e.g., stereo
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cameras, can be verified in simulations. Traffic situations are generated in simulations
and projected onto a screen from which the camera perceives these situations. The
identified objects by the camera are compared to the objects used in the simulation. The
displayed traffic situations have to be sufficiently realistic for valid verification results.
For the prototype vehicle, no dedicated verification for the sustainability of the computer
hardware, gateway, and Ethernet network has been performed. The necessary evidence
about the sustainability and resilience of hardware components by legal authorities and
safety standards, e.g., the safety standard ISO 26262, only apply to production vehicles
but not to the prototype vehicles. The hardware configuration of the prototype vehicle
is used for the development, prototyping, and testing of the lane change assistant and is
not supposed to be used in production vehicles. However, the original components of the
initial production vehicle have already been verified in their development processes and
have proven themselves in usage by customers in public traffic.
The software and hardware components, which have already been verified in isolation,
have to be integrated in order to complete the system. This integration requires additional
verification and validation activities. The following sections describe the right side of the
v-model development process (cf. Fig. 3.2) addressing the integration, verification, and
validation of the lane change assistant.
3.6. System Integration and Verification
After the implementation and unit testing of all software and hardware components,
the development of the lane change assistant proceeds with the integration of these
components to larger system parts until the complete lane change assistant is integrated.
The integration reverses the decomposition of the lane change assistant in the system
design and implementation (cf. Sections 3.3 and 3.5). All compositions of components
introduce new functionalities which have not yet been verified by the unit test of the
software components (cf. Section 3.5.2). Additional verification is required for composite
components in order to guarantee the correctness and safety of the complete lane change
assistant. The following section describes the integration and verification of the software
for the lane change assistant.
3.6.1. Software Integration
Following the functional architecture (cf. Section 3.3.1), implemented (atomic) software
components are integrated with each other to form composite components which are further
integrated with other components — composite and atomic software components — to
form even larger composite components. This integration continues until the lane change
assistant and all its functional components, like the environment perception, situation
assessment, and behavior planning are implemented (cf. Fig. 3.3). Every composite
component introduces novel functionalities which emerge from the intercommunication of
its internal components. None of the inherent components has exhibited these emerging
functionalities in the isolation of the unit tests (cf. Section 3.5.1.3). For example, the
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detection and classification of environment objects are only possible because individual
components for the object detection and object classification are integrated with the
vehicle sensors.
Safety measures defined in the safety analysis (cf. Section 3.4) can be implemented as
dedicated software components independently from the original functions of the lane
change assistant. In the integration, the components for the safety measures and the
component for the original function are integrated into composite components. The
composites exhibit the original functionality as long as no faults are present. Safety
measure will only intervene with the original functionality if an identified fault from the
safety analysis is present.
3.6.2. Software Integration Testing
The emerging behavior of composite components has not yet been verified because the
interaction between components has been excluded from unit tests (cf. Section 3.5.1.3).
All composites have to be verified in integration tests in order to ensure the correctness
and safety of emerging functionalities. Similar to unit test (cf. Section 3.5.1.3), sets of
test cases verify the behavior of composites components. Test cases define the test input
for composite components and the expected behavior for these components based on
specifications and requirements.
Integration tests of composite components include the verification of safety measures
which have been defined for these components in the safety analysis (cf. Section 3.4). The
verification of safety measures might require the definition of additional specialized test
cases. These tests do not have to verify the correct functionalities of original functions
but to verify the detection and mitigation of faults by safety measures. Integration tests
of safety measures may incorporate fault injection methods in order to stimulate the
emergence of faults (cf. [Ise11]).
For the lane change assistant, the ADTF filter as implementation of software components
are integrated in an ADTF filter graph and verified by the simulation framework Virtual
Test Drive (VTD) (cf. [Neu14]) in closed-loop simulations (cf. Section 2.2). The
framework VTD simulates the environment of the vehicle — the virtual world — with
its scenery and dynamic objects, e.g., vehicle and pedestrians. The simulation interacts
with the ADTF implementation of composite components by their external interfaces.
All remaining components of the lane change assistant, e.g., sensors and actuators, have
to be simulated by the simulation framework.
The simulation framework VTD allows the verification of the lane change assistant for a
set of defined test cases. Test cases represent concrete parametrization of a test scenarios.
A test scenario models the environment by defining the scenery — the static objects of the
environment, e.g., road, markings, and sign, as well as the behavior of dynamic objects,
e.g., maneuvers of vehicles and paths of pedestrians (cf. Section 7.2.2). A test case will
be passed if the engineer or an oracle evaluate the behavior of the lane change assistant
in the corresponding simulations as compliant with the intended behavior defined by the
test case.
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The execution of a test case in the simulation framework results in a sequence of
environmental situations. These situations are used as input for the lane change assistant.
Objects from situations are either directly fed into the scene modeling as input for the lane
change assistant or they are processed by sensor models to incorporate the uncertainty
of real sensors into the input for the lane change assistant (cf. Fig. 3.3). The outputs of
the lane change assistant are fed back into the simulations in order to update the state
of the simulated world and generate new inputs for the lane change assistant in the next
processing cycle (cf. Section 2.2). The changes of objects in the simulated world can
occur autonomously or as a direct reaction to the output of the lane change assistant.
The overall correctness and safety of the lane change assistant depend on the correctness
and safety of its software and hardware. Therefore, the integration of hardware and
software has to be verified. The hardware platform must not alter the verified behavior
and functionalities of the software. The integration of software and hardware as E/E
system and the verification of the system integration are described in the following
section.
3.6.3. Integration of the Hardware / Software System
Car manufacturers obtain hardware components from multiple supplier and integrate
these components for the E/E architecture of production vehicles (cf. Section 3.5.2.1).
The integration includes the connection of ECUs and DCUs to communication systems,
e.g., CAN or FlexRay buses, and the power supply of the vehicles.
After the integration and deployment of the E/E architecture, software components are
deployed on the ECUs and DCUs. The software deployment includes the definition of
timing and scheduling of software components on ECUs and DCUs and of messages on
communication buses. For each communication bus, a communication matrices defines
the content of all messages of the specific bus and their routing between connected ECUs.
The scheduling for each ECU defines the execution order and execution duration of
deployed software components and their functions.
For the hardware platform of the prototype vehicles, the two customer computers have
been installed in the trunks. The computers are connected and the gateway via an
Ethernet bus (cf. Fig. 3.16). The gateway connects the computers to the additionally
installed sensors and existing communication buses of the prototype vehicles.
The software of the highway pilot is deployed and executed on the two customer computers
as ADTF filters in two distributed ADTF instances. The environment perception of the
lane change assistant is deployed on the first computer while the situation assessment,
decision making, and other ADAS functions are installed on the second computer (cf.
Fig. 3.16). The communication between the distributed ADTF instances and with
the gateway is implemented by predefined messages in ADTF and organized by the
Ethernet controllers and OS services of the two computers without any predefined
message scheduling. The gateway connects the lane change assistant with original
sensors and actuators of the prototype vehicles by transforming messages of the original
communication buses to and from ADTF messages of the Ethernet network.
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3.6.4. Verification of the Hardware / Software System
The hardware platform has not been systematically verified because the hardware used
in the simulations of the lane change assistant and the prototype vehicle is similar.
Knowledge about the hardware setup obtained in simulations of the system verification
can be directly transferred to the setup of the prototype vehicles. Nevertheless, the original
hardware components of the production vehicles have been verified in the development
processes of these vehicles. The only unverified part of this setup is the connection
of the gateway to the original vehicle hardware and additional installed sensors. The
connectivity of the gateway has been randomly checked at its deployment but has not
been systematically verified by a defined set of test cases.
The integration of hardware components, e.g., ECUs, sensor, actuators, and communica-
tion buses, is generally verified in HIL tests for production vehicles (cf. Section 2.2.2.4).
Hardware components or subsystems are integrated into simulations of their real environ-
ments. All connect hardware components are modeled and simulated by the simulation
frameworks. For a test of, e.g., an exhaust system, the complete exhaust system is
integrated and verified in HIL tests. The control of the exhaust system, as well as the
real world, are simulated. The stimuli for each HIL test are defined in test cases along
with the expected behavior of the verified hardware components resp. subsystem as
acceptance criteria in these tests. The resilience and robustness of hardware components
and subsystems can be evaluated in endurance runs (cf. Section 3.5.2.2).
The integration of software and hardware is also verified in HIL tests (cf. Section 2.2.2.4).
Therefore, software components are deployed on the corresponding ECUs, sensors, and
actuators. Even though the software components have been verified in isolation and as
composites (cf. Section 3.6.2), the integration of software and hardware components can
reveal faults which have not yet been encountered. These faults are primarily timing and
scheduling faults due to the limited resources of ECUs and communication buses. Test
cases from software integration tests can be reused to verified the integration of software
and hardware (cf. Section 3.6.2). The software-hardware-integration has to exhibit the
identical functionality as in MIL and MIL tests of the software (cf. Section 3.6.2).
Tests of fully integrated systems, e.g., the complete highway pilot, are denoted as system
tests. These system tests have to be performed with the highway pilot installed in a
prototype vehicle because the lane change assistant and other ADAS of the highway pilot
require the perception of the vehicle’s real environment. Engineers verify the system on
test tracks and public roads and evaluate if the system meets all requirements in the
specification of the highway pilot. The complexity of the real world makes it challenging
to define comprehensive sets of realistic test cases. Test cases would have to be costly
build on test tracks with real vehicles and dummy objects. The system tests of the lane
change assistant has been solely performed as unsystematic test drives on public roads.
The verification in test drives correlates with the validation of the lane change assistant.
The trade-off between verification and validation impacts the efficiency and costs of the
system development (cf. [TMJ12; Zha16]). The validation of the lane change assistant is
described in the following section.
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3.7. Validation in Field Tests
The last development activity for the lane change assistant is its validation (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.2). While the verification evaluates if the implementation of components and
(sub) systems meet their specifications and requirements, the validation addresses the
implementation of the correct and appropriate product. The lane change assistant must
satisfy the documented requirements of involved stakeholders — the explicit requirements
— as well as the implicit requirements of these stakeholders which have not been considered
in the requirements analysis. For example, customers might expect smooth dynamics of
lane change maneuvers with low g-forces at higher velocities.
For the validation, engineers and stakeholders have to experience the systems in their
real environments. In the automotive domain, field operational tests on test tracks and
public roads used to be the prevailing method for the validation of vehicles and their
systems. In field operaitonal tests on public roads, prototype and production vehicles
are driven for million kilometers at different locations in the world (cf. [KW16; Sti13]).
The lane change assistant is deployed for its validation as ADTF filter graph on the
customer computers in the trunk of the prototype vehicles. The prototype vehicles are
driven autonomously on public highways while engineers supervise and validate the lane
change maneuvers for their safety, smoothness, and adequacy. The evaluation results are
considered for further optimization and calibration of the lane change assistant in order
to align the system behavior with the general preferences of customers.
The engineers also act as safety fallbacks in field operational tests. In case maneuvers by
the lane change assistant result in critical and unsafe situations, these engineers have to
take over the vehicle control in order to maintain the overall safety.
A common metric for the system quality in V&V is the number of interventionss by
engineers and occurring system faults over the total driving distance. The numbers are
statistically generalized as the mean time between interventions resp. system faults. The
mean time between interventions resp. system faults is used as measures in function
safety assessment for the admission of the systems by national authorities (cf. [Int09b]).
For example, the California Department of Motor Vehicle oblige car manufacturers to
report all interventions (disengagements) for their autonomous prototype vehicles which
operate on public roads5.
The metric has not yet been applied to the lane change assistant because the current
development state of the lane change assistant and of the prototype vehicles do not allow
for feasible results. The metric will only lead to feasible results if the field operational
tests of the validation are performed with large fleets of prototype vehicles for longer
distances (cf. [KP16; Win15; WW17]). E/E architectures of these prototype vehicles
have to correspond to the final setup production vehicles.
The previous sections have exemplary presented the development of autonomous vehicle
systems in the automotive domain — from their requirements analysis to their validation —
on the example of a lane change assistant. The following sections analyze the shortcomings
5https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/dmv/detail/vr/autonomous/testing/
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of this development practice in the foresight of increasing complexity and autonomy for
future systems towards highly automatic driving (cf. Fig. 2.4).
3.8. Problem Analysis of the Development Methodology
The lane change assistant has to meet high safety standards in order to enhance the
overall road safety and reduce the number of accidents and casualties in public traffic.
Even in the presence of system failures, the lane change assistant is expected to operate
in the complex environment of the real world safely.
The systematic engineering of the lane change assistant in the presented development
process aims to satisfy these high safety standards for the lane change assistant. The
development activities (cf. Section 3.1.2) complement each other in order to realize the
necessary functionality of the lane change assistant under consideration of potential
failures and risks. Nevertheless, safety issues remain for the operation of the lane change
assistant in the real world. The main categories of these safety issues are described in
more detail in the following sections.
3.8.1. Modeling the System Environment
The system environments have to be explicitly considered in the systems development
of the lane change assistant because the environments have a significant impact on the
system behavior. The environments of earlier E/E system, e.g., ESC, could be completely
specified and modeled because these systems did not autonomously operate in the real
world (cf. [Ben+14]). ESC could be developed under the closed-world assumption because
the system solely interacts with components within its functional domain inside vehicles
(cf. Definition 2.4). Values and semantics of signals and message data from other internal
components are available at design time. The closed-world assumption is not applicable
for the lane change assistant because the assistant has to operate in the real world
autonomously. The real world continuously changes, and the lane change assistant does
not control these changes — they occur autonomously and unpredictable (cf. [FGT11]).
The environment of the lane change assistant — the real world — is considered in its
development as environment models. This does especially apply to the requirements
analysis, safety analysis, and verification of the lane change assistant in simulations (cf.
Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6). Engineers and stakeholders implicitly assume a model of
the real world for the definition of requirements in the requirements analysis and the
identification of risks in safety analysis (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.4). In the verification (cf.
Section 3.6), models of traffic situations and included objects are explicitly defined.
All models have inherent artificial natures and are abstractions of the real world. However,
environment models still have to sufficiently represent the real environment of the
lane change assistant for feasible results in requirements analysis, safety analysis and
verification(cf. Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6). Environment models must not impose more
restriction than are present in the real world. All real-world objects which have an
impact on the behavior of the lane change assistant, have to to be modeled in sufficient
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(a) A model of a Volkswagen Golf MK4. (b) A real Volkswagen Golf MK4.
Figure 3.20.: Representations of a Volkswagen Golf MK4.
detail. The modeling of these objects includes positions, movements, and characteristics
of real-world objects, e.g., cars, pedestrians, roads, or signs. Otherwise, all development
results will not be applicable for the later operation of lane change assistant. Insufficient
modeling of the environment in requirement analysis and safety analysis will impact all
further development activities (cf. Section 3.1.2). Insufficient results from simulations
of the verification cannot be assumed as safety evidence for the operation of in the real
world.
The number and variations of objects which have an impact on the behavior of the lane
change assistant are vast — if not infinite. This enormous complexity of the real world
makes it difficult to specify fully and model the environment of the lane change assistant
and imposes a significant threat to the safety of the lane change assistant. The lane
change assistant has to be developed under the open-world assumption (cf. [BNG06]).
The open-world assumption assumes that possible interactions of the system with its
environment in the vast environmental situations cannot be fully considered at design
time (cf. Definition 2.4). Any logic for the open-world problem include some assumptions
about the real world which reduce its complexity (cf. [JBS13; NM08; Str16]). Traffic
situations will remain in which the behavior of the lane change assistant has not been
specified nor verified. This underspecification introduces uncertainty about the lane
change assistant and its operation in the real world which has to be considered throughout
the whole development process (cf. Section 3.1.2).
Real world objects are represented in environment models by corresponding object models.
Each object model reduces the corresponding real object to a set of defined characteristics.
No object model will ever wholly represent all physical characteristics and their small
deviations of corresponding real-world objects in all situations. Nevertheless, the object
models have to sufficiently represent all characteristic of real-world objects which have
an impact on the functionality of the lane change assistant.
For example, vehicles of the type Golf MK4 (cf. Fig. 3.20b6) may slightly deviate from
each other in their appearances due to scratches and paint quality. The insufficient
6taken from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f7/VW_Golf_IV_front
_20071205.jpg (accessed: 28.6.2017)
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(a) Scenario 1: Wrong-way driver on the left
lane.
(b) Scenario 2: Motor boat on the road.
Figure 3.21.: Safety critical but irrational traffic scenarios.
consideration of reflection properties for vehicles by sensor models in simulations might
result in behavior by the lane change assistant in simulations which diverge from the
behavior of the lane change assistant in the real world (cf. Fig. 3.20).
The traffic situations which the lane change assistant may encounter during operation
in the real world, are vast — if not infinite — and challenging — if not impossible —
for engineers and stakeholders to envisage in the requirements and safety analysis (cf.
Sections 3.2 and 3.4) as well as to be verified and validated in the simulations and field
operational tests (cf. Section 3.6). Even if we assume, that the system specification has
fully captured all possible situations at one point in time, the evolution of the real world
will lead to new entities, objects, and situations which have not yet been considered at
some point in the future (cf. [FGT11]).
For the lane change assistant, traffic scenarios can be constructed which are less likely
to be anticipated in the requirements and safety analysis (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.4) but
which are still critical for the overall safety of the lane change assistant. Both scenarios
of Fig. 3.21 describe unusual situations which the lane change assistant might encounter
in the real world but are less likely to be anticipated for its environment modeling. In the
first scenario (cf. Fig. 3.21a), a wrong-way driver is driving towards the automated vehicle
on the left lane. A lane change to the left lane would result in a collision of both vehicles.
In the second scenario (cf. Fig. 3.21b), a boat resides on the road. The automated vehicle
has to identify this boat and avoid it. For the safe behavior of the lane change assistant in
either scenario, the object models with appropriate characteristics have to be considered
in the development of the lane change assistant. For the second, a boat model has to be
explicitly defined and included in the development. For the wrong-way driver, vehicle
models have considered the possibility to drive against the intended driving direction. If
the directions of vehicles have been restricted in environment models for the lane change
assistant to match the way of highways, then the wrong-way driver of Fig. 3.21a) would
not have been considered in the development of the lane change assistant.
The following section discusses the shortcomings of the development activities for the
lane change assistant from the system point of view. It addresses problems for the
environment perception and discusses the decision making and its shortcomings.
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3.8.2. Environment Perception and Interpretation
One prerequisite for the correct and safe behavior of the lane change assistant is a reliable
the environment perception (cf. Fig. 3.18). The lane change assistant has to correctly
perceive the complete vehicle environment at all times — even in the presence of system
and sensor faults. The environment perception of ADAS utilizes sensors of various types
(cf. Section 3.3.2). Each sensor type perceives the environment by a different physical
measuring principle, like e.ge radio waves or light beams. Each physical measuring
principle has its particular advantages and shortcomings. For example, the perception
range of cameras may be limited by fog while radio waves have difficulties to detect
pedestrians correctly (cf. [Pat+17]).
In the safety analysis, the initial sensor setup for the prototype vehicle (cf. Fig. 3.14)
has been identified as a single point of failure (cf. Section 3.4). It is inevitable for the
lane change assistant to integrate multiple different types of sensors into a multi-sensor
platform in order to address the shortcomings of different sensor types and their potential
failures. The comparison of data from different sensors and the detection of faulty sensor
inputs by such a multi-sensor platform enables a reliable perception of the environment
in the presence of independent sensor component failures (cf. Section 3.4.4.2).
For the decision making of the lane change assistant, data about the environment from
different sensors has to be integrated into an internal representation of the environment.
This internal environment representation is a model and has the same inadequacies as the
models in Section 3.8.1. The internal environment model has to sufficiently represent all
relevant object of the real world in a level of detail which corresponds to the functionality
of the lane change assistant. Objects and actions which have not been considered in the
definition of the internal environment representation cannot be considered in the decision
making of the lane change assistant.
The physical measurement principle underlying each sensor leads to small deviations
(noise) in the sensor data. For example, the propagation times of radio waves slightly
vary from the real distances in the world. Algorithms using this sensor data, e.g., object
detection and object tracking may accumulate the uncertainties in the data from multiple
sensors within their output data. The processing chain of lane change assistant may
accumulate large uncertainties in its data. The uncertainty in data has to be explicitly
considered in the decision making of the lane change assistant. Small deviations in the
environment perception data can lead to unsafe decisions of the lane change assistant
because the internal representation represents a different situation for the decision making
as currently present in the real world.
The verification of the lane change assistant in simulations requires sensors to be substi-
tuted by sensor models. Similar to environment models, sensor models are an abstraction
of real sensors. The physical measurement principles of sensors are highly complex in
order to model them in all detail efficiently. For radio waves and laser beams, processing-
intensive techniques like ray tracing (cf. [GGD12]) would have to be incorporated in
the simulations. Nevertheless, the sensor models have to represent the processing of real
sensors sufficiently including the uncertainty which the real sensors introduce to their
data. Sensor models in simulations have to provide sufficiently similar sensor data for
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Unconsidered System Inputs
Verified
Inputs
System Decisions
Unexpected Behavior
Expected Behavior
Unexpected Behavior
Verified Behavior
Figure 3.22.: Relationship of system inputs and decision making.
traffic situations as the real sensors would provide in the real world for these situations.
Therefore, the performance of sensor models has to be verified and validated with regard
to the performance of the real sensors. Otherwise, results from the simulations are not
representative of the operation of the lane change assistant in the real world.
Even with perfect environment perception, the behavior of the lane change assistant can
be unsafe and faulty. We discuss the shortcomings in the current development practice
for the lane change assistant concerning its decision making in the following section.
3.8.3. Decision Making in Indefinite Environments
The reliable set of sensors and the redundancy of hardware components, e.g., ECUs,
does not guarantee safe operation of the lane change assistant in all situations of the real
world. Even if the input from the environment perception correctly represents the real
world, the decisions making of the lane change assistant could still process in appropriate
maneuvers for the current environment situation (cf. Fig. 3.18). A reason for wrong
decisions in the presence of correct environment representations is the underspecification
of the system environment and system functionality for the lane change assistant.
In the development of the lane change assistant, engineers anticipate the situations
which the lane change assistant may receive as input in the real world and verify its
corresponding decisions (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.4). Under consideration of the open-world
assumption, engineers are unable to specify, verify, and validate the lane change assistant
completely in all situations which the lane change assistant may encounter in the real
world at design time (cf. Section 3.8.1).
The underspecification of the real world in the development can result in the neglect
of side effects which impact on the decision making of the lane change assistant. The
internal state of the lane change assistant may diverge between verification in simulations
and during operation in the real world due to diverging sequences of prior situations and
actions. The minor deviations of physical configurations between different vehicle types
and the minor but consistent behavioral deviations of physical components, e.g., sensor,
actuators, or ECUs, can have an impact on the behavior of the lane changes assistant.
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All these side effects may lead to a nondeterministic system behavior (cf. Fig. 3.22)
resulting in maneuver decisions which diverge from the anticipated maneuvers by engineers.
This imprecision also applies to situations which have been verified in simulations. Some
decisions may be consistent with the expectation of engineers in one situation (cf. blue
arrow in Fig. 3.22) while others decisions of the lane change assistant may diverge from
the expected system behavior in the same situation (cf. red arrows in Fig. 3.22).
As a result of the underspecification, decisions processed by the lane change assistant
in the simulations cannot wholly predict the decision making in the real world. In
situations, which have not been yet considered in the development of the lane change
assistant, the lane change assistant may process incorrect and unsafe maneuvers for
correctly perceived traffic situations due to insufficient system functionality. Additional
decisions and maneuvers would have to be considered and implemented for the lane
change assistant. Additional measures are required which can guarantee the correctness
and safety of the lane change assistant during operation in the real world — even for
situations which have not yet been considered. These safety measures have to supervise
the vehicle and its environment during operation in the real world and identify situations
in which the safety of the lane change assistant is compromised. In case the safety of the
vehicle is compromised, actions have to be initiated in order to transfer the vehicle into
a safe state and to mitigate any emerging risks for the vehicle, its passengers, and any
object and person in its vicinity (cf. Definition 2.8).
The deployment of a second instance for lane change assistant is not a solution to this
problem. Even in the absence of system faults, both instances would always process the
same decisions prohibiting any comparison and plausibility checking of these decisions.
The redundancy solely enables the detection of random hardware faults but not the
detection of systematic faults in the software implementation. Insight from the field
of avionics (cf. [BT93; ELS10; LH94]) indicate the necessity for more complex system
architectures.
The described problems in the development of the lane change assistant expose that
result of the V&V of the lane change assistant are only partially representative for the
operation of the lane change assistant in the real world. Situations will remain in which
the functionality of the lane change assistant has not yet been verified and validated. In
the following section, we discuss the necessity for a metric which quantifies the residual
risks for the operation of the lane change assistant in the real world.
3.8.4. Quantification of Correctness and Safety for Acceptability
The general public expects the lane change assistant to behave safe and correct in
situations with other automated vehicles, human-operated vehicles, and pedestrians. The
lane change assistant must not impose higher risks for the safety of objects and humans
in its vicinity than today’s human driver [BR15; Fed17]. Car manufacturers are required
to provide sound proofs about the positive impact of the autonomous vehicle systems for
the acceptance of their autonomous vehicle systems by the general public. The number
of saved human lives by these systems must exceed the numbers of lives threatened by
them.
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National authorities address the public expectation for safe vehicles by requiring car
manufacturers to provide a safety assessment of vehicle systems within the certification
process of production vehicles. Car manufacturers used to obtain these safety arguments
from the statistical quantification of system faults over the mileage in field operational
tests. This approach has been suitable for E/E systems under the closed-world assumption
but is not feasible for the lane change assistant under reasonable costs (cf. [KP16; Win15;
WW17]). Following the open-world assumption, there will remain situations which have
not been encountered for even this huge test distances.
Simulations, field operational tests (cf. Sections 3.6 and 3.7), and formal verification
methods (cf. [CW96]) used in the development of the lane change assistant are unable
to provide sound proofs about the complete correctness and safety of the lane change
assistant. These methods are not able to fully verify and validate the lane change assistant
for the vast — if not infinite — number of situations the system will encounter in the real
world. Environment models and system models, which are required for formal verification
and simulations, are subject to the problems discussed in Section 3.8.1. The required
state space of these models would have to be very large — if not infinite — in order to
sufficiently represent the real world. Unverified situations and system behavior remain
for which the risks of the lane change assistant for objects and persons in its vicinity are
unknown.
The infeasibility to provide sufficient proof of the complete correctness and safety of
lane change assistant requires the quantification of the residual risks by the lane change
assistant during operation in the real world. Otherwise, the positive impact by the lane
change assistant cannot be demonstrated to national authorities and the general public.
Novel metrics have to be introduced for the quantification of residual risks by autonomous
vehicle systems operating in the real world. These metrics have to explicitly consider
the infinite space of situations in the real world and the uncertainty in the coverage of
real-world situations. For simulations as well as field operational tests, metrics have
to determine the coverage of traffic situations by test scenarios and test cases. Such
metrics would enable the estimation of the quality of test suites in relation to the covered
real-world situations.
The problems in the development of the lane change assistant can be generalized to all
autonomous vehicle systems which autonomously operate in the real world. The following
section summarizes the problems for the development of autonomous vehicle systems.
3.8.5. Summary of Analysis Results
The previous sections have revealed problems of the current development practice for the
development of the lane change assistant. From this analysis, the following shortcomings
are derived for the development of all autonomous vehicle systems — especially for higher
levels of automation (cf. Fig. 2.4):
• Models used as a representation of the real world in the development of autonomous
vehicle systems are always an abstraction of objects, situations, and their charac-
teristics in the real world. Objects and situations remain which are not sufficiently
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represented or are not considered at all by the environment models. In the worst
case, environment models define limitations for objects and their behaviors which do
not correspond to the limitations of corresponding real-world objects. Autonomous
vehicle systems are likely to exhibit unsafe behavior in situations with objects,
whose behaviors reside beyond the limitation of the environment models.
• The environment perception of ADAS is an interpretation of the real world obtained
by sensors. These sensors and corresponding algorithms introduce uncertainty for
the values of object and situation parameters in the internal environment represen-
tation. This discrepancy may impact the complete functionality of autonomous
vehicle systems. The uncertainty of parameters may lead to internal interpreta-
tions of the real-world which do not correctly represent the analogous real-world
situations. Furthermore, results obtained in simulations will not be applicable for
the operation of ADAS in the real world, if models substituting hardware sensors
in simulations do not sufficiently represent characteristics of the real sensors.
• The decision making of ADAS may be subject to wrong decisions, even if envi-
ronmental situations have been correctly perceived. The implementation of the
decision making relies on assumptions about the system itself and its environment.
Unknown side effects, like deviations of physical components, may have an impact
on the decision making of autonomous vehicle systems and may lead to unexpected
decisions — even for situations which have been verified in simulations. These
unexpected decisions may be unsafe and potentially threatening the safety of ob-
jects and humans. Diverging and unverified decisions have to be identified and
supervised in order to maintain the safety of the autonomous vehicle systems.
• Complete correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems cannot be proven in
their developments. Residual risks for objects and human remain for the operation
of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world. These residual risks have to be
determined and quantified in order to gain the acceptance of the general public
and national authorities for these systems. The vast — if not infinite — number of
real-world situations has to be considered for the qualification of residual risks and
the coverage of real-world situations in simulations and field operational tests.
The development of autonomous vehicle systems requires novel engineering approaches
which explicitly consider the implication of the real world throughout all development
activities. The uncertainty introduced by the interpretation of the real world has to be
considered in the design and implementation of the environment perception and decision
making. The V&V of autonomous vehicle systems have to assure realistic modeling of
the real world and determine the residual risks of autonomous vehicle systems during
operation in the real world as an indicator for their safety and benefits.
All development activities only consider a partial representation of the real world. Future
engineering approaches have to incorporate an iterative improvement of autonomous
vehicle systems in order to extend the knowledge about the system environment in the
development of the novel and previously unknown information about the real world.
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The following chapter presents the concept for the improved development of autonomous
systems in dynamic, multitudinous environmentss.
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4. Emerging Research Questions and
Solution Concept
This chapter introduces in Section 4.3 the solution concept of this thesis which addresses
the identified shortcomings of the current development process for autonomous vehicle
systems in the automotive domain (cf. Section 3.8). Before the solution concept, existing
related work is presented in Section 4.1 and the research goal and research questions of
this thesis are introduced in Section 4.2.
4.1. Related Work
The analysis in Chapter 3 has disclosed four significant shortcomings for the current devel-
opment practice for autonomous vehicle systems. Related research for the development,
verification, and validation of autonomous vehicle systems is presented in the following.
Several authors have identified similar problems for the development of autonomous
vehicle systems.
Aniculaesei et al. identify three challenges for the development of autonomous systems
(cf. [Ani+18b]); (1) uncertain and unknown environments, (2) adaptive and self-learning
systems, (3) open and incomplete artifacts. Their challenges match the identified
shortcomings. They also identify the difficulty to completely verify the vast environmental
situations of the real world and demand additional safety feature for the operation of
autonomous systems in the real world.
The authors of [GRS14; HK16; SSS17; Sti13; WW16] all outline the insufficiency of
traditional V&V methods for autonomous vehicle systems and campaign for novel
approaches in order to optimize for the safety assurance of autonomous vehicle systems.
The mileage, which is required to verify the safety of autonomous vehicle systems in
real-world tests, is not feasible for car manufacturers under reasonable time and costs.
Most current engineering approaches for autonomous vehicle systems embrace the im-
provement of computing performance, high-definition world maps, or high-quality sensor
perception. The manifest of all these improvements in the near or mead-term future
might be plausible but has a low probability (cf. [SSS17]). Shalev-Shwartz et al. call for
an abstract domain interpretation of road traffic in the safety assurance of autonomous
vehicle systems.
Weitzel and Geyer address in [Wei+14] the representativity of system requirements
in the evolution of autonomous vehicle systems. Comprehensive statistical data with
an arbitrary level of detail would be required for system requirements which precisely
represent the real world.
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A significant focus of current research for autonomous vehicle systems is on V&V
techniques which ensure high standards of safety for the operation of autonomous vehicle
systems in public traffic.
An early idea of the presented V&V approach in this thesis (cf. Section 4.3) has been
first presented in [MRS14] and further refined in [MHR15; MHR16]. [MHR15] introduces
the architecture of the runtime monitoring (cf. Section 4.3.1). [MHR16] presents the
basic concepts of the runtime monitor engineering in a case study on an industrial ADAS
— a lane change assistant. Chapter 6 and Chapter 8 describe the engineering of runtime
monitors resp. the setup and results of the evaluation on the lane change assistant in
more detail.
The following section gives an overview of other related V&V approaches for autonomous
vehicle systems.
4.1.1. Testing of Autonomous Vehicle Systems
The verification and validation have a crucial role in the development of safe autonomous
vehicles. Tests are performed in the virtual environments of simulations or the real
world within field operational tests. A taxonomy for testing approaches of ADAS and
autonomous vehicles are given in [Ste+15]. Stellet et al. investigate testing approaches
for four methodological challenges; test criteria, test scenarios, metric, and ground truth
reference.
4.1.1.1. Real World Testing
Field operational tests are an integral activity in the verification and validation of
autonomous vehicle systems (cf. [Bar+16; BC10]). Even though, the verification and
validation solely in field operational tests are not feasible for autonomous vehicle systems
field operational tests are still beneficial for the development of autonomous vehicle
systems due to their inherent realism (cf. [KW16]).
Currently, mainly statistical quality assurance techniques are used to guarantee the safety
of vehicle systems. The vehicle systems are observed along large numbers of driven
test miles. The safety of these systems is judged based on the rate of faults during
these test miles [SZ13; Wei+14]. Nevertheless, real-world tests still offer possibilities for
efficiency improvements. Glauner et al. analyze relevant events in field operational tests
and aggregate performance coefficient for each road in these tests. These coefficients
depict the impact of specific roads in these tests and enable the planning of more efficient
field operation tests (cf. [GBH12]).
Critical traffic situations such as collisions are hard to evaluate in field operational tests
without high risks for drivers and vehicles. Therefore, researchers have incorporated
simulations techniques into real world tests. Bock et al. use augmented reality for the
injection of virtual obstacles into the fields of view of human drivers (cf. [Boc09]).
However, this approach is not applicable to autonomous vehicle systems because the
driver is substitute by the autonomous vehicle system. Sefati et al. introduce virtual
objects into the object recognition of automated driving functions in [SSW13] in order to
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verify an emergency evasion functionality. Evasive maneuvers are identically performed in
the simulation and the real world. Both approaches do no benefit from the performance
and reproducibility of simulations.
The virtual assessment of automation in field operation (VAAFO) approach in [WW15] can
be seen an evolution of the approach by Sefati et al. Automation systems are deployed
alongside the VAAFO system in an open-loop in real vehicles (cf. Definition 2.21).
However, the automation systems do not interfere with vehicles’ real behavior. Human
drivers still control the vehicles. The automation system drives the vehicle in a simulation
of the real world. The simulations are generated by the VAAFO based on an additional
real sensor perception system. The trajectories of the automation systems in the virtual
worlds are compared to the trajectories of the real vehicles in the real world.
The VAAFO approach is similar to the shadow mode by Tesla Motors (cf. [Kal17]). Tesla
Motors equips their production vehicles with new versions of their autopilot in shadow
mode. The autopilot system reacts to the data from the real vehicle sensors, but its
actions are not considered for the vehicle control. The behavior of autopilot systems is
evaluated in traffic situations in comparison to the drivers’ actions and recorded for later
analysis and improvements. A simulation of the vehicle’s environment, like the one in the
VAAFO approach, is not incorporated in the shadow mode. The recording of data about
the vehicles and their environments by the shadow mode is similar to the recording of
system behavior and traffic situations during operation in the real world in this thesis
(cf. Section 4.3).
The extensions of field-operational tests by all these approaches do not significantly
address the requirement to drive millions to billions of test miles in order to soundly
verify the objects or extension to production vehicles. Prototype vehicles with the
VAAFO system still have to accumulate this enormous mileage on public roads. An
alternative approach to the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems is
simulation-based testing.
4.1.1.2. Simulation-based Testing
Simulation-based testing is currently the most promising approach for an efficient V&V of
autonomous vehicle systems. However, simulations will not entirely replace field operation
tests. This raises the question for the ratio of simulation-based tests and field operational
tests in the verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems. In [Böd+18], Böde
et al. probabilistically calculate an optimal trade-off between simulation-based tests and
real-world tests. The trade-off considers the individual costs for simulations and field
operational tests, the accuracy of virtual models for the prediction of real-world behavior,
and the compliance of the autonomous vehicle systems to their requirements.
Several frameworks have been introduced for the simulations of autonomous vehicle
systems and their environments. The off-line simulation tool PRE-crash Scenario AN-
alyzer (PRESCAN) offers an integrated solution for reliable simulation of intelligent
vehicles, their dynamics, sensors, and environments based on multi-agent real-time simu-
lation [Gie+04]. After successfully passing PRESCAN, the test scenarios can be used in
VEHIL tests (cf.[HPT10]).
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Neumann-Cosel et al. present in [NDW09] the modular simulation platform Virtual Test
Drive (VTD) for the simulation of vehicle environments, their infrastructure objects
and other dynamic objects (cf. Section 2.2.1). Parameterized sensor models gather
information about the virtual vehicle environment. The information about the vehicle
environment is processed by software models of the autonomies vehicle systems, electronic
control units, or driving simulators [Neu14]. The VTD simulation system can be built into
cars to access the vehicle’s powertrain, steering, and communication channels [Las+10].
Gruyer et al. propose the simulation environment Pro_SiVIC in [Gru+10]. Pro_SiViC
focuses on physical sensor capabilities but also supports vehicle dynamics, traffic genera-
tion, and driving assistance. The simulator offers a graphical environment and can be
coupled with other tools for the usage of their control algorithms.
All these simulation frameworks can be incorporated into various XIL tests in order to
improve time and costs of testing autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Section 2.2.2)
In [Ulb+16], Ulbrich et al. discuss and compare advantages and limitations of in situation-
based open-loop tests and scenario-based closed-loop tests for testing and validating
algorithms of the tactical behavior planning in a lane change assistant.
In this thesis, the simulation environment VTD is used in the case study on a lane
change assistant because it has had already been applied in ongoing research of the
project partners (cf. Chapter 8). Nevertheless, other simulation environments could be
used within the holistic engineering approach(cf. Section 4.3). Standard file formats,
e.g., OpenSCENARIO (cf. [Dup16]), enable simulations in all supporting simulation
frameworks by defining a standard specification of scenarios, sceneries, and dynamic
objects.
For the verification and validation of sensors and the analysis of their impact on vehicle
functions, sensors are modeled in simulations in various degrees of precision — ranging
from perfect sensor models to highly realistic models with jitter in their sensor data.
In [PGV12], Pechberti et al. present their sensor model for the RADAR simulation
in Pro_SiVIC. The model reproduces the physical characteristics and uncertainties of
the antenna hardware as well as the propagation of radio waves in the real world and
provides the simulations with realistic sensor data about the simulated virtual worlds.
The RADAR model allows analyzing the robustness of autonomous vehicle systems for
realistic RADAR sensor data in simulations.
All physical sensor models, e.g., LIDAR, RADAR, cameras, and ultrasonic sensors have
to be validated for their accurate representation of the real world in simulations. The
approaches for validation of perception sensor models by [Rot+11; Sch+17] use test
drives in the real world to gather realistic sensor data. The real world data from the
real sensors is compared with the synthetical data of the sensor models in equivalent
simulations. Schaermann et al. extend the validation approach of Roth et al. by explicitly
considering the raw data and object list data from sensors and sensor models in the
evaluation.
Gruyer et al. validate their camera sensor models for Pro_SiVIC in [GGD12] based on
two types of test targets: dot charts and retro-lighting charts. The camera models are
designed for varying real-world camera system using their real-world calibration data.
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Images as outputs of the camera sensor models are recorded and compared to images of
the real camera systems for the validation.
In [Ver+00; VVP02] HIL tests are extended to a full VEHIL tests allowing the incorpo-
rating of the real vehicle sensors, actuators, and vehicle dynamics into simulations. The
environment of the vehicle under test (VUT) is simulated for test scenarios as relative
motions of other traffic participants are imitated in the real world by dedicated hardware
objects relative to the VUT on the test bench.
The impact of simulation-based testing for autonomous vehicle systems is subject to the
quality of modeling the vast number of real-world situations in test scenarios and test
case (cf. Section 3.8.1). Approaches for the generation of test scenarios and test cases
can be distinguished into mathematical/combinatoric approaches and real-world data
approaches (cf. [Aga+16]).
Simulation-based tests are a promising approach to the accumulation of millions to
billions of test miles for the safety assurance of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. [KP16;
Sti13; WW16]). However, the impacts of simulation-based tests depend on the scope
and realism of simulated test scenarios and test cases.
The VEHIL approach seems to be especially promising in addressing the significant
shortcomings of simulations and real-world tests — insufficient realism of simulations
and costs and time of real-world tests. The VEHIL approach is very close to real-world
testing by incorporating the real physics of real sensors and actuators. The complete
processing chain of autonomous vehicle systems with sensors and actuators can be verified
in VEHIL tests. However, the impact of the VEHIL approach is still subject to the scope
and realism of test scenarios and test case. The VUT is only verified for a defined set of
test scenarios and test cases, but their realism is not validated. An approach like the
one in this thesis can help to gather real-world data for the definition of realistic test
scenarios and test cases.
The following sections elaborate on methods for the generation of test scenarios and test
cases.
4.1.1.2.1. Mathematical Test Case Generation
One approach for the generation of test cases is the use of mathematical and combinatoric
techniques to define new test cases for autonomous vehicle systems systematically. Inputs
and outputs of autonomous vehicle systems are analyzed and combinatorially combined
as test cases which cover a large quantity of the problem space for autonomous vehicle
systems.
Schuldt et al. present in [Sch+13] a modularized virtual test tooling kit for the generic
generation of test scenarios for simulation-based verification. The tooling kit outlines the
process from the verified ADAS over the identification and analysis of relevant parameters,
definition of test scenarios, verification in XIL tests, and evaluation of test results by
metrics. The tooling kit further defines a four-layer model for the flexible combination of
the underlying road topologies, obstacles, traffic situations, and weather conditions in
test scenarios.
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In [Ber10], Berger models test scenarios from system requirements and metrics from
customers’ acceptance criteria for automatic acceptance testing of autonomous vehicle
systems in simulations. The test scenarios are defined in a domain specific language
(DSL) called ScenarioDSL.
Some approaches generate tests scenarios by classifying traffic situations. Saust et
al. define in [Sau+09] an approach for the test case generation based on the classification
of critical traffic situations from crash data databases. Sippl et al. derive test cases
from probabilistic environment-sensitive behavior simulations data (cf [Sip+16]). The
simulation data is filtered for relevant situations in which other traffic participants impact
the behavior of the automated ego vehicle. The remaining situations are rated based
on developer specified factors and stored in a situation catalog. Test scenarios for are
defined in a textual DSL from the situations in this situation catalog.
Berger et al. address in [Ber+14; Ber+15] the systematic generation of EuroNCAP
conform test scenarios1 for simulation-based verification of active safety systems under
the consideration of tolerance ranges for a specific system and environment parameters.
Possible variances of parameters over time are modeled as a graph. Trajectories are
derived from the graph as test cases for the simulations. The authors enhance the
evaluation of test results by introducing tolerance ranges in [Ber+14].
The authors of [Gäf+08; Tat15; TMJ12] present a tool-based generation of test cases
for simulation-based testing of autonomous vehicle systems. The tool TestWeaver
uses intelligent search in order to automatically analyze and classify the behavior of
autonomous vehicle systems in simulations for the automatic generation of different
test scenarios. TestWeaver controls specified parameters and inputs of the system and
monitors the system behavior in simulations on system requirements and quality criteria.
Khastgir et al. present in [Kha+17] an automated constrained randomized approach for
the definition test scenarios and test cases using the tool Vitaq2. The approach applies
randomization to test scenarios and test cases for the variation of vehicle trajectories,
environment, and traffic in the simulations by intervening the real-time communication
between simulation and SUT. Constrained randomization enables the intelligent explo-
ration of the problem space in simulations in order to find the corner cases for which an
ADAS and automated systems are likely to fail.
Aniculaesei et al. present in [Ani+18a] an automatic requirements-based test-case genera-
tion for an adaptive cruise control system. Natural language requirements are formalized
in LTL. The LTL formulas are negated as trap properties under consideration of code
coverage metrics. A formal system model is used by the model checking tool NuSMV to
generate counterexamples for the trap properties (cf. [Cim+02]). The counterexamples
represent traces through the system model which allow the derivation of test cases. The
test cases verify the system requirement for different mutants of the initial system.
The authors of [Bau+07; Bau+08; Sie+11] introduce usage models for the risk- and
model-based testing of software-based (embedded) systems. Annotated UML diagrams
from the requirements analysis enable the definition of state-based usage models. These
1https://www.euroncap.com/en/for-engineers/protocols/ (Accessed 12/05/2018)
2http://www.vertizan.com/methodology; (Accessed: 10/03/2018)
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usage models represent the risk profile of each SUT. Transitions in the usage models
are annotated with the corresponding risks. Test cases for the SUT are derived from
valid paths through these usage models. For risk-based testing, generated test cases are
prioritized in risk-based test plans based on the accumulated risks by all transitions in
each test case’s path.
In [Oli+16], Olivares et al. use Markov Chain and Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
to generate road topologies for test scenarios. Essential road parameters, e.g., geometry,
type, and the number of lanes are deduced from OpenStreetMap (cf. [HW08]). All
relevant road parameters are repented in a stochastic model by probability density
functions and conditional probabilities. This stochastic model allows generating test
scenario with critical combinations of road parameters which have a high possibility to
reveal unsafe system behavior.
Zhao et al. introduce in [Zha16] an approach to accelerate the evaluation of automated
vehicles by eliminating repeating and uncritical parts in naturalistic driving data for
simulations. Stochastic models for the behavior of traffic participants are derived from
real-world naturalistic driving data and optimized by reducing its non-safety-critical
portion. Monte Carlo simulations (cf. [Moo97]) use the optimized models in order to
evaluate interactions between the automated ego vehicle and other traffic participants
with higher criticality. Results from the Monte Carlo simulations help to understand
the performance of the automated ego vehicle under naturalistic driving conditions. In
[HLZ17], Huang et al. incorporate the Kriging model as statistic models for the behavior
of traffic participants.
Mathematical and combinatorial approaches for the generation of test scenarios and
test cases in simulation-based tests are used to cover large scopes of the input/output
space of systems whose input space has been completely specified. Autonomous vehicle
systems incorporate inputs with complex data, e.g., object-oriented description of the
systems’ environments, that makes it difficult — if not impossible — to fully cover the
input/output space of autonomous vehicle systems by mathematical and combinatorial
techniques. It remains questionable if mathematical and combinatorial techniques able
to generate test scenarios and test cases that sufficiently model relevant and critical
real-world traffic situations.
Nevertheless, general aspects of these approaches, e.g., the layered model for scenarios
in [Sch+13], can be incorporated by more-elaborated approaches. This thesis considers
the layered model for test scenarios in [Sch+13] for the definition of test scenarios (cf.
Section 7.2.3).
4.1.1.2.2. Test Case Generation from Real World Data
Complementary approaches for the generation of test scenarios and test cases incorporate
data from real-world test drives.
The test scenario and test case generation by mathematical and combinatoric approaches
can verify the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems in a vast variation of traffic
situations, but some modeled traffic situations might not be representative for the
operation of the autonomous vehicle system in the real world or be completely unrealistic.
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Other approaches incorporate data from real-world driving for the generation of test
scenarios and test cases.
In [PHK17], critical situations are identified in data from naturalistic driving studies
based on their occurrences in crash databases. The critical situations are stored with
their parameters in a situation catalog. Scenarios are defined from the situations in
the situation catalog for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of vehicle safety
functions.
Lages et al. briefly describe in [LSK13] the definition of test scenarios from real-world
data of reference sensor system. Zofka et al. use in [Zof+15] real-world data for the
creation of critical traffic scenarios. The real world data is recorded in test drives by a
reference sensor system. The road layouts and trajectories of traffic participants from
the real world test drives are recreated in the test scenarios. Spatial and temporal
modifications of the recorded trajectories enable the creation of additional test scenarios.
The approach is limited by the fixed, derived, and parametrized vehicle maneuvers and
allows only for open-loop testing (cf. Definition 2.21).
Peters et al. analyze in [PHR16] recordings from real-world test drives to represent the
specific states and transitions in these test drives as automaton models. Segments of
consistent behavior are identified in the recorded data and classified to known segments in
a knowledge base. The sequence of classified segments is transformed into an automaton
model. Classified segments represent the states of the automaton model. Transitions
between classified segments in the test drives are mapped to transition in the automaton
model. The model is annotated with additional information about the number of instances
for each segment and each transition as well as the average duration of each segment.
Bach et al. describe in [Bac+15; Bac+17a; Bac+17b] a reactive replay approach for
utilizing recorded test data during in the virtual verification of ADAS. The reactive replay
approach identifies casual dependencies of inputs for ADAS in order to identify system
inputs which can be represented by conventional plant model and system inputs which
have to be stimulated by data from conditioned data records. Coherent and reactive
stimuli for the SUT are enabled by changing the inadequate domains of recorded data to
match the input domains of the plant model.
Driving scenarios are specified by a domain model which abstracts from the real world
and characterizes temporal and spatial information on a logical level in an omniscient
view composed of sequential different acts and maneuvers (cf. [BOS16]). Graph-based
rule models ensure the consistency of specified scenarios.
In [Bac+17c], Bach at al. present a two-step approach for the selection of test scenarios in
verification of ADAS with the reactive replay approach. The two-step approach consists
of a specification-based classification and a data-driven reduction. Available real-world
scenarios are categorized based on criteria and properties from system-level requirements
for an initial scenario selection. The initial set of scenarios is further reduced based
on their cross-parameter coverage of system inputs and outputs to minimal scenario
subsets with significant diversity under avoidance of repetitive situations. The usage of
the reactive replay approach limits the combinations of parameters in the selection of
scenarios to recorded real-world driving data.
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In [Luc+16], Lucchetti et al. automatically identify most common driving scenarios in
data from on-road experiments based on spatial relations of vehicles in relation to the
ego-vehicle in recorded situations.
The approaches in [Bac+15; Bac+17a; Luc+16; Zof+15] are similar to the engineering
approach presented in this thesis (cf. Section 4.3). The approaches use data from
real-world drives for the definition of simulation-based tests. However, none of these
approaches validates the verification results from simulations in the real world.
The approaches of [Bac+15; Bac+17a; Zof+15] vary recorded system parameters for simu-
lations and do not create an abstract representation of the system state and environment
state for universal usage in various simulation frameworks. The approach of [Luc+16]
incorporates a description of the environment similar to the environment description for
the lane change assistant in the case study (cf. Chapter 8). They require the modeling
of reference scenarios before the analysis for their identification in real-world test drives.
Their approach does not address an iterative extension of these reference scenarios.
Simulation-based tests are an efficient approach to verify and validate autonomous vehicle
systems in many variations of traffic situations under reasonable costs. However, it is
unlikely that simulation-based tests will verify autonomous vehicle systems and their
decision making for all possible real-world situations (cf. Section 3.8.3). The following
section presents related work for the verification of autonomous vehicle systems during
operation.
4.1.2. Vehicle Diagnosis and Runtime Monitoring
Simulation-based testing is unlikely to verify all real-world traffic situations. The behavior
of autonomous vehicle systems during operation has to be monitored and supervised on
in addition to the verification in the system development and in order to identify unsafe
system behavior and mitigate emerging safety risks. The following sections present related
work in the field of (on-board) diagnosis and runtime monitoring for the verification of
autonomous vehicle systems during operation.
4.1.2.1. On-board diagnosis
Onboard diagnosis has been widely used in the automotive domain for monitoring the
correctness and reliability of physical components. The field of onboard diagnostics
mainly uses supervision, fault detection, and fault management techniques based on
single physical system parameters and mathematical models of the system’s physical
behavior in order to detect, record, and resolve deviations and faults in the controller’s
behavior (cf. [Ise05; Ise11; Ise97; Mar+13; MFG11; SZ13; Wei+14]). The recording of
deviations and faults enables later off-board diagnosis in, e.g., workshops (cf. [SZ13]).
The impact of faulty system behavior has to be mitigated by, e.g., deactivation of faulty
components or reduced functionality until the deviations and faults are resolved in, e.g.,
workshops.
Redundancy is a common approach for fault-tolerant sensor systems and control systems
in the automotive domain. It is commonly distinguished into physical, dynamic, and
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analytical redundancy (cf. [Wei+14]). For physical reduced multiple identical or diverse
components are deployed for the identical system functionality. A voter validates
the output signals of all components and select the correct output signals for the
remaining system components based on the majority of identical output signals. Dynamic
redundancy employs multiple components. In addition to the original system component,
a standby-component is deployed. The standby-component remains inactive until the
original system component produces faults. In the presence of faults by the nominal
component, the standby-component takes over the processing, and the original component
is deactivated. Analytical redundancy incorporates analytical models to calculate a part
of the complete measurement signals of the original system component. A comparison of
signals by the original components and the analytical models by, e.g., correlation analysis,
spectral analysis, or wavelet analysis enable the identification of component faults (cf.
[Wei+14]).
The sensor perception of autonomous vehicles is commonly designed that perception
components validate each other. Failure models are incorporate to evaluate and determine
the quality of sensor data (cf. [Wei+14]). This information can be considered by
components of the situation assessment and behavior planning for more accurate and
safe maneuver processing (cf. Fig. 3.3).
The standardized E-Gas monitoring concept [EGA13] is widely used in the automotive
industry for the diagnosis of EGAS systems. The E-Gas monitoring concept has three
layers; layer 1 refers to the standard engine control function, layer two refers to the
functional monitoring, and the third layer is responsible for the controller monitoring.
The functional monitoring compares the actual engine torque with a calculated “permissi-
ble engine-torque” and the current acceleration with a separately calculated “permissible
vehicle acceleration”. The “permissible engine-torque” is calculated based on the setpoint
value of the gas pedal and any external torque requests while the “permissible vehicle
acceleration” is processed from the gas pedal set point, torque requests, current vehicle
speed, and engine speed. The controller monitoring supervises the hardware which
executes the EGAS functionality. Functional and controller monitoring initiate a fault
reaction in the presence of a system fault in order to maintain a safe operating state.
The monitoring of systems’ internal processing by onboard diagnostic systems is not
sufficient for autonomous vehicle systems. Onboard diagnostic systems are not sufficiently
considering the complex external traffic situations in which autonomous vehicle systems
have to operate. Even in the absence of component faults, the nominal functionality of
autonomous vehicle systems may result in unsafe system behavior.
4.1.2.2. Runtime Monitoring
Runtime monitoring approaches have to monitor the complete behavior of autonomous
vehicle systems in the fast variations of traffic situations. Runtime monitors distinguish
themselves in their description of the monitored properties and their integration with the
monitored system (cf. [Hav11]). A good overview of basic runtime monitoring approaches
is given in [GP10]. The following section presents runtime monitoring approaches which
are related to the runtime monitoring concept in this thesis.
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4.1.2.2.1. Monitoring Architecture
The following related work addresses the integration of runtime monitors and monitored
system. In [Rd04], Ricardo et al. present a runtime monitoring framework for systems
with identical functionality but slightly varying implementations operating on similar
hardware. The runtime monitoring framework equally monitors system functionality and
hardware while hardware information collectors monitor individual hardware components.
The system functionality is intrusively monitored by events from so-called sensors in the
system implementation. A runtime checker evaluates based on the events and information
about the hardware if the system execution matches the system requirements.
The publications [Ack+08; Ray+09] assess the instrumentation-based verification in the
design of a body electronics application. Monitor models are integrated into system
models in Matlab/Simulink (cf. [Bis96]) for the runtime monitoring of the modeled
system functionality. The monitor models monitor the data flow in the system models
in order to detect violations of the requirements. Each requirement is encoded by its
monitor model. For the evaluation of system models, test data is automatically generated
based on predefined test coverage criteria.
The authors of [Ors+02] use software tomography for a continuous, minimally intrusive
runtime monitoring. They divide the monitoring task into smaller monitoring task and
assign these small monitor subtasks to different instances of the monitored systems in
order to reduce the side-effects from the instrumentation on the performance of the
system. The partial information from the subtask is integrated and used for modifying
and updating the system.
All previous approaches use code instrumentation for access to information about the
execution of the monitored systems. Code instrumentation is not suitable for autonomous
vehicle systems in general because the code changes may impact on the system functional-
ity on the embedded hardware components. The versions of autonomous vehicle systems
verified and validated in the development should match the versions in production vehicle
for customers in order for the verification results applying to the operation of these
systems on public roads. For the engineering approach in this thesis, code instrumentation
is disqualified because the same version of autonomous vehicle systems must be used
in the simulations of the system verification and during operation in the real world.
Runtime monitoring approaches with non-intrusive access to system data are presented
in the following.
Nelissen et al. propose in [NPP15] a new reference architecture for inline runtime
monitoring using buffers for monitored system events. These buffers decouple the
runtime monitor and the monitored system that the monitored system must not have
any knowledge about the runtime monitoring. Relevant events of the system are stored
in individual buffers for each event. The runtime monitor is periodically executed
independently from the monitored system and synchronously accessed by the runtime
monitoring for the evaluation of the system behavior.
Nguyen et al. present in [Jak+15; Ngu+16] a framework for assertion-based monitoring
of automotive systems-of-systems with mixed criticality. The framework uses qualitative
and quantitative interpretations of signal temporal logic (STL) assertions over mixed-
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analog signals to automatically synthesized hardware monitors. These monitors can
be implemented directly from hardware description language (HDL) code in FPGA
hardware.
In [Kan+15; Kan15; KFK14], Kane et al. use a passive network monitor to monitor
high-level system properties from the observed network state for autonomous vehicles.
The network state is acquired by passive observation of the system’s broadcast buses and
mapped to propositions of discrete temporal logic for the evaluation of system properties
about the correct and safe system behavior. The usage of hardware monitoring has the
benefit of non-intrusive access to data of the monitored systems.
4.1.2.3. Runtime Monitoring Properties
Runtime monitoring approaches commonly require the definition of system properties
about the correct system behavior. Most runtime monitoring approaches define safety
and liveness properties in formal logic or model correct resp. incorrect reference system
behavior within automata.
Kane et al. map observation of the system’s broadcast buses to propositions of discrete
time metric temporal logic (MTL) (cf. [Kan+15; Kan15; KFK14]). These propositions
are derived from relevant safety requirements and invariants for autonomous vehicles
using specification design patterns and semi-formal techniques. The eager algorithm of
the runtime monitoring periodically evaluates the requirements and invariants based on
the propositions each and enables the earlier detection of property violations providing
the system more time to attempt a recovery.
Cimatti et al. present in [Cim+08; Cim+10] their property-based methodology and
techniques for the formalization and validation of high-level requirements for safety-
critical applications. Requirements are specified in first-order temporal logic after an
informal analysis. Consistency and entailment of required properties, as well as the
possibility to model desirable scenarios, are evaluated for the formalized requirements by
automatic but incomplete checks using model checking techniques
Schamai uses in [Sch13] simulation models for the design verification. The simulation
models include formalized natural-language requirements and allow to monitor require-
ment violations by requirement violation monitors in simulations of design models with
OpenModelica (cf. [Fri+06]). Scenarios models create test inputs for the design models
in the simulations. The language ModelicaML is introduced for the formalization of
requirements by the simulation models using UML and Modelica (cf. [FE98]).
Kneer et al. propose in [KK15] an approach for generation of requirements monitors in
self-adaptive systems from a requirements specification (cf. [Bru+09]). The requirements
monitor consists of a rule engine and an impact analyzer which process a suitable
configuration of the self-adaptive system in changing situations. The rule engine monitors
assertions based on runtime data from probes in the self-adaptive systems. The impact
analyzer estimates the impact of broken rules using a goal model. The system requirements
are defined in a semi-formal requirements language for the generation of probes, assertions,
and the goal model.
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In [HMF14], Heffernan and et al. use the ISO 26262 for the definition of monitored
properties for automotive embedded systems. Functional safety requirements from the
safety analysis of ISO 26262 are expressed as formulae in past time LTL and evaluated
at runtime by a non-invasive runtime monitor listing on microcomputer’s system bus.
Past time LTL is a variation of the LTL (cf. [Pnu77]).
Reinbacher et al. also use in [Rei+11] past time LTL to monitor system requirements
but they implement an intrusive runtime monitor by instrumenting the application code.
The authors of [Ani+16] use model checking to verify assumptions of autonomous
systems about their environments at development and runtime monitors to supervise
these assumptions during operation in the real world. Timed automata model the
behavior of systems and their environments. System safety properties are defined as
a formula in timed computation tree logic (TCTL). The correctness of these models
concerning this property is verified at design time. Runtime monitors are derived from
the models for supervising the safety properties during operation in the real world.
Nenzi et al. introduce a topological spatial surround operator for signal spatio-temporal
logic (SSTL) with a qualitative and quantitative semantics. Monitoring of spatial modali-
ties requires different monitoring algorithms than for timed modalities. Efficient runtime
monitoring algorithms are introduced for monitoring the spatial-temporal behavior by
complex systems with qualitative and quantitative semantics. For the quantitative
semantic of the surround operator, a novel fixed-point algorithm is introduced.
Machin et al. describe in [Mac+14; Mac+18] the runtime monitoring of autonomous
systems based om safety rules. Safety rules are automatically synthesized based on the
concept of safety margins. Safety rules describe system behavior in the presence of poten-
tial hazards by defining necessary interventions for violation of safety invariants. Safety
invariants are formally expressed as predicates over system variables from the margin
analysis. The margin analysis splits domains of the system variables into discretized
intervals or sets. All safety rules for a safety invariant are accumulated into a safety
strategy. A safety monitor implements all safety strategies for a system. The safety
monitor evaluates and ensures the safety of the autonomous systems during operation.
Krüger et al. use [KMM07] aspect-oriented development techniques for runtime monitoring
of distributed systems. They model the communication of distributed system components
in message sequence charts (MSCs) for the generation of runtime monitors. The code
of the distributed system is instrumented for the runtime data by using aspect-oriented
techniques.
Ahluwalia et al. present a similar model-based approach for the runtime monitoring
of end-to-end quality of service (QoS) properties in [Ahl+05]. Interactions between
system functions and corresponding QoS properties — sets of real-time constraints — are
modeled in extended MSCs. The QoS properties are deployed to all system components
and monitored by a so-called component monitor (CMonitor) based on the real-time
constraints.
The authors of [Fea+98] use runtime monitoring of system requirements for the selection
and initiation of self-adaption tactics. The system requirements are defined by the KAOS
goal-driven specification methodology (cf. [VDM95]). Goals are formally defined as
assertions in real-temporal logic (cf. [Koy92]). These assertions are mapped to sequences
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of events in the FLEA monitoring system (cf. [Coh+97]) and evaluated for events from
the monitored system.
Another approach using goal-driven specification for runtime monitoring is the approach
in [Wan+07]. Requirements are defined as annotated goal model and transformed into
propositional formulas for their evaluation in the propositional satisfiability (SAT) solvers
SAT4J (cf. [LP10]). SAT4J evaluates the propositional formulas oﬄine on program
execution traces. The program execution traces are gathered by instrumenting the code
of the system with probes and stored in compact propositional encoding.
All runtime monitoring approaches evaluate the system behavior during operation, but
none of the presented publications integrates their runtime monitoring approach in the
context of the system development processes. The majority of approaches manually
derives the monitored system properties from system requirements or defines these
properties on the signals of the monitored system. As a result, the system behavior is
monitored on the system level without any abstraction. Therefore, the investigation of
emerging faults and insufficient system behavior for the improvement of systems requires
system experts.
The work in [Kan+15; Kan15; KFK14] incorporates a similar pattern-based analysis
for the definition of the monitored properties from system requirements. However, the
properties are defined in propositional logic. Proportional logic is insufficient for reasoning
about the environments of autonomous vehicle systems because propositional logic cannot
reason over objects in the environment (cf [HR04]). The implementation of runtime
monitoring as a passive monitor on communication buses in [Kan+15; Kan15] could be
used as a reference for the implementation of this thesis’ runtime monitoring framework
on embedded hardware in production vehicles (cf Chapter 5).
Multiple approaches [Ahl+05; Kan+15; Kan15; KFK14; Rei+11] incorporate temporal
logics, e.g., LTL, for the definition and evaluation of temporal requirements, like durations
between system events. The runtime monitoring framework in this thesis does not yet
consider the temporal requirements but would require a temporal first-order logic similar
to[Cim+08; Cim+10] in order to consider the temporal requirements over the objects of
the environment.
4.1.2.4. Comprehensive Safety Approaches
Several works integrate runtime monitoring into more comprehensive safety approaches
that not only identify faulty system behavior but take corresponding actions in order to
mitigate the faulty system behavior.
In [Hör11], Hörwick presents a functional safety concept that combines the monitoring of
highly automated ADAS and the transfer of these systems into safe states in the presences
of critical and unsafe traffic situations. The safety concept incorporates the monitoring
of internal system faults, functional system boundaries, and the human driver. Internal
system faults are detected by watchdogs and analyzed for their impact on the system
functionality. Functional boundaries of ADAS are derived from their specifications and
monitored as constraints on traffic situation parameters. Action plans define the transfer
of these systems to a safe state in the presence of possible constraint violations.
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Heckmann et al. present in [Hec+11] adaptive software safety cages as a safety-oriented
reference architecture for vehicle systems. The safety cage architecture consists of func-
tional safety cages and actuator safety cages. Functional safety cages cover a single control
system functions while actuator safety cages focus on safety-related actuators. Safety
cages monitor the plausibility of function outputs in the current driving situation and
restrict or block these function outputs accordingly. The driving situation is determined
based on information such as vehicle speed, driving dynamics, or GPS location. Once a
failure is detected, the safety cage invokes an appropriate action in order to transfer the
system into a safe state.
The authors of [Ani+18b] propose a similar functional safety architecture. Their depend-
ability cages examine and evaluate the internal behavior of systems and the external
behavior of the system environments at runtime based on constraints which have been
defined and verified in the system development. Individual dependability cages are
compositionally applied to control functions, machine learning functions, subsystems,
the complete autonomous vehicle system, and the system environment. Dependability
cages record unknown situations for further system improvement and allow to intervene
with the system behavior and configuration of the system similar to functional safety
cages in [Hec+11].
Wu et al. describe in [Wu+17] the synthesis of safety guards which monitor the input-
output behavior of systems and correct any property violation instantaneously. In the
presence of property validations, the safety guards process sound and safe system output
as a substitution of the violating system output under minimizing the deviation between
the two outputs.
The runtime monitoring architecture in this thesis can be used as dependability cages
resp. functional safety cages for complex and learning vehicle functions. The overall
engineering approach in [Ani+18b] closely matches the holistic engineering approach of
this thesis (cf. Section 4.3). Their work has pre-published contents from this thesis.
4.1.3. Synthesis of Verified Vehicle Controllers
Another research direction is the synthesis of a vehicle controller with verified and soundly
bounded system behavior. Verification techniques are applied to ensure the safety of the
system behavior and exclude any safety risks from the controllers.
Shalev-Shwartz et al. introduce the notion of responsibility sensitive safety (RSS) as global
safety model for the behavior of autonomous agents, e.g., autonomous vehicles. RSS
formalized the notion of “accident blame”. Autonomous agents play a non-symmetrical
role in accidents where one single agent can be “blamed” for the responsibility of the
accident. The RSS model includes a formal treatment of “cautious driving” under limited
sensing conditions in order to guarantee that no autonomous agent will ever cause an
accident of its “blame”. This notion of “cautious driving” is incorporated as constraints
for the possible actions into the driving policies of autonomous vehicle systems.
Shalev-Shwartz et al. further define in [SSS17] a formal semantic language that aggregates
units, measurements, and action space, into an abstract specification for consideration in
the planning of autonomous agents. Such a semantic model is crucial as the computational
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complexity of the planning by autonomous vehicle agents does increase exponentially
with time and number of agents. The formal semantic language by Shalev-Shwartz
is similar to the abstract representation of real-world traffic situations by the runtime
monitoring in this thesis.
In [LMT15], Larsen et al. use the tool Uppaal Stratego for automatic synthesis of optimal
and safe ACC controller. They model the ego vehicle and a leading vehicle in weighted
and stochastic timed automata and let them play a game in simulations. Safety properties
can be defined and evaluated by querying these games. Therefore, optimal strategies
under consideration of safety properties can be derived from these simulations and used
for the controller.
Hilscher et al. present in [Hil+11] an approach to prove the safety of multi-lane motorway
traffic with lane-change maneuvers by introducing multi-lane spatial logic (MLSL). MLSL
allows for purely spatial reasoning about traffic safety on highways by defining an abstract
model of multi-lane highway traffic based on spatial properties of local views of cars. This
logic allows specifying the space which individual vehicles reserved. Hilscher et al. model
corresponding vehicle controllers and show that cars with these controllers occupy and
reserve disjoint spaces. In [HLO13], Hilscher et al. extend their work to rural roads.
All three approaches integrate limitations of the system behavior, which are commonly
supervised and enforced by runtime monitors, directly into vehicle controllers. These
approaches technically ensure that the behavior of systems remains in their safe limits
rendering runtime monitoring obsolete. All three approaches manually model the behavior
of traffic participants and abstract from real-world behavior. The correctness and safety
of the controller are verified in all approaches under the fundamental assumption that
the models fully model the real world. However, it is not clear that this assumption holds
and the verification results transfer to the real roads because the models have never been
validated in the real world.
4.1.4. Related Work from the Field of Avionics
In the avionics domain, autonomous systems have been in operation for some time
now. Therefore, verification and validation of autonomous systems have been extensively
studied and applied in this domain. The following publications give an overview of similar
work in the avionics domain.
Zou et al. combine in [ZAM14] multi-agent simulations and evolutionary search for a
safety validation of sense and avoid (SAA) algorithms aboard Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs). The evolutionary search explores the input space for SAA algorithms and guides
the simulation towards challenging situations. The difference to the automotive domain
in the autonomous control systems is the increased degree of freedom as an airplane can
rise and fall.
The authors of [DG15; Gia+14] present a test environment for the AutoResolver system
(cf. [ELC12]). The test environment incorporates a variety of tools, e.g., TestGen
and JDart (cf. [HGR13]), to model, simulate, and evaluate scenarios for the loss of
separation in air traffic. A loss of separation conflict will be present if two aircraft fly
through the same point at the same time. Scenarios for these conflicts are defined by
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selecting a point in 3-dimensional space and fly the two conflicting aircrafts backward
for a given duration of time. Thus, the individual trajectories for the conflicting aircraft
are created. The trajectories are given to the AutoResolver system as test input for
finding a resolution of conflict by changing the trajectory for one of the aircraft. The
resolution of the AutoResolver system in these tests is monitored for the creation of
test cases for secondary conflicts. For the test of a secondary conflict, a point on the
resolution trajectory is selected, and a trajectory of another (secondary) aircraft is defined
based on this point. In the tests, runtime monitors verify system requirements of the
AutoResolver system and log several aspects about the system for later analysis. The
monitors are implemented in AspectJ (cf. [Kis02]) in order to prevent any interference
with the system’s source code.
Brat et al. present in [Bra+15] an extensive case study on a Matlab/Simulink model of a
twin-engine aircraft simulation named transport class model (TCM). Requirements from
a Boeing 737 (B737) automatic flight systems are used as references for the model. These
requirements specified in natural language assumptions about the airplane’s control system
and its physics on high abstraction level. The Matlab/Simulink model is transformed into
a Lustre model (cf. [Cas+87]) while the requirements are decomposed into requirements
on the signals of the TCM model and implemented as synchronous observers (cf. [HLR94])
on the TCM model for verification. The proof of some requirements requires the use of
compositional verification.
The research in the field of avionics matches the research in the automotive domain.
Similar problems are addressed in both domains. These similarities indicate that various
domains encounter similar challenges in the development, verification, and validation of
autonomous systems. However, neither domains have yet introduced a holistic approach
for the development, verification, validation, and operation of autonomous systems
which sufficiently addresses the challenges of autonomous systems in unconstrained
environments. The engineering approach in this thesis has the potential to be applied in
other domains, e.g., avionics or logistics.
The research goal and research questions related to the engineering approach in this
thesis are introduced in the following section. The engineering approach itself is present
in Section 4.3.
4.2. Emerging Research Questions
The previous section has presented a large variety of related work. This related work
addresses partial aspects of shortcomings and problems for the current development
process of autonomous vehicle systems in the automotive domain (cf. Section 3.8). Formal
proof methods, e.g., model-checking (cf. [Chr08]), do not scale to analyze complete
autonomous vehicle systems in their highly dynamic environments, and manual test
automation does not scale to the vast number of relevant traffic situation for autonomous
vehicle systems (cf. [TMJ12]). Approaches for automatic test generation from real-world
data are not sufficiently integrated into the system development and do not sufficiently
validate their simulations results in the real world. Most runtime monitoring approach
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reason directly on the signals of autonomous vehicle systems without any semantic
abstraction and consideration of the system environment — the real world. This low-level
monitoring is incapable to thoroughly verify and validate autonomous vehicle systems
operating in the real world with a high number of diverse traffic situations.
Essential criteria in the development of autonomous vehicle systems are the correctness
and safety — especially for the operation in the real world. In current development
practice (cf. Chapter 3), the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems
are expressed by corresponding correctness and safety conditions. Autonomous vehicle
systems have to satisfy these conditions in order to be judged as correct and safe. This
thesis refers to correctness and safety conditions as qualitative properties because any of
these conditions is either satisfied or violated. Probabilistic estimations of correctness
and safety are not part of this work.
Definition 4.1 (Qualitative Properties). Qualitative properties for autonomous
vehicle systems are conditions which these systems have to permanently meet in order
to be judged as correct and safe.
Statements about the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems are only valid
in specific contexts, e.g., traffic situations, in which the ground truth has been proven. In
the current development practice, qualitative properties are only verified for a finite set
of contexts and not for the vast — if not infinite — contexts, which autonomous vehicle
systems may encounter during operation in the real world. In open contexts such as
the real world, valid statements about the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle
systems require the quantification of their contexts. Therefore, we refer in this work to
the scope of valid contexts by safety and correctness arguments as quantitative scope. For
autonomous vehicle functions operation in the real world, we also denote their context as
environment situations.
Definition 4.2 (Quantitative Scope). The quantitative scope is defined as the con-
texts of systems under which statements about the system’s correctness and safety
have been established.
The semantic of quantitative in this thesis differs its semantic in other publications. Nenzi
et al. define in [Nen+15] a quantitative semantic for the satisfaction of spatiotemporal
properties.
Several publications have addressed an improved verification and validation of autonomous
vehicle systems (cf. Section 4.1), but none has yet presented any comprehensive en-
gineering approach. None of the published approaches addresses the qualitative and
quantitative capabilities for autonomous vehicle systems throughout their complete life-
cycle under the consideration of complexity and uncertainty of the real world. The lack
of any holistic engineering approach leads to the main research goal of this thesis:
Research Goal: Enhancement of the current development practice for autonomous
vehicle systems into a holistic engineering approach supporting the qualitative and quanti-
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tative supervision and estimation of correctness and safety by the seamless integration of
system development and system operation.
The research goal imposes the general necessity for a holistic engineering approach in
order to sufficiently estimate the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems
operating in the real world. This estimation requires any engineering approaches to
determine the contexts (quantitative) in which the correctness and safety of the systems
have been evaluated (qualitative). The integration of system development and operation
imposes more specific concerns for the autonomous vehicle systems and the engineering
approach itself. Further research questions address these concerns.
Research Question 1: Which are the necessary (technical) foundations for the in-
tegration of system development and system operation in order to qualitatively and
quantitatively supervise and estimate the safety of autonomous system operating in the
real world?
The development of autonomous vehicle systems will only benefit from the integration
of system development and system operation if the commonalities and variations of
the autonomous vehicle systems are sufficiently considered. The development approach
has to be applicable throughout the complete life-cycle of autonomous vehicle systems.
Furthermore, the integration of development and operation for autonomous vehicle
systems requires solutions for the definition, evaluation, and estimation of qualitative
properties and their quantitative scopes.
Research Question 2: How to identify and define qualitative properties for each
autonomous vehicle system that sufficiently represent its correctness and safety?
The correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems correspond to a set of qualitative
properties. A violation of any property indicates an incorrect and unsafe system behavior.
Even if engineers assess the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems
themselves, they will implicitly assume qualitative properties for their evaluation of
the system behavior. For the automatic supervision of qualitative properties, relevant
qualitative properties have to be explicitly defined and implemented. The set of properties
for each system has to sufficiently represent the different entities and their relations to
the system and their environments, e.g., other dynamic objects, that have an impact
on the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems. The following research
question addresses the automated evaluation for qualitative properties.
Research Question 3: How to monitor the qualitative properties and their scopes
throughout the complete life-cycle of autonomous vehicle systems — from system specifi-
cation, design, implementation, and verification to operation in the real world?
For the automatic supervision of the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle
systems, the qualitative properties are commonly implemented as monitors and deployed
alongside systems. For autonomous vehicles, these monitors have to automatically
evaluate the qualitative properties and their scope based on the available system data.
Throughout the complete life-cycle of autonomous vehicle systems, monitors have to
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record any violations of qualitative properties and their contexts. Qualitative properties
are commonly expressed as system requirements in natural language (cf. [Cle07]) and
have to be formalized for the implementation as monitors.
Research Question 4: How to estimate the residual risks of autonomous vehicle
systems during operation in the real world based on the qualitative and quantitative
knowledge from their development?
The correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems are unlikely to be verified
and validated during their development for the vast — if not infinite — number of
environmental situations which these systems may encounter during their operation
in the real world (cf Section 3.8.1); residual risks will remain for the operation of
autonomous vehicle systems. The runtime monitoring can support the mitigation of
risks from autonomous vehicle systems by identifying critical environment situations and
unsafe system behavior based on violations of qualitative properties and their scopes.
Research Question 5: How to record violations of qualitative properties and their
scopes during operation in the real world for further analysis and system improvements?
The improvement of autonomous vehicle systems by any holistic engineering approach
requires the recording of any qualitative and quantitative violations. These qualitative
and quantitative runtime monitoring results provide knowledge about insufficient system
behavior and its contexts. The knowledge about faulty system behavior in the system
evolution supports the identification of corresponding insufficiencies within the systems
and their improvement. Possible improvements address elements in the specification,
design, implementation, and verification of autonomous vehicle systems.
The following section introduced the holistic engineering approach for the seamless
development and operation of autonomous vehicle systems as the solution for the research
goal and research questions.
4.3. Seamless Development and Operation of
Autonomous Vehicles by Qualitative and
Quantitative Runtime Monitoring
Concerning the research goal (cf. research goal), a holistic engineering approach for
the seamless development and operation of autonomous vehicle systems is introduced
(cf. Fig. 4.1). The holistic engineering approach addresses the correctness and safety of
autonomous vehicle systems by bridging the gap between currently applied development,
verification and validation techniques for autonomous vehicle systems and their operation
in the real world. The approach enables the verification of simulation results and the
gathering of additional data for system improvement. Runtime monitoring techniques
are used to supervise and the decision making of these systems and record environmental
situations.
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Figure 4.1.: Overview of the engineering approach.
The engineering approach is divided into two parts; a development part (design time)
with the design, implementation, and verification of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. left
side of Fig. 4.1) and a operation part (runtime) with the application of autonomous
vehicle systems in vehicles and their operation in the real world (cf. right side of Fig. 4.1).
The approach is not intended to replace the current engineering process in the automotive
domain but to extend the current development practice (cf. Chapter 3) by incorporating
data from the operation into the system development. Our approach extends the current
practice by transferring knowledge about systems and their contexts, e.g., traffic situations,
from development to operation and from operation back to the development for further
system improvements. Over the complete life cycle of autonomous vehicle systems —
from specification, design, implementation, verification to the operation on public roads
— the approach enables the continuous improvement of autonomous vehicle systems
with particular focus on their correctness and safety. Knowledge from the engineering
approach can be used for the estimation of residual risks for the operation of autonomous
vehicle systems in the real world.
A key feature of the approach is the usage of runtime monitors for the seamless integration
of development and operation. Runtime monitors observe a system (part) via defined
interfaces and evaluate predefined conditions and invariants about the system behavior
based on data from these interfaces (cf. Definition 2.33).
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Information about the autonomous vehicle systems and their contexts are gathered in
the specification, safety analysis, system design, implementation, and verification. The
runtime monitors use this information for the supervision of autonomous vehicle systems
during operation in the real world. Novel information about the systems and their
contexts from the runtime monitoring during operation in the real world are transferred
back to the development for further improvement of specification, design, implementation,
and verification of the autonomous vehicle systems. This process enables the iterative
improvement of autonomous vehicle systems, their correctness and their safety over
multiple system generations.
The engineering approach focuses on the externally observable behavior of autonomous
vehicle systems. This external observable behavior is implemented as software components
and emerges from the execution of these software components on the systems’ hardware
components, e.g., ECUs. Hardware related characteristics, e.g., utilization, timing
behavior, or performance of bus communication systems and processors, are not explicitly
targeted by the approach. Nevertheless, these characteristics have an impact on the
correct and safe system behavior and may be incidentally detected by the runtime
monitoring. For example, delayed responses within the processing chain of autonomous
vehicle systems may lead to unsafe system behavior. Autonomous vehicle systems have
to process their response in time before the real world has evolved into another situation
in which the system response is inappropriate.
The holistic engineering approach can be segmented into three subprocesses; the definition
of the functional architecture for the runtime monitoring, the definition, implementation,
and training of the runtime monitors in the system development, and the analysis of
the system operation for system evolution (cf. Fig. 4.1). Each subprocess is briefly
described in the following sections Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3 and in more detail in the
chapters Chapters 5 to 7.
4.3.1. Monitoring Architecture for Seamless Development and
Operation
Essential for the seamless integration of system development and system operation is a
consistent architecture of the autonomous vehicle system and the runtime monitoring
framework throughout the complete life-cycle — from the system verified in simulations
to the validation during operation in the real world. The vehicle system has to provide
the runtime monitoring framework with consistent interfaces for the access of necessary
system data. These interfaces also define the specific part of the system which is
supervised by the runtime monitoring.
The runtime monitoring abstracts from the data of the autonomous vehicle systems (cf.
[LF96]). The data accessed by the runtime monitors via the consistent interfaces of
the autonomous vehicle system is transformed into an abstract representation. During
development and operation of autonomous vehicle systems, the behavior of the super-
vised system part is qualitatively and quantitatively monitored based on the abstract
representation:
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Qualitative Monitoring: An abstract function supervises the behavior of systems by
implementing and evaluating the systems’ qualitative properties (cf. Simulation
Qualitative Monitoring and Operation Qualitative Monitoring in Fig. 4.1).
Quantitative Monitoring : The runtime monitoring framework determines if encoun-
tered instances of the abstract representation have already been considered and
verified in the system development (cf. Simulation Situation Monitoring and
Operation Situation Monitoring in Fig. 4.1).
Definition 4.3 (Abstract Representation). The abstract representation represents
the abstract data model used by the runtime monitoring framework for the abstraction
of the operational data of autonomous vehicle systems. Elements of the abstract
representation are derived for each autonomous vehicle system from its specification,
requirements, and safety criteria.
The architecture of the runtime monitoring framework and its integration with the
autonomous vehicle systems are described in more detail in Chapter 5.
4.3.2. Monitor Engineering and Training in System Development
While the architecture defines the components of the runtime monitoring framework, the
abstract representation and properties for correct and safe system behavior are subject
to each particular system (part) under monitoring. The abstract representation and
qualitative properties are individually defined for each system (part). Besides other
specialized (safety) documents (cf. [Int09c]), system specifications commonly aggregate
requirements which define the correct and safe behavior of the system.
Requirements are commonly described in natural language. Types and relations used by
the requirements to describe correct and safe system behavior have to be formalized for
their usage in the runtime monitoring. The types represent the abstract representation
while the relations constitute the properties for the runtime monitoring. The logic
forms the foundation for the implementation of abstraction, qualitative motoring, and
quantitative runtime monitoring in the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Chapter 6).
All requirements are required to be defined in a predefined sentence structure. This
sentence structure allows defining the relations between data types of autonomous vehicle
systems and elements of the logic. These relations are implemented by the runtime
monitoring framework for the automated transformation of system data into the abstract
representations. The defined sentence structure also helps to mitigate the ambiguity of
natural language in the definition and selection of requirements.
For the system verification in the system development, the autonomous vehicle system and
the runtime monitoring framework are integrated into simulations (cf. left side of Fig. 4.1).
In these simulations, autonomous vehicle systems are verified for a set of defined test cases
(cf. Section 3.6). The runtime monitoring framework is deployed in these simulations
alongside the autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Fig. 4.1) and accesses at each processing
cycle the real data of a monitored system part via defined interfaces. The system data is
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transformed into an instance of the abstract representation. In the course of this work,
we denote an instance of abstract representation for the state of autonomous vehicle
systems and their environments as abstract situation. The qualitative properties are
evaluated on each abstract situation by the abstract function (cf. simulation qualitative
monitoring in Fig. 4.1) in order to evaluate the correctness and safety of the system
part under monitoring. The quantitative runtime monitoring records all encountered
abstract situations in the test cases. This set of simulated situations represents only a
subset of situations which autonomous vehicle systems may encounter in the real world
(cf. Fig. 4.1).
Definition 4.4 (Abstract Situation / Abstract Representation). Abstract situation
defines an instance of the abstract representation for the state of the system and its
environment in the runtime monitoring framework.
The definition of the runtime monitoring framework from the system specification and
its application in the system simulations of the system verification are described in more
detail in Chapter 6.
4.3.3. Operation Analysis and System Evolution for Dependability
Improvement
Besides the verification of the autonomous vehicle system in simulations, the runtime
monitoring is also used during the validation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real
world (cf. right side of Fig. 4.1). Similar to the system verification in simulations, the
runtime monitoring framework access the system data via the identical data interfaces as
in the simulations and processes an abstract representation for each processing cycle of
the system. The abstract function evaluates the correctness of the system part under
monitoring based on the identical properties as they have been used in the simulations
(cf. operation qualitative monitoring in Fig. 4.1). The qualitative runtime monitoring
during operation enables the identification and mitigation of faulty system behavior
during operation — even in situations which have not been considered and verified in the
development of the system. The quantitative runtime monitoring uses the set of simulated
situations as the reference set for the monitoring of situations during operation in the
real world. During operation, the reference set is compared to the encountered abstract
situations and any abstract situations which have not yet been considered in the system
development are recorded (cf. operation quantitative monitoring in Fig. 4.1). Neither
the set of simulated situations nor the set of encountered situations during operation will
fully include all situations which are possible in the real world (cf. Section 3.8.1).
The knowledge about unconsidered abstract situations and faulty system behavior can be
used for the improvements of the specification, design, implementation, and verification
for autonomous vehicle systems in further developments. An extensive V&V represents
a key factor for the successful development of correct and safe autonomous vehicle
systems. Our engineering approach supports the testing of autonomous vehicle systems
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in simulations by enabling the definition of new test scenario and test cases from the
recorded abstract situations during operation in the real world. The new test scenarios
and test case are envisaged to increase the test coverage of the autonomous vehicle
systems by verifying the behavior of these systems in the unknown traffic situations.
Test scenarios describe timed sequences of scenery changes and maneuvers by dynamic
objects in the environment of the autonomous vehicle system. These sequences are
identified in the recorded traces of abstract situations from the runtime monitoring of
the autonomous vehicle system during operation in the real world.
Definition 4.5 (Test Scenario). A test scenario defines a timed sequence of scenery
changes and maneuvers by dynamic objects in the vicinity of the system under test
(SUT) for simulation-based tests.
Test cases are derived from test scenarios by parametrization. Parameters of a test
scenario still correspond to the abstract situations and do not correlate to the required
concrete parameters of simulation frameworkssimulation framework. For example, abstract
situations may only reason about the relative velocity between two vehicles whereas
the simulation framework requires the actual velocity of each vehicle for its simulations
(cf. Chapter 8). The parametrization estimates missing concrete parameters for the
simulations from the available parameters of abstract situations in the test scenarios.
Novel abstract situations in the simulations of these new test cases extend the reference
set for the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle system during operation in the
real world.
Definition 4.6 (Test Case). A test case represents the parametrization of a test
scenario in which all necessary parameters for the simulation have been defined.
The analysis of the operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world with by
the runtime monitoring framework and the usage of runtime monitoring results for the
evolution of autonomous vehicle systems are described in more detail in Chapter 7.
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5. Monitoring Architecture
Runtime monitors represent the crucial part of the holistic engineering approach for
autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Section 4.3). The runtime monitoring framework
enables to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems and to record corresponding data for the seamless transfer between system
development and system operation. Nevertheless, the seamless transfer of operational
data requires a consistent architecture of the autonomous vehicle systems and the runtime
monitoring framework throughout the complete system life-cycle. The architecture of
the corresponding runtime monitoring framework consists of five layers (cf. Fig. 5.1).The
two bottom layers address the basic structure of autonomous vehicle systems and their
integration into simulation frameworks for their verification (cf. Section 3.6). The upper
three layers represent the runtime monitoring framework.
Many runtime monitoring techniques exists with their individual benefits and drawbacks
(cf. Section 2.3). The runtime monitoring framework in this work represents an external
runtime monitoring, that does not require any instrumentation of the systems’ source
codes. The framework non-intrusively monitors the behavior of the autonomous vehicle
systems solely based on the operational data that is available by defined interfaces
from these systems. The autonomous vehicle systems present themselves as black-boxes
to the runtime monitoring framework — no knowledge about the internal structure
of these systems nor any internal data and control flows is available for the runtime
monitoring framework. Autonomous vehicle systems have to provide the interfaces
consistently throughout the complete life-cycle (cf. Fig. 2.2) in order to enable the
runtime monitoring framework to access the systems’ runtime data persistently. The
correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems are qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluated by the runtime monitoring framework based on the abstraction of the provided
runtime data (cf. Fig. 5.1). In the following sections, we will describe each layer of the
runtime monitoring architecture in more detail. We commence with the description of
the system layer.
The runtime monitoring is executed alongside the autonomous vehicle systems (cf.
Fig. 5.1). Runtime monitoring and systems may share the same hardware components,
like processors, memory, and bus communication systems. For the validity of the runtime
monitoring, the runtime monitors must not interfere with the operation of the autonomous
vehicle systems. Otherwise, the behavior of the monitored autonomous vehicle systems
may diverge from the behavior these systems will exhibit during operation without
the runtime monitoring. In such a case, results from the runtime monitoring are not
applicable to the general operation of these systems without the runtime monitoring.
Following [GP10], four properties are defined for the runtime monitoring framework:
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Figure 5.1.: Monitoring architecture for simulations at design time.
Dependability The dependability of the autonomous vehicle system is equal or greater
compared to the dependability of the systems alone. The runtime monitoring must
not introduce any faults that will diminish the overall dependability.
Functionality The runtime monitoring must not introduce, change, or remove any
functionality of the monitored autonomous vehicle systems.
Schedulability The runtime monitoring must not lead to violations of real-time guaran-
tees for the monitored systems.
Certifiability The runtime monitoring does not require instrumentation or other modifi-
cation for the source code of the autonomous vehicle systems.
The only context in which the runtime monitoring is allowed to violate these properties
is a specification violation by the monitored autonomous vehicle systems. In case the
runtime monitoring detects incorrect and unsafe system behavior, safety measures have
to be initiated in order to reduce the emerging safety risks by the faulty system. As the
original behavior of the system is already compromised, the transfer of the corrupted
systems into a safe state with acceptable risk has the highest priority (cf. Definition 2.8)
Safety measures are considered in this thesis as part of the runtime monitoring, but
their selection and execution are not explicitly addressed. The selection and execution
of appropriated safety measures in critical situations are too complicated in order to
sufficiently address it in this work. The reader is referred to other work in this field, i.e.,
[Hör11; RM15].
5.1. System Layer
The system layer represents the basic structure of the autonomous vehicle systems (cf.
Section 2.1.3). As control systems, autonomous vehicle systems have to continuously
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adapt the behavior of in reaction to changes by the ego vehicle and the world, e.g., other
dynamic vehicles (cf. Fig. 5.2). Feedback loops allow these systems to consider changes
of other vehicles in the environment in their processing (cf. Section 2.1.5). Autonomous
vehicle systems manipulate the position and pose of vehicles in the world based on
information about the environment from the vehicle sensors. Changes of the autonomous
vehicle systems for the position and pose of the vehicles in the environment are executed
by the vehicles’ actuators, e.g., brakes, steering, and engine. Sensors and actuators
represent the interfaces between the physical world and the digital systems. As shown in
Fig. 5.2, autonomous vehicle systems can be split into three segments — the input, process,
and output segment. This segmentation originates from the input-processing-output
(IPO) model (cf. [Goe10]) correlates to the architecture of control systems (cf. Fig. 2.5).
The input segment addresses the perception of the own vehicle and the real world by
proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors. The perception includes the preprocessing of
sensor data into a comprehensive representation which acts as the input to the process
segment. For the lane change assistant (cf. Section 3.1), the input segment correlates to
the environment perception (cf. Section 3.3.1.1).
The process segment resembles the main control algorithms for the behavior planning
and decision making of the autonomous vehicle systems. Based on the input from the
input segment, changes for the behavior of the vehicle are processed and forwarded to
the output segment. For the lane change assistant, the process segment correlates to the
situation assessment (cf. Section 3.3.1.2) and behavior planning (cf. Section 3.3.1.3).
The output segment addresses the execution of planned behavior by vehicle actuators.
The intended behavior from the process segment is preprocessed into inputs for the
different actuators, e.g., brakes, gearbox. The execution of actuators leads to a change of
the vehicle state in detail and the world state in general — including states of surrounding
dynamic objects. These state changes require the autonomous vehicle systems to revise
their assumptions about the world state reiteratively and to adapt the vehicles’ behaviors.
For the lane change assistant, the output segment correlates to the modules of the
vehicle stabilization and hardware actuators (cf. the postprocessing of target points in
Section 3.3.1.3).
Though the segmentation of autonomous vehicle systems may vary between different
system instances (cf. Fig. 5.2), the three segments — input, process, and output — will
exists for any autonomous vehicle system. Sensors — input — and actuators — output —
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are mandatory for the interaction of the systems with the real world. For the vehicle
control, a function — process — has to process targets for the vehicle actuators based on
the inputs from the vehicle sensors.
Autonomous vehicle systems consist of multiple software and hardware components
(cf. Fig. 2.7). Each component implements a portion of the system’s functionalities.
Components integrated with each other into a component hierarchy for the autonomous
vehicle systems (cf. Section 3.3). Hardware parts, e.g., ECUs, are assembled from
multiple other hardware parts, e.g., CPU and memory (cf. Section 3.3.2). Software
components are either atomic or composites of other interacting software components (cf.
Section 3.3.1). Each component of autonomous vehicle systems can be assign to one of
the three segments — input, process, and output.
The following section describes the simulation layer and its substitutions in the verification
of autonomous vehicle systems.
5.2. Simulation Layer
The simulation layer addresses the integration of autonomous vehicle systems into
simulations. Software-based system simulations are used in the automotive domain for
the verification of autonomous vehicles systems. Simulation frameworks imitate the
environments of these systems — the world — including their sceneries and dynamic
objects (cf. Section 2.2).
The integration into the simulation segments the autonomous vehicle systems into three
parts (cf. Fig. 5.3); the part of the original system whose functionality is verified in the
simulation and two parts of the system that are simulated by the simulation framework.
The segmentation depends on the system functionality which is verified. The verified
system part is also denoted as system under test (SUT) (cf. Definition 2.16). All system
parts which are simulated by the simulation framework, e.g., sensors and actuators, have
to be verified and validated by other V&V methods.
The segmentation of the autonomous vehicle system in the simulation defines the input
and output interfaces for the interaction between system and simulation framework. For
tests, the SUT is stimulated by input data from the current state of the virtual world.
The output of the SUT is manually and automatically evaluated for a verdict about the
system’s correctness (cf Section 2.2). In closed-loop simulations, the state of the virtual
world is also adapted to the output of the SUT. The interfaces between the system part
and simulation framework define the maximal extension of the system segment that can
be monitored by the runtime monitoring (cf. Fig. 5.3).
The integration of autonomous vehicle systems and the virtual world requires simulation
frameworks to substitute and simulate systems components by models (cf. Fig. 5.3). The
extent of simulated components depends on the segmentation of the autonomous vehicle
system in the simulation. Simulations impose different requirements for the availability
of real software and hardware components (cf. Section 2.2). Models substitute sensor
and actuator components in software-based simulations because they rely on hardware
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Figure 5.3.: Integration of autonomous vehicle system and simulation framework.
and real-world objects. Hardware components are commonly verified independently in
HIL tests (cf. Section 2.2.2.4).
Sensors, e.g., RADAR and LIDAR sensors, require the reflection of real-world objects for
their physical measurements. However, objects in software-based system simulations are
mostly virtual (cf. Section 2.2). The real propagation of radio waves and light beams is
impossible to be included in these simulations. These sensors have to be simulated by
corresponding sensor models. Sensor models with different degrees of accuracy can be
included in simulations (cf. Section 2.2.1.2). Perfect sensor models use the parameters of
objects in the virtual world as outputs of the sensor components and direct input for
the SUT. Intermediate sensor models introduce measurement noise for the parameters of
the virtual objects in the input for the SUT. Complex models may use techniques, e.g.,
ray-tracing (cf. [GGD12]), to model the propagation of radio waves and light beams in
the virtual world.
The integration of actuators, e.g., brakes and engines, into software-based simulations,
require extensive hardware setups. In closed-loop simulations, the physical behavior
of actuators has to be interwoven with the virtual behavior of the vehicles in these
simulations. Additional hardware has to physically represent the virtual world of the
simulation frameworks to these actuators. For example, virtual road parameters, e.g.,
slope, would have to be applied as resistance on the crankshaft of the real engine for a
realistic engine behavior. Virtual parameters of objects in the simulations have to be
incorporated into the physical behavior of real hardware components. The costs for such
complex hardware setups would neglect the benefit of software-based system simulations
in comparison to real-world tests. Therefore, models substitute the real sensors, actuators,
vehicle dynamics, and road characteristics in software-based simulations.
Inaccurate simulations restrict the validity of their results for the operation of autonomous
vehicle systems in the real world. The system behavior in the real world has to match
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the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems in simulations. The overall accuracies of
simulations predominantly depend on the accuracy of the simulation models to represent
the physical properties of real-world objects and real-world processes in the simulations.
The output of simulation models must not significantly diverge from the output of the
components during operation in the real world (cf. [HK16; Ste+15]). The accuracy of
simulation models has to be verified by comparing the outputs of the models with their
corresponding real components for the same real-world inputs.
The impact of insufficient simulation accuracy for the engineering approach is limited.
The approach expects engineers to evaluate the results of the simulations before the
knowledge from these simulations is used in the runtime monitoring. In case, simulations
have not been accurate for the real world, or the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems
has not been correct and safe, data from these simulations must not be used as knowledge
for the runtime monitoring during operation. The qualitative runtime monitoring can be
used as test oracle in simulations without any concurrent evaluation engineers as long as
the monitors have been successfully verified.
The following sections describe the layers of the runtime monitoring framework in detail.
We commence with the abstraction layer as the interface of the runtime monitoring to
the autonomous vehicle systems.
5.3. Abstraction Layer
The qualitative and quantitative monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems require the
consistent access of system data throughout system development and system operation.
The abstraction layer (cf. Fig. 5.1) depicts the interface between the autonomous vehicle
systems and the runtime monitoring framework. The layer consists of two components
— the input abstraction and output abstraction. These components access the runtime
data of the autonomous vehicle systems via defined interfaces and transform the runtime
data into the abstract representations of the runtime monitoring. Types and values of
the abstract representation are defined from the specification, requirements, and safety
criteria of the autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Chapter 6). The correctness and safety of
autonomous vehicle systems is evaluated by the qualitative and quantitative monitoring
layers based on this abstract representation (cf. Fig. 5.1).
The part of the autonomous vehicle systems which is supervised by the runtime monitoring
framework is denoted as function (cf. Fig. 5.1) or as system (part) under monitoring.
Engineers define the function during the system development in relation to a specific
system functionality. The function need not correlate with the process of autonomous
vehicle systems (cf. Section 5.1) and, therefore, may vary between different autonomous
vehicle systems. For one system, the function may incorporate components of the system’s
input and output parts while the runtime monitoring of another system solely focuses on
a subset of components within this process par as the function.
The runtime monitoring framework depicts the function and its components as a black-box .
The function is solely monitored based on its external observable behavior without any
consideration of its internal structure. The hierarchical architectures of autonomous
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vehicle systems have no impact on the runtime monitoring as long as the required input
and output interfaces of the respective function are provided.
The processing of autonomous vehicle systems before the function is depicted as prepro-
cessing and mostly consists of the sensor perception and the processing of the physical
sensor data. The system components in the system’s processing chain following the
function is encompassed by the postprocessing. The postprocessing addresses the execution
of the function’s output by actuators in the real world. The correctness and safety of
any component within the preprocessing and postprocessing are not addressed by the
runtime monitoring (cf. Fig. 5.1). Components of the preprocessing and postprocessing,
e.g., sensors and actuators, have to be verified and validated by other methods.
Qualitative and quantitative statements by the runtime monitoring are only valid for
the function. For the transfer of monitoring results between system development and
operation, the function has to remain consistent. The same set of system components
has to be encapsulated by the function throughout system development and operation.
Otherwise, any statements about the systems’ correctness and safety from simulations
are not applicable during the operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world.
Situations recorded in simulations cannot be used as reference knowledge in the runtime
monitoring during operation because the behavior of the system version during operation
has not been verified. Without the runtime monitoring, it will be impossible to determine
if two different versions of an autonomous vehicle system are behaviorally equivalent.
The abstraction layer impacts the implementation of the runtime monitoring properties
— dependability, functionality, schedulability, and certifiability. The runtime monitoring
framework does not affect the functionality of autonomous vehicle systems because the
data access via interfaces separates the concerns of autonomous vehicle systems and
runtime monitoring framework. The system interfaces for the runtime monitoring are
the only connections between the systems and the runtime monitoring framework. No
functionality is added, changed, or removed to/from the autonomous vehicle systems by
the application of the runtime monitoring as long as the provision of data for the runtime
monitoring within autonomous vehicle systems has no impact on their functionality. The
non-intrusive data access via the interfaces also addresses the certifiability. In case the
source code of autonomous vehicle systems has been certified, the application of the
runtime monitoring must not require a full re-evaluation of the compound system of the
autonomous vehicle system and runtime monitoring framework (cf. [GP10]).
The overall dependability of autonomous vehicle systems requires their functional integrity
(functionality) and their integrity of the timing behavior (schedulability). The deployment
of the runtime monitoring framework along autonomous vehicle systems has to ensure the
schedulability. The processing and communication of the runtime monitoring framework
have to be integrated into the scheduling of the systems’ processors and bus communication
systems without any violations of systems’ real-time requirements. One solution would
be the deployment of the runtime monitoring framework and the autonomous vehicle
systems on separate processors or separate ECUs with dedicated communication between
them. A solution for shared processors and bus communication systems would be to
restrict the computation by the runtime monitoring framework to idle segments in the
scheduling of the autonomous vehicle systems.
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Figure 5.4.: Configurations of system interfaces.
The interfaces of autonomous vehicle systems for the runtime monitoring are discussed
in more detail in the following section.
5.3.1. System Interfaces
The function has to be encompassed by consistent interfaces. As shown in Fig. 5.4a,
input and output interfaces for the runtime monitoring in an autonomous vehicle system
have to reside within the interfaces of the system to the simulation framework. The
extent of autonomous vehicle systems, which is present in simulations in original form,
limits the maximal possible size for the function.
In case runtime monitoring interfaces reside outside the valid system extend, additional
interfaces between the runtime monitoring framework and the simulation frameworks have
to be introduced. These interfaces have to provide the runtime monitoring framework with
the identical data as corresponding system components would provide during operation
(cf. Fig. 5.4b). Models in the simulations substitute the original components of the
system outside the monitored system part. These simulation models may miss the
necessary granularity by their processing in order to provide the runtime monitoring
framework with the required data quality and granularity. For example, the relation
between vehicle actuators, vehicle dynamics, and road conditions for the vehicle behavior
and their impact on the virtual world may all be simulated by one single model.
In the automotive domain, the reduction of costs is an essential objective in the de-
velopment and production of vehicles and their systems (cf. [SZ13]). Hardware costs
represent a large quantity of the overall costs of vehicles. For the usage of less expensive
hardware components, e.g., ECUs or wiring harness, the performance of vehicle systems
— timing behavior, memory, and energy consumption — is highly optimized. These
optimized vehicle systems offer little to no additional resources for the generation of
additional monitoring data. Unless the intrusive data generation has been explicitly
considered in the system development, any intrusive alteration of autonomous vehicle
systems for the generation of runtime monitoring data, e.g., source code instrumentation
(cf. Section 2.3.1), is not applicable. The memory and processor consumption of code
instrumentation would interfere with the functionality of the autonomous vehicle systems.
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The runtime monitoring depicts the function as black-box and only evaluates its external
observable behavior. The input abstraction and output abstraction access the system data
via defined interfaces of the autonomous vehicle systems. No code-instrumentation is
required for the access to the system data. The interfaces for the input and output data
have to be defined in the development of autonomous vehicle systems explicitly for the
runtime monitoring or already exist within the systems’ architectures. Technically, these
interfaces can be implemented by e.g., shared memory or access to bus communication
and may incorporate frameworks, e.g., ADTF (cf. Section 2.3.1).
The data abstraction is the central functionality of the runtime monitoring and is
described in more detail in the following sections.
5.3.2. Data Abstraction
The data abstraction aims to enhance the runtime monitoring and its evaluation of
qualitative invariants by reducing the complexity of data. For each autonomous vehicle
system, the abstract representation is defined from the system’s specifications, require-
ments, and safety criteria — their entities, objects, measures, and units (cf. Chapter 6).
The input abstraction and output abstraction reduce the high-dimensional data space of
the function to the abstraction level used in the system requirements and safety criteria.
The runtime monitoring framework evaluates the correctness and safety of autonomous
vehicle systems on the same abstraction level that engineers have been using for reasoning
about the correct and safe behavior of autonomous vehicle systems in the requirements
analysis and safety analysis (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.4).
The evaluation of qualitative invariants by the runtime monitoring requires the accessible
data of autonomous vehicle systems to sufficiently represent the current system state (cf.
[KFK14]). The architecture of the runtime monitoring framework addresses this issue by
its abstraction of system data (cf. Fig. 5.1). Parameters of the abstract representation
do not have to identically exist in the accessible system data. Each abstract parameter
can be calculated in the abstraction from available interface data of the function. These
calculations might only be able to model real processing of these hidden state variables
in autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Section 3.3.1.2.3).
The abstraction of the runtime monitoring must be deterministic and sound. It has to
preserve the distinction between safe and unsafe system behavior. Only safety unrelated
information may be discarded from the input space of the function. The abstraction
has to deterministically and soundly abstract all safety-related elements in the system
data. Each element must always be abstracted to the identical abstract parameters in
the abstract representation of the runtime monitoring framework. Entities in the system
data, which relate to different system behavior — safe and unsafe system behavior —,
must not be identically classified into the same abstract parameter.
The abstraction layer consists of two components — the input abstraction and output
abstraction. Each component is described in more detail in the following sections.
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5.3.2.1. Input Abstraction
The component input abstraction of the abstraction layer encapsulates the transformation
between the input data of the function and the abstract representation used for qualitative
and quantitative runtime monitoring (cf. Fig. 5.1). As described in detail later in
Chapter 6, data types, and values of the abstract representation are derived from the
system requirements and safety criteria.
An abstraction formula is defined for each data type of the abstract representation. The
abstraction formula defines the calculation of an abstract data type from the input data
of the function. In every processing cycle, all abstraction formulas of the input abstraction
are processed in order to update the values for the abstract representation from the
current data of the function’s input interface — the statestate of the autonomous vehicle
system and its environment. The output of the input abstraction — an instance of the
abstract representation — is used by the abstract function of the qualitative monitoring
layer to process the set of safe system action. The current instance of the abstract
representation is compared by the situation monitoring with its knowledge of known and
verified abstract situations.
The abstraction of system data for the output of the function is described in the following
sections.
5.3.2.2. Output Abstraction
Similar to the input abstraction, the output abstraction process an abstract representation
of the function’s output (cf. Fig. 5.1). The abstract representation for the output
abstraction is derived from the same requirements and safety criteria as used for the
input abstraction. The abstract representation of the function’s output is also denoted
as abstract action or abstract behavior . For each processing cycle, the intended system
behavior as output of the function is processed into the abstract representation. The
intended system behavior has to be represented on the same abstraction level as the
abstract representation of the input abstraction. For the qualitative runtime monitoring
(cf. Section 5.4), the abstract action of the function is compared by the conformity
oracle to the output of the abstract function — the set of safe abstract behavior by the
autonomous vehicle system (cf. Fig. 5.1).
Definition 5.1 (Abstract Action / Abstract Behavior). Abstract action or abstract
behavior defines an instance of the abstract representation in the runtime monitoring
framework for the output of the function resp. the behavior of the autonomous vehicle
system.
The structure of the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring layers and their
usages of the abstract representations are described in the following sections.
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5.4. Qualitative Monitoring Layer
The qualitative runtime monitoring evaluates the correctness and safety of the function
on an abstract level. It consists of the abstract function and the conformity oracle (cf.
Fig. 5.1). The abstract function processes a set of correct and safe actions for the function
in the current abstract situation. The conformity oracle compares the abstracted output
from the function with the set of correct and safe abstract actions from the abstract
function.
The components of the qualitative monitoring layer are identically used in simulations
in simulations of the system verification and during operation of autonomous vehicle
systems in the real world. In simulations, the abstract function and conformity oracle
are used as test oracles. They automatically evaluate the behavior of the functions in
these simulations (cf. Section 6.2.3.4.2). In the early stages of the application in the
simulations, results of qualitative runtime monitoring should be validated by engineers
in order to ensure the correct implementation of the abstraction, abstract function, and
conformity oracle. During operation in the real world, the qualitative runtime monitoring
acts as a safety monitor (cf. Section 7.1.1). In case the qualitative runtime monitoring
detects any unsafe behavior of the function, safety measures can be initiated and the
system state of system and environment can be logged for later analysis.
The components of the qualitative monitoring layer — abstract function and conformity
oracle — are described in more detail in the following sections.
5.4.1. Abstract Function
The abstract function represents a second instance of the system’s function, which reasons
about the function’s behavior on the abstraction level (cf. Fig. 5.1). Opposed to the
function of the autonomous vehicle system, the abstract function does not process one
single action for the system but determines a set of correct and safe actions based on the
current abstract situation. The abstract situation is processed by the input abstraction
(cf. Section 5.3.2.1).
The abstract function is defined based on the qualitative invariants contained in the spec-
ification, requirements, and safety criteria of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Chapter 6).
While the entities of the requirements and safety criteria are used to define the data
types and their values for the input abstraction and output abstraction, the qualitative
invariants over these data types are implemented by the abstract function. The evaluation
of the qualitative invariants by the abstract function leads to the exclusion of incorrect
and unsafe actions for the function. The output of the abstract function is the set of
correct and safe abstract actions for the function. The output of the abstract function is
used by the conformity oracle to evaluate the actual output action of the function. The
conformity oracle is described in the following section.
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5.4.2. Conformity Oracle
The conformity oracle evaluates the correctness and safety of the function by comparing
the actual output of the function with the output of the abstract function (cf. Fig. 5.1).
The oracle will evaluate the behavior of the function as correct and safe, if the abstracted
output action from the function resides within the set of safe and correct abstract actions
processed by the abstract function. The comparison of the conformity oracle includes the
check of abstract actions from the abstract function and output abstraction for equivalence.
Some use cases may require to consider probability distributions in the comparison by
the conformity oracle instead of object equivalence. Before this comparison, the actual
output action of the function is preprocessed by the output abstraction.
In case, the behavior of the function has been judged as unsafe by the conformity oracle,
the abstract action and corresponding abstract situations are logged for further analysis
(cf. Fig. 5.1). The verdict of the conformity oracle is further used during operation
for the initiation of safety measures in order to reduce the emerging risks of unsafe
function behavior. The selection and execution of appropriate safety measures for a
critical situation can become very complex. For this reason, selection and execution of
safety measures are beyond the scope of this thesis.
In addition to the qualitative monitoring of the correctness and safety, the runtime moni-
toring framework also monitors the encountered abstract situations in order to quantify
the scope of its qualitative monitoring statements. The structure of the quantitative
runtime monitoring are described in the following section.
5.5. Quantitative Monitoring Layer
The quantitative monitoring layer assesses the scope of qualitative statements about
autonomous vehicle systems. Qualitative statements can either be obtained automatically
by the quantitative runtime monitoring or manually evaluated by engineers during
simulations of the system verification. Qualitative statements will be assumed as reliable
and sound for real-world situations if the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems has
been verified and validated in these situations.
The application of qualitative statements to the unknown real world is not sound.
Autonomous vehicle systems may exhibit diverging and unsafe behavior in real-world
situations even if similar situations have been verified in the simulations of the system
verification. The autonomous vehicle system has to be verified in these particular systems.
During operation in the real world, the scopes of qualitative statements have to be
evaluated in all encountered situations in order to ensure the safety of the autonomous
vehicle systems. The quantitative monitoring layer establishes the tested situation
knowledge with known and verified abstract situations (cf. Fig. 5.1). The validity
of qualitative statements for the autonomous vehicle systems have been verified and
validated in these known and verified abstract situations in simulations of the system
verification (cf. Section 3.6). The tested situation knowledge can be used during operation
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in the real world to evaluate the scope of qualitative statements for the autonomous
vehicle systems.
The components situation monitor and situation oracle compare and record the abstract
situations which are processed by the input abstraction (cf. Fig. 5.1). During operation,
encountered abstract situations are compared with the knowledge of known and verified
abstract situations from the simulations. Unknown abstract situations are recorded in
order to address these situations by additional improvements of the autonomous vehicle
systems.
5.5.1. Situation Monitor and Situation Knowledge
The situation monitor is responsible for the data flow within the quantitative monitoring
layer and the tested situation knoweldge(cf. Fig. 5.1). At initialization time, the situation
monitor ensures that the tested situation knoweldge contains solely unique abstract
situations and discards any duplicated situations. The current abstract situation from
the input abstraction and the abstract situations of the tested situation knowledge are
provided to situation oracle for comparison. The situation oraclei is described in the
following section.
5.5.2. Situation Oracle
The situation oracle compares each abstract situation from the input abstraction with
the known and verified abstract situations in the tested situation knowledge (cf. Fig. 5.1).
Any encountered unknown abstract situations are logged for further analysis in the system
evolution (cf. Section 3.1.2). Similar to the conformity oracle (cf. Section 5.4.2), the
comparison results of the situation oracle can be used to initiate safety measures and
to immediately mitigate the emerging increased risks in the unknown and unverified
situations.
The comparison of abstract situations by the situation oracle commonly requires the
explicit implementation of the equivalence functions. Common equivalence functions,
e.g., for integer or float arithmetics, are not applicable for the complex data types of the
abstract representation (cf Section 6.2.2.2.1). For each complex data type of the abstract
representation, a corresponding equivalence function has to be implemented. In some use
cases, the implementation may incorporate probability distributions under consideration
of uncertainties.
The definition and implementation of the runtime monitoring framework and its compo-
nents are presented in the following chapter. Chapter 6 also describes the application of
the qualitative runtime monitoring as oracle and the training of the tested situation know-
eldge in simulations of the system verification. The runtime monitoring of autonomous
vehicle systems during operation in the real world is present in Chapter 7.
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The components of the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Chapter 5) are implemented
based on artifacts from the development of autonomous vehicle systems. The qualitative
runtime monitoring depends on the requirements and specifications of autonomous vehicle
systems while the quantitative runtime monitoring depends on the test scenarios and
test cases for the system verification in simulations. As shown in Fig. 6.1, requirements
from the system specification are used to define the input abstraction, output abstraction,
abstract function, and conformity oracle in order to verify the safe and correct behavior
of autonomous vehicle systems. For the quantitative runtime monitoring, the recorded
abstract situations from the execution of test cases in simulations are used as knowledge
for the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real
world.
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Figure 6.1.: Generation of Runtime Monitoring Components.
The development of runtime monitoring components is described in Section 6.2. In
Section 6.3, the usage of runtime monitoring framework in simulations is presented. In
the next section, the formal foundation of the runtime monitoring is introduced.
6.1. Formal Representation of the Runtime Monitoring
The formal representation defines the common core functions and characteristic properties
of the runtime monitoring framework, its components, and its interfaces allowing the
implementation of the runtime monitoring framework for different autonomous vehicle
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systems. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the formal representation defines runtime monitoring
framework by its domains and its functions. The functions fI , fS, fO, and A correspond
to the components input abstraction, function, output abstract, and abstract function
in the architecture of the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Fig. 5.1). The domains
represent sets of data objects which are used by the runtime monitoring framework for
the reasoning about the qualitative properties of autonomous vehicle systems and their
quantitative scopes. The definition of the monitoring domains is described inSection 6.1.1
and the monitoring functions is presented in Section 6.1.2.
The formal representation enables the definition of a correctness condition for the system
behavior and a soundness property for the runtime monitoring framework based on the
functions and independent from the concrete autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Fig. 6.2).
Any implementation of the runtime monitoring framework has to satisfy these properties.
Violations of these properties compromise the overall validity of the runtime monitoring
and its results. The correctness condition is presented in Section 6.1.3 while the soundness
property is described in Section 6.1.4
6.1.1. Domains
Four domains DIS, DOS , DIA, DOA are defined for the runtime monitoring (cf. Fig. 6.2).
The four domains are defined as followed:
DIS depicts the input domain for the function of the autonomous vehicle system (cf.
Fig. 5.1). The domain DIS is induced by the data types, their properties, and
associations between them which are used by the autonomous vehicle system to
describe and reason about itself and the vehicle’s environment. The input domain
DIS for the lane change assistant is shown in Fig. 3.9.
DOS is the output domain of the function (cf. Fig. 5.1). It represents the set of actions
which the monitored function may process as output. The output domain DOS for
the lane change assistant is depict by Fig. 3.13.
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DIA depicts the input domain of the runtime monitoring framework. As co-domain of the
abstraction (cf. Fig. 5.1), DIA represents the abstract representation of the domain
DIS. The domain DIA is defined by a typed first-order logic (cf. Section 2.4) from
the requirements of each particular autonomous vehicle system. The definition
of domain DIA is described in Section 6.2.2.2. For the lane change assistant, the
abstract state of the autonomous vehicle systems and their environments (abstract
situation) is represented by the domain DIA (cf. Fig. A.2).
DOA depicts the abstract representation of all possible outputs of the function (cf. Fig. 5.1)
and the co-domain of the abstract function and output abstraction. The domain
encompasses all actions for an autonomous vehicle system which are considered by
the system’s requirements. Similar to the domain DIA, the domain DOA is defined by
a typed first-order logic from the system requirements (cf. Section 6.2.2.2). For the
lane change assistant, the possible target lanes for lane changes define the domain
DOA .
The domains DIS, DOS ⊆ DS are given by the autonomous vehicle systems. Domain DS
encapsulates all objects for the data types of the autonomous vehicle systems. The
domains DIA,DOA ⊆ DA have to be defined for the runtime monitoring based on the
requirements of each particular autonomous vehicle system. Similar to DS, the domain
DA encapsulates all data objects used by the runtime monitoring of an autonomous
vehicle system.
The domains DIS,DOS ⊆ DS represent the interfaces between the runtime monitoring
framework and autonomous vehicle systems. Both domains have to be selected and
formalized in conjunction with the definition of the domains DIA,DOA ⊆ DA. The system
data is subject to the development of the autonomous vehicle system, but multiple data
interfaces within autonomous vehicle systems can be selected and aggregated to represent
the domains DS. The overall set of data elements by these interfaces has to be adequate
for the input abstraction and output abstraction to process all necessary data elements
for the domains DA. Otherwise, not all data elements of the abstract representations
DA can be processed in order to evaluate the requirements of the autonomous vehicle
systems entirely.
Besides the four domains for the runtime monitoring framework, four functions are
included in the formalization of runtime monitoring (cf. Fig. 6.2). The four functions are
described in the following section.
6.1.2. Functions
For the qualitative runtime monitoring , three functions are defined (cf. Fig. 6.2). These
three functions fI , fA, and fO correspond to the components of the framework (cf.
Fig. 5.1); function fI represents the input abstraction, function fA corresponds to the
abstract function, and function fO represents the output abstraction. Additional to these
three functions for the runtime monitoring framework, the function fS represents the
original function of the autonomous vehicle system (cf. Fig. 5.1). The functions are
defined as followed:
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fI : DIS → DIA (6.1)
fA : DIA → 2D
O
A (6.2)
fO : DOS → DOA (6.3)
fS : DIS → DOS (6.4)
The abstract function fA differentiates from the other functions fI , fO, and fS. The
output of abstract function fA is a set of elements from domain DOA — the safe actions
for the autonomous vehicle systems in the (current) abstract situation from domain DIA.
In general, none of the functions is injective (cf. Eqs. (6.1) to (6.4)). The functions
fI and fO are abstractions; multiple elements of their input domains DIS resp. DOS are
mapped to identical elements of their output domains DIA resp. DOA . Functions fA and
fS process identical system actions for different inputs from the domains DIS resp. DIA.
For example, the lane change assistant (fS) initiates lane changes to the left neighbor
lane (output in DOS ) in various different traffic situations (inputs from DIS). The identical
applies to the abstract function fA. The abstract function just processes the set of actions
from DOA identically for various abstract situations from domain DIA.
Ideally, all functions Eqs. (6.1) to (6.4) are surjective. Every element of the functions’
co-domains can be processed. However, cases arise in which the functions Eqs. (6.1)
to (6.4) will not be surjective. Requirements may define unrealistic objects leading to
the fuzzy definition of functions’ co-domains. Functions are unlikely to process these
fuzzy objects b based on realistic input from the autonomous vehicle system. Other cases
are insufficient interfaces to the autonomous vehicle systems. The available data by the
autonomous vehicle systems may be insufficient to process the complete co-domains.
Implementations of functions Eqs. (6.1) and (6.3) for the abstraction of system input and
system output need not to be deterministic. Each processing cycle, the functions fI and
fO transform an element from the input domain into an element of the output domain.
For the lane change assistant, identical situation representations from the autonomous
vehicle system (DIS) have to be transformed by the input abstraction (function fI) to the
same abstract situation (DIA). These transformations are independent of the history of
the system inputs (DIS). However, internal states within transformations may vary for
identical inputs in different processing cycles leading to nondeterministic transformations
(cf. [Flo67]). The same applies to the output abstraction (function fO). For the runtime
monitoring, the data history during operation is given by the sequence of states in the
domain DIA.
The system function fS is nondeterministic. Different system actions may be selected
for identical inputs. The selection of system actions in the behavior planning requires
non-deterministic choices if the reward for multiple paths in the belief tree is the same
(cf. Section 3.3.1.3).
Opposed to the system function fS, the abstract function fA of the runtime monitoring
framework does not process one final system action but a set of correct and safe system
actions 2DOA . The processing of the abstract function fA can be nondeterministic. The
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internal states of the abstract function fA may be inconsistent for identical input situations
in different processing cycles even though the abstract function fA processes identical sets
of system actions for identical input situations. The abstract function fA can even process
diverging outputs for identical input situations if its internal states rely on information
from the infinite history of inputs.
In addition to the definition of the domains and functions, a condition for correct and
safe system behavior is defined. This correctness condition is presented in the following
section.
6.1.3. Correctness Condition
The processing of system function fS will be safe and correct if the Eq. (6.5) is satisfied.
The processing of inputs about the system and environment state x ∈ DIS by the system
function fS and output abstraction fO have to match the results of the processing by
input abstraction fI and abstract function fA for identical inputs x. The evaluation
of Eq. (6.5) is subject to each autonomous vehicle system and is implemented by the
conformity oracle.
∀x ∈ DIS : fO (fS (x)) ∈ fA (fI (x)) (6.5)
The conformity oracle is implemented as a function over DOA . It evaluates if the output
by the output abstraction fO is included in the power set of the abstract function fA (cf.
Eq. (6.6)). The output of the conformity oracle resides in {True,False} and indicates
the compliance of the system function fS to its qualitative properties. In Fig. 6.2, the
conformity oracle is omitted for simplicity reasons.
fC : DOA × 2D
O
A → {True,False} (6.6)
All statements by the runtime monitoring framework about correct and safe system
behavior require the runtime monitoring to be sound. The following section introduces
a soundness property for the runtime monitoring framework. This soundness property
addresses the semantic identity of the semantic interpretations in the system domains
and the runtime monitoring domains. Otherwise, the validity of statements about correct
and safe system behavior cannot be guaranteed.
6.1.4. Soundness property
The abstraction by the runtime monitoring framework has a significant impact on the
validity of statements about the correctness and safety for autonomous vehicle systems.
Interpretations in the semantic domain S have to be maintained. The semantic domain
S can be infinite.
Two functions cS and cA can be defined; function cS maps elements from the domain DIS
to the semantic domain S and cA maps elements from the domain DIA to the semantic
domain S.
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cS : DIS → S (6.7)
cA : DIA → S (6.8)
An example of a semantic domain is the safety of autonomous vehicle systems in traffic
situations. The behavior of autonomous vehicle systems can be judged as safe or unsafe
for encountered real-world traffic situations (cf. Section 3.8.1). In this example, the
interpretations of the semantic domain S are S = {Safe,Unsafe}.
Functions cS and cA need not to be injective nor subjective. The interpretations in the
semantic domain S can be vast or even infinite but not all interpretations have to be
considered by functions cS and cA. Multiple objects of domains DIS resp. DIA may have
identical semantic interpretations in S.
The validities of statements require the abstraction by functions fI and fO to maintain
the same interpretation in the semantic domain S. The functions fI and fO must not
abstract two different elements from DIS resp. DOS which relate to different elements in the
semantic domain S into objects in the domains DIA resp. DOA with identical interpretation
in S. The same applies to the opposite case — two elements from DIS resp. DOS with
identical interpretation in S must not have diverging interpretations after application
of fI resp. fO. The Eq. (6.9) defines the consistency of the semantic interpretation for
f ∈ {fI , fO}. It must hold for fI and fO at all times.
∀s1, s2 ∈ DIS s.t. a1 = f (s1) ∧ a2 = f (s2) ∧ cA (a1) = cA (a2)⇔ cS (s1) = cS (s2) (6.9)
For the quantitative runtime monitoring, no further functions or domains have to be
defined. The quantitative runtime monitoring solely records and compares instances of
the abstract representation DIA. Therefore, only the relation to the comparison of abstract
representations has to be defined. The implementation of the recording is described in
Section 6.2.3.5.
The formalization of the runtime monitoring forms the foundation for the implementation
of the runtime monitoring framework. Domains and functions of the runtime monitoring
framework have to be defined based on the requirements for the autonomous vehicle
systems. The development process of the runtime monitoring framework is described in
the following section
6.2. Development of Runtime Monitors
The development of the runtime monitoring framework is performed concurrently to the
development of autonomous vehicle systems because the runtime monitoring framework
depends on interfaces and requirements of each particular autonomous vehicle system.
These requirements have to describe correct and safe resp. incorrect and unsafe system
behavior sufficiently.
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Figure 6.3.: Integration of the monitor development into the development of autonomous
vehicle functions.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, the development of runtime monitors starts with the selection
of system interfaces and requirements in collaboration with requirements analysis for
autonomous vehicle systems. These requirements are commonly defined in natural
language and have to be analyzed and formalized as formal logic in order to define the
domains DIA, DOA and functions fI , fA, fO of the runtime monitoring. As result of the
monitor formalization, each considered requirement is expressed by one or more formulas.
These formulas are implemented as runtime monitors (cf. Section 2.3.1). Sections 6.2.1
to 6.2.3 describe the development activities for runtime monitoring framework in more
detail.
6.2.1. Selection of Interface and Requirements
Relevant requirements for the runtime monitoring are selected by domain and safety
experts from the overall set of requirements for autonomous vehicle systems in the
requirements analysis (cf. Section 3.2). These requirements have to describe the correct
and safe resp. incorrect and unsafe system behavior of autonomous vehicle systems which
shall be supervised by the runtime monitoring framework sufficiently.
Safety-related requirements are of special interested for the runtime monitoring. Safety
requirements define constraints on the basic functionality in order to maintain the
system’s resp. function’s correctness and safety (cf. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3). Compared
to traditional E/E systems in the automotive domain, requirements for autonomous
vehicle systems have to address the common internal properties and conditions of these
systems and their environments. Following the open-world assumption, the requirements
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inherent an uncertainty to sufficiently represent the complex nature of the real world
and all its objects and properties (cf. Section 3.8.1).
Additional to the selection of relevant safety requirements, interfaces of autonomous
vehicle systems are identified and selected as data sources for the runtime monitoring. A
sufficient definition of these interfaces in the early stages of the development supports
the independence between the further development of the autonomous vehicle systems
and the runtime monitoring framework. In an ideal case, this dependency reaches till
their integration of implementations with each other for verification in simulation and
validation during operation in the real world (cf. Fig. 6.3).
However, all development decisions regarding requirements, system behavior, and in-
terfaces in the further development phase of autonomous vehicle systems have to be
considered in the development of the runtime monitoring framework.
For the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework, interfaces between system
and framework as well as the monitoring components have to be formalized. This
formalization is described in Section 6.2.2. The implementation of each monitoring
component is presented in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.2. Formalization of Interfaces and Requirements
The definition of domains and functions for the runtime monitoring framework (cf.
Fig. 6.2) requires the identification of objects, types, and their relations which are
present in considered requirements of the autonomous vehicle systems. Requirements
are commonly formulated in natural language leading to the possibility of ambiguous
formulations. Such ambiguous formulations make it difficult to correctly identify contained
objects, types, and their relations (cf. [Ber10; Kan15]). The implementation of the
runtime monitoring framework requires requirements to sufficiently describe relevant
conditions for the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems. Domain experts are required
to analyze requirements and to enrich them with information which have been omitted
in the requirements analysis but which are necessary for the runtime monitoring. This
analysis includes implicit domain knowledge which engineers assume in the requirements
engineering but do not explicitly express in the requirements.
For the definition of interfaces and runtime monitors, a formalization process is applied
to requirements which are considered for the runtime monitoring. Other formalization
approaches can be found in [Bec+14; Ber10; Cim+10; Kan15]. In this monitor formal-
ization, requirements in natural language are transformed into typed first-order logic
(cf. Section 2.4) based on the result from a pattern-based analysis. The pattern-based
analysis helps engineers to explicitly formulate previous implicit domain knowledge in
the requirements (cf. [ADT14]). The typed first-order logic can be directly implemented
as software runtime monitors.
As a result of the monitor formalization, each safety requirement is expressed by a
formula in typed first-order logic. These formulas define the types, objects, and relations
which constitute the domains DIA, DOA and functions fI , fA, fO. Types and objects define
the domains of the runtime monitoring DIA, DOA while the abstract function fA evaluates
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action part condition state condition part
restriction system action condition subject property activity relation object/value property conjunction
Figure 6.4.: Requirements pattern.
predicates over the elements of these domains in order to reason about the correctness
and safety of the system behavior.
Example 6.1. The system shall be able to consider fast objects on the neighbor lane
approaching the ego vehicle from behind with at least 5 m/s relative velocity for a lane
change to the left neighbor lane.
Example 6.1 displays an extended version of a requirement from the lane change assistant
(cf. Section 3.2. In the following sections, Example 6.1 is used as the running example
for the description of monitor formalization.
The pattern and its application in the monitor formalization is described in Section 6.2.2.1.
Section 6.2.2.2 presents the definition of types, variables, functions, predicates, and
formulas of the typed first-order logic from the analyzed requirements.
6.2.2.1. Pattern-based Analysis of System Requirements
For valid and comprehensive results of the runtime monitoring framework, system
requirements for autonomous vehicle systems have to describe these systems as well as
their environments sufficiently precise. Nevertheless, engineers often implicitly assume
domain knowledge for the definition of requirements in the requirement engineering. Any
implicitly assumed domain knowledge is difficult — if not impossible — to be correctly
implemented by the algorithms of the runtime monitoring framework.
A pattern-based approach similar to [Bit01; Kan15; Mac+14] is used for the formalization
and structuring of requirements in order to address the problem of imprecise and
ambiguous requirements. The requirements pattern (cf. Fig. 6.4) requires engineers to
explicitly expressed all necessary domain knowledge in the requirements for the runtime
monitoring. For example, properties of objects such as distance or position are seldom
explicitly mentioned in requirements but assumed from the contexts of these requirements.
Therefore, the requirements pattern reduces the potential ambiguity of requirements
and failures in the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework. Requirements
considered for the runtime monitoring have to formulated that their phrases match the
categories of the pattern in order to define objects, types, and their relations for the
domains and functions of the runtime monitoring. This restriction for the formulation
of sentences leads to the consideration of pattern-based formalization approaches as
restricted natural language (cf. [THH06]).
The high level structure of the requirement pattern reflects the relationship of system
inputs and outputs which the runtime monitor framework is supervising. The pattern
format consists of a condition about the current state of the system and its environment
(state condition part) and a corresponding implication of a system action (action part).
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Table 6.1.: Possible wording for relation in natural language requirements.
on next behind before parallel
less (than) more (than) equal to within / in
In formal logic, this would relate to statecondition → action. In Fig. 6.4, the action
part corresponds to the part of the requirement prior to the condition (cf. “No lane
change” in Example 6.1). The state condition part corresponds to the remain part of
the requirement and is introduced by the condition if. The if-condition separates state
condition part and action part and implicitly represents the implication between them.
The state condition part and action part of the requirement pattern is described in more
detail in the following sections.
6.2.2.1.1. State Condition Part
The state condition part commence with an object (the condition’s subject) and its
property. The object can be the system, a single real-world object, e.g., a bicycle, but
also a variable for a set of real-world elements, like, e.g., vehicles. The property defines a
particular property of these objects about which is reasoned in the condition.
The activity follows the object property. The activity refers to the verb of the requirement
which commonly describes an action or state of the subject. For example, the description
of the object’s property’s current state (to be) is a fundamental activity element. Other
activities include, e.g., to move, to drive, or to overturn.
The activity is followed by a condition in relation to another object, in relation to a
explicit property value, or a relation to an explicit property value of another object.
A incomplete list of possible relations is presented in Table 6.1. The related object is
represented in Fig. 6.4 by the object category while or the concrete property value of the
subject is depict by the data type value category in Fig. 6.4.
The application of the pattern from Fig. 6.4) for Example 6.1 is shown in Fig. 6.5.
It is apparent that several modifications have been necessary. The pattern defines
one condition for one particular property of an object (subject). Requirements, like
Example 6.1, may include conditions for multiple object properties. Each property
condition in a requirement has to be separately expressed in order to reason about
the object properties in the formal logic without any ambiguity and side effects. All
distinctive conditions are aggregated in the state condition part by conjunctions in order
to correctly represent the initial requirement.
The Example 6.1 contains two conditions. The first two conditions in Fig. 6.5 reason
about a object property (vehicle position) in relation to other objects. The first condition
reasons about the position of a vehicle in relation (on) to the road lane (left neighbor lane)
while the second conditions reasons about the position of the vehicle in relation (behind)
to the automated ego vehicle. The third condition evaluates a the object property
(vehicle relative velocity) in relation to a defined property value (5 m s−1) (cf. third line
of Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.5.: Application of the requirement pattern for Example 6.1.
The second category property has been omitted for (cf. Example 6.1 because the position
and relative velocity of the vehicle are evaluate in relation to other objects and not the
objects’ properties (cf. Fig. 6.5).
Relations in requirements can not only relate to one object but also a list of objects. Our
requirements pattern can address this description in natural language requirements by
transforming conditions with sets of related objects into multiple atomic conditions with
each just having one related object. These atomic conditions are combined by and or or
to represent the identical state condition. This way the number of atomic conditions for
a state condition part increases but each atomic condition has only one relation between
two objects and their properties (data values). Multiple different state conditions can be
combined if they relate to the same set of actions. For example, in the second line of
Fig. 6.5 the action part is grayed while an and-conjunction is added to the first part.
For the results displayed in Fig. 6.5, additional changes have been introduced in order to
further reduce the ambiguity of the requirement (cf. Example 6.1). The activity verb
of the requirement has been changed from “to consider” to “to be” has been added as
corresponding system action in order to avoid the ambiguity of “to consider”. The atomic
condition addressing the “relative velocity” has been reordered and “relative velocity” has
been explicitly defined as object property rather than as data type in order to properly
fit the pattern.
The second part of the pattern about required or restricted system actions is described
in the following section.
6.2.2.1.2. Action Part
The action part of the pattern primarily consists of the system actions which refer to
the possible output of the system function fS (cf. Fig. 6.4) . As the runtime monitoring
focuses on safety related requirements, the action part may require mandatory actions or
restrict the execution of actions by the system function fS under the specific conditions
of the state condition part. The pattern introduces the optional element restriction in the
action part for the restriction of system actions (cf. Fig. 6.4). Multiple system actions
considered with one state condition part can be conjuncted by and or or — similar to
the conjunction used for multiple atomic conditions. More complex system actions have
to be analyzed and formalized in the same way as the state condition part.
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In the application of the pattern to Example 6.1 (cf. Fig. 6.5), the initial term “to
consider” from Example 6.1 is substituted by the restriction of an lane change (“No
lane change”). The action part of the pattern has to relate to actions or behavior of
the system. The initial term “to consider” in Example 6.1 is ambiguous and does not
relate to any action by the lane change assistant. The action “lane change” represent the
implicit meaning of the term “to consider” in Example 6.1; to check the conditions for
the vehicle environment prior to changing to the left lane. As the Example 6.1 represents
an exclusion of a lane change in the specific conditions, the system action has to also be
restricted (“No lane change to the left lane”).
The categorization of requirements by the pattern (cf. Fig. 6.4) enables the representation
of requirements in formal logic. Objects, types, and relation defining the domains DIA,
and DOA can be identified. Relations between objects and types are used in the definition
of functions fI , fA, and fO. The definition of requirements in formal logic for the runtime
monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems is described in the following section.
6.2.2.2. Definition of Typed first-order Logic
For the definition of domains DIA, DOA and functions fI , fA, fO, all patterned requirements
(cf. Fig. 6.4) are transformed into typed first-order logic (cf. Section 2.4). The formal
description as formulas enables the identification of types, objects, and relations defining
these domains and functions for the runtime monitoring framework. The typed first-order
logic has been introduced first in [BHS07]. A type hierarchy is defined which allows the
binding of variables, functions, and relations to specific types (cf. Section 2.4.1). The
type hierarchy is similar to the data structures in [Cim+10; Kan15]. Further details
about this typed first-order logic are given in Section 2.4.
First-Order logic is necessary because runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems
requires the reasoning about multiple (all) objects of a particular type. Considering the
open-world assumption (cf. Section 3.8.1), the quantification over objects is essential in
order to correctly address the infinite sets of objects in systems’ real-world environments.
For example, the safety of the lane change assistant depends on the positioning of all
vehicles in the vicinity of the autonomous vehicle. Propositional logic cannot reason
about individual objects, sets of objects, and relations among them in sufficient detail for
the runtime monitoring (cf. [BHS07; BKV13]). Propositional logic could only evaluate if
specific zones in the vicinity of the automated ego vehicle are occupied but would not allow
any reasoning about the individual behavior of traffic participants. Knowledge about
interactions between other traffic participants and the autonomous vehicle systems is vital
for the improvement of autonomous vehicle systems based on the runtime monitoring
results. The modeling of world traffic situations in test scenarios and test cases requires
the explicit description of individual real-world objects in the runtime monitoring results
(cf. Section 7.2.2.
The following sections describe the definition of types, variables, functions, predicates,
and formulas of the typed first-order logic for the runtime monitoring from patterned
requirements (cf. Section 2.4).
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6.2.2.2.1. Types and Co-Domains
For the typed first-order logic of the runtime monitoring, types have to be identified for
the objects in the requirements in order to reason about the real world on an abstract
level. A type defines a class of real-world objects which share the similar properties (cf.
Section 6.2.2.2.1). The definition of types includes the definition of their value ranges
— the set of abstract values which objects of this type can adopt in the formal logic.
The types identified in the requirements define the domains DIA and DOA for the runtime
monitoring framework (cf. Fig. 6.2).
Each requirement commonly defines multiple types for the typed first-order logic. As
shown in Fig. 6.4, types are defined for each element of the pattern categories subject,
object, as well as their properties. Example 6.1) defines the types vehicle, lane, relative
velocity, (lane) position, and (relative) position (cf. Fig. 6.5). Any type may occur in
multiple requirements.
Types define ranges of possible values. For the runtime monitoring framework, ranges of
values for types of the domains DIA and DOA are defined by the objects and data values
within predicates of the requirements (cf. Section 2.4.2). Complex objects and data types
have to be distinguished for the typing of the first-order logic. Complex objects refer to
real-world objects while data values which define limits on measurable types. An order
relation commonly sorts the values of a data type. The order relation is not mandatory
for complex objects which represent real-world objects. Sets of complex objects and value
ranges of data types need not to be finite and denumerable. Standard data types with
infinite domains are, e.g., integer, float, and real. For the lane change assistant, the set
of possible objects for the type vehicle is infinite but denumerable.
Objects in predicates (cf. category object in Fig. 6.4) refer to explicit object instances.
An object instances represents one particular object in the set of possible object for the
particular type. In Fig. 6.5, the terms left neighbor lane and ego vehicle in the category
object refer to real world objects; left neighbor lane refers to a specific real world lane
and ego vehicle refers to the automated (ego) vehicle. Each object instance is denoted
by unique identifier or uniquely descriptive adjectives, e.g., left lane or right lane (cf.
Fig. 6.5).
In the first-order logic, each specific object is represented as constant — a nullary function
symbol. For the runtime monitoring framework, these object instances represent a subset
of possible values for the corresponding type. There may not exist any universally defined
order relation for objects of such types.
For the lane change assistant, the ego vehicle is an explicit object instance for the type
Vehicle but there is a infinite number of other vehicles which have to be considered for the
runtime monitoring. The type lane only considers the relevant lanes for intimidate lane
changes, the left and right adjacent lanes, and the (ego) lane on which the automated
vehicle drives as object instances: DLane = {Left,Ego,Right}. The three lanes define the
complete range of values for the type lane while the object ego vehicle represents a subset
of the possible values for the type vehicle.
For the runtime monitoring, additional types are introduced alongside existing primitive
data types, e.g., integer, float, or real, in order to describe abstract value ranges of object
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Figure 6.6.: Definition of abstract values for types.
properties. Value limits of predicates commonly refer to number-valued types which can
be measured by the autonomous vehicle system (cf. relative velocity in Example 6.1).
These types commonly define an order relation on their values, e.g., integer, float, or real.
Such order relations allow the definition of abstract intervals from the number-valued
types as abstract values for the corresponding types in DIA resp. DOA . For each limit, two
intervals are defined: one interval matching the limit of the predicate and one interval
violating the predicates limit (cf. Fig. 6.6a). Each interval is denoted in the runtime
monitoring framework as a unique object by its unique identifier. In the case predicates
define various limits for the same number-valued type, multiple abstract values are
defined for this type in DIA resp. DOA in order to correctly represent the intersection of to
match the intersection of intervals over the limits (cf. Fig. 6.6b).
Equation (6.11) shows the definition of abstract values for the relative velocity in
Example 6.1). For the predicate “more than 5 m/s” of Example 6.1) (cf. Fig. 6.5),
one interval LOWER is defined for values lower than 5 m/s and one interval HIGHER
is defined for values equal or higher than 5 m/s. Values for the relative velocity are
transformed accordingly to the abstract values LOWER resp. HIGHER (cf. function
fV elI in Eq. (6.11)).
DRelativeV elocity = {LOWER,HIGHER} (6.10)
fV elI : R→ DRelativeV elocity (6.11)
fV elI (−0.2) = LOWER (6.12)
fV elI (4.1) = LOWER (6.13)
fV elI (5.0) = HIGHER (6.14)
fV elI (120.0) = HIGHER (6.15)
For the evaluation of predicates (cf. Section 2.4.2) by the runtime monitoring framework,
the order relation for number-valued types from the domains DS has to be maintained
for the range of abstract values of corresponding types in DA. The order relation on
the abstract values of DA enables to referencing of subsets of valid values in predicates.
Otherwise, predicates referring to value limits cannot be easily evaluated for types with
sets of abstract values of 3 or more elements. Otherwise, each abstract value which meets
the limit, e.g., 5 m/s, would have to be independently compared to the current abstract
value of the evaluated object property.
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In case, an additional requirement introduces another limit for the relative velocity, the
set of abstract values has to be extended by refinement of affected intervals. Let’s say the
additional requirement defines the condition “equal or higher than 10 m/s”, the abstract
value HIGHER has to be refined. As shown in Eq. (6.17), the domain DRelativeV elocity
is extended by the abstract value MID to represent concrete values between 5 m/s
and 10 m/s. The order relation on these abstract values — LOWER<MID<HIGHER
— ensures that the requirements can efficiently evaluated in the implementation. All
abstract values larger or equal MID satisfy the condition “equal or higher than 5 m/s”.
Abstract values lower and equal MID violate the condition “equal or higher than 5 m/s”.
D′RelativeV elocity = {LOWER,MID,HIGHER} (6.16)
F V elI : R→ D
′
RelativeV elocity (6.17)
F V elI (−0.2) = LOWER (6.18)
F V elI (4.1) = LOWER (6.19)
F V elI (5.0) = MID (6.20)
F V elI (120.0) = HIGHER (6.21)
Requirements may be an underspecification of the real world. In the real world, objects
may occur in the real world situations which do not match any defined type of the
requirements resp. the runtime mounting framework. As consequence, an out-of-range
element is introduced for each type. As processing result of the input abstraction fI or
output abstraction fO, a type-specific out-of-range element indicates a processing error
or the insufficient consideration of the real world by the requirements. The domain for
the relative velocity (cf. Eq. (6.11)) would be extended by its type-specific out-of-range
element OOR to
D∗RelativeV elocity = {LOWER,HIGHER,OOR} . (6.22)
However, the out-of-range element OOR need not be utilized for all types. Function
fV elI (cf. Eq. (6.11)) never processes the element OOR by function fV elI as abstract value
for the relative velocity. The abstract values LOWER and HIGHER correspond to two
continuous open intervals over the complete real domain R of the relative velocity.
All identified types for the definition of domains DIA and DOA are structured in a correspond-
ing type hierarchy for each domain. The type hierarchies are essential for typing entities
of the typed first-order logic, e.g., variables, functions, and predicates (cf. Section 2.4).
The definition of type hierarchies is described in the following section.
6.2.2.2.2. Domains and Type Hierarchies
For the runtime monitoring, types which have been identified in the requirements are
organized in type hierarchies for the domains DIA and DOA (cf. Fig. 6.2). A type hierarchy
represents an inheritance hierarchy of types. Each type which has been identified by the
pattern-based analysis is encapsulated in the type hierarchies of domains DIA resp. DOA .
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Figure 6.7.: Definition of domains DIA, DOA from the requirement pattern.
As shown in Fig. 6.7, the type hierarchy of domain DIA contains types which are defined
in the state conditional parts of the requirements while the type hierarchy of domain DOA
encapsulates types from the action parts of these requirements.
Definition 6.1 (Type Hierarchy). A type hierarchy represents an inheritance hier-
archy of (data) types.
The root of any type hierarchy is always the universal type > ∈ TD (cf. Section 2.4.1).
All other types inherent from the universal type >. Types which have been deduced from
requirements for the runtime monitoring framework are dynamic types TD. Any object
process by the input abstractions fI or the output abstract fO, can only have a dynamic
type t ∈ TD. The type hierarchy can be extended by abstract types TA but no runtime
object can have abstract types as their original type (cf. Section 2.4.1). Abstract types
group similar types in order to defined more general formulas reasoning about this groups
of similar types. For example, the abstract type traffic participant would summarize
vehicles, trucks, bicycles, and pedestrians. The type hierarchy is complemented by the
empty type ⊥ ∈ TA which is a subtype of all other types in the hierarchy (cf. [BHS07]).
Types from domain DIA can be reused for the definition of the domain DOA . Requirements
for autonomous vehicle system may incorporate identical objects in the description of
the system actions and corresponding state conditions. The domain DOA will be a subset
of domain DIA if all types of domain DOA are contained in domain DIA: DOA ⊆ DIA.
For the lane change assistant, the domain DOA is a real subset of domain DIA. Lane
changes are interpreted in the abstract domains DA based on their target lanes. The
corresponding type lane in the action part (lane change to the left lane) (DOA) is identically
contained in the state condition part (DIA) for the position of other vehicles on the road
(the left lane) (cf. Fig. 6.5). For complex description of system actions, a pattern-based
analysis of the action part may lead to more elaborated type hierarchies.
Figure 6.8 displays an exemplary type hierarchy which has been defined based on the
results of the pattern-based analysis of Example 6.1 (cf. Fig. 6.5). The root type of the
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Figure 6.8.: Exemplary type hierarchy.
hierarchy is the universal type >. The type object, road, and lane inherent from the
universal type. While types road and lanes are dynamic types {Road,Lane} ∈ TD, the
type object is an abstract type {Object} ∈ TA and can only be used in the formulas for
safety requirements but can not be assigned to real world objects (cf. Section 2.4.1).
The abstract type Object encapsulates all types addressing objects that may appear in
the vicinity of the automated vehicle. These objects — Vehicle, Truck, Bicycle, and
Pedestrian — are subtypes of the type Object. The types Vehicle, Truck, Bicycle, and
Pedestrian are all dynamic types {Vehicle,Truck,Bycicle,Pedestrian} ∈ TD. The final
subtype of the hierarchy is the empty type ⊥.
The typing of the first-order logic (cf. Section 2.4) enables the restriction of variables,
function symbols, and predicates symbols to objects of certain types and to reduces the
complexity in the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework. For typing of
variables functions, and predicates the typing function α is introduced (cf. Section 2.4.2).
The typing function α assign a type to every symbol of V , F , and P and each of their
parameters. Variables, function, and predicates are introduced in the following sections.
6.2.2.2.3. Variables
Requirements do not only evaluate properties for single object instances but also reason
about properties of sets of objects with identical type. In typed first-order logic, a variable
v ∈ V (cf. Definition 2.36) is defined for each requirements’ element of the category
object (cf. Fig. 6.4), which represents a set of objects of a certain type. In first-order
logic, quantifiers ∀v and ∃v are introduced in order to evaluate requirements over all
objects of the set v (cf. Section 2.4). The variable v is bind to the particular type of the
objects by the typing function α.
For the type of variable as well as parameters of functions and predicates the typing
function α is introduced.
In the state conditional part of the Example 6.1, the element vehicle as subject of the
requirement is not an identifier for any explicit object — a constant. The example
requirement reasons about the set of all vehicles in the perceived environment of the lane
change assistant. A variable y ∈ V is introduced in order to evaluate the requirement for
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perceived vehicles. Additional to the variable for the vehicle, the Example 6.1 requires
the definition of a variable x ∈ V in order to correctly describe the target lane of the
lane change in the action part and the state conditional part.
6.2.2.2.4. Function Symbols
Unless, primitive data types, e.g., integer, float, and real, types hold a set of properties.
For example, the type vehicle has properties e.g., position and relative velocity, in order
to describe their position and behavior. Every property represents a type which has to
be considered in the domains DA (cf. Fig. 6.7).
The pattern (cf. Fig. 6.4) defines the class property to explicitly express the property of
requirements’ subjects. Some requirements reason about relations between the properties
of objects. Therefore, the pattern also introduces a second property category related
to the object in the requirement’s predicate (cf. Fig. 6.4). for Example 6.1, the second
property is committed because the subject properties relate to other objects but not
their properties (cf. Fig. 6.5). Elements of requirements for both property categories
have to be considered in the typed first-order logic.
In first-order logic, properties are represented by a set of function symbols F . The number
of parameters for the function symbol f ∈ F depends on the number of related objects.
Properties relating to single objects of particular type, e.g., position and dimensions
for vehicles, can be denoted by unary functions f ∈ F . For an object of type z1, the
function f (z1)→ z process an object of type z as value for the corresponding property (cf.
Definition 2.36). For example, a function pos (xveh) = ypos;α (xveh) = Vehicle, α (ypos) =
R3 would return the current position vector of a vehicle.
Properties which are measured in relation to other objects are denoted by n-ary functions
where n corresponds to the number of objects in relation. For example, the property
relative velocity of the Example 6.1 describes the velocity of an vehicle in relation to
the ego vehicle with the lane change assistant and can be defined as binary function
rV el (xveh, ego) = yvel;α (xveh) = Vehicle, α (yvel) = DRelativeVelocity. The constant ego
describes the ego vehicle with the lane change assistant.
The typing of the first-order logic (cf. Section 2.4), allows to restrict the function pa-
rameters to defined types zi. Opposed to untyped first-order logic, functions are solely
evaluated for terms of types ti ∈ Termz′i which meet the type of corresponding function
parameters z′i v zi and not for all elements of the domain (cf. Definition 2.39). This re-
striction corresponds to the implementation in object-oriented language (cf. Section 6.2.3)
and reduced the complexity for the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework.
6.2.2.2.5. Predicate Symbols
Requirements define predicates. Predicates relate subjects’ properties to other objects,
their properties or criteria. The requirements patterns identifies these relations by the
category relation (cf. Fig. 6.4). A list of possible expressions which describe such relations
in requirements is given in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.9.: Definition of abstract function fA from the requirement pattern.
In first-order logic, predicates are denoted by predicate symbols p (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ P (cf.
Definition 2.39). The number of parameter corresponds to the number of related objects,
object properties, and constants. Results of predicates reside within {true, false} ∈
Boolean. Similar to functions, the parameters of predicates are restricted to specific types
in order to reduce the complexity of the monitoring algorithm and its implementation.
For each parameter a type zi is defined. Any term ti ∈ Termz′i as parameter has to meet
z
′
i v zi (cf. Definition 2.39).
The state conditional part of the example requirement Example 6.1 contains two predicates.
The predicate “on” reasons about the position of vehicles in regard to a particular
neighbor lane. The relation “more than 5 m/s” will evaluate if the velocity of an vehicle
relative to the ego vehicle is equal or larger to the defined value (here 5 m/s). In
first-order logic, the relation on about the vehicle position on a lane can be denoted
by a binary predicate on (xpos, ylaney), where both parameters have the type Lane;
α (xpos) = Lane, α (ylane) = Lane.
The relation more than for the relative velocity can be denoted by a predicate >
(xvel,Higher) , α (xvel) = RelativeVelocity. The predicate > takes the abstract value for
the current relative velocity of a vehicle as first parameter xvel and compares it to the
abstract constant Higher. The abstract constant Higher encapsulates all values for the
relative velocity which are larger as 5 m/s. In case of the lane change assistant, a check
for equivalence for the relative velocity is sufficient. Efficient evaluations of predicates
require types to define an order relation for their abstract values (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.1.
The action part of Example 6.1 is also transformed into a predicate. The predicate
LC (xLane) (short for lane change) describes the possibility of a lane change to a given
lane. The concrete target lane for the lane change assistant is denoted by the variable
xLane ∈ V for the example requirement (cf. Eq. (6.23)). For the Example 6.1, The
predicate LC (Left) has to be evaluated with the left lane Left as target. Lane changes
cannot be expressed by a function because valid statements in first-order logic have to
include at least one predicate (cf. Section 2.4.3).
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As shown in Fig. 6.9, the predicates of action part and the state condition part are
considered in the definition of the abstract function fA as part of the formulas which
represent the overall structure of the requirements. The abstract function fA evaluates
objects and their properties based on the predicates from state condition part and
determines correct and safe actions for the autonomous vehicle system based on the
predicates of the action part. The condition part of the pattern (cf. Fig. 6.4) is considered
in the formulas of typed first-order logic to represent the inherent implication between
state condition part and action part. Formulas of typed first-order logic are described in
the following section.
6.2.2.2.6. Formulas
A formula consists of at least one predicate with an arbitrary number of terms (cf.
Definition 2.39). A formula with one single predicate is also called atomic formula. The
evaluation result of any formula resides within {true, false} ∈ Boolean.
Requirements may include multiple predicates (cf. example requirement Example 6.1).
Requirements with multiple conditions require the conjunction of atomic formulas in order
to correctly replicate such requirements in typed first-order logic. first-order logic defines
the logical operators ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, φ→ ψ with φ, ψ being formulas. In the context of
the runtime monitoring, the operator ∧ is primarily applied for the conjunction of atomic
formulas as state conditional parts. Conditions which are combined by ∨ can be separated
into individual requirements. These requirements are evaluated independently from each
other. The logical operator → is primarily used for the representation of implications
between state conditions and system actions in requirements (cf. Section 6.2.1).
For the runtime monitoring, requirements are expressed by formulas in first-order logic.
Formulas maintain the high level structure “state condition→ action” of requirements —
the relationship between state condition and system action (cf. Section 6.2.1) — which is
essential for the evaluation of correct and safe system behavior by the abstract function
fA (cf. Fig. 6.9). Beside predicates, the remaining categories of the requirements pattern
— restriction, condition, and conjunction — are considered for the definition of formulas
which are evaluated by the abstract function fA (cf. Fig. 6.9).
Besides logical operators, first-order logic defines quantifiers ∀x and ∃x in order to
quantify over variables (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.3). Quantifiers and variables enable the
evaluation of predicates and requirements for a set of objects of a particular type. The
Example 6.1 requires that the lane position and relative velocity be evaluated for all
vehicles and lanes in the vicinity of the system. In first-order logic, a quantification ∀x
over all lanes α (x) = Lane and a quantification ∃y over all vehicles α (y) = V ehicle
are defined for the Example 6.1. The predicates within Example 6.1 are evaluated for
each combination of vehicle and lane. A lane change must not be performed to the
corresponding lane if a vehicle violates one of the given predicates.
Equation (6.23) displays the complete formula of the Example 6.1 in typed first-order
logic. The index of objects, functions, and variables (e.g., xLane, yV ehicle, EGOV ehicle,
posLane, rV elR) denotes their types.
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∀xLane(∃yV ehicle(On (posLane (yV ehicle) , xLane)∧
>
(
rV elRelativeV elocity (yV ehicle, EGOV ehicle) ,HigherRelativeV elocity
)
)
→ ¬LC (xLane))
(6.23)
Types, variables, functions, predicates, and formulas which have been identified in the
pattern-based analysis represent the syntactic elements of the typed first-order logic for
the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems. For the semantic interpretation,
each element of the typed first-order logic has to be evaluated based on a model M.
Such model defines the domain of actual objects, their typing for the interpretation of
variable assignments, function symbols and predicate symbols (cf. Section 2.4.4). In the
next section, the semantic interpretation of the presented typed first-order logic by the
implementation of the runtime monitoring functions (cf. Eqs. (6.1) to (6.4)) is described.
6.2.2.3. Semantic Interpretation of Logic by Implementation
Section 6.2.2.3 has presented the syntactic of the typed first-order logic for the runtime
monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems. The syntactic elements — types, variables,
function symbols, predicate symbols, and formulas — hold no semantic interpretation.
They have to be interpreted about a domain of (real world) objects by evaluating the
variables, function, and predicates symbols in formulas, e.g., Eq. (6.23), are substitute by
matching domain objects (cf. Section 2.4.4.
For semantic interpretation of the typed first-order logic a modelM has to be defined
(cf. Section 2.4.4). The modelM = 〈D, δ, I〉 encapsulates the domain D of real world
objects, a typing function δ, and the interpretation of functions and predicates I. For the
runtime monitoring framework, its implementation of types, functions, and predicates
represents the semantic interpretation of of the typed first-order logic.
6.2.2.3.1. Domain
In the real world, the domain of possible objects Dreal is infinite even though the set
of types which has been derived from requirements is finite. Following the open-world
assumption (cf. Section 3.8.1), the real-world as the domain of autonomous vehicle
systems has infinite many arbitrary objects or finite but continuously increasing object
sets for some types. The set of vehicles in the real world is a finite domain but increases
continuously while the number of real traffic situations is infinite. Furthermore, the real
word is subject to continuous change because many real-world objects, e.g., vehicles or
pedestrians, operate autonomously.
The runtime monitoring evaluates autonomous vehicle systems and their environments
at concrete time stamps ti ∈ T — T denotes the time domain — based on runtime data
from the preprocessing of the autonomous vehicle systems about the system state (cf.
Fig. 5.1). The system state encapsulates the internal state of the autonomous vehicle
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system and the state of its environment (cf. Definition 3.6). The time stamps of the
runtime monitoring commonly correspond to the processing cycles of the autonomous
vehicle systems. Autonomous vehicle systems sense their environment and process
corresponding decisions in predefined cycles, e.g., all 10 ms.
The elements in the domain D for the system state are finite in each processing cycle.
Even though the number of objects in the real world is theoretically infinite only a
finite number of the number of objects with fixed types can be present in the system’s
environment for each processing cycle. The values of the internal system parameters are
also known and fixed. It yields D ⊂ Dreal. As a result, the runtime monitoring always
evaluates a known and finite number of objects and parameters for the system state.
As the real world continuously changes over time, the number of objects in the system’s
environment and the values of the internal system parameter change between two
processing cycles of the autonomous vehicle systems. For example, vehicles enter or leave
the perception range of the automated ego vehicles’ sensors. The domain D of the system
state for two subsequent processing cycles t1 and t2 need not to be identical.
Over time, a trace of system states emerges (cf. Definition 2.32). For the autonomous
vehicle systems, system states are formed by the values of all internal system parameters
and the positions and behaviors of objects in the systems’ environments as a representative
within domain DIS. The runtime monitoring also encounters traces of abstract situations
as abstract representations of these system states within domain DIA.
A trace of system states is defined by D = D1D2, . . . with Di denoting the system state
at time stamp ti. All timestamps t1 < t2 < . . . are timely ordered. At a time stamp only
one domain D can exist but any domain D can be present at multiple time stamps ti.
While domains DIS and DOS (cf. Fig. 6.2) are realized in the development of autonomous
vehicles systems and are provided for the implementation of the runtime monitoring
framework, domains DIA and DOA (cf. Fig. 6.2) are subject to the development of the
runtime monitoring framework. The implementation of types from DIA and DOA in
object-oriented programming languages by the runtime monitoring framework inherently
provides their semantic interpretation.
The implicit typing of object-oriented programming languages is beneficial for the typing
of objects by the typing function δ. The typing function δ is described in the following
section.
6.2.2.3.2. Typing Function
The typing function δ : D→ TD of the modelM is implicitly implemented by the explicit
typing of object-oriented programming languages, e.g., C++ and Java. As the types
of input data for the runtime monitoring framework — the data elements of domains
DIS and DOS — are given by the implementation of the autonomous vehicle systems, the
typing of data elements for domains DIA and DOA results from the application of the
runtime monitoring functions fI and fO to this input data.
In case no special type has yet been defined for a domain object because it has not
yet been known, the typing function δ assigns the empty type ⊥ to this object. In
programming languages, e.g., C++ and Java, these objects are denoted by null. However
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these unknown objects should have been detected as failure by the perception of the
autonomous vehicle systems (cf. preprocessing in Fig. 5.1).
The distinction of dynamic and abstract typing (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.2) has a minor
relevance for the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework. Dynamic and
abstract types have to be identically considered in the data structure of domains DIA
and DOA . Nevertheless, objects as resulting from the input abstraction fI and output
abstraction fO can only be of dynamic types and never of abstract types (cf. Section 2.4.1).
Abstract types are not defined by requirements but are manually added in order to be
used in the implementation of functions, predicates, and formulas, for optimizations (cf.
Section 6.2.2.2.2).
6.2.2.3.3. Interpretation of Functions and Predicates
The interpretation function I of the modelM assigns particular functions or predicates
to the function symbols and predicate symbols of the typed first-order logic. Methods
represent these particular functions or predicates in the software implementation of the
runtime monitoring framework. The signature of these methods matches the signature —
identical number and typing of parameters — of corresponding function symbols and
predicate symbols of the typed first-order logic. While the numbers and types of concrete
objects of domains DIS, DOS , DIA, and DOA are know at runtime, the interpretation of
functions and predicates can be defined at design time.
The function symbols of the typed first-order logic are mapped to properties of types from
domain DIA and DOA . The implementations of input abstraction fI and output abstraction
fO process the property values for types in the domains DIA and DOA based on the objects
and their properties in the domains DIS and DOS . The processed function values are saved
as abstract values in struct variables resp. class attributes for the corresponding objects
in domains DIA and DOA . The types of struct variables resp. class attributes match the
return types of corresponding function symbols.
In the evaluations of formulas by the abstract function, the abstract values of properties
can directly be accessed via the struct variables resp. class attributes. The method
implementations of the functions do not have to be revised. Get-methods can be
introduced for the access of struct variables resp. class attributes in order to maintain
the operational aspect of functions in the evaluation by the abstract function fA.
Predicates are not part of the abstraction fI , and fO but are evaluated by the abstract
function fA. Therefore, predicates are implemented as methods with identical signature
as the corresponding predicate symbols of the typed first-order logic. In general, the
value for this predicate is processed by its implementation each time the abstract function
requires the value of this predicate for the evaluation of formulas. Nevertheless, results
for each predicate in conjunction with the passed objects can be saved in variables in
order to avoid repeated processing of identical system data. The variables have to match
the return type of the corresponding predicate symbols.
The implementation of functions fI , fO, and fA of the runtime monitoring framework is
described in more detail in the following section.
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6.2.3. Implementation of Runtime Monitors
The evaluation of autonomous vehicle systems in simulations and during operation requires
the implementation of runtime monitors. Runtime monitors (cf. Section 2.3.1) implement
the domain, variables, functions, predicates, formulas of the system requirements and
evaluate them on available data from the autonomous vehicle systems.
In comparison to the terminology of [LS09], the runtime monitoring framework depicts
a monitoring approach which monitors conditions online and oﬄine. The runtime
monitoring can be used online — during operation of the autonomous vehicle system —
for the enforcement of the system’s safety (cf. Section 7.1.1). Oﬄine, engineers analyze
recorded traces of abstract situations for the improvement of the autonomous vehicle
system and the definition of new test cases.
Runtime monitors can be implemented in software, hardware or in both as hybrid
monitors (cf. Section 2.3.1). The implementation of runtime monitors as software has
the advantage that the software monitors can be used in throughout all activities in the
development of autonomous vehicle systems without the costly assembly and integration
of hardware components, e.g., FPGAs (cf. Section 3.1.2). This advantage is especially
relevant for software-based simulations in the system verification (cf. Section 3.6.2).
For the lane change assistant, the runtime monitoring framework is implemented in the
object-oriented programming language C/C++.
Runtime monitors have to access the runtime data of the autonomous vehicle system via
defined interfaces for the runtime monitoring. These interfaces by the system have to
provide sufficient data about the inputs and outputs of the monitored system function
(cf. Section 6.2.1). The following section discusses the implementation of the data access
for the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems.
6.2.3.1. Implementation of Data Access
Car manufacturers do not widely recognize the benefits of additional runtime monitoring
capabilities. Software and hardware of embedded systems in the automotive domain are
highly optimized (cf. Section 2.3). ECUs currently offer only limited to none capacity
for additional data processing other than planned vehicle’s control software. Additional
software on these ECUs would have an immediate safety-critical impact on the processing
of the autonomous vehicle system. The implementation of the runtime monitoring
framework has to cope with the limited resources of these embedded systems as long
as no additional data storage, and processing capabilities are provided for the runtime
monitoring.
The autonomous vehicle system in the simulations and during operation in the real
world have to be identically. Otherwise, results from the runtime monitoring of the
autonomous vehicle system in simulations of the system verification are not applicable to
the operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world. The exclusive usage of
specialized hardware and code instrumentation of the autonomous vehicle system for the
runtime monitoring in the system verification is not possible. The data access, processing
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— including the timing behavior — of the runtime monitoring must not interfere with the
processing of the autonomous vehicle systems.
As shown by Definition 2.32, the autonomous vehicle system, and its environment are
evaluated by the runtime monitoring framework at concrete timestamps. The content
of domains DIA and DOA has to sufficiently match the state of the autonomous vehicle
system and the state of its environment at each time stamp. Otherwise, the results from
the runtime monitoring framework are not sound. The input data from the autonomous
vehicle system — domains DIS and DOS — are updated in defined progressing cycles. The
processing of the runtime monitoring framework has to be aligned with the processing of
autonomous vehicle systems. For many autonomous vehicle systems, the processing cycle
of the runtime monitoring framework matches the processing cycle of the autonomous
vehicle system.
The processing cycle of the runtime monitoring framework can be a multiple of the
autonomous vehicle system in order to reduce the computational requirements of the
runtime monitoring. The processing of the runtime monitoring has to be integrated
into the scheduling of the autonomous vehicle system without any side effects to the
processing of the autonomous vehicle system. In cases, the processing of the runtime
monitoring framework must neither interfere with processing of the autonomous vehicle
system nor miss safety-critical behavior of the autonomous vehicle system.
In case an autonomous vehicle system has multiple processing cycles, e.g., the updates of
the system behavior due to different cycles of sensor information, the greatest common
divisor for all system cycles could be used. However, this approach has the disadvantage
of unnecessary processing on already evaluated system data. Another approach is to have
multiple cycles for the runtime monitoring with each cycle being aligned to one system
processing cycle. This approach avoids any unnecessary processing but might introduce
more complexity in the scheduling of the runtime monitoring within the autonomous
vehicle system.
The implementation of the qualitative runtime monitoring separates itself in the definition
of domains DIA and DOA and the implementation of functions fI , fA, and fO (cf. Fig. 6.2).
For the quantitative runtime monitoring, the recording and comparison of abstract
situations from the input abstraction fI has to realized.
6.2.3.2. Implementation of Runtime Monitoring Domains
The explicit typing of object-oriented programming languages, e.g., C++ and Java, is
beneficial for the implementation of domains DIA and DOA . In the implementation of these
domains, two types have to be differentiated; types are describing complex real-world
objects and types which describe ranges of possible values.
Types describing complex real-world objects can be directly implemented as structs or
classes in object-oriented programming languages, e.g., C++ or Java. The inheritance
between classes allows to identically rebuild the type hierarchy of these domains in the
software. Structs or classes allow encapsulating properties of objects as struct variables
resp. class attributes.
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Types defining abstract value ranges, e.g., the position of vehicle relative to the ego
vehicle (before,next, behind), are implemented as enumerations. Each concrete object
defined for these types in the typed first-order logic is implemented as a corresponding
element in the enumeration and extends by the element OOR for out-of-range values.
For the domains DIA and DOA an additional struct resp. class is added in order to store
the current state and objects for each domain. For this container class, the set of current
objects Dz for each type is saved in an individual struct variable resp. class attribute
(cf. Section 2.4.4). These struct variables resp. class attributes allow the evaluation
of variables in formulas by iterating over the set of objects of the specific type in the
corresponding struct variable resp. class attribute. For the lane change assistant, one
single domain has been implemented because the output domain is a subset of the input
domain.
For the runtime monitoring framework, the functions fI , fA, and fO of the qualitative
runtime monitoring have to be implemented (cf. Fig. 6.2). The input and output
abstraction uses functions of the typed first-order logic to process the properties of
abstract types. Predicates of the typed first-order logic are used by the abstract function
to process correct and safe system actions. The implementation of the input abstraction
fI and output abstraction fO is described Section 6.2.3.3 while the implementation of the
qualitative runtime monitoring with the abstract function is presented in Section 6.2.3.4.
Additional to the qualitative runtime monitoring, the quantitative runtime monitoring is
described in Section 6.2.3.5.
6.2.3.3. Transformations between Domains
The runtime monitoring framework depicts the function as a black-box and requires the
autonomous vehicle systems to provide the domains DIS and DIS as interfaces for the access
of the function’s inputs reps. outputs. The input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO
have to process the current abstract representation of the current system and environment
state from the currently available data at the interfaces of the autonomous vehicle systems.
Data objects forming the domains DIS resp. DOS of the autonomous vehicle systems have to
be transformed into objects of domainsDIA resp.DOA for the runtime monitoring framework.
The provision of system data for the input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO by
the autonomous vehicle systems via the interfaces will not require any instrumentation
of source code (cf Section 2.3.1) if these interfaces haven been considered in the design
and implementation of the autonomous vehicle systems.
The input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO represent model-to-model transforma-
tion (cf. [CH03]) between the corresponding domains DIS and DIA resp. DOS and DOA . For
input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO a set of transformation rules are defined.
These transformation rules define how objects of domains DIA resp. DOA are processed
from the current objects available in domains DIS and DOS of the autonomous vehicle
system. Figure 6.10 displays the transformation of the input abstraction fI between
domains DIS and DIA. The objects of domains DIS and DIA are the only elements of the
input abstraction fI which are solely known at runtime. All other elements — types,
transformation, and transformation rules — of the abstraction are defined at development
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Figure 6.10.: Transformation between domains DIS and DIA.
time because they do not change at runtime. The same applies to the output abstraction
fO.
Transformation rules commonly consist of two parts; a left-hand side (LHS) and a
right-hand side (RHS) (cf. [CH03]). The LHS accesses the input model (here, domains
DIS or DOS ) and the RHS interferes with the target model (here, domains DIA or DOA)
(cf. [CH03]). For the LHS, the numbers and types of objects from the input model are
defined for the transformation. The RHS defines the numbers and types of objects in the
target model which are created or adapted by the transformation rule. Transformation
rules define the mapping and calculation between properties of objects from the LHS to
properties of objects in the RHS. Property values of objects in the RHS are calculated
based on the values of a set of properties from the objects of the LHS. For example, the
relative velocity of a vehicle for the domain DIA is calculated based on the velocities of
this vehicle and the automated ego vehicle in the domain DIS.
The calculations of object properties for the target model (RHS) match the functions
of the typed first-order logic for the corresponding object type. Unlike the typed first-
order logic, the calculations of object properties in the input abstraction fI and output
abstraction fO take objects from the input domains DIS resp. DOS as inputs and not from
the target domains DIA or DOA . The results of transformation rule for object properties
match the envisaged results of functions symbols of the first-order logic.
For the lane change assistant, the input abstraction fI transforms vehicles from the
domain DIS to the domain DIA. For an object of the type vehicle in the domain DIS, a
transformation rule creates a object of type vehicle in the domain DIA. Additional to
basic information about vehicle objects, e.g., identifiers, the transformation rule processes
properties lane position, relative position, and relative velocity for type vehicle:
Lane position The property lane position of a vehicle object in the domain DIA is
calculated by comparing the real world position (R) of the vehicle with the dimen-
sions of lanes in domain DIS. The result of this transformation is LanePosition ∈
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Figure 6.11.: Zoning as representation of vehicle positions in domain DIA.
{Left,Ego,Right} where Ego denotes the lane the automated vehicle is currently
driving and Left resp. Right represent the left resp. right neighbor lane.
Relative Position The relative position of a vehicle object in the domain DIA is calculated
by comparing the vehicle’s position in driving direction with the position and
dimension — front and rear end (cf. Fig. 3.8) — of the automated vehicle. The
relative position in domain DIA is categorized into behind the automated vehicle,
next to the automated vehicle, and before the automated vehicle; RelPosition ∈
{Next,Before,Behind}.
Relative Velocity The property relative velocity of a vehicle object is calculated based
on the velocity difference between this vehicle and the automated vehicle. For the
abstract representation in domain DIA, the relative velocity is categorized in regard
to the predefined criteria reps. limits of predicates about the relative velocity
for the lane change assistant, the type for the relative velocity has the domain
RelVelocityin {LOWER,HIGHER,OOR} (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.1)
For the transformation of vehicle objects, the LHS of the transformation rule takes
objects of types Vehicle and Lane from domain DIS — precisely the examined vehicle,
the automated vehicle, and the driving lane of the examined vehicle. As result of the
transformation, the RHS creates an abstract object of type Vehicle and it properties in
domain DIA. The data structure of the abstract situation (DIA) in the context of the lane
change assistant is described in the appendix by Fig. 7.7.
For the lane change assistant, the position of vehicles in the the domain DIA by its lane
position and relative position can depict as zones. As shown by Fig. 6.11, seven zones are
located around the automated ego vehicle with the zone in which the automated vehicle
(red vehicle) is located is being omitted. No other vehicle can drive within the zone of
the automated ego vehicle unless a collision has occurred. In driving direction of the
automated vehicle, the zones refer to — from front to back — before, next, behind. The
zones in lateral direction to the automated vehicle relate to the driving lane of vehicle —
left, ego, right. In the front and back the extension of the zones is limited by the sensor
perception range, while the zones in the lateral direction are limited by the size of the
three considered lanes. All zones are relative to the automated ego vehicle and change
with the behavior of the automated ego vehicle. For example, the lanes are moved in
the direction of any lane change by the automated ego vehicle. A special case are lanes
which do not exist because, e.g., the highway only has two lanes or the automated vehicle
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drives on the leftmost lane of a highway. The type of such lanes is non-existing and the
zones for these lanes are omitted (cf. Section 3.3.1.2).
Each abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework is defined by a set of transformation
rules. For the runtime monitoring framework, the transformation rules within input
abstraction fI and output abstraction fO are unidirectional — rules only process from
the domains of the autonomous vehicle system towards the domains of the runtime
monitoring framework but not the other way around. The set of transformation rules
is sequentially applied at all objects of the abstraction’s input domain DIn. The input
domain DIn corresponds to the domains of the autonomous vehicle system DIS for the input
abstraction resp. DOS and for the output abstraction. Algorithm 1 displays the algorithm
for abstractions between complex domains of input abstraction fI and output abstraction
fO. Each processing cycle, the algorithm commences by initializing the container object
for the model of output domain DOut. The output domain DOut corresponds to the DIA
for the input abstraction resp. DOA and for the output abstraction. The Initialization of
the container object includes creating a new object or resetting the existing container
object.
Algorithm 1: Basic implementation of input abstraction fI and output abstraction
fO.
Data: Instance dIn of input domain DIn
Result: Instance dOut of output domain DOut
1 initialize dOut;
2 foreach Object oIn of type tIn in DIn do
3 foreach Rule R (. . . ) applicable for type tIn do
4 OOut ← R (oIn) ;
5 dOut ← OOut;
6 end
7 end
The algorithm iterates over the objects OIn of the input domain DIn (Line 2). For each
object oIn ∈ OIn of type tIn, the set of applicable transformation rules is determined.
Each rule is applied to the object oin (Line 3). The transformation rule creates new
objects OOut of types tOut for the output domain DOut which are related to type tIn by
the transformation rule. Subsequently, the transformation rule calculates properties for
the create objects OOut (Line 4). Even though, rules are selected for one domain object
oIn, transformation rules may incorporate multiple objects from the input domain DIn
in the processing of properties for output objects OOut.
The new objects OOut are added to the model of the output domain DOut (Line 5).
After all rules for one object oIn have been processed, the algorithm continues with the
remaining objects of the input domain DIn until all of the objects have been processed.
For the correctness and soundness of input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO, all
transformation rules have to be independent from each other and only create new objects
for the output domain DOut. Otherwise, existing objects may be altered or updated
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by multiple transformation rules leading to a potential contradictory transformation
of domain objects. For transformations which update identical domain objects, the
order of execution is important for these rules. Otherwise, transformation rules may be
executed which require objects for updating which have not yet been created by another
transformation rule.
The algorithm Algorithm 1 is nondeterministic. For the same set of input objects
of the domain DIn the algorithm processes the same output model for domain DOut.
However, the order of transformation rules which are applied to an object oIn is arbitrary.
Intermediate states of the output models may vary even though the final output model is
identical. The termination of algorithm Algorithm 1 is subject to the maximum number
of objects possible for the input domain DIn. Algorithm Algorithm 1 may not terminate
if the maximum number of objects for any type of input domain DIn is infinite.
In the worst case, the algorithm Algorithm 1 has a complexity of O (n2) — where n
denotes the number of object for the input domain DIn. The algorithm iterates over the
n objects of the input domain DIn and applies all transformation rules to each element.
Each of these transformation rules may also iterate over the complete set of n input
objects from DIn in order to correctly process the new objects and their properties for
the output domain DOut.
The resource consumption of Algorithm 1 is subject to the number of objects in domain
DIn at runtime. As long as DIn has a upper bound for the number of objects in domain
DIn at runtime, the worst case resource consumption of Algorithm 1 can be estimated at
design time. Otherwise, the resource consumption of Algorithm 1 has to be monitored
at runtime in order to exclude any impact on the processing of the autonomous vehicle
system.
For many autonomous vehicle systems, the function (cf. Fig. 5.1) solely process as output
one single action. For single value function outputs, the output abstraction fO does not
require algorithm as complex as Algorithm 1. A single transformation rule is sufficient.
The lane change assistant processes a single target point as output (cf. Fig. 3.13).
This target point is abstracted by the output abstraction fO to a target lane Target ∈
{Left, Ego,Right} of type Lane by comparing the position of the target point to the
boundaries of each lane. This simplification reduces the complexity of the output
abstraction fO to O (1). The data structure of the domain DOA in context of the lane
change assistant is shown in Fig. A.1.
The technical implementation of the abstractions depends on the deployment of the
runtime monitoring framework. In case the framework is deployed on the same ECU as
the autonomous vehicle system, shared variables can be used for the storage and access
to the system data. A shared variable is created for each data item of the interface
between the runtime monitoring framework and the autonomous vehicle system. The
autonomous vehicle systems updates these shared variables with the system data of the
current processing cycle. The runtime monitoring framework reads the data from these
shared variables but does not update the shared variables. The transfer of data from the
runtime monitoring framework to the autonomous vehicle system requires the addition
of shared variables.
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In case the runtime monitoring framework and the autonomous vehicle system are
separated on different ECUs, the autonomous vehicle system has to publish the necessary
system data for the runtime monitoring on communication networks, e.g., CAN or FlexRay,
which connect both ECUs. In case the existing hardware platform (cf. Section 3.3.2.2) is
incapable of providing the system data, additional messages have to be added for the
communication networks, or additional communication connection have to be added
between unconnected ECUs.
As shown in Fig. 6.10 results of the input abstraction — the abstract representational of
the current state of autonomous vehicle system and its environment — are evaluated by
the abstract function fA. The implementation of the qualitative runtime monitoring is
described in the following section.
6.2.3.4. Implementation Qualitative Monitoring
The implementation of the qualitative runtime monitoring (cf. Section 5.4), is concerned
with the realization of abstract function and conformity oracle. For later improvement of
the autonomous system, the qualitative runtime monitoring has to consider the logging
of abstract situations with critical and unsafe behavior of autonomous vehicle systems.
The implementation of the abstract function fA and conformity oracle are described in
the following sections. The logging is presented in Section 6.2.3.6,
6.2.3.4.1. Abstract Function
The abstract function fA evaluates the behavior of the autonomous vehicle system with
regard to its requirements. While types, domains, and functions are considered in the
input abstraction and output abstraction, predicates and formulas are incorporated in
the evaluation of the abstract function. Each processing cycle, formulas and predicates
are evaluated based on the current abstract representation from the input abstraction fI .
All predicates of a formula’s state condition part are individually evaluated based on the
current objects in the abstract representation. In most cases, the evaluation of predicates
comes down to the comparison of objects for equivalence because predicates and their
criteria have already been considered in the definition of the domain DIA.
The result of formula’s state condition part yields from the evaluation results of all its
predicates. A valid state condition part implicates the application of the formula’s action
part. Abstract actions are either included in or excluded from the set of correct and safe
actions for the autonomous vehicle system. The set of correct and safe actions for the
autonomous vehicle system represents the output and result of the abstract function.
The finiteness of the action set for the autonomous vehicle system impacts the implemen-
tation of the abstract function fA:
Infinite set of actions: The infinite set of abstract actions for an autonomous vehicle
system cannot be comprehensively considered in the implementation of the abstract
function fA. As result, a set of required abstract actions and a set of invalid
abstract actions have to be considered in the implementation (cf. Algorithm 2).
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Finite set of actions: A finite set of abstract actions for an autonomous vehicle system
can be used in the implementation of abstract function fA as an initial reference
set from which abstract actions are removed based on the evaluation of formulas
from the typed first-order logic.
Both implementations of abstract function fA are presented in the following.
An infinite number of abstract system actions for the autonomous vehicle system requires
the abstract functions fA to explicitly consider a set for necessary actions and a set for
invalid actions. Algorithm 2 displays the implementation for the abstraction function fA
for a infinite set of abstract system actions. Other monitoring algorithms are investigated
in [PDE11].
Algorithm 2: Function implementation of the abstract function fA.
Data: Instance dA of Domain DIA
Data: Set F of first-order formulas
Result: Set l of system actions
1 initialize set l;
2 foreach Formula f ∈ F with f : af ← cf do
3 if state conditional part cf is valid then
/* For the set of required abstract actions, the addition of
actions to set l may throw an error */
4 l← actions A ∈ af ;
5 end
6 end
7 return l;
The formulas F of the typed first-order logic (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.6) are separated into two
different sets Freq and Finv based on their restriction of system actions. The restriction
of system actions corresponds to the optional category negation of the analysis pattern
(cf. Fig. 6.4). Finv encompass all formulas whose action parts contain negations —
restrictions on the execution of corresponding abstract actions for the state condition.
Freq denotes all formulas which contain no negations in their action parts. Formulas in
Freq require abstract actions to be explicitly performed by the autonomous vehicle system
in situations matching the corresponding state conditions. In this work, it is assumed
that all formulas contain sets of solely negated actions or solely unnegated actions
in order to evaluate each requirements in specific functions without any adaptations.
Formulas containing both negated actions and unnegated actions are excluded. It yields
Freq ∪ Finv = F ∧ Freq ∩ Finv = ∅.
The implementation of the abstract function fA for autonomous vehicle systems with
infinite set of abstract actions is separated into two functions. These functions process
the set of required abstract actions and the set of invalid abstract function independently
of each other by evaluating the corresponding set of formulas Freq and Finv. However,
the implementation of both functions is similar and primarily differentiates in the sets
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Freq and Finv. Algorithm 2 represents the template for both function implementations
with F = Freq resp. F = Finv.
Both functions receive the current state representation from the input abstraction fI
and formula set Freq resp. Finv as arguments. The algorithm iterates over all formulas
of these sets (Line 2) and evaluates their state condition parts cf (Line 3). In case the
condition part is valid, the actions from the action part of the formulas is added to set l.
Set l represents the output of the function. Results from both functions — sets lreq and
linv — are forwarded to the conformity oracle in order to evaluate the correctness and
safety of the real action by the autonomous vehicle system (cf Section 6.2.3.4.2).
In case the condition parts of formulas from Finv have been evaluated as valid (true), the
invalid abstract actions in the action parts A ∈ af can be directly added to the result set
linv (cf. l in Line 4). Invalid abstract actions represent alternatives because each action
describes a reduction of the space in which the autonomous vehicle may safely operate.
Therefore, the connection of invalid abstract actions by conjunction (∧) or disjunctions
(∨) has no impact on the result set linv for the abstract function fA.
In comparison to invalid abstract actions, the addition of mandatory abstract actions
to set lreq of mandatory actions (cf. l in Line 4) is restricted and may lead to irrational
results. In an abstract situation, requirements may not require more than one abstract
action to be performed. Required abstract actions in an abstract situation are only allowed
to be connected by a disjunction (∨) but never by a conjunction (∧). Requirements may
define alternatives of abstract actions in their action parts of whom one abstract action
must be performed by the function.
When adding a set of alternative abstract actions ladd to the set lreq, the intersection of set
lreq and ladd is stored as new set l∗req unless set lreq is empty; l∗req = lreq ∩ ladd. An empty
result set l∗req indicates inconsistencies in the formulas of the typed first-order logic and
in the corresponding requirements. For example, formulas for the lane change assistant
require two different sets of abstract actions, e.g., l1req = {LCleft} and l2req = {LCright}
in one single abstract situation. The intersection l1req ∩ andl1req for the set of required
action results in an empty set l∗req because no abstract action is contained in both sets.
No unique action can be identified for the system in this abstract situation.
A finite set of all abstract actions can be used as the initial reference set for the evaluation
of correct and safe system behavior by the abstract functions fA. Invalid actions are
removed by abstract function fA from the reference set of all abstract actions until all
formulas of the typed first-order logic have been evaluated and the set of safe and correct
actions remains. The lane change assistant is a concrete example of an autonomous
vehicle system with a finite set of system actions. Neglecting the parametrization by
velocity and type of the target point (cf. Fig. 3.13), the lane change assistant can either
decide to remain on its current lane or to change to the left resp. right neighbor lane.
As displayed by Algorithm 3, the set of abstract actions for the lane change assistant is
used in the implementation of the abstract function fA as initial reference set (Line 1).
Formulas of the typed first-order logic are successively evaluated by the abstract function
fA. In case the state conditions part of a formula is valid (true) for the current abstract
situation (Line 3), the actions of the formula’s action part are removed from the reference
set (Line 4). The consideration of required actions is not necessary for the lane change
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assistant because all requirements for the lane change assistant only define restrictions on
the execution of lane changes. There exist no requirement for the lane change assistant
which requires the execution of actions for a specific (abstract) situation. As result of
the abstract function fA for the lane change assistant, the set of correct and safe actions
remains.
Algorithm 3: Implementation of abstract function fA for the lane change assistant.
Data: Instance dA of Domain DIA
Result: Set lO of correct and safe system actions
1 initialize lO with the complete set of possible actions;
2 foreach Formula F : aF ← cF do
3 if state conditional part cF is valid then
4 remove action aF from lO;
5 end
6 end
7 return lO;
In case a formula of the typed first-order logic requires the autonomous vehicle system
to execute a specific action, all other actions have to be removed from the reference set
of abstract actions. The require abstract action is the only action that remains as the
result of the abstract function fA. The soundness of abstract function fA requires the
typed first-order logic to contain no contradicting formulas. Otherwise, multiple actions
could be required for a single abstract situation or an abstract action for a single abstract
situation could be required by formula while another formula evaluates the action as
invalid.
The time and space complexity of the abstract function fA is subject to the size of the
formula set and the number of predicates contained by these formulas. The iteration
over predicates is not explicitly displayed in Algorithm 2 and in Algorithm 3 but has
to be included for the evolution of the state conditional parts. In the worst case, the
abstract function has a complexity of O (n ·m) where n denotes the number of formulas
and m the maximum number of predicates of these formulas.
In the worst case, the memory consumption of abstraction function fA requires one data
object for each predicate in each formula, for each formula result, and each system action
in the result set l.
In case the input history is not considered by the abstract function fA, Algorithm 2 is
determined but not deterministic. For the same input the abstract function fA provides
the same result because the output solely depends on the input situation. The order in
which formulas and predicates are evaluated is not defined and may change leading to
varying internal states of result sets lreq and linv for repeated evaluations. In case the
input history is considered by the abstract function fA, Algorithm 2 is nondeterministic.
The result sets lreq and linv are subject to the history of input abstract situations which
is difficult if not impossible to be fully defined for the abstract function fA.
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The result from the abstract function fA are compared by the conformity oracle with the
actual abstract action processed by the autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Section 5.4.2).
The implementation of the conformity oracle is described in the following section.
6.2.3.4.2. Conformity Oracle
The conformity oracle takes the sets of required and invalid system actions from the
abstract function fA and the abstracted output action from the output abstraction fO
as input. Each processing cycle, the oracle evaluates the correctness and safety of the
autonomous vehicle system by evaluating if the action from the autonomous vehicle
system meets the abstract actions from the abstract function fA.
The implementation of the conformity oracle is impact by the finiteness of abstract action
set for the autonomous vehicle system in domain DOA (cf. Section 6.2.3.4.1). In case the
abstract function fA provides the conformity oracle with two sets — the set of required
actions lreq and the set of invalid actions linv — (cf. Section 6.2.3.4), the conformity
oracle compares the abstract system action from the output abstraction fO with both
sets lreq and linv. The behavior of the autonomous vehicle system is evaluated as correct
and safe by the conformity oracle if
• the set lreq of required actions from the output abstraction fO is not empty and the
abstract action from the output abstraction fO is included in lreq, or
• the set lreq is empty and the abstract action from the output abstraction fO is not
included in the set linv of invalid actions from the output abstraction fO.
In any other case, the correctness and safety of the system behavior cannot be guaranteed.
Besides the evaluation by in-set relations, the comparison by the conformity oracle can
be implemented as probability-based classification (cf. [Agg14; MPB09]).
The qualitative runtime monitoring must be able to identify contradicting statements in
formulas of the typed first-order logic in order to ensure the validity of its results. The
complexity of the real world may make it difficult — if not impossible — to identify all
contradicting statements in requirements at design time completely. In every processing
cycle, the conformity oracle has to cross-check items of sets lreq and linv with each other
in order to ensure that no action is included in both sets. A necessary but invalid system
action would indicate an inconsistency in the requirements of the autonomous vehicle
system.
For the lane change assistant, the abstract function fA provides the conformity oracle
with a single set of valid abstract actions. The conformity oracle checks if the abstract
action from the output abstraction fO is included in this set of valid actions. In case the
abstract action from the output abstraction fO is not included in the set, correct and
safe behavior of the lane change assistant cannot be guaranteed.
For further improvements of autonomous vehicle systems, encountered system faults and
corresponding information like critical situations and internal processing results have to
be stored for later analysis. The logging of faulty system behavior and corresponding
situation data is described in the Section 6.2.3.6. First, the implementation of quantitative
runtime monitoring is presented in the next section.
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6.2.3.5. Implementation Quantitative Monitoring
The quantitative runtime monitoring evaluates if encountered situations have already been
known and verified in the development of the autonomous vehicle system. Encountered
unknown situations are recorded for further improvements of autonomous vehicle systems.
For this purpose, the quantitative runtime monitoring has two operating modes —
recording state and comparison state:
Recording State: The recording state is primarily used in the verification of autonomous
vehicle systems in order to record verified situations in system simulations as tested
situation knowledge.
Comparison State: The comparison state is primarily used during operation of au-
tonomous vehicle systems in the real world. The situation oracle compares encoun-
tered situations with the knowledge of verified situations. Unknown and unverified
situations are identified and recorded because these unknown and unverified situa-
tions impose the potential danger for unsafe behavior by the autonomous vehicle
systems.
The following sections describe the implementation of the situation recording for the
recording state and the situation comparison for the comparison state in more detail.
6.2.3.5.1. Situation Recording
In the situation recording, the quantitative runtime monitoring accumulates the tested
situation knowledge. Each processing cycle, the situation monitor receives the abstract
representations of domain DIA from the input abstraction fI . In the recording state, the
abstract representation are recorded and added to the tested situation knowledge (cf.
Fig. 5.1).
The two major decisions in the implementation of the situation recording for the recording
state are storage and encoding:
Storage: Files and databases are two prevailing options for storage of the tested situation
knowledge. Abstract representations from the input abstract fI are either parsed
into (text) files on the local hard drive or locally saved in a specialized situation
database.
The segmentation of the storage space is another factor which has to be considered
in the implementation of the situation recording. Files and databases can be
instantiated to record abstract situations for multiple autonomous vehicle systems,
for a single autonomous vehicle system, or a single session, e.g., a test suite or test
case, with1 an autonomous vehicle system.
Available wireless network connections would allow storing files and database
remotely, but a local cache would still be required in order to maintain the data
integrity even for high latency and unreliable wireless connections.
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Encoding: The encoding of the abstract representation in text files and databases may
range from human readable, e.g., specific language, logic, or extensible markup
language (XML), to unreadable formats, e.g., bytecode. Human readable formats
support the manual analysis and validation of situation recordings but require
larger disk space than unreadable formats.
Hashing could be used for a hybrid encoding approach which reduces the memory
consumption. Instead of storing the complete data objects for each recorded
situation, these situations are hashed, and their hash is stored. This way, the data
of any recorded situation is only stored once and for any duplicates only the hash
is stored repeatedly. The mapping of hashes to situations is stored in a central
lookup file. This lookup file allows the manual analysis of the situation recordings.
For the lane change assistant, abstract situations from the input abstraction fI are parsed
into a XML file per test case using the BOOST serialization library (cf. [Sch11a]). The
structure of the XML follows types and properties of the domain DIA. The XML files
are readable and analyzable by engineers. These XML files and their knowledge can be
individually combined as tested situation knowledge for the situation comparison during
operation in the real world.
Abstract situation representations may occur multiple processing cycles in a single
simulation. Duplicate of situation representations do not improve the tested situations
knowledge or the analysis of system behavior but increase the memory consumption of
the quantitative runtime monitoring. For this reason, one single instance of each abstract
situation is stored in the tested situation knowledge.
Every abstract representation from the input abstract fI is compared to the existing
situations in the tested situation knowledge and any duplicates are dismissed. Another
check for duplicates will be performed in the situation comparison (see next section) if
multiple files or databases are combined as tested situation knowledge.
The holistic engineering approach (cf. Section 4.3) requires all abstract situations of the
tested situation knowledge to originate from simulations of successful and valid test cases.
Otherwise, the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems are evaluated by the
quantitative runtime monitoring on critical and unsafe situations. For the tested situation
knowledge, only abstract situations from successful and valid test cases are considered. In
the case of failed test cases, autonomous vehicle systems and the test cases are improved
until these test cases pass successfully.
The recording state of the quantitative runtime monitoring could be used during operation
in the real world in order to gather realistic situations as input for the generation of the
initial test scenarios and test cases for the autonomous vehicle systems. However, it is
more appropriate to record these situations during operation in the real world in the
comparison state with an empty tested situation knowledge. The quantitative runtime
monitoring records all encountered situations because all situations are evaluated as
unknown due to the empty set of abstract situations for the tested situation knowledge.
Abstract situations recorded in the comparison state can directly be incorporated into
the generation of new test scenarios and test cases (cf. Section 7.2.3). The format for the
situation recording in the recording state and for the situation logging in the comparison
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state must not match each other. However, the generation of test scenarios and test cases
is tailored to the situation logging used in the comparison state. The implementation of
the situation comparison of the quantitative runtime monitoring in the comparison state
is described in the following section
6.2.3.5.2. Situation Comparison
In the comparison state, abstract representations from the input abstraction fI are
received by the situation monitoring in each processing cycle and forwarded to the
situation oracle (cf. Fig. 5.1). The situation oracle compares the abstract representations
with the tested situation knowledge. Abstract representations which are contained in
the tested situation knowledge have already been considered in the verification of the
autonomous vehicle system in simulations.
Unknown and unverified abstract representations which are not included in the tested
situation knowledge are logged for the further improvement of the autonomous vehicle
system.
In general, the tested situation knowledge for the comparison state has to be imported
from potential multiple sources — files or databases (cf. Section 6.2.3.5.1). Known and
verified situations may be stored in multiple text files or databases which have to be
integrated for the tested situation knowledge. This segmentation allows to freely combine
situation data from different simulation-based tests as tested situation knowledge. This
way the tested situation knowledge can be optimized for the envisaged operation in the
real world.
Wireless connections allow to import tested situation knowledge from external sources
during operation. Bandwidth fluctuations of the wireless connections still require the
local storage of the tested situation knowledge within the vehicle in order to avoid the
time-consuming communication with external sources for the comparison of encountered
abstract situations.
The import of the tested situation knowledge from multiple sources — text files and
databases — may introduce duplicated abstract situations. These duplicates of abstract
situations are eliminated in the import process of the tested situation knowledge. Du-
plicates offer no benefit for the quantitative runtime monitoring For the lane change
assistant, the tested situation knowledge are imported from multiple XML files. In this
import process, any duplicated abstract situations are removed.
The situation oracle compares each encountered abstract representation from the input
abstraction fI with the set of known and verified situations contained in the tested
situation knowledge. The basic implementation evaluates at each processing cycle the
equivalence of the encountered abstract situation and the tested situation knowledge.
All properties values of each object from the encountered abstract representation are
compared with corresponding objects in each abstract situations from the tested situation
knowledge. For the lane change assistant, abstract situations are evaluated by the situation
oracle for equivalence to the abstract situations in the tested situation knowledge. Other
implementations may categorize encountered abstract situations based on probabilities (cf.
[Agg14; MPB09]). Abstract situations which are not matched to any abstract situations
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in the tested situation knowledge are judged as critical and potentially unsafe. These
situations have to be analyzed and considered for further improvements of autonomous
vehicle systems.
The quantitative runtime monitoring has a complexity O (n ·m) for the equivalence
comparison of abstract situations where 0 < n < ∞ denotes the number of abstract
representations contained in the tested situation knowledge and 0 < m < ∞ depicts
the maximum number of objects per abstract situation which have to be compared for
equivalence. The lower bound of n and m is 0 because negative numbers for situations
in the tested situation knowledge and for objects in the abstract situation are impossible.
Theoretically, there exist no upper limit for n and m. The numbers of objects in the
vicinity of the autonomous vehicle system in the real world and numbers of situations
in the tested situation knowledge are unlimited. In reality, the number of situations in
the tested situation knowledge is limited by the available space on the data storage, e.g.,
the local hard drive. The number of objects in the vicinity of the automated ego vehicle
is physically limited in the real world by the real dimensions in real dynamic objects
and the maximum number of their instances within the sensor range of the autonomous
vehicle system.
The comparison state of the quantitative runtime monitoring can be applied to the
verification of autonomous vehicle systems in simulations. Based on the abstract situations
from previous simulations as tested situation knowledge, the impact of new test cases can
be evaluated. As a result, the previously unknown abstract situations which have yet
been verified by the new test cases are highlighted.
The quantitative runtime monitoring, as well as the qualitative runtime monitoring,
require the logging of abstract situations in case of hazardous situations reps. system
behavior for further analysis and the improvement of autonomous vehicle systems. The
implementation of the logging is described in the following section.
6.2.3.6. Implementation of Logging
For improvements of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Section 4.3), the qualitative and
quantitative runtime monitoring have to log information about the state of autonomous
vehicle systems and their environments. The qualitative runtime monitoring logs abstract
situations with incorrect and unsafe system behavior while the quantitative runtime
monitoring logs abstract situations which have not yet been known and verified. Abstract
representations of the domain DIA contain all necessary information about states of
autonomous vehicle systems and their environments for the analysis of unsafe or faulty
system behavior by engineers. The abstraction level of abstract situations matches the
level of detail on which engineers intuitively reason about the behavior of autonomous
system because the domain for the abstract situations are derived from requirements of
the autonomous vehicle systems.
The single event in which incorrect and unsafe system behavior emerged is not sufficient
for analysis of faults for autonomous vehicle systems. An abstract situation describes
a single instance of the system state in which incorrect and unsafe system behavior
emerged (cf. Definition 4.4). Engineers are interested in the sequence of events leading
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Figure 6.12.: Graphical visualization of an abstract situation.
up to this event. The sequence of events leading to the incorrect and unsafe behavior
of autonomous vehicle systems has to be recorded as a viable counter example of the
systems’ correctness and safety. This history of abstract situations allows engineers to
analyze the emergence of potential unsafe system behavior, localization of system faults,
and the definition of new test cases (cf. Section 7.2.3).
The runtime monitoring framework implements a ring buffer in the situation monitor in
order to record the history of abstract situations. The size of the ring buffer limits the
maximum length of this history. Every processing cycle, the new abstract representation
from the input abstraction fI is appended to the ring buffer. In case the ring buffer is
filled the oldest abstract situations is discarded.
The qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring equally use the ring buffer of the
situation monitor in the logging of critical abstract situations. In case the quantitative
runtime monitoring encounters an unknown and unverified situation or the qualitative
runtime monitoring detects incorrect and unsafe system behavior, the abstract situation
and the content of the ring buffer are logged with a description about the detected fault as
a counterexample in a log file. The formats of log files are subject to the implementation
and may be human readable or not. Non-readable log files require additional tools for
their analysis. For example, tools with a graphical visualization of abstract situations are
beneficial for the analysis of either log files (cf. Fig. 6.12).
Log files are commonly stored locally on hard disks inside the vehicle. For analysis,
engineers have to manually transfer the logs to the development computer at the garage
by a portable hard disk or exchanging the hard disk in the vehicle. Vehicles equipped
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with wireless network connections offer the possibility to transfer the log information
directly to external storage.
The complexity of the data logging in the presence of a system failure or unknown
situation has the complexity of O (n ·m). The complexity results from the length of the
situation history n and the maximum number of objects m in all abstract situations of the
history. In reality, the data encoding and the write speed of the hard disk drive (HDD)
have a significant impact on the performance of the data logging. Complex encodings of
the situations, e.g., human-readable formats, introduce additional data which has to be
written to the HDD.
The qualitative runtime monitoring and quantitative runtime monitoring are deployed
alongside autonomous vehicle systems in simulation-based verification and during op-
eration in the real world. The application of the runtime monitoring framework in
simulations of the system verification is described in the following section. The usage of
the runtime monitoring framework during the operation of autonomous vehicles in the
real world is presented in Chapter 7.
6.3. Monitor Training in Simulations
System simulations are used in the automotive domain for the verification of autonomous
vehicle systems (cf. Section 3.6). As described in Section 5.2, autonomous vehicle systems
are integrated into a simulation framework for verification. In the simulations, autonomous
vehicle systems are evaluated for a defined set of test cases. System simulations offer
the possibilities of faster development and verification cycles without having to costly
setup prototype vehicles. In the holistic engineering approach for autonomous vehicle
systems, the runtime monitoring framework is deployed alongside the autonomous vehicle
systems in these simulation in order to evaluate the behavior of these systems (cf.
Section 6.3.2) and to collect verified abstract situations for the tested situation knowledge
(cf. Section 6.3.3).
The following sections address the utilization of the runtime monitoring framework in
simulations. In Section 6.3.1, the definition, and execution of test cases in simulations for
the verification of autonomous vehicle systems are described. Section 6.2.3.4.2, presents
the utilization of the qualitative runtime monitoring as test oracle in the simulations. The
accumulation of the tested situation knowledge in simulations is described in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1. System Verification in Simulations
Autonomous vehicle systems are verified in system simulations based on models of their
environment (cf. Section 3.6). Following the architecture from Section 5.2, informa-
tion from these environment models is processed by sensor models and the system’s
preprocessing as test inputs for the verified function. Environment models and have to
sufficiently represent traffic situations which autonomous vehicle systems will encounter
during operation in the real world. This representation includes the scenery of the static
elements, e.g., roads, signs, and buildings, as well as dynamic objects, e.g., vehicles and
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pedestrians. Any sparse representations of real-world situations diminish the validity of
corresponding verification results for the operation of autonomous vehicle systems in
the real world. Following the open-world assumption, the real world is impossible to be
comprehensively modeled and by a single environment.
Definition 6.2 (Environment Model). An environment model represents the real
world in a simulation. The model includes the scenery of static objects, e.g., roads,
signs, as well as dynamic objects, like vehicles and pedestrians and their behavior.
Abstract modeling of the environment is necessary for system simulations in order to
sufficiently generate realistic test inputs for the autonomous vehicle system. Modeling
of the vehicle’s environment as an environment model is vital in order to generate test
inputs for the autonomous vehicle system sufficiently. The behavior of autonomous
vehicle systems may slightly deviate in repeated executions of tests. Each test would
require slightly different test inputs. The usage of recorded system signals directly as
test inputs for the autonomous vehicle systems without any abstraction would not be
able to provide these slightly deviating test inputs.
In system verification (cf. Section 3.6), system parts or complete autonomous vehicle
systems are evaluated for a set of simulation-based tests (cf. Section 2.2). Simulation-
based tests are defined in a two-stage process as test scenarios and test cases. Test
scenarios define static elements of the scenery and the behavior of dynamic objects in
the simulated world for a limited duration. For the scenery, the course of the road
including its lanes and markings are defined. Additional beautifications like vegetation
or building can be added to the scenery. Dynamic vehicles, e.g., vehicles and pedestrians,
are positioned in the world based on the course of the road and their behavior is defined.
For the ego vehicle, test scenarios define a target destination which the ego vehicle has
to reach at the end of the scenario. Positions of static and dynamic objects as well as
behaviors of dynamic objects are modeled to cause the anticipated behavior, e.g., lane
changes, by the autonomous vehicle systems on its way towards its target destination.
Test scenarios do not define all parameters which are required by the simulation. Some
parameters are not yet explicitly defined in test scenarios and offer the possible for
parameter fuzzing (cf. [Ana+13; Bac+17c; MP+07]). For example, the scenario for a
lane change can be tested for different velocities of the ego vehicle.
Test cases extend test scenarios by defining explicit values for the free parameters of
test scenarios, e.g., velocities and acceleration of vehicles. With the specification of free
parameters, the expected behavior of the autonomous vehicle systems for the test cases
is defined. Multiple test cases can be defined for one single test scenarios. Each test case
may expect different behavior from the autonomous vehicle system under test. All test
cases for the verification of an autonomous vehicle system are aggregated to a test suite.
Test scenarios and test case are implemented as environment models. These environment
models are either manually modeled by engineers from the system’s requirements or
derived from recorded traffic situations during operation (cf. Section 7.2.3). Static and
dynamic objects are positioned in a virtual world, and their behavior and parameters are
configured according to the test cases.
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The case study (cf. Chapter 8) has shown that engineers tend to model the most
straightforward scenarios for the verification of particular system behavior, e.g., a lane
change, but these scenarios occur in limited quantities in the real world. For example,
one single vehicle is modeled in front of the autonomous vehicle in order to trigger a
lane change by automated ego vehicle. Scenarios in the real world tend to be far more
complex. Larger quantities of vehicles drive alongside the autonomous vehicle on public
roads than anticipated by engineers. The holistic engineering approach addresses this
issues by transferring information from the real world back to the development for the
definition of realistic test scenarios and test cases (cf Section 7.2.3).
The simulation framework successively executes the test suite for an autonomous vehicle
system. Each test case commences with the configuration of internal system parameters
and initialization of the environment model. In the execution of these simulation-based
tests, dynamic objects of the environment models perform their assigned behaviors. The
autonomous vehicle system operates in this virtual environment based on the inputs
about the virtual world from sensor models and system preprocessing. The system
processes maneuvers for its immediate and future driving direction towards its assigned
destination (cf. Section 3.3.1.3). The output of the system function — the driving
maneuver — is considered by the simulation framework to change the position and
pose of the autonomous vehicle in the simulated world. Depending on the type of the
simulation, other dynamic objects are influenced by the behavior of the autonomous
vehicle (closed-loop simulation) or operate independently — solely based on the defined
behavior by the test case (open-loop simulation).
For the lane change assistant, eight test scenarios have been modeled based on the
requirements for the lane change assistant (cf. Section 3.2). Each test scenario has been
parameterized by at least two test cases (cf. Appendix A.2). The environment model for
each test cases has been modeled in VTD by manually defining the road structure, road
topology and placing necessary dynamic vehicles on the road (cf. [Oli+16; Ulb+16]).
The behavior of these vehicles has been defined considering the expected behavior of
the lane change assistant for the test case. Overall 24 test cases have been manually
designed (cf. Chapter 8). For further information about configuration, execution, and
results of the simulations for the verification of the lane change assistant can be found in
(cf. Chapter 8).
The correctness and safety of emerging system behavior in the simulations are evaluated
manually by engineers or automatically by a test oracle in regard to the expected behavior
for the autonomous vehicle systems by the test cases. Maneuvers performed by the
automated ego vehicle have to correspond to the maneuvers which have been anticipated
by the test cases. Test oracles evaluate the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems based
on a set of given criteria and conditions. As shown in the following Section 6.3.2, the
runtime monitoring framework can be used in simulation as test oracle.
6.3.2. Qualitative Monitoring as Test Oracle
The qualitative runtime monitoring can be used as test oracle (cf. [Bar+15]) in simulations
in order to support the verification of autonomous vehicle systems. As test oracle, the
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qualitative runtime monitoring evaluates the correctness and safety of the system’s
behavior concerning conditions which are defined by the system requirements. However,
the correct execution of maneuvers by the autonomous vehicle system in comparison to
the anticipated behavior by the test cases is not assessed by the qualitative monitoring.
For example, a test case for a lane change may be evaluated as correct and safe by the
qualitative runtime monitoring even though the automated ego vehicle remains within
its current driving lane without performing the anticipated lane change. Engineers have
to manually evaluate the actual system behavior under consideration of the intended
behavior for the autonomous vehicle system in the test case.
A test case for the verification of autonomous vehicle systems will be judged correct and
safe if the conformity oracle evaluates the abstracted action of the autonomous vehicle
system as correct and safe for each (abstract) situation emerging in the simulation of the
test case. A simulation can be seen as a trace of (abstract) situations (cf. Definition 2.32).
Each processing cycle, the conformity oracle compares the abstracted action of the
autonomous vehicle system with the sets of abstract actions from the abstract function
fA (cf. Section 6.2.3.4). Equation (6.5) must yield.
As a result, a test case for the autonomous vehicle system will be successful if the qualitative
runtime monitoring and the test engineer evaluate the behavior of the autonomous vehicle
system in the simulation as correct and safe. The manual and automatic evaluation of
the test case represents the ground truth for the usage of any results from the simulation
(cf. Section 6.3.3) as references for the evaluation of the autonomous vehicle system
during operation in the real world. Any malicious test case requires the manual validation
and analysis of engineers. Engineers have to determine if the faulty test case has been
raised by faults of the autonomous vehicle systems, faulty test cases, or faults within the
qualitative runtime monitoring.
For the soundness of the qualitative runtime monitoring, the qualitative runtime mon-
itoring and its verdicts have to be validated. Input abstraction fI , output abstraction
fO, abstract function fA, and conformity oracle are implemented based on the typed
first-order logic (cf. Section 6.2.3.4) and may include implementation faults. For example,
Eq. (6.9) could be violated for the input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO. Under
the assumption that the autonomous vehicle system has been correctly implemented
and the manual verdicts by engineers are sound, simulations offer the possibility to
validate the qualitative runtime monitoring by comparing its verdicts to the manual
evaluation of the system’s behavior by engineers in each situation. System requirements
have to be faulty and have to be revised if the deviating verdicts do not originate from
implementation faults.
For the lane change assistant, success and failure of test cases in the system verification
have been determined manually by test engineers. The qualitative runtime monitoring has
been implemented based on the requirements for the lane change assistant (cf. Section 3.2)
and has been used in the simulations of the system verification as an additional evaluator.
This approach allowed to validate the verdicts of the qualitative runtime monitoring for
test cases based on the manual verdicts by engineers for these tests. The qualitative
runtime monitoring evaluated two test cases for the lane change assistant as correct and
safe even though the automated ego vehicle did not excerpt the anticipated behavior for
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these test cases. These two test cases were manually evaluated as unsuccessful. More
details about the application of the qualitative runtime monitoring in simulations for the
lane change assistant are given in Chapter 8.
While the qualitative runtime monitoring as a test oracle evaluates the correctness and
safety of the autonomous vehicle system in the simulations, the quantitative runtime
monitoring uses the simulations for the recording of its tested situation knowledge for later
use during the operation of the autonomous vehicle system in the real world. The usage
of quantitative runtime monitoring in the verification of autonomous vehicle systems is
described in the following section.
6.3.3. Training of Situation Monitor
In simulations, the quantitative runtime monitoring is used to gather the tested situation
knowledge. The execution of test cases in simulations results in a trace of situations where
each situation describes a concrete configuration of the virtual world at a given point in
time (cf. Definition 2.32). The quantitative runtime monitoring records each abstract
situation from the input abstraction fI . Encountered abstract situations are stored either
in a file or a database (cf. Section 6.2.3.5). Any duplicates of encountered abstract
situations are dismissed leaving a set of unique abstract situations (cf. Definition 6.3).
For the recording of situations, the quantitative runtime monitoring has to operate in
the recording state (cf. Section 6.2.3.5).
Definition 6.3 (Unique Abstract Situation). A unique abstract situation is a abstract
situation in a set of abstract situations which has no duplicates within this set.
All recorded abstract situation compose the tested situation knowledge which only contains
verified abstract situations. It is assumed that all test cases for an autonomous vehicle
system are successful and can be used in the recording of the tested situation knowledge.
The manual evaluation by engineers and the automatic evaluation by the qualitative
runtime monitoring of test cases (cf. Section 6.3.2) represents the ground truth for the
correctness and safety of the recorded abstract situation. Any unsuccessful test case would
require the analysis and improvement of the test case or autonomous vehicle system
until the test case has been successfully executed. The abstract situations of the tested
situation knowledge are used as the reference set for the quantitative runtime monitoring
of the autonomous vehicle system during operation in the real world (cf. Chapter 7).
The recording of abstract situations by the quantitative runtime monitoring enables
statements about the impact of individual test case for tested situation knowledge. The
number of unique abstract situations for a test case can be used as an indicator of its
complexity. The comparison of the set of recorded abstract situations for a test case
with the set of abstract situation in tested situation knowledge describes the impact of
individual test cases for the quantitative runtime monitoring The knowledge about the
impact of individual test cases in term of unique abstract situations can support the
definition of a reduced but impactful subset of test cases for an autonomous vehicle
system in order to optimize its verification. For example, a subset could be defined
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which engineers should initially use for the verification and validation of their system
improvements.
The runtime monitoring has recorded 734 abstract situations have been recorded for
the 24 initial test cases in XML files in the case study on the lane change assistant.
The XML files of the 22 valid test cases are imported as tested situation knowledge
for the quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation
(cf.Section 7.1.2). The recordings from the two unsuccessful test cases are omitted in the
tested situation knowledge. The statistics about recorded abstract situations for individual
test cases have also been evaluated and are presented in Chapter 8.
The quantitative runtime monitoring during operation in the real world is described in
Chapter 7.
First, the impact and limitations of the runtime monitoring framework are discussed in
the next section.
6.4. Impact and Limitations of the Runtime Monitoring
Framework
The exclusive runtime verification of system properties is not sufficient for the reasoning
about the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world.
As described in Section 3.8.1, the real world is too complex to fully specify and to
verify all possible input situations for the function of the autonomous vehicle system.
The qualitative runtime monitoring only verifies the relationship between the input
situations and the output action of the function but not the validity of input situations
themselves. Therefore, input situations may occur which have not yet been considered in
the implementation of the function and are outside its definition range. The processing
of the output action by the function might still be correct and valid but not be valid and
safe for the situation in the real world. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor and verify
the environment situations. The quantitative runtime monitoring addresses this issue by
recording the unknown situations in order to verify the behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems for the situations in simulations. Revising the runtime monitoring in the real
world and simulation as proposed by the engineering approach of this work, the set of
verified and safe situations for the autonomous vehicle system continuously increases.
A fully verified and functional runtime monitoring framework should not have any false
negative in regard to the system requirements (cf. Table 3.12). False negatives for the
runtime monitoring are critical situations or critical system behavior which are not
recognized by the runtime monitoring framework. However, this restriction does only
apply to considered requirements. Manual evaluations of simulations and test drives
in the real world may reveal false negative which are subject to the underspecification
of the requirements and which cannot be detected by the runtime monitoring. The
completeness of the requirements is essential for the quality of the runtime monitoring.
The runtime monitoring framework does record false positives (cf. Table 3.12). The
quantitative runtime monitoring may encounter situations during operation in the real
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world which it classifies as unknown and unverified but in which the behavior of the
autonomous vehicle system in simulation is correct and safe. Under the assumption that
the input abstraction fI , output abstraction fO, abstract function fA, and conformity
oracle are implemented correctly, false positives for the qualitative runtime monitoring
indicate inadequacies in the system requirements.
The validity of the runtime monitoring framework is restricted by the considered require-
ments and the soundness of input abstraction fI and output abstraction fO. The scope of
considered requirements directly defines the scope of the runtime monitoring framework.
Even though results from the runtime monitoring framework can be used to enhance
the specification (cf. Section 4.3.3), the runtime monitoring is only able to consider
objects and properties of systems and their environments in its abstract situations which
are defined in the requirements for the autonomous vehicle systems. Other objects
and properties are omitted from the abstract situations and are not considered by the
qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring.
As described in Section 6.1.4, the input abstraction fI and output abstraction must not
process situations identically for which the autonomous vehicle systems exhibit different
behaviors. Otherwise, any result from the runtime monitoring framework is assumed to
be incorrect. For this reason, the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework
and its results have to be validated within the system verification by test engineers based
on their manual evaluation of test cases. The runtime monitoring framework should
only be used unsupervised as test oracle in simulations if the soundness of the runtime
monitoring framework has been sufficiently validated.
Data abstractions have a long history in model checking and verification [CGL94].
Nevertheless, abstractions are considered by other approaches (cf. [Kan15; KK15]) but
are not explicitly defined and emphasized in the same way as in this work. These
approaches (cf. [Kan15; KK15]) monitor the correctness of systems by conditions which
are defined directly for the data objects and signals of monitored systems. Such a limited
level of abstraction only allows highly technical engineers the analysis of monitoring
results. The abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework reduces the overall data
complexity by its discretization of the real world. The real world and its complexity
require the abstraction not to be too coarse and not to be too detailed (cf. [Den+14]).
The consideration of requirements for the definition of input abstraction fI and output
abstraction fO result in an overall abstraction by the runtime monitoring framework on the
level of the system specification. Correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems
have not to be monitored directly on system objects and system signals but are evaluated
on abstract data which matches the level of abstraction on which engineers reason
about the system behavior. This abstraction supports the manual analysis of runtime
monitoring results and the identification of faults for the autonomous vehicle systems.
The complexity of the runtime monitoring can be further improved by considering domain
knowledge, e.g., the limited range of sensors (cf. [Bar+09]), for the domains of objects
and values in the abstract representation.
The quantitative runtime monitoring enables the reasoning about the correctness and
safety of autonomous vehicle systems based on the number and type of encountered and
verified situations. This information can be integrated in metrics for the correctness and
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safety of autonomous vehicle system (cf. Section 3.8.4). Such metrics would be more
expressive and sound than current metrics for autonomous vehicle systems. Current
metrics solely evaluate their safety based on the number of faults over the total driving
distance of autonomous vehicle systems. Existing metrics judge autonomous vehicle
systems as correct and safe for all possible environment situations even if systems have
just been driven and verified on a straight rural road with limited traffic. Metrics
incorporating numbers and types of situations would explicitly consider and address the
diversity of real-world situations.
While Chapter 6 presented the implementation of the runtime monitoring framework
and its usage in the system verification, Chapter 7 addresses the operation analysis
by applying the runtime monitoring framework to the operation of the autonomous
vehicle systems in the real world. The results from the runtime monitoring during
operation enable the system evolution and definition of test scenarios and test cases for
dependability improvements of autonomous vehicle systems (cf Section 4.3.3).
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While Chapter 5 addressed the architecture of the runtime monitoring framework and
Chapter 6 presented the conception, implementation, and training of the runtime mon-
itoring framework, this chapter describes the application of the runtime monitoring
framework during operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world as well as
the usage of its results for improvements of autonomous vehicle systems. As shown in
Fig. 4.1, the application of the runtime monitoring framework during operation is the
third part of the engineering approach. The runtime monitoring during operation con-
cerns questions about the validity and soundness of verification results during operation
in the real world and the improvement of autonomous vehicle systems by the result of
the runtime monitoring during operation.
As in the simulations of the system verification (cf. Section 6.3), the runtime monitoring
framework is deployed alongside the autonomous vehicle system inside the vehicle. Results
from the runtime monitoring during operation in the real world can be used in order
to support the safety of the autonomous vehicle systems during operation and for the
improvement of these systems in additional development cycles. The runtime monitoring
and safety enforcement during operation are described in Section 7.1. The improvement
of autonomous vehicle systems based on the runtime monitoring results is described
in Section 7.2. Section 7.2.3 addresses the generation of new test cases from recorded
abstract situations.
7.1. Runtime Monitoring at Operation
The runtime monitoring framework and its components (cf. Fig. 5.1) are identically
used for runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the
real world as they are used in simulations of the system verification (cf. Section 6.3).
The qualitative runtime monitoring assesses the system behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems based on the systems’ requirements while the quantitative runtime monitoring
evaluates encountered real-world situations. The main differences in the usage of the
runtime monitoring framework in simulations of the system verification and during
operation in the real world are
• the change from sensor and actuator models to real sensors and actuators, and
• the usage of verified abstract situations from simulations of the system verification
as tested situation knowledge.
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In comparison to the modeled world in simulations, the real world is far more complex
with an uncountable number of possible traffic situations. All possible traffic situations
can never be fully simulated (cf. Section 2.2). All dynamic objects in the real world
act as autonomous agents (cf. [FG96]). Though dynamic objects might react to the
behavior of the automated ego vehicle, their actions and reactions are not predefined
nor are they deterministic. Neither the autonomous vehicle system nor system engineers
have control over the behavior of other objects in the real world. An autonomous vehicle
system requires physical sensors for the perception of its environment. Sensors are
crucial for autonomous vehicle systems, because communication service networks for the
communication with vehicles and infrastructure, e.g., V2X, are not extensively available
and are not support by all environmental objects, e.g., houses, tree, or animals.
For the perception of objects in the real world, the autonomous vehicle system and
the runtime monitoring framework have to be installed in real vehicles alongside real
sensors and actuators. For the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during
operation in the real world, two use cases can be distinguished :
Field tests In the development of the autonomous vehicle systems, prototype vehicles are
used in field operational tests to verify and validate the behavior of these systems.
The focus of field testing is on the validation of the system implementation and its
final configuration for production vehicles. Field testing is the last activity in the
development process of autonomous vehicle systems in which car manufacturers
can identify and resolve system failures before the autonomous vehicle systems are
installed in production vehicles and are used by customers (cf. Fig. 3.2).
Field tests may take place on test tracks or public roads. On test tracks, safety and
performance are tested by prototype vehicles in critical traffic situations without
any danger for other traffic participants1. Field tests on public roads are used for
the testing of the system’s behavior in realistic environments to gain an outlook on
the system behavior during operation by customers.
Operation by customers production vehicles as the final product are bought and op-
erated by customers in their day-to-day lives. Customers are less sophisticated
with the capabilities and limitations of autonomous vehicle systems than test
engineers. Production vehicles and their autonomous vehicle systems have to be
sufficiently verified and validated in the vehicle’s development before the usage
by costumers. Customers use production vehicles more frequently and extensively
than test engineers in field operational tests. Therefore, customers achieve higher
mileage and encounter a more extensive variety of traffic situations.
The larger mileage by customers would enable car manufacturers to gather larger
quantities of realistic data about the systems’ behavior and real traffic situations by
the runtime monitoring. The high amount of traffic situations would be beneficial
for the development of existing and future autonomous vehicle systems. However,
1https://eu.usatoday.com/story/tech/2017/10/31/waymo-self-driving-cars-go-school-
here/815627001/ (accessed: 12/02/2018)
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data from production vehicles is insufficiently considered by the car manufactures
for the development of autonomous vehicle systems. Nowadays, only Tesla Motors
is known for recording massive amounts of real-world data from its autopilots in
production vehicles 2.
Autonomous vehicle systems in prototype vehicles and production vehicles primarily
deviate from systems in simulations of the system verification in the usage of physical
sensor and actuators instead of sensor and actuator models. As shown in Fig. 5.1,
the change to physical sensor and actuators results in changes for the preprocessing
resp. postprocessing.
Physical sensors are prone to provide sensor data with jitter that may lead to the potential
faulty mapping of real-world objects in the internal representation of the real world
(cf. Section 3.8.1). Physical sensors, actuators, and their corresponding processing have
to be additionally verified by complementary V&V methods. The runtime monitoring
framework does not address the verification and validation of system components other
than components which are contained within the function (cf. Fig. 5.1).
The use cases — prototype vehicle and production vehicle — have an impact on the
quality and quantity of generated runtime monitoring data as well as the availability of
recorded data for analysis and system improvement. As shown in Fig. 7.1, fields tests
allow engineers to access the recorded data within minutes, hours, or days. However, the
quality and quantity of the data are limited due to the shorter distances driven in field
operational tests.
The operation by customers leads to larger amounts of realistic data, but this data can
only be accessed in a workshop during vehicle maintenance. The regular intervals for
maintenance range from month to years (cf. Fig. 7.1).
Wireless connections can enhance the access to runtime monitoring data in production
vehicles. These wireless connections allow car manufacturers to access the data in
production vehicles directly and to transfer them to their data storages. Until recently,
neither car manufacturers nor customers have been willing to pay for the additional costs
for wireless connections in production vehicles. An exception is Tesla Motors. Tesla
Motors exhaustively use wireless connections to gather data from production vehicles in
public traffic as well as update the vehicles’ software3. The following sections describe
the runtime monitoring during operation in the real world in general — applicable to
both field operational tests and the operation by customers.
The runtime monitoring framework (cf. Fig. 5.1) can be used identically in prototype
vehicles and production vehicles during operation in the real world as it has been used in
the simulation of the system verification (cf. Section 6.3) however, the function must not
change between system verification and operation in the real world. Valid argumentations
about the correctness and the safety of the function require runtime monitoring results
from simulations of the system verification and monitoring results from the operation
in the real world to target the same function. The ground truth for the correctness
2https://electrek.co/2017/05/06/tesla-data-sharing-policy-collecting-video-self-driving/ (accessed:
12/01/2018)
3http://fortune.com/2015/10/16/how-tesla-autopilot-learns/ (accessed: 12/02/2018)
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Figure 7.1.: Time duration until recordings are available for system evolution.
and safety of autonomous vehicle systems from the simulations will not be valid for
operation in the real world if two different functions are monitored in simulations and
during operation. The behavior of the function during operation in the real world has
not yet been verified in simulations for any traffic situations.
The defined data interfaces have to remain unchanged and accessible by the runtime
monitoring framework (cf. Section 5.3.1). However, the technical realization of these
interfaces inside prototype vehicles and production vehicles may change from, e.g.,
communication via shared memory in simulations to message passing via vehicles’ CAN
buses.
Besides physical sensors and actuators, the operation mode of the quantitative runtime
monitoring and its usage of the tested situation knowledge is the second main difference
between the runtime monitoring framework in simulations of the system verification
and during operation in the real world. During operation, the quantitative runtime
monitoring operates in the comparison state. Verified and known abstract situation from
the simulation are used as tested situation knowledge for the evaluation of encountered
abstract situation (cf. Section 6.2.3.5). Unlike in simulations of the system verification,
no new traffic situations are recorded for the tested situation knowledge. The quantitative
runtime monitoring during operation in the real world is described in more detail in
Section 7.1.2.
The autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real world will be judged as safe
for the current traffic situation by the runtime monitoring framework if the qualitative
runtime monitoring evaluates the system behavior in the current traffic situation as
safe and the quantitative runtime monitoring evaluate the current situations as known
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and verified. The qualitative runtime monitoring must not recognize any unsafe action
by the function. The quantitative runtime monitoring must find the current traffic
situation within its tested situation knowledge. In any other case, the runtime monitoring
framework cannot guarantee the correctness and safety of autonomous vehicle systems.
Nevertheless, the autonomous vehicle system may behave safely in traffic situations that
have not yet been known and verified.
The runtime monitoring framework only identifies traffic situations which have not yet
been verified and in which the autonomous vehicle system behaves unsafe. These verdicts
of the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring can be used during operation in
the real world for the initiation of safety measures in order to maintain the vehicle’s
safety in critical situations. However, the selection and execution of safety measures in
the presence of unsafe traffic situations are not addressed by the runtime monitoring
framework. The selection and execution of safety measures is a complex problem (cf.
[Hör11; RM15]). Multiple safety measures can be applied in a single critical situation.
Possible safety measures may include but are not limited to
• transferring the vehicle control back to the driver in reasonable time,
• activating fall-back components in order to replace malicious parts of the au-
tonomous vehicle system, or
• activating a fall-back routine with reduced safety functionality in order to take over
the vehicle control and transfer the automated ego vehicle into a safe state. Such
fall-back routines may include e.g.
– an immediate full stop, or
– the change to the emergency lane for a safety stop.
One of the most intuitive safety measures would be the initiation of a full stop. However,
a full stop on highways is potentially hazardous. In situations where the automated ego
vehicle is followed by another vehicle in short distance at high speed on a highway, a
full-stop could potentially lead to a collision with the following vehicle. The following
vehicle might be unable to react timely in order to avoid the collision. Therefore, the
selection and execution of safety measure is not part of this work. The reader is referred
to other work in this field, e.g., [Hör11; RM15].
The following sections give a more detailed description about the qualitative and quanti-
tative runtime monitoring during operation in the real world. The qualitative runtime
monitoring is described in Section 7.1.1. Section 7.1.2 describes the quantitative runtime
monitoring during operation in the real world.
7.1.1. Qualitative Evaluation and Safety Enforcement
The qualitative runtime monitoring during operation supervises the behavior of the au-
tonomous vehicle systems by evaluating the processing of the system’s function regarding
its requirements.
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Table 7.1.: Implications for results from the qualitative runtime monitoring.
Dependable Erroneous
Timing Conclusion
Function Beh.
≡
Defined Beh.
Function Beh.
6=
Defined Beh.
Online ⇒ Initiate Safety Measure
Oﬄine ⇒ Revise Implementation
The conformity oracle will evaluate — as already shown for the simulation of the system
verification (cf. Section 6.3.2)) — the behavior of the function for the current traffic
situation as correct and safe if the abstract action from the output abstraction fO matches
the set of abstract actions by the abstract function fA (cf. Table 7.1). Equation (6.5) has
to yield. The abstract function fA processes a set of correct and safe abstract actions
resp. a set of illegal actions based on the abstract representation from the input abstraction
fI (cf. Section 6.2.3.4.1) in each processing cycle.
The behavior of the complete autonomous vehicle system can be judged as correct
and safe during operation in the real world if all other parts of these systems which
are not supervised by the runtime monitoring framework operate correctly and safely.
As described in Section 5.2, these remaining parts have to be verified, validated, and
monitored by other V&V methods.
The correctness and safety of the autonomous vehicle system will not be guaranteed by
the runtime monitoring framework, if the abstract action from the output abstraction
fO does not match the abstract actions by the abstract function fA. Misbehavior of the
autonomous vehicle system imposes a danger for the safety of the automated ego vehicle,
its passengers, and all objects and people in the vehicle’s vicinity. As shown in Table 7.1,
safety measures have to be initiated in the presence of incorrect system behavior in order
to mitigate the safety risks by the malicious autonomous vehicle system online during
operation in the real world. As mentioned in the previous section the selection and
execution of the correct safety measure are beyond the scope of this thesis.
The resolution of faulty system behavior requires the improvement of the autonomous
vehicle system oﬄine by further development activities (cf. Section 3.1.2). For the
analysis, identification, and improvement of incorrect system behavior, the abstract
situations in which the malicious system behavior emerged are recorded in log files (cf.
Fig. 5.1). The log files about incorrect system behavior include the type of malicious
system behavior, the current abstract situation and the history of previous abstract
situation. Depending on the use case — prototype vehicle or production vehicles —, the
availability may range from days and weeks to month and years (cf. Fig. 7.1). A more
detailed description of the system evolution is given in section Section 7.2.
The abstract function fA and the conformity oracle fC use the identical implementation
in the simulations of the system verification and during the real world operation (cf.
Section 6.2.3.4). This implementation does not include the selection and execution of
safety measures in present of faulty system behavior. In the presence of faulty system
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behavior, information about faulty system behavior, corresponding abstract situations,
and the history of previous abstract situation are recorded in human-readable text files.
The log files contain sequences of abstract situations with quite identical histories of
previous abstract situation. These log files are essential for the improvement and evolution
of the lane change assistant (cf. Section 7.2).
The qualitative runtime monitoring recorded estimated 29 unique abstract situation with
incorrect and unsafe system behavior in field operational tests with a prototype vehicle
on the German highway A2 (2.7% of 1078 unique situations) and estimated 19 unique
abstract situation for the test drive on the German highway A39 (1,98% of 974 unique
situations). The detailed statistic is clarified in Chapter 8.
Alongside the qualitative runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems, encountered
situations are evaluated by the quantitative runtime monitoring during operation in the
real world. The quantitative runtime monitoring during operation in the real world is
described in the following section.
7.1.2. Quantitative Evaluation and Situation Recording
The quantitative runtime monitoring during operation in the real world does not record
encountered abstract situation for the tested situation knowledge but compares encoun-
tered abstract situation with the abstract situation in tested situation knowledge (cf.
Section 6.2.3.5). The components used for the quantitative runtime monitoring during
operation in the real world are identical to the components used for the qualitative
runtime monitoring in simulations of the system verification. However, the functionality
of the quantitative runtime monitoring deviates. During operation in the real world, the
quantitative runtime monitoring operates in the comparison state.
At startup, abstract situations which have been previously recorded in simulations of
the system verification are imported from files or databases for the tested situation
knowledge during operation. The tested situation knowledge only contains unique abstract
situations because all duplicates of abstract situations are eliminated in the import process.
All abstract situations of the tested situation knowledge must originate from successful
simulations with correct and safety system behavior by the autonomous vehicle systems.
The correct verification of the autonomous vehicle systems in the simulation represents
the ground truth for the runtime monitoring for these systems during operation in the
real world.
During operation in the real world, each encountered traffic situation is transformed
into an abstract situationby the input abstraction fI . The situation monitor receives the
abstract situation and adds it to its history of abstract situations. The abstract function
fA forwards the abstract situations to the situation oracle. The situation oracle compares
the abstract situation with the situations contained in the tested situation knowledge.
In case the encountered abstract situationis not contained in the tested situation knowledge,
the autonomous vehicle system has not yet been verified for this situation, and the
correctness and safety of the autonomous vehicle system cannot be guaranteed — even
if the qualitative runtime monitoring evaluates the behavior of the autonomous vehicle
system as correct and safe.
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Table 7.2.: Implications for results from the quantitative runtime monitoring.
Dependable Erroneous
Timing Conclusion
Situation
∈
Sit. Knowledge
Situation
6∈
Sit. Knowledge
Online ⇒ Initiate Safety Measure
Oﬄine ⇒ Revise Test Cases
The safety argumentation for the operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the situation
is incomplete because the ground truth from the simulations of the system verification is
missing in the situation. The autonomous vehicle system might operate differently in
unknown traffic situations than engineers would expect these systems to do. The actual
behavior of autonomous vehicle systems need not be safety-critical. For example, the
lane change assistant could follow a preceding slower vehicle on a multi-lane road instead
performing a lane change for advantageous overtaking of the preceding vehicle.
While the qualitative runtime monitoring reveals safety critical system behavior with
immediate danger for the vehicle, its passengers, and all objects and passenger in the
vehicle’s vicinity, the autonomous vehicle system may still operate correctly and safely
in the presence of unknown and unverified traffic situations. The autonomous vehicle
system need not impose a safety threat for the vehicle, its passengers and other objects
and person in the vehicle’s vicinity.
As for the quantitative runtime monitoring safety measures should be initiated during
operation in the real world in order to avoid any potential danger if unknown traffic
situations emerge. However, the criticality in an unknown and unverified traffic situation
might not be as high as for malicious system behavior. It might be sufficient to alert
the driver to monitor and evaluated the current traffic situations and to intervene if
necessary. Other safety measures may still be applied.
Abstract situations which have not yet been known and verified are recorded for the ex-
tension of the ground truth in additional simulations and the improvement of autonomous
vehicle systems. Each unknown abstract situationis stored in a log file or database with
the history of previous abstract situation and additional meta information, e.g., time (cf.
Section 6.2.3.5). In case a wireless connection is available, the data can immediately be
transferred to remote storages.
Even though histories of previous abstract situation for successive unknown abstract
situation contain large numbers of identical abstract situation; these histories are all
stored individually in the log file. The primary usage of these log files in the engineering
approach is the definition of additional test scenarios and test cases for the simulations
of the system verification in further system development (cf. Table 7.2). The additional
tests help to reveal additional faults for autonomous vehicle systems and to extend the
scope of traffic situations with ground truth.
The recording of abstract situations by the quantitative runtime monitoring during
operation in the real world enables statements about the impact of tests on a test track
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or in public traffic. The number of unknown abstract situation which are not contained
in the tested situation knowledge is an indicator of the impact of each test drive. Tests
with higher amounts of unknown abstract situation are more likely to reveal previously
unknown faulty system behavior and therefore are more likely to enhance the safety of
the autonomous vehicle system. The information about the impact of test drives can
be used to support test engineers to perform the validation of the autonomous vehicle
system in the real world more effectively.
For the lane change assistant, the 77 recorded situations from successful simulations of 22
test cases in system verification are aggregated for the tested situation knowledge during
operation in the real world. In test drives (cf. Chapter 8), each encountered abstract
situation is compared to the abstract situation of the tested situation knowledge and
unknown and unverified abstract situation are recorded with their histories of previous
abstract situations in human-readable text files individually for each test drive.
As shown in Chapter 8, less than 1.6% of encountered abstract situations in the recordings
of test drives on the German highways A2 and A39 have been tested in the simulations
of the manually modeled test cases. This low percentage of coverage indicates insufficient
modeling of the real world by the initial set of test cases for the lane change assistant. A
detail statistic is given in Chapter 8.
The recorded abstract situations by the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring
of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real world can be used for
improvements of autonomous vehicle systems and extensions of system verification by
additional simulations. This system evolution based on the runtime monitoring results
enables car manufacturers to increase the safety of their autonomous vehicle systems
iteratively. The following section describes the improvement of autonomous vehicle
systems and the extensions of the simulations in the system verification in more detail.
7.2. System Evolution
The holistic engineering approach (cf. Fig. 4.1) envisages a iterative cycle of system
development at design time and assessment during operation. Results from the runtime
monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation have to be transferred back
into the system development in order to identify and resolve previously unknown faulty
system behavior and extend the scope of the system verification by additional simulations.
The log files of recorded abstract situations from the runtime monitoring of autonomous
vehicle systems during operation (cf. Section 7.1) have to be analyzed in order to identify
the origin of faulty system behavior. The impact of the runtime monitoring results on
the development of autonomous vehicle systems is two-fold:
• Abstract situations which exhibit incorrect and unsafe system behavior indicate
faults in the specification, design, and implementation of the autonomous vehicle
systems (cf. Section 7.2.1).
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Figure 7.2.: Impact by results of qualitative runtime monitoring.
• Unverified abstract situation primarily indicate missing or faulty test scenarios (cf.
Definition 4.5) and test cases (cf. Definition 4.6) in the test suites for the system
verification of the autonomous vehicle systems (cf Section 7.2.2).
The impacts of the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring during operation
of autonomous vehicle systems for the system evolution is described in the following
sections individually.
7.2.1. Improvement by Situations with Incorrect System Behavior
Log files from the qualitative runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems dur-
ing operation in the real world contain sequences of abstract situation in which the
autonomous vehicle systems operated incorrectly and unsafe — violating system require-
ments. These abstract situations are essential for the improvement of the autonomous
vehicle systems. As shown in Fig. 7.2, the results from the qualitative runtime monitoring
during operation of the real world primarily impact the requirements analysis, system
design, and implementation of autonomous vehicle systems.
The histories of previous abstract situation which are recorded with each critical abstract
situationsupport engineers in the manual localization, analysis, and improvement of
system faults. This may include the review of requirements, system design, and im-
plementation in order to find the origin of the faulty system behavior. Based on the
identified system fault, engineers have to revise all depending development artifacts.
Faults in requirements require the revision of the requirements, system design, safety
analysis, and system implementation while implementation faults only influence the
implementation and do not require changes of requirements, safety analysis, or system
design. As results of system improvements, a version of the autonomous vehicle system
is developed which is supposed to operate correctly and safely in all known abstract
situations.
The improved versions of the autonomous vehicle systems are verified again in simulations
of the system verification for existing and additionally created test scenarios and test
cases. Additional test scenarios and test cases are defined based on the recorded abstract
situations with faulty system behavior and their histories. The improved versions
of the autonomous vehicle systems must operate correctly and safely in all abstract
situations in which the previous system version exhibited an incorrect and unsafe system
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Figure 7.3.: Impact by results of quantitative runtime monitoring.
behavior. The verification for existing test scenarios and test cases ensures that no system
improvements have altered the previously correct system behavior. The test scenarios
and test cases which are derived from the results of the qualitative runtime monitoring
can be added to the system test suite in addition to test scenarios and test cases from
the quantitative runtime monitoring. For efficient verification of autonomous vehicles
systems in simulation, the test suite should be a comprehensive set of diverse test cases
which evaluates a large number of situations with a minimal number of test cases (cf.
[Bac+17c]). Metrics for situation coverage can help to define such an efficient and diverse
test suite (cf. [AHR15]).
The lane change assistant was provided for the case study as a binary software package
without any source codes (cf. Chapter 8). The missing source code prohibited any
improvement of the lane change assistant based on the recording of the qualitative
runtime monitoring. Therefore, the case study focuses on completing the round-trip of
the engineering approach by defining test scenarios and test cases from recordings of
the quantitative runtime monitoring during operation (cf. Fig. 5.1). The next section
describes the definition of test scenarios and test cases from recorded abstract situation
by the quantitative runtime motoring in more detail.
7.2.2. Improvement by Unverified Situations
Log files from the quantitative runtime monitoring contain abstract situations from the
operation of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world. These abstract situations
have not yet been verified in simulations of the system verification. The correctness and
safety of the autonomous vehicle systems in these abstract situations is unknown unless
the qualitative runtime monitoring has recorded the identical abstract situation. Abstract
situations from the quantitative runtime monitoring are not suitable for the identification,
location, and correction of system faults but are beneficial for the definition of additional
tests for the system verification (cf. Fig. 7.3).
For the extension of the simulation-based tests, abstract situation in the log files of
the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring are transformed into test scenarios
(cf. Definition 4.5) and test cases (cf. Definition 4.6). Test scenarios are defined from
coherent traces of recorded abstract situations in the log files (cf. Definition 2.32) based
on changes of the scenery, the behavior of the automated ego vehicle, and the behavior
of all other dynamic objects in the vicinity of the automated ego vehicle. Each test
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scenario defines a ordered trace of scenery changes and actions by dynamic objects
(cf. Section 2.2.1). Changes of static objects in the scenery between two subsequent
abstract situation are unambiguous and are directly adopted into the test scenario. The
behavior of the automated ego vehicle the dynamic objects are more complex. Multiple
combinations of actions by different dynamic objects can lead to identical changes of
dynamic objects between two subsequent abstract situation. One combination of object
actions is selected for each transition between subsequent abstract situations in the test
scenarios.
Each test scenario describes the behavior of the automated ego vehicle and dynamic objects
in its vicinity on an abstract level and, therefore, abstracts from concrete simulation
parameters of simulation frameworks. The abstraction level of the test scenarios matches
the abstraction level of the considered system requirements. For the lane change assistant,
the velocities of vehicles have been recorded in relation to the automated ego vehicle,
but VTD requires each vehicle’s absolute velocity for the simulation.
The modeling of static and dynamic objects in environment models of simulations
frameworks require a different level of abstraction (cf. Definition 6.2). The environment
models of simulation framework describe the positioning and behavior of environment
objects by the International System of Units (SI) (cf. [PM06]).
Test scenarios are parametrized by a set of test cases. The abstract description of test
scenarios are transformed into test cases in order to match the level of abstraction which
is required by the simulation frameworks. Each test case augments missing concrete
parameters for the environment model in the simulation. The missing concrete parameters
are derived from the abstract parameters in the test scenario by parameters fuzzing
using combinatorics and parametrization algorithms, e.g., equivalence class partitioning
and boundary value analysis (cf. [Ana+13; Bac+17c; Kha+17; Sip+16]). This way, a
single test scenario can be verified in the simulations of the system verification for a vast
number of concrete parameter constellations.
The test cases which have been defined from the results of the quantitative runtime
monitoring during operation are added to the test suite of the system verification. The
quantity of new test scenarios and test cases from real-world data is proportional to the
amount of real-world data. The more data has been recorded, the more test scenarios and
test case can be defined. Massive fleets are more likely to generate excessive real-world
data and extend the scope of verified traffic situations for the autonomous vehicle systems
in a shorter duration.
The quantitative runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in
the real world does not only enable the definition of additional test scenarios and test
cases but also the definition of the initial test suite for the autonomous vehicle systems.
Manually modeled test cases tend to represent more straightforward traffic scenarios
with limited realism (cf. Chapter 8).
For the definition of an initial test suite from real-world data, the tested situation
knowledge contains no abstract situations. Therefore, all encountered abstract situations
during operation in the real world are recorded and can be used for the definition of the
initial test scenarios and test cases. These test cases constitute a realistic initial test
suite. The test scenarios and test cases can be reused for multiple autonomous vehicle
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systems as long as the runtime monitoring framework remains consistent among these
systems.
The improved versions of autonomous vehicle systems are verified in the system verification
for all new and existing test cases. The new system versions must not exhibit any faulty
behavior in the system verification for any of the new test cases. Otherwise, specification,
design, and implementation for the autonomous vehicle systems have to be revised until
all — new and existing — test cases are successfully passed. The improved version of
the autonomous vehicle system is not suited for the operation in the real world until all
test cases have successfully been passed.
The quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation
has been performed on recordings of test drives on public roads because a prototype
vehicle has not been available for the case study (cf. Chapter 8). 1071 unknown and
unverified abstract situations have been recorded by quantitative runtime monitoring
for the test drive on the German highway A2. In the recording of the test drive on
the German highway A39, the quantitative runtime monitoring recorded 959 unknown
abstract situation.
Seven additional test scenarios and seven corresponding test cases have been modeled
and verified in simulations with VTD based on the recorded unknown and unverified
abstract situation in the recording on the German highway A2. The test scenarios and
test cases were manually selected and modeled from logged traces of abstract situations.
The coverage of the encountered abstract situations by all test cases — the manually
modeled test cases and the seven additional realistic test cases — increased for the test
drive on the German highway A2 to over 10%. A detailed statistic is given in Chapter 8.
The following section describes the definition of test scenarios and test cases from
recordings of abstract situation by the runtime monitoring during operation in the real
world in more detail.
7.2.3. Definition of Test Scenarios and Test Cases from Runtime
Data
For the extension of the simulation-based tests in the system verification by realistic test
cases, log files from the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring during operation
in the real world are transformed into test scenarios (cf. Definition 4.5) and test cases
(cf. Definition 4.6).
Log files contain a trace of unverified abstract situations and their histories of preceding
abstract situations. The lists of unverified abstract situations contain clusters of abstract
situations which have been subsequently recorded in cohesive time frames. Each cluster
represents a trace of subsequent abstract situation (cf. Definition 2.32) which have not
yet been considered in the simulations of the system verification (cf. Fig. 7.4).
Definition 7.1 (Cluster). A cluster in a log of the runtime monitoring framework
describes a trace of subsequent abstract situations which have been recorded in a
cohesive time frame. Any cluster corresponds to a trace of abstract situations.
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Figure 7.4.: Clusters and traces of recorded abstract situations.
Abstract situations in these clusters share similar histories of preceding abstract situations.
The histories of two subsequent abstract situation in these clusters vary only in one
situation because the recent unknown and unverified abstract situationis added to the
history while the eldest entry of the history is discarded.
Cluster may even contain sequences of identical abstract situation. A situation may occur
for multiple processing cycles and, therefore, is recorded multiple times. For the efficiency
of the simulation in the system verification, any subsequent duplicates of an abstract
situation are discarded in the aggregation. The timing of environment activities is not
considered for test scenarios.
In the rare case that a cluster only contains a single unknown and unverified situation. The
related history of preceding abstract situations should contain enough abstract situations
to model a sufficient input trace for the definition of test scenarios and corresponding
test cases. An exception would be the start of the runtime monitoring during operation.
The encountered abstract situations at the beginning of the runtime monitoring might
not sufficiently fill the history in order to model valuable test scenarios.
The definition of test scenarios and test cases from traces of recorded abstract situations
is divided into three tasks:
1. The identification and definition of transitions from analysis of possible actions of
dynamic objects between subsequent abstract situation (cf. Section 7.2.3.1).
2. The slicing of test scenarios (cf. Section 7.2.3.2).
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Figure 7.5.: Example trace of recorded traffic situations.
3. The parametrization of test scenarios as test cases by deriving parameters of the
environment models from parameters of abstract situation in the test scenarios (cf.
Section 7.2.3.3).
The following sections describes each task in more detail.
7.2.3.1. Identification of Situation Transitions
Abstract situations solely describe the states of the autonomous vehicle systems and their
environments at certain timestamps on the abstraction level of the system requirements
(cf. Fig. 7.5). However, simulations frameworks require the definition of actions for all
dynamic objects in environment models. The automatic randomization of roads, scenery,
and traffic in simulations is no solution for the remodeling of recorded abstract situation
traces by the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Chapter 8). For the definition of test
scenarios from recorded traces of abstract situations, the actions of dynamic objects (cf.
Definition 2.29) and the changes of the scenery — the road and other static objects —
(cf. Definition 2.27) between all subsequent abstract situation of the traces have to be
identified. The following sections provide more detail descriptions about the identification
of changes and dynamic objects and the scenery.
7.2.3.1.1. Changes of the Scenery
The changes in the scenery between subsequent abstract situations can be defined based on
the changes of individual situation parameters for its static objects. Situation parameters
corresponds to the types in the abstract representation of the situation (cf. Definition 4.4)
in the runtime monitoring framework. The changes of static objects entirely define the
changes in the scenery between subsequent abstract situation. Unlike dynamic objects (cf
Section 7.2.3.1.2), combinations of different scenery changes have not to be considered
because static objects are not able to switch their positions with other dynamic or static
objects. Otherwise static objects would be dynamic objects.
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(a) One vehicle leaves the
zone while another vehicle
changes into the zone.
(b) Vehicle remains in zone
with different velocity while
an other vehicle leaves the
zone.
Figure 7.6.: Possible object maneuvers for changes between situations s0 and s1.
Definition 7.2 (Situation Parameter). A situation parameter corresponds to one spe-
cific type in the type hierarchy for the the abstract representation of traffic situations
and system states (cf. Definition 4.4) in the runtime monitoring framework.
Changes of static objects, e.g., roads, their lanes, their markings, house, and trees, can
be individually assessed and documented. For example, road markings can either remain
solid or dashed or change from solid to dashed or vice versa between two subsequent
abstract situations. Static objects and their changes are later considered in the definition
of the test cases (cf. Section 7.2.3.3).
7.2.3.1.2. Behavior of Dynamic Objects
The identification of actions by dynamic objects between two subsequent abstract situation
is more complicated than changes in the scenery. The number of combinations of actions
for the dynamic objects in the initial abstract situation leading to subsequent abstract
situation can be vast (cf. Fig. 7.6).
While the vehicles in the top right zones in Fig. 7.6a and Fig. 7.6b remain in the same
zones over both abstract situations, the positioning of the lower two vehicles offers multiple
possibilities for combinations of maneuver by these two vehicles. The initial positions of
the vehicles behind the automated ego vehicle is displayed in Fig. 7.6a and Fig. 7.6b by
the dark green car while the final position is displayed by the light green car.
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Figure 7.7.: 3D coordinate system for the movements of dynamic objects on roads.
In Fig. 7.6a, the vehicle initially in the left rear falls out of the zone while rear vehicle in
the mid-rear zone changes to the left neighbor lane.
In Fig. 7.6b, the vehicle behind the automated ego vehicle on the left lane accelerates
and remains in the zone while the vehicle behind the automated ego vehicle decelerates
and falls out of the zone.
In both examples, the final abstract situation has one vehicle on the right lane in front of
the automated ego vehicle and one vehicle on the left neighbor lane behind the automated
ego vehicle. For useful simulations, all possible combinations of actions by different
dynamic objects should be considered in the definition of test scenarios.
For each type of dynamic objects in abstraction situation (cf. Fig. A.2), the set of possible
action has to be defined. In the 3D space, the ISO 8855 (cf. [Int11a]) defines the x-axis
in driving direction of the vehicle, the y-axis perpendicular to the x-axis pointing to
the left, and the z-axis pointing upwards (cf. Fig. 7.7). The position and orientation of
objects can be changed in translational and rotational directions for each of the three
axes (cf. [Lee82]). These possibilities will result in 12 possible movements if the negative
and positive movement for translations and rotations are considered separately.
Traffic is commonly analyses and simulated in the 2D space with road being the base
plane (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.2). Traffic objects, e.g., vehicles, move only in the 2D space of
the road (cf. [Bar10]). Translations in the vertical direction of z-axis are commonly not
possible in this view and, therefore, are not considered by autonomous vehicle systems.
The restriction of movement in the direction of the z-axis reduces the number of possible
movements to 10. In case, the slope of roads and vehicle traction control systems are not
regarded, the number of possible movement can be reduced to 6 because any rotations
around the plane axis — x-axis and y-axis — can be omitted (cf. Fig. 7.7). The view
of traffic in the 2D plane is the lowest possible level of abstraction. Actions of dynamic
objects can be described at least described by translations and rotations in the 2D plane.
For most use cases, it is beneficial to describe actions by dynamic objects on a high level
of abstraction. For vehicles, Nagel et al. have defined in [NE91] a set of 17 maneuvers.
In this thesis, the term maneuver are generalized to all dynamic objects. Therefore, A
maneuver is any action performed by any dynamic object. Therefore, the terms action
and maneuver are used interchangeably in this thesis. Bajcsy et al. extended this list by
the maneuver standing (cf. [BN96]). The 18 maneuvers are
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1. start and continue,
2. follow lane,
3. cross intersection,
4. merge to the left/right lane,
5. u-turn to the left/right,
6. slowdown to right road edge and stop,
7. back up,
8. turn left/right,
9. reverse direction,
10. approach obstacle ahead,
11. overtake,
12. stop in front of an obstacle,
13. pass obstacle to the left/right,
14. start after preceding car,
15. follow a preceding car,
16. enter parking slot,
17. leave parking slot, and
18. standing.
Tölle later reduced in [Töl96] the number from 17 maneuvers to 9 maneuvers. The
maneuvers can be used as basic maneuverer set for the identification of vehicles actions
between subsequent abstract situations. Maneuvers can be further characterized by
additional parameters, e.g., velocity or acceleration, or combined to form complex
maneuvers. For other types of dynamic objects, similar sets of basic actions (maneuvers)
have to be defined.
Definition 7.3 (Maneuver). A maneuver is any action performed by any dynamic
objects, e.g., vehicles. A maneuver can be instantaneous or have some arbitrary
duration. If not defined otherwise, maneuvers can be combined to form more complex
maneuvers.
For the engineering approach, maneuvers by dynamic objects have to interpret over the
abstract situations. Each basic maneuver corresponds to specific value changes by a
fixed set of parameters in the abstract representation, e.g., the position of the dynamic
objects (cf. Fig. A.2). Therefore, the maneuvers of dynamic objects for test scenarios
are derived from the set of situation parameter changes between two abstract situation
(cf. Definition 7.2). All identified maneuvers between abstract situations have to account
precisely for all changes of relevant situation parameters between these abstract situations.
For the lane change assistant, the basic maneuvers of dynamic objects have been inter-
preted based on the relative positioning of these objects in relation to the automated ego
vehicle and their position on lanes. The positioning by lane and relative distance enables
the categorization of the automated vehicle’s vicinity into zones (cf. Fig. 6.11). Possible
maneuvers of dynamic objects in the abstract representations of situations for the lane
change assistant are:
1. drive into zone,
2. fall out of zone,
3. change into zone from left / right,
4. leave zone to the left / right,
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Figure 7.8.: Maneuver tree for the identification of transitions between subsequent ab-
stract situations.
5. change to front zone,
6. change to rear zone,
7. change to left zone,
8. change to right zone
The interpretation of object maneuvers over parameters of abstract situations enables the
identification of transitions between subsequent abstract situations. Transitions between
subsequent abstract situations correspond to valid combinations of object maneuvers
between subsequent abstract situations. Valid combinations of object maneuvers are
processed from the initial abstract situation Sinit by iteratively applying maneuvers to
the dynamic objects of the abstract situation Sinit and comparing the resulting abstract
situations to the original subsequent abstract situation Ssub from the situation trace.
As shown in Fig. 7.8, the processing of maneuver combinations results in a maneuver
tree. For all dynamic objects O in the initial abstract situation Sinit — including the
automated vehicle itself — all possible maneuvers aoki ∈ Aok are successively applied to
the dynamic object ok in the initial abstract situation Sinit. The application of object
maneuvers aoki ∈ Aok to the initial abstract situation ok result each in an intermediate
abstract situation Skj .
Maneuvers by dynamic objects may be restricted by static objects of the scenery, e.g.,
the road, its lanes, and their markings. For example, a solid lane marking between
two adjacent lanes prohibits any lane change by any vehicle between these two lanes.
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These maneuvers must be excluded from the analysis (cf. maneuver ao13 for object 1 in
Fig. 7.8). Each valid maneuver aoki for a dynamic object ok results in an intermediate
abstract representation Soki . An intermediate abstract situation will be valid if it partially
matches the original subsequent abstract situation Ssub. Otherwise the intermediate
abstract situation is discarded (cf. abstract situation S2x and Sm2 in Fig. 7.8).
Maneuvers aok+1i ∈ Aok+1 of the remaining dynamic objects in the initial situation
ok+1 ∈ O are subsequently applied to valid intermediate abstract situation Skj from the
maneuvers of dynamic object ok. After all dynamic objects have been processed abstract
situation Smi remain which must match the targeted subsequent abstract situation Ssub.
The automated ego vehicle (Ego Vehicle) is supposed to be the first analyzed object
in the identification of combinations of object maneuvers because its maneuver may
impact the maneuvers of all dynamic objects. In the ego-centric view of the abstract
situation, maneuvers by the automated ego vehicle are not directly apparent because the
automated ego vehicle always remains at the same position.
Maneuvers of the automated ego vehicle are identified based on joint actions by all static
and dynamic objects in its vicinity. As shown in Fig. 7.9, the action by the automated
vehicle — a lane change in positive direction of the y-axis (left) — is represent in the
abstract situation by inverted movements of all other objects in negative direction of the
y-axis (right) (cf. Fig. 7.7).
As for situation s6 in Fig. 7.9, new vehicles may be introduced (cf. rear right green car)
and lane properties e.g., markings change. Lanes in the abstract situation will be omitted
if the automated ego vehicle changes to the rightmost resp. leftmost lane. The omitted
lanes have the type non-existing (cf. Fig. 3.9). In the abstract representation of the
runtime monitoring, the automated vehicle can perform the following maneuvers:
• accelerate,
• decelerate,
• change to the left neighbor lane, and
• change to the right neighbor lane.
Any maneuverer by the automated ego vehicle has a significant impact on the position
of static and dynamic objects in its vicinity. After the maneuver by the automated
ego vehicle, the actions of dynamic objects in the initial abstract situation Sinit are
successively evaluated.
7.2.3.1.3. Introduction of Ghost Objects
For some situation transitions, it might be necessary to consider dynamic objects which
are not contained in the initial abstract situation Sinit but could drive into the range of the
sensor perception for the subsequent abstract situation Ssub. These dynamic objects have
to be considered as so-called ghost objects in the identification of maneuver combinations
for each type of dynamic objects as in the data structure of the abstract situation (cf.
Definition 7.4).
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Figure 7.9.: Identification of actions for the automated ego vehicle.
Definition 7.4 (Ghost Object). A ghost object represents a dynamic object of a
specific type which maneuvers would allow the object to appear in the subsequent
abstract situation though the object has not been present in the initial abstract
situation.
As shown in Fig. 7.10a, ghost objects are virtual dynamic objects which are positioned
around the boundary of the abstract situation. Ghost objects are defined based on relevant
parameters of the abstract situation. The position of ghost objects are determined for each
type of dynamic objects based on the inversion of their maneuvers resp. the reversion of
the corresponding parameter changes in the abstract representation of situations from a
valid position for objects of this type within the abstract situations. For example, the
position for a ghost vehicle would be determined by applying a lane change to the right
lane to the position of vehicles in the front right zone. The lane change to the right lane
is the inversion of a lane change to the left lane for the ghost object positioned adjacent
right to the front right zone (cf. Fig. 7.10a). The inversion of maneuvers is trivial in most
cases as long as the level of abstract is sufficient. The directional maneuvers of vehicles
can all be inverted by inverting their changes of situation parameters. For the lane
change assistant, the list of maneuvers for a dynamic object already contains all pairs of
original and inverse maneuvers — lane change to the left/right and accelerate/decelerate.
Ghost objects are only considered at positions which reside outside the boundary of the
abstract situation. It is possible that multiple inverted maneuvers applied to a different
valid position within the abstract situations result in the identical position for a ghost
object.
The positioning of ghost objects can be restricted by situation parameters and static
object of the abstract situation. Inverse maneuvers must consider the restrictions of their
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(a) General positioning of ghost objects. (b) Restriction on ghost objects.
Figure 7.10.: Ghost objects for determination of objects actions.
original maneuvers. Any inverse maneuver which violates a restriction of the original
maneuvers in its application to a position within the abstract situation must be excluded
from the positioning of ghost objects. As shown in Fig. 7.10b, a solid lane marking on the
left neighbor lane would prohibit any lane changes from ghost objects adjacent to the left
of this left neighbor lane. For the lane change assistant, ghost objects are restricted based
on the type of the lane marking (solid marking) and the lane itself (non-existing lane).
Paths from the root to valid leafs of the maneuver tree represent accurate combinations of
object maneuvers between the two subsequent abstract situation Sinit and Ssub from the
input trace. Valid combinations of object maneuvers for the maneuver tree in Fig. 7.8 are
e.g., Eq. (7.1) and Eq. (7.2). Each path denotes a valid transition between the subsequent
abstract situation Sinit and Ssub.
T1 : Sinit
aEgo1−−→ SEgo1
a12−→ S12
a2n−→ S2n ...−→ Sm−1i
am1−→ Ssub (7.1)
Tk+y+z : Sinit
aEgo1−−→ SEgo1
a12−→ S12
a2n−→ S2n ...−→ Sm−1j
amn−→ Ssub (7.2)
7.2.3.1.4. Integration as Situation Graphs
For the definition of test scenarios, input traces of abstract situation and all identified
transitions between two subsequent abstract situation of these traces can be integrated
into a situation graph (cf. Definition 7.5). As shown in Fig. 7.11, the situation graph is a
directed graph G = (V,E) where the set of nodes V denotes the abstract situation and
the set of edges E corresponds to the identified transitions between two abstract situation.
Abstract situations occurring in multiple input traces are represented by a single node
in the situation graph. The input trace of abstract situation Ini for the extract of a
situation graph by Fig. 7.11 are defined by Eqs. (7.3) to (7.6).
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Figure 7.11.: A situation graph for the definition of test scenarios.
Definition 7.5 (Situation Graph). A situation graph G = (V,E) represents traces
of abstract situation with the identified transitions between two abstract situation.
The set of nodes V represents the set of abstract situations, and the set of edges E
corresponds to the transitions between two abstract situations.
In1 : S0 → S4 → S5 → S8 → S13 → S14 → . . . (7.3)
In2 : S0 → S4 → S5 → S8 → S9 → S10 → S11 → . . . (7.4)
In3 : S0 → S1 → S2 → S5 → S8 → S12 → . . . (7.5)
In4 : S0 → S6 → S7 → S5 → S2 → S3 → . . . (7.6)
The situation graph may contain cycles because the sequence in which situations may
occur in the real world is arbitrary. Even self-cycles from and to the same abstract
situationare possible. Unless time or subsequent occurrences of a situation are essential for
the environment modeling in simulations, the situation graph should be free of self-cycles.
Multiple subsequent occurrences of identical abstract situation are eliminated in the
prepossessing of the input trace for the dentition of the test cases.
Transitions between abstract situation in the situation graph are directed edges. The
maneuvers of dynamic objects in a transition Ti are only valid for the given direction
between two abstract situation Si and Si+1. An inversion does not exist for all transition
Ti. For example, a lane marking might allow lane changes in one driving direction but
does not allow lane changes in the opposite driving direction.
A possible inversion of any transition should only be included in the situation graph if
there has been an input trace with reversed order of abstract situations and the inversion
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of object maneuvers has been identified in the corresponding analysis. This practice
enables the situation graph to record the order in which abstract situations have occurred
in the real world and use this knowledge for further analysis.
Test scenarios are defined based on paths through the situation graph by selecting one
transition Ti for each pair of subsequent abstract situation Si and Si+1. Even though,
cycles in the situation graph allow to model infinite test scenarios, defined test scenarios
should be finite in order provide result in reasonable time. For the situation graph
Fig. 7.11, seven test scenarios have been exemplary defined.
The test scenarios 1 and 2 represent two test scenarios for the same input trace of abstract
situations In1. The sequence of abstract situations of both test scenarios are identical,
but the transitions between two subsequent abstract situations vary.
Scenario 1 : S0 T5−→ S4 T1−→ S5 T3−→ S8 T1−→ S13 T1−→ S14 → . . . (7.7)
Scenario 2 : S0 T2−→ S4 T1−→ S5 T4−→ S8 T1−→ S13 T2−→ S14 → . . . (7.8)
Scenario 3 and scenario 4 are two test scenarios defined for the input trace of abstract
situation In2 (cf. Eq. (7.9)). These two test scenarios differentiate themselves by
transitions between S8 and S10. The test scenario 4 models a transition from S8 directly
to S10 while scenario 3 models an additional abstract situation S9 and corresponding
transitions. However, the simulation of scenario 4 will produce a trace of abstract situation
similar to scenario 3 — including abstract situation S9. The absence of abstract situation
S9 in test scenario 4 may originate from a short appearance of abstract situation S9 in
the real world within two processing cycle of the runtime monitoring framework.
Scenario 3 : S4 T3−→ S5 T1−→ S8 T3−→ S9 T3−→ S10 T1−→ S11 → . . . (7.9)
Scenario 4 : S4 T3−→ S5 T1−→ S8 T
′
2−→ S10 T2−→ S11 → . . . (7.10)
Scenario 5 models a test scenario for the input trace In4 (cf. Eq. (7.11)). The input
trace In4 shares the abstract situation S5 with input traces In1 and In2.
Intersections and overlapping of traces enable to combine sub-paths from different input
traces into a novel test scenario. The test scenario 6 consists of the sub-path S0 T3−→
S6
T4−→ S7 T1−→ S5 from input traces In1 resp. In2 and the sub-path S5 T2−→ S2 T1−→ S3
from the input trace In4 (cf. Eq. (7.12)).
Scenario 5 : S0 T3−→ S6 T4−→ S7 T1−→ S5 T2−→ S2 T1−→ S3 → . . . (7.11)
Scenario 6 : S0 T3−→ S4 T2−→ S5 T1−→ S2 T2−→ S3 → . . . (7.12)
The test scenario 7 models the possibility of transitions in different directions between
two abstract situation (cf. Eq. (7.13)). While input trace In4 contains a transition from
abstract situation S5 to abstract situation S2, the input trace In3 includes a transition
in reverse direction — from abstract situation S2 to abstract situation S5. Scenario 7
defines a test scenario for this reversed direction between abstract situation S2 and S5.
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Scenario 7 : S0 T2−→ S1 T4−→ S2 T
′
2−→ S5 T2−→ S8 T1−→ S12 → . . . (7.13)
For the lane change assistant, seven test scenarios have been manually defined from
recordings of the runtime monitoring in test drives on German highways A2 (cf. Ap-
pendix A.3). Seven coherent sequences of abstract situations have been selected from
its log file. One test scenario has been defined for each sequence. The sets of object
maneuvers and scenery changes between abstract situations of these sequences have been
manually defined. A maneuver tree or a situation graph have not been used for the
identification of transitions between subsequent abstract situations. The test scenarios
have been further parametrized by test cases for simulations in VTD (cf. Section 7.2.3.3).
Even though all recorded situation traces by the runtime monitoring of autonomous
vehicle systems during operation in the real world should be integrated into a situation
graph, not all possible test scenarios within the situation graph should be used in the
system verification of the autonomous vehicle systems. A large number of test scenarios
would have little to no impact for the system verification because they would contain
scenarios and situations which have already been considered by other test scenarios.
As indicated by Fig. 7.11, situation graphs may result in long and complex test scenarios.
With the increasing complexity of test scenarios, it becomes more difficult to precisely
define corresponding environment models for simulations. The following section introduces
the slicing of test scenarios in order to limit the content of test scenarios to relevant
changes in the scenery and core movements of dynamic objects.
7.2.3.2. Slicing of Test Scenarios
Test scenarios identified in the situation graph tend to be very long — if not infinite
— and contain a vast number of vehicle maneuvers and environment changes. Long
test scenarios are difficult to model in simulation frameworks, e.g., VTD. Maneuvers
by dynamic objects and scenery changes in environment models have to be correctly
aligned in the environment models in order for simulations to correctly represent these
test scenarios.
This alignment becomes more difficult with increasing duration of test scenarios because
the likelihood for deviating behavior of the automated ego vehicle and other dynamic
objects increases with the duration of the simulations resp. test scenarios. The complexity
of dependencies between dynamic objects themselves and the automated ego vehicle
increases with the length of test scenarios. This complexity increases the difficulty to
cause the envisaged behavior of the autonomous vehicle systems in later stages of the test
scenarios. Small modeling faults in earlier stages of test scenarios may significantly impact
later stages of the test scenarios. For example, a vehicle which has previously change the
lane and has been overtaken by the automated ego vehicle might not accelerate in time
to overtake the automated ego vehicle in later stages of the test scenarios. Incorrectly
aligned simulations will not represent their corresponding test scenarios correctly.
Slicing of test scenarios which have been identified in the situation graph is introduced in
order to mitigate the difficulties in the alignment of scenery changes and maneuvers by
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Figure 7.12.: Slicing of traffic situation traces.
dynamic objects in long test scenarios. As shown in Fig. 7.12, long test scenarios are sliced
in to a set of multiple shorter test scenarios. These short test scenarios have a limited
focus. For example, a scenario could evaluate the lane changing by the automated ego
vehicle while another scenario evaluates the subsequent driving behind a preceding vehicle.
The slices substitute the initial long test scenarios and represent the new test scenarios.
The behaviors of dynamic objects in the simulations of these short test scenarios are less
likely to diverge from the intended behavior for these objects by the test scenarios than
for the extended test scenario.
Definition 7.6 (Slicing). The partition of long test scenarios into specialized sub-
scenarios with smaller durations.
Different strategies can be applied for the slicing of test scenarios. All slicing strategies
have to result in slices S with sufficient prefixes Spre and suffixes Ssuff in addition to the
critical behavior of the autonomous vehicle systems.
Prefixes Spre are sub-scenarios at the beginning of a slice S = SpreS
′ where S ′ denotes
the remain part of the slice. There exist no situations or object maneuvers before a
prefix in a slice. Prefixes are required in order to analyze the behavior of the autonomous
vehicle systems and all objects in its environment that lead to emerging critical action
by the autonomous vehicle systems. Otherwise, the reason for a critical system action
cannot be identified because the test scenarios directly start with the critical action for
the autonomous vehicle system in the first abstract situation.
Suffixes Ssuff denotes sub-scenarios at the end of a slice S = S
′
Ssuff with no situation
or object maneuver existing in the slices after the suffixes. Suffixes are necessary for the
evaluation of system behavior after the occurrence of a potential critical action by the
autonomous vehicle systems. A sufficient long suffix of situations has to pass after any
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Figure 7.13.: Prefixes and suffixes in slicing of situation traces.
maneuver by the automated vehicle or any dynamic object in order to soundly evaluate
if the autonomous vehicle systems have reached a safe system state.
One slicing strategy is to use the set of maneuvers for the automated ego vehicle as a
reference (cf. Section 7.2.3.1). Long test scenarios can be sliced based on the maneuvers
by the automated ego vehicle, e.g., lane changing, overtaking, or decelerating. The length
of corresponding slices is determined based on prefixes and suffixes of similar maneuver
instances in other test scenarios. The approach learns the necessary length of prefixes
and suffixes for the sound evaluation of each maneuver in the simulation of the slices.
The conservative approach is to use the maximum prefix and maximum suffix for each
maneuver by the autonomous vehicle in the slicing of test scenarios.
The slicing strategy based on maneuvers of the automated vehicle requires the presence
of a sufficient extensive situation graph for the identification of prefixes and suffixes.
Multiple slices can be identified for a single long test scenario from the situations graph (cf.
Fig. 7.12). These slices will include identical situations and maneuvers by dynamic objects
if the prefixes and suffixes of slices overlap within the long test scenario (cf. Fig. 7.13).
In Fig. 7.13 the black situation contain the ego maneuvers of the automated ego vehicle
The corresponding prefixes and suffices for each ego meanuver lead the corresponding
slices. Other slicing strategies are possible. For example, data analysis techniques, e.g.,
Sequential Pattern Mining (cf. [AS95; ME10; Szl18]), could be incorporated.
The slicing of long test scenarios from the situation graph simplifies the evaluation of
long test scenarios by identifying for new test scenarios from short slices. In general,
short test scenarios are evaluated more efficiently than the initial long test scenarios.
Especially for manual valuation, test engineers do not have to assess long stretches of
unimportant system behavior and environment changes until the interesting critical
system behavior emerges. Short test scenarios directly lead to critical system behavior.
In case of faulty system behavior, short test scenarios take less time to reevaluate the
improved autonomous vehicle systems.
For a comprehensive verification of autonomous vehicle systems also complex scenarios
with multiple maneuvers by the automated ego vehicle have to be evaluated. The short
test scenarios (slices) can be combined to form longer, unknown and more complex
test scenarios in order to evaluate the behavior of the autonomous vehicle system for
an unknown sequence of maneuvers. Opposed to the long scenarios directly from the
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situation graph, short test scenarios offer the possibility to combine test scenarios to test
scenarios which have not yet been considered in the situation graph.
As a result of the slicing, a set of short test scenarios for the system verification is
determined. These short test scenarios describe the state and changes of the scenarios,
maneuvers of the automated ego vehicle and dynamic objects in its vicinity on an abstract
level of detail. However, the level detail required by simulation frameworks may be
more detailed — requiring data which is not defined by the parameters of the test
scenarios. Therefore, the test scenarios are parametrized as test cases for their usage
in the simulation frameworks. This parametrization by test cases is described in the
following section.
7.2.3.3. Parametrization by Test Cases
Test scenarios describe changes in the scenery and the behavior of dynamic objects on
an abstract level and abstract from physical parameters of the real world. The abstrac-
tion level of test scenarios is inherited from the abstraction of the runtime monitoring
framework. The value ranges for these abstract parameters represents a classification
of real-world parameters concerning predefined constraints of the requirements (cf. Sec-
tion 6.2.2.2.1).
For example, the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant only recorded relative
velocities between dynamic objects and the automated ego vehicle. The possible values
for the relative velocity are defined in comparison to a predefined limit. The absolute
velocities of each dynamic objects are not recorded by the runtime monitoring framework
and resulting test scenarios for the lane change assistant.
Simulation frameworks require a more detailed description of the environment. Environ-
ment models describe the scenery and dynamic objects on a level of abstraction which
is similar to the physical parameters of the real world (cf. Definition 6.2). In these
environment models, static and dynamic objects are initially placed in a virtual world at
specific positions and with specific orientations.
Environment models have to sufficiently model the scenery with roads and relevant static
objects present in the test scenarios. Roads in these environment models have to match
the road layout with its number of lanes and types of road markings in the test scenarios.
Roads are the foundation for the placement and orientation of all static and dynamic
objects in the environment models — including the automated ego vehicle. Roads are
complemented by relevant static objects from the test scenarios, e.g., parking cars or
construction sides. While dynamic objects change their positions over time, static objects
remain static at their global position in the virtual world. However, their position may
change over time in relation to the behavior of the automated ego vehicle.
For dynamic objects in test scenarios, e.g., other vehicles, their behavior over time has to
be specified by corresponding environment models. Time-dependent parameters specify
the behavior of dynamic objects. For example, VTD requires the absolute velocity and
acceleration for each dynamic object in order to model its driving behavior. Dynamic
objects are position in the virtual world of the environment models with specific velocity
and acceleration. Over time, parameters of dynamic objects change inherently, like the
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position due to the velocity, or parameters change at specific time stamps or even at
specific positions by so-called triggers in VTD.
Relations between dynamic objects as well as between dynamic and static objects in
the test scenarios have to preserved by the environment models of the simulations. The
positioning of static and dynamic objects and the behavior of dynamic objects have to be
aligned over time. For example, an additional lane, like an on-ramp, has to be assumed
adjacent to the rightmost lane and the corresponding lane marking between these lanes
has to be dashed if a vehicle is supposed to change onto the rightmost lane in the test
scenario. Furthermore, the behavior of dynamic objects in the simulations must maintain
all relations and restrictions on the behavior of dynamic objects in the test scenarios.
For example, the estimated velocities for dynamic objects in the environment models
still have to preserve the relative velocities by the corresponding test scenarios.
7.2.3.3.1. Intermediate Data Model
Test scenarios abstract completely from parameters or define different domains for
identical semantic parameters which are required by the simulation frameworks for the
environment modeling. Parameters describing the scenery, its roads, static objects,
and dynamic objects in the environment models may not sufficiently be represented in
the required detail by the test scenarios. For example, the runtime monitoring of the
lane change assistant has not recorded the curvature of the street because the runtime
monitoring perceives the road as straight segment without any curvature. For dynamic
objects, the runtime monitoring only recorded their relative velocities to the automated
ego vehicle and not their absolute velocities which are required for the environment
modeling by the simulation framework VTD.
Nevertheless, the environment models of simulation frameworks have to sufficiently model
the sceneries and dynamic objects of the corresponding test scenarios in order to enable
to verify and validate the autonomous vehicle systems in the system verification for
simulations of these test scenarios. Missing but required parameters for the modeling for
scenery, static objects, and dynamic objects in environment models have to be calculated
from available abstract parameters of the test scenarios.
Insufficient or missing parameters for the definition of roads in the environment models
can be resolved by modeling different road topologies and attach the behavior. These road
topologies have different values for the required parameters which are not represented in
the test scenarios (cf. [Oli+16; Zof+15]). National and international standards can be
considered to limit the range of values for these parameters in order to model realistic and
relevant road topologies. For example, the curvature of German highways is limited by
280m [For08; Ric16]. The real roads in the corresponding test drive for the test scenarios
can only be modeled if all required parameters, e.g., the curvature, are captured in the
test scenarios.
Parameters for the behavior of dynamic objects in the environment models cannot be
resolved by modeling predefined all possible behavior for all combinations of dynamic
objects in the abstract representation of the test scenarios in advance. The combinatoric
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Figure 7.14.: Mapping of parameters between test scenarios, intermediate models, and
environment models.
possibilities are too vast — especially if the number of possible dynamic objects in the
abstract representation of the test scenarios is not limited.
The parameters of the environment models for the behavior of dynamic objects have
to be calculated from available parameters of the test scenarios or estimated based on
additional heuristics, e.g., risk-based heuristics (cf. [MG14]). In the case study on the
lane change assistant, VTD requires absolute velocities for the modeling of vehicles. The
absolute velocities of vehicles are calculated for the simulations from the recorded relative
velocity of the automated ego vehicle and the relative velocity of each vehicle.
For the calculation of values for missing parameters and parameters with mismatching
value domains in the environment model, the parameters from the test scenarios have to
be mapped to the required parameters of the environment models for each simulation
framework. The calculations may include simple inversions of the calculation from
input abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Section 6.1.1) or complex
estimations based on physical models, e.g., vehicle dynamics.
An approach to address the mapping of parameters between test scenarios and envi-
ronment models is the introduction of an intermediate model (cf. Fig. 7.14). This
intermediate model aggregates all predictable parameters which environment models
of any simulation framework might require. Therefore, the set of parameters in the
intermediate model contains more parameters than any individual simulation frameworks
requires for the environment modeling. The intermediate model may contain multiple
parameters for one real-world property but each parameter with different value domain.
One example of such parameters would be the different definition of object position and
object orientations in diverging coordinate systems.
The intermediate model decouples the refinement of test scenarios from their modeling
in specific simulation frameworks (cf. Fig. 7.14). Different simulation frameworks can
be used for the simulation of test scenarios without adapting the calculations in the
refinement of test scenarios. Fixed mappings are defined between the parameters of the
intermediate model and the environment model parameters of each simulation framework.
Parameters which required by the environment models of each simulation framework
are individually mapped to the intermediate model. Each parameter of the simulation
framework is represented by exactly one parameter in the intermediate model but not
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each parameter of the intermediate model has to be mapped to a parameter of the
simulation framework.
The transformation from test scenarios to the intermediate model can be defined inde-
pendently from their modeling as environment models in simulation frameworks. As
shown in Fig. 7.14, the relation between parameters of test scenarios and the intermediate
model is n:n. One parameter of the test scenarios can be used in calculations for multiple
parameters of the intermediate models and parameters of the intermediate model may re-
quire the consideration of multiple parameters from the test scenarios. Nevertheless, The
calculation in the transformation of parameters from test scenarios to the intermediate
model remain fixed as long as the intermediate model is not changed.
The possible expressiveness of simulations can be estimated before the transformation
from test scenarios based on the parameters of the intermediate model. Parameters of
the intermediate model which can be processed from the test scenarios can be compared
to the parameters of the intermediate model which are required for simulations by the
simulation framework. Different types of simulations may require different information
to be recorded by the test scenarios.
For example, weather can only be simulated if the runtime monitoring and test scenarios
have recorded any information about the current weather. Another example would be
the recording by surrounding traffic on neighbor lanes. While the recording of preceding
objects in the current lane would be sufficient for an ACC, this information would not
be sufficient for the testing of a lane change assistant in simulations.
The transformation of parameters from the test scenarios into parameters of the interme-
diate model may result in fuzzy parameters for the intermediate model. The next section
describes the resolution of fuzzy parameters for the intermediate model in order to use
these parameters in the environment models of the different simulations frameworks.
7.2.3.3.2. Fuzzy Model Parameters
The transformation of parameters with abstract domains from the test scenarios into
parameters of the intermediate model may result in fuzzy parameters for the intermediate
model which cannot directly be incorporate in the environment models of the simulation
frameworks. Fuzzy parameters contain intervals of values but not single absolute values.
The input abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework processes multiple physical
values for data parameters of the autonomous vehicle systems to identical abstract values
of corresponding parameters in the abstract situation. The inherent abstraction of the
abstract situation is responsible for the intervals for fuzzy parameters in the intermediate
model in the test scenarios. In the case study on the lane change assistant, the position
of dynamic objects is defined by their position on lanes and relative to the automated
ego vehicle and not as absolute coordinates in the global system of VTD.
Definition 7.7 (Fuzzy Parameter). A fuzzy Parameter is a parameter which does
not contain a single absolute value but an interval of possible values. In the case
of the runtime monitoring, this interval resides from the inherent abstraction of the
runtime monitoring framework.
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Simulation frameworks require for each parameter of their environment models exactly
one single absolute parameter value. For any fuzzy parameter of the intermediate model
which are required by the simulation framework, reasonable candidates have to be chosen
from the interval of abstract values. These candidates can be determined from the
abstract value intervals arbitrarily or structured by, e.g., equivalence partitioning under
consideration of value limits or heuristics — e.g., risk-based heuristics (cf. [Agg14; MG14;
MPB09; Sch+14]). As a result, a set of concrete values is determined as candidates for
each fuzzy parameter.
The resolution of fuzzy parameters substitutes the intermediate model with the fuzzy
parameters by a new set of intermediate models which solely contain concrete values
for all parameters (cf. Fig. 7.14). Each intermediate model of this set represents a
combination of a single candidate for each fuzzy parameter. The non-fuzzy parameters
are identically used in all intermediate models. These intermediate models describe the
same abstract test scenario but with different values for parameters which have not
been recorded by the runtime monitoring framework. These parameterizations of a test
scenario are called test cases. A test case can directly be transformed into an environment
model for simulation in the system verification. Multiple test case can be defined for one
test scenario.
For the lane change assistant, test cases were manually defined for each of the seven test
scenarios. A basic set of road layouts has been defined which could be used to model the
changes in the scenery in the test scenarios. These layouts consist of multi-lane highways
with different patterns of lanes and different markings types. The main road layout for
the modeling of new test cases from the recordings has been a highway with three lanes
and standard markings (solid at the sides and dashed between the lanes).
Fuzzy parameters in the abstract situations from the runtime monitoring of the lane change
assistant have been resolved for the modeling of the test scenarios in VTD by manually
selecting one parametrization for each test scenarios from all possible combinations of
candidate values for fuzzy parameters in the test scenarios. For example, the runtime
monitoring framework has only recorded velocities of dynamic objects relative to the
automated ego vehicle, but VTD requires absolute velocities for each dynamic object.
An intermediate model has not been defined in the case study (cf. Chapter 8). The
selected test cases have been manually modeled as environment models for simulations
in VTD. Results from the verification of the lane change assistant in these simulations
are presented in Chapter 8.
The following section assesses the evolution of autonomous vehicle systems and the
generation of test scenarios and test cases based on results by the runtime monitoring
during operation in the real world.
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7.3. Assessment of System Evolution and Test
Generation
The runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real world
contributes to the safety of these systems. The initiation of safety measure for unsafe
system behavior and unknown traffic situations ensures the safety of autonomous vehicle
systems during operation. The recordings of unsafe system behavior and unknown traffic
situations enable the persistent improvement of autonomous vehicle systems. System
faults and risky behavior are resolved in further development iterations. System limits
are elaborated in extensive simulations. Despite these benefits also limitations have to
be considered for conclusions on the safety of autonomous vehicle systems from results
of the runtime monitoring during operation.
Prerequisites for accurate runtime monitoring results are the correct abstractions of
system inputs and outputs by the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Section 6.4). Results
about the correctness from operation in the real world and verification in simulations of
autonomous vehicle systems can be compared to validate the correctness of the input
abstraction. All abstract situation of the tested situation knoweldge must be verified in the
simulations of the system verification and therefore have exhibit correct system behavior.
Any encountered incorrect but tested abstract situation indicates a faulty implementation
of the input abstraction or abstract function. The situation has been differently verified
in the simulations by the same runtime monitoring framework as during operation in the
real world. Therefore, a 0 percentage of incorrect and tested indicates the correctness of
the implemented abstraction of traffic situations.
The complexity of test scenarios and test cases for the verification of autonomous vehicle
systems is subject to the complexity in the definition of abstract situations from the
specifications of these systems. Test scenarios and test cases can only model real-world
objects which have been considered by the runtime monitoring and specifications of the
autonomous vehicle systems. Undefined real-world objects, which are not reflected in
the recordings of abstract situations by the runtime monitoring, are hidden from the
test scenarios. The completeness of the system specification is essential for the validity
of runtime monitoring results and test scenarios for the real world. The specification
of autonomous vehicle systems has to be extended by encountered unknown objects in
order to consider these objects in abstract situations and test scenarios.
Conclusion about the safety of autonomous vehicle system from these runtime monitoring
results for the complete the real world have to consider the distribution of traffic situations
in the corresponding test drives. The engineering approach can only define test scenarios
for situations which have been monitored and recorded during operation in the real world.
The occurrence of traffic situations in the real world follows a normal distribution. The
runtime monitoring is likely to encounter the same traffic situations frequently during
the operation in the real world. Everyday traffic situations are frequently encountered
and recorded by the runtime monitoring during operation in the real world. Critical
situations are less common in the real world and, therefore, less frequently recorded.
The distribution of traffic situations during operation in the real world reflects itself in
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the generated test scenarios for the verification of autonomous vehicle systems in the
real world. Though critical situations provide the most impact for the verification and
validation of autonomous vehicle systems the autonomous vehicle systems are more likely
to be quickly improved and verified for everyday traffic situations than critical situations.
Statistically, the total number of critical situations increases with the number of driven test
miles. Considerable test mileage is required to encounter and record sufficient numbers of
critical situations. Large fleets of prototype vehicles may help to accumulate large mileages
in short duration of time but would diminish the costs benefits of simulations in comparison
to field operational tests for the verification of autonomous vehicle systems. The operation
in the real world has to be systematically planned to increase the probability of encounter
with less frequent but safety-critical traffic situations. The runtime monitoring can
support this systematic planning by classifying the impact of individual roads for the
safety verification of autonomous vehicle systems. Test drives can be planned to include
a broad distribution of traffic situations.
The identification of test scenarios from traces of recorded abstract situations and the
fuzzing of test scenarios by test cases can address the limitations of test scenarios due
to the distribution of traffic situation. The test suite should comprehensibly verify the
behavior of autonomous vehicle systems in a vast number of everyday and critical traffic
situations with a small number of test cases in order to have a significant impact on
the scope and validity of the system verification. Otherwise, the costs and time for
the verification of autonomous vehicle would diminish the benefits of simulations in
comparison to field operational tests.
The situation graph can help to create additional tests scenarios by combining previously
unrelated sequences of abstract situations. Segments from different traces of abstract
situations can be combined to form new traces and test scenarios. However, these new
test scenarios may model unrealistic behavior by dynamic objects and unrealistic changes
in the scenery because they have not been monitored and recorded in the real world.
Checks for the realism of test scenarios have to be introduced in order to ensure the
realism, validity, and efficiency of the system verification.
An impact on an efficient verification of autonomous vehicle systems has the fuzzing.
Fuzzing of abstract parameters in test scenarios by combinations of concrete parameters
in the test case enables to systematically and effectively explore the concrete parameter
space for the system limits. Concrete parameter combinations have to be selected
intelligently as candidates for the definition of test cases in order to sufficiently cover the
parameter space of autonomous vehicle systems and their environments with a limited
number of test cases.
Without proper realism checks and intelligent fuzzing, a large number of traffic cases,
vast numbers of test scenarios and test cases would be created for the verification of
autonomous vehicle systems. Would verify The behavior of autonomous vehicle systems
would be verified for similar everyday traffic situations for long durations of time with
little to none benefit for the safety assurance of these systems. Novel metrics have to be
introduced to quantify and rate the impact of individual test scenarios and test cases for
an impactful but efficient test suite.
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Engineers manually implement the suggested improvements for autonomous vehicles
systems based on the result of the runtime monitoring and system verification. Any system
improvements can introduce new faults to the specification, design, and implementation
of the autonomous vehicle systems. A systematic improvement process could support the
correct implementation of system improvement and reduce the possibility of new system
faults. The verification of the autonomous vehicle systems for existing and new test cases
from the runtime monitoring results is inevitable. The test cases have to comprehensively
verify the improvements of system faults and unsafe system behavior for autonomous
vehicle systems under preservation of already correct and safe functionalities.
The following section presents the case study for the presented engineering approach on
an industrial lane change assistant.
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8. Case Study
The engineering approach (cf. Section 4.3) has been evaluated on a lane change assistant
(cf. Section 3.1) in a project with academic and industrial partners. The setup and
results from this evaluation are presented in the following sections.
8.1. Evaluation Setup
For the evaluation of the engineering approach (cf. Section 4.3), one of the project
partners provided us with an industrial prototype of highway pilot. This highway pilot
includes a lane change assistant (cf. Section 3.1) which has been used for this evaluation.
In the course of this evaluation, two configurations are used. The first configuration
utilizes the simulation framework VTD in order to simulate a virtual world in which
the highway pilot operates (cf. Chapter 5). The second configuration substitutes the
simulation framework with recordings of real-world tests drives. The simulation framework
executed the lane change assistant in an closed-loop while the recordings only allowed an
evaluation of the lane change assistant in an open-loop (cf. Section 2.1.5). The following
sections describe each configuration in more detail.
8.1.1. Highway Pilot with Lane Change Assistant
Our project partner provided us with the software components and the software execution
platform of a highway pilot as well as recordings from test drives with prototype vehicles
on public roads. The highway pilot has included a lane change assistant alongside other
vehicle functions, e.g., ACC or LKAS. Recordings of real test drives were used in the case
study because prototype vehicles were not available for the evaluation of the operational
part of the engineering approach (cf. Section 4.3).
The provided software of the highway pilot consists of all necessary functional components
for the environment perception and decision making (cf. Fig. 3.3). Our project partners
had implemented each component as ADTF filters. ADTF filters are essentially C/C++
dynamic libraries. We were unable to introduce any adjustments or changes to these
software components of the lane change assistant because the project partners only had
provided us with the binaries files of the ADTF filters but not with the corresponding
sources.
The provided software of the highway pilot was envisaged for its usage in the simulation
framework VTD and missed sensor, actuators, and components for the processing of the
sensor and actuator data. The perfect object data from the simulations substitute the
sensors and their preprocessing of sensor data while data for the vehicle actuators are
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directly forwarded to the vehicle model of the simulations (cf. Fig. 5.3). Nevertheless, all
provided software components of the highway pilot can be assigned to one of the three
segments of the system layer — preprocessing, function, and postprocessing (cf. Fig. 5.1).
8.1.2. Runtime Monitoring Framework
The runtime monitoring framework (cf. Fig. 5.1) for the monitoring of the lane change
assistant in simulations and during operation implements the requirements of the lane
change assistant (cf. Section 3.2). Each requirement was transfered into a typed
first-order logic formula (cf. Section 6.2.2.2.6). Based on these formulas, the input
abstraction, output abstraction, abstract function, situation monitoring, conformity oracle,
and situation oracle have been manually implemented as individual ADTF filters (cf.
Section 6.2). The data structure of the abstract situation for the lane change assistant is
presented in Fig. A.2. Figure A.1 shows the data structure of the abstract target in this
case study.
The scope of the runtime monitoring in the evaluation was on thelane change assistant.
Other functions of the highway pilot, e.g., ACC or LKAS, were not monitored in the
evaluation. Two interfaces between runtime monitoring framework and highway pilot
were defined for the access of the pilot’s runtime data:
Input of the lane change assistant: The input abstraction receives the situation (cf.
Fig. 3.9) at the interface between the components function specific scene augmenta-
tion and situation assessment & situation predication of the lane change assistant
(cf. Fig. 3.3).
Output of the lane change assistant: The output abstraction is attached to the inter-
face between the components lane change assistant and aggregation (cf. Fig. 3.3
in order to receive the processed target point by the lane change assistant (cf.
Fig. 3.13).
In each processing cycle, runtime data via these two interfaces is forwarded to the
input abstraction resp. output abstraction for the qualitative and quantitative runtime
monitoring (cf. Section 6.2.3.4 and Section 6.2.3.5). The runtime monitoring framework
evaluates the lane change assistant based on the provided runtime data and recorded
faulty behavior of the lane change assistant and unknown abstract situation in log files
(cf. Section 6.2.3.6).
8.1.2.1. Simulation Framework
The simulation framework VTD was employed in the evaluation for system verification
of the lane change assistant (cf. Section 8.2.1) and for the imitation of the system’s
operation in the real world on test tracks in random traffic (cf. Section 8.2.2) The technical
configuration of the simulation consisted of two separated computers (cf. Fig. 8.1).
Computer 1 executed the highway pilot in ADTF and the simulation framework VTD
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Figure 8.1.: Physical evaluation setup.
while Computer 2 executed the runtime monitoring framework in ADTF. Both computers
were connected via a Ethernet network.
For the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant, two components of the runtime
monitoring framework (cf. runtime monitoring output in Fig. 8.1) were integrated into
the ADTF instance of the highway pilot on Computer 1. In each processing cycle, these
components collect the runtime data at the two interfaces and transfer the collected data
via the Ethernet connection to the runtime monitoring framework on Computer 2. The
runtime monitoring framework on Computer 2 evaluates the behavior of the lane change
assistant based on the provided data and records faulty behavior and unknown abstract
situation.
The closed loop between the simulation in VTD and the highway pilot was established
on Computer 1 (cf. Section 2.1.5). In each processing cycle, the highway pilot receives
the current environmental situation from the simulation and processes corresponding
maneuvers to safely drive the automated ego vehicle in the simulation. Instead of fuzzy
sensor data, exact positions of static and dynamic objects in the simulation are used
as inputs for scene modeling of the highway pilot. The final maneuver as the output of
component aggregation is transferred via the model of the vehicle dynamics back into
the simulation. The vehicle dynamics model substitutes the real actuators of the vehicle
in the simulations.
8.1.2.2. Recordings from Real World Test Drives
Recordings from test drives with prototypes vehicles on German highways A 2 and A39
were used in addition to the simulation framework VTD because no prototype vehicle
was available for the deployment of the runtime monitoring framework and its operation
in the real world. The recordings had been recorded prior by one of the project partners
before the case study. Even though the runtime monitoring framework could not be
evaluated inside a real vehicle while operating in the real world, these recordings have
enabled a more realistic evaluation of the runtime monitoring during operation than the
simulations on virtual test tracks with random traffic.
The prototype vehicle which was used for the recording had two standard computers in
the trunk for the processing of the highway pilot (cf. Fig. 3.16). The highway pilot in
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the prototype vehicle was implemented as ADTF filters in the same version as used in
the VTD simulations. The usage of ADTF enabled to replay of any recorded signal data
of the highway pilot in the case study.
In the experiments with the recordings, the highway pilot was evaluated in an open-loop
(cf. Definition 2.21) because the simulation framework VTD was substituted by the
recordings. Recorded sensor data from the real sensors were used as input to the scene
modeling of the highway pilot (cf. Fig. 3.3).
The output of the highway pilot — the final target point by the component aggregation
(cf. Fig. 3.3) — remained unused for the recordings. The recordings did not offer the
possibility to change a virtual environment in reaction to the behavior of the vehicle
resp. the highway pilot. However, the behavior of the highway pilot in this experiment was
consistent in its behavior in the prototype vehicle because the versions in the prototype
vehicle and the simulations were identical.
8.2. Evaluation Results
In the course of this thesis, three conjectures have been revealed for the engineering
approach (cf. Section 4.3). These conjectures have been addressed by the result of the
case study on the lane change assistant. The three conjectures are:
C1. Inadequacies by the inherent abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework will
reveal themselves in results of the runtime monitoring.
C2. Manually modeled traffic scenarios, and randomized simulations lack necessary
realism, not for the validation of autonomous vehicle systems.
C3. Tests based on runtime monitoring results in realistic traffic allow achieving a
satisfiable coverage of real-world situations.
Two experiments were executed on the lane change assistant for the investigation of
these three conjectures. These two experiments represent the workflow of the engineering
approach (cf. Fig. 4.1) and distinguish themselves into runtime monitoring within the
system verification of the lane change assistant and runtime monitoring of the lane change
assistant during operation. For the evaluation, the runtime monitoring of the lane change
assistant during operation, simulations of randomized traffic in VTD and recordings from
real-world test drives on Germany Highways were introduced.
The experiments in this evaluation are:
Experiment E1. Verification of lane change assistant by the runtime monitoring frame-
work and recording of the tested situation knowledge in simulations of 22 manually
modeled test case as well as runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant with
the tested situation knowledge in simulations with randomized traffic and recordings
from real-world test drives.
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Experiment E2. Training of the runtime monitoring framework in simulations of seven
“real worlds” test cases and runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant in the
recordings with the extensive tested situation knowledge by the seven additional
test cases.
The results from these experiments are presented in the following sections.
8.2.1. Experiment E1
The first experiment E1 used manually modeled test cases to verify the lane change
assistant for simulations in VTD and to record encountered abstract situations as tested
situation knowledge for the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during
operation. As no prototype vehicle had been available for the deployment of the runtime
monitoring framework and its application in the real world, simulations in VTD on virtual
tracks with randomized traffic and recordings from test drives on German highways were
used. Experiment E1 has addressed the conjunctures C1 and C2.
8.2.1.1. System Verification with Manually modeled Test Cases
Experiment E1 commenced with the training of the runtime monitoring framework for a
set of manually modeled test cases. One of the project partners manually modeled eight
test scenarios based on the requirements of the lane change assistant from Section 3.2.
Each test scenario defined the basic road layout, the number of dynamic objects, and
their basic behavior. An overview of the eight test scenarios for the lane change assistant
is given in Appendix A.2.
For the system verification of the lane change assistant, the eight test scenarios were
refined and parameterized by 24 test cases (cf. Section 7.2.3.3). Each test case finalizes
the road layout and behavior of dynamic objects by defining mutable physical parameters,
e.g., the curvature of the road or the velocity of dynamic objects (cf. Appendix A.2). In
addition to the definition of road layout and object behaviors, the expected behavior for
the lane change assistant is defined in each test case.
The lane change assistant was verified for each test case by a simulation in VTD. A
environment model defined for each test case the virtual world in the corresponding
simulation (cf. Section 6.3.1). The duration of the test cases resided under 60 seconds —
with one exception — accumulating to a total test duration of 14 minutes and 48 seconds.
The behavior of the lane change assistant in these simulations has been evaluated in two
ways — manually and by the runtime monitoring framework. The evaluation results are
presented in the following sections.
8.2.1.1.1. Results of Manual Evaluation
The exhibited behavior by the lane change assistant in the simulations of each test case
has been manually evaluated by one of the project partners in comparison to the expected
behavior of each test case. As shown in Table 8.1, 22 test cases from the 24 defined test
cases have been evaluated as successful.
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Table 8.1.: Result of the manual evaluation for the manually modeled test cases.
Test Case Test Scenario Duration Manual
Verdict
Test Case 1 Scenario 1 50.115 sec Success
Test Case 2 Scenario 1 61.175 sec Success
Test Case 3 Scenario 1 50.715 sec Success
Test Case 4 Scenario 2 40.135 sec Success
Test Case 5 Scenario 2 40.175 sec Success
Test Case 6 Scenario 2 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 7 Scenario 3 40.175 sec Success
Test Case 8 Scenario 3 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 9 Scenario 3 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 10 Scenario 3 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 11 Scenario 4 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 12 Scenario 4 40.115 sec Success
Test Case 13 Scenario 4 40.115 sec Failure
Test Case 14 Scenario 5 21.335 sec Success
Test Case 15 Scenario 5 25.735 sec Success
Test Case 16 Scenario 5 27.995 sec Success
Test Case 17 Scenario 5 28.475 sec Success
Test Case 18 Scenario 6 24.315 sec Success
Test Case 19 Scenario 6 28.335 sec Success
Test Case 20 Scenario 7 27.475 sec Success
Test Case 21 Scenario 7 38.715 sec Success
Test Case 22 Scenario 7 28.835 sec Success
Test Case 23 Scenario 8 40.175 sec Failure
Test Case 24 Scenario 8 33.755 sec Success
Total Test Duration 14 min 48 sec
The lane change assistant failed to exhibit the anticipated behavior in 2 of the 24 test
cases. For the third test case of test scenario 4 (cf Table A.4), the highway pilot was
not able to establish the initial position of the test case by positioning and driving the
automated ego vehicle with a predefined offset to its lane center. Changes to the source
code of the highway pilot would have been necessary. The first test case of scenario
8 (cf. Table A.8) has been evaluated as unsuccessful by project partners, because the
lane change assistant failed to change its lane onto an off-ramp from the mid lane of a
three-lane highway through a convoy of vehicles driving on the right highway lane with
short gaps between the vehicles. This fault was communicated to the developers of the
lane change assistant and resolved in a later version of the system.
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8.2.1.1.2. Results of the Runtime Monitoring
In addition to the manual evaluation by project partner, the runtime monitoring frame-
work has evaluated the correctness and safety of the lane change assistant (cf. Section 5.4)
in the simulations for the 24 test cases. The foundation for this evaluation were the
requirements for the lane change assistant from Section 3.2.
In each processing cycle of the lane change assistant, the runtime monitoring framework
processed the current abstract situation and evaluated all conditions in the system
requirements for this abstract situation. A test case has been evaluated as a failure by
the runtime monitoring framework if a condition in any abstract situation was violated.
The results of the runtime monitoring in the simulations of the manually modeled test
cases are presented in Table 8.2. In addition to the verdict of the runtime monitoring
framework, Table 8.2 also shows the numbers of encountered, unique, recorded, and
faulty abstract situations for each test case. The numbers of recorded abstract situations
represent the amount of abstract situation which have been recorded by the runtime
monitoring for the tested situation knowledge in each test case (cf. Section 8.2.1.1.3). The
test cases have encountered in average approx. 1, 678 total situations per minute, approx.
20.78 unique situations per minute, and recorded approx. 18.58 situation per minute for
the tested situation knowledge. The test cases have verified the lane change assistant
in simulations for a total duration of 14 minutes and 48 seconds and have accumulated
25,155 abstract situations in total and 301 total unique abstract situations — including
duplicated abstract situations (cf. Table 8.2).
The runtime monitoring framework has evaluated the behavior of the lane change assistant
in the simulations with regard to its requirements (cf. Section 3.2) for 8 test cases as
unsafe and 16 test cases as safe and correct. Three main reasons can be identified for the
eight failed test cases. Real faults in the execution of lane changes represent the first
reason. The behavior of lane change assistant in test cases 7, 8, and 10 have violated
in more than 100 situations at least one requirement of the lane change assistant (cf.
Section 3.2).
The second reason for failed test cases was the missing information about positions
of on-ramps and off-ramps. The lane change assistant did not provide the runtime
monitoring framework with sufficient data about the position and length of on-ramp
and off-ramps. This missing information prohibited any evaluation of test cases with
the restriction on lane changes in proximity of these ramps. The runtime monitoring
framework evaluated the behavior of the lane change assistant in test cases 15, 16, and
17 for 64 to 85 abstract situations as unsafe. This inadequacy also has affected successful
test cases. Even though on-ramps were not correctly recognized for test cases 20, 21, and
22, the behavior by the lane change assistant in these test cases complied with its system
requirements (cf. Table 8.2).
The third reason for failed test cases is a diverging interpretation of lane markings.
The lane change assistant has interpreted unknown markings as non-existing and has
allowed lane change between lanes over these unknown markings. The runtime monitoring
framework evaluated unknown markings as restricted markings and denied any lane
changes between lanes with unknown markings between them. As result, all lane changes
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Table 8.2.: Result by the runtime monitoring for the initial set of test cases.
Test Case Result Situations Remarks
Total Unique Faulty Recorded
Test Case 1 Success 1233 15 0 14
Test Case 2 Success 1411 6 0 4
Test Case 3 Success 1438 19 0 17
Test Case 4 Success 1201 14 0 13
Test Case 5 Success 1152 12 0 11
Test Case 6 Success 1360 4 0 4
Test Case 7 Failure 1360 16 103 14 failure while
lane changing
Test Case 8 Failure 1341 15 107 13 failure while
lane changing
Test Case 9 Success 1315 16 0 11
Test Case 10 Failure 1111 11 110 10 failure while
lane changing
Test Case 11 Success 1152 14 0 12
Test Case 12 Success 1353 20 0 16
Test Case 13 Success 1155 14 0 12
Test Case 14 Success 476 5 0 4
Test Case 15 Failure 593 8 82 8 off-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 16 Failure 734 14 84 13 off-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 17 Failure 728 16 57 16 off-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 18 Failure 584 9 95 9 unknown mark-
ing interpreted
as restricted
Test Case 19 Failure 763 17 96 17 unknown mark-
ing interpreted
as restricted
Test Case 20 Success 638 5 0 5 on-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 21 Success 1366 14 0 7 on-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 22 Success 663 10 0 10 on-ramp not
recognized
Test Case 23 Success 1270 25 0 24
Test Case 24 Success 771 2 0 2
Total numbers 25,155 301 266 734 incl. duplicates
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across unknown markings have been evaluated as unsafe by the runtime monitoring
framework (cf. test cases 18 and 19 in Table 8.2). In test cases 18 and 19, 93 resp. 95
abstract situations have been evaluated as unsafe by the runtime monitoring framework.
The evaluation of the lane change assistant has revealed the importance of precise
requirements. Misinterpretation and imprecision of requirements have to lead to the
most failures of test cases for the lane change assistant in addition to the real failures in
the execution of lane changes. Two test cases have been evaluated as a failure due to the
diverging interpretation of unknown lane markings.
The runtime monitoring framework initially evaluated all lane changes — including correct
and safe ones — as unsafe due to a misinterpretation of FR_2_3. The requirement
FR_2_3 had initially required that the lane change assistant would have to prevent
lane changes if the vehicle deviates more than 0.4 m from the center of its current lane.
However, any lane change by the vehicle between two lanes inherently deviates more than
0.4m from the center of the current driving lane. As a result, the runtime monitoring
framework evaluated the requirement FR_2_3 to be violated each time a lane change
was performed. For further evaluation, requirement FR_2_3 has been redefined to not
apply to lane changes which are in execution.
In addition to the qualitative evaluation of the behavior by the lane change assistant
in the 22 test cases, the quantitative runtime monitoring also recorded the encountered
abstract situations for later usage as tested situation knowledge in the runtime monitoring
during operation.
8.2.1.1.3. Recording of Tested Situation Knowledge
In addition to the qualitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant, the runtime
monitoring framework recorded the encountered abstract situations in each test for the
usage as tested situation knowledge during operation in simulations with random traffic
and real world recordings (cf. Section 8.2.1.2 and Section 8.2.1.3). In the simulation
of the test cases, the runtime monitoring framework operated in the recording state (cf.
Section 6.3.3) and has recorded in average approx. 28.88 abstract situations per second
(approx. 0.81 unique abstract situation per second). The exact numbers of encountered
and recorded abstract situations for each test case are presented in Table 8.2.
As apparent from the total number of abstract situation and number of unique abstract
situations, single abstract situations occurred multiple times in the simulation of each
test case. Only the unique abstract situations are of interest for the tested situation
knowledge. Duplicated abstract situations have no benefit for the runtime monitoring
during operation and can increase the processing time of the runtime monitoring due
to longer searches for abstract situations in the tested situation knowledge. Therefore,
duplicated abstract situations were eliminated from the set of rerecorded abstract situation.
The remaining unique abstract situations were serialized and stored in an individual XML
file for each test case (cf. Section 6.3.3).
The results in Table 8.2 show that not all unique abstract situations were recorded by
the runtime monitoring framework. This problem is related to the implementation of
the runtime monitoring framework, timing and processing shortcomings of ADTF, and
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Table 8.3.: Test cases with abstract situations in the tested situation knowledge.
Test Case 1 Test Case 2 Test Case 3 Test Case 4 Test Case 5
Test Case 6 Test Case 9 Test Case 11 Test Case 12 Test Case 13
Test Case 14 Test Case 20 Test Case 21 Test Case 22 Test Case 23
Test Case 24
the utilization of the computational resources. In particular, the serializing of abstract
situation to XML files represented a bottleneck in comparison to the rate the runtime
monitoring framework received data from the lane change assistant.
As described in Section 7.1.2, the quantitative runtime monitoring during operation
requires the tested situation knowledge to contain solely abstract situations from test
cases which have been evaluated as successful. As any improvement of the lane change
assistant was impossible due to missing source files, only abstract situations, which had
been recorded in successful test cases, were used as tested situation knowledge for the
runtime monitoring during operation. Table 8.3 lists the 16 test cases whose abstract
situations were used for the quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant
during operation in simulations of VTD and recordings from real world test drives (cf.
Section 8.2.1.2 and Section 8.2.1.3).
The decision about the use of test cases and their abstract situations for the tested
situation knowledge was solely made based on the assessment by the qualitative runtime
monitoring in these test cases. The manual verdict was not considered for the selection
of test cases. Therefore, the abstract situations of Test Case 24 were included in the
tested situation knowledge for the operation.
The tested situation knowledge for the quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change
system during operation in simulations and recordings of real-world test drives consisted
of 77 abstract situations. This number does not match the sum of recorded abstract
situations for all considered test cases. Even though duplicates are not recorded in the
simulations of the initial test cases, the combination of recording abstract situations from
different test cases for the tested situation knowledge can still include identical abstract
situations. These abstract situations are identified and filtered in the import process
of the XML files. As a result, only one instance of each recorded abstract situation is
included in the tested situation knowledge.
The results from the quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during
operation are presented in the next sections.
8.2.1.2. Runtime Monitoring at Operation in Simulations with Random Traffic
For the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation, the simulation
framework VTD was used to model virtual test tracks and to generate random traffic.
Two cyclic highways have been modeled as test tracks. Test track I (cf. Fig. 8.2a)
represents cyclic test track with two lanes but only in one direction. The test track II
(cf. Fig. 8.2b) is provided with VTD and represents a city with junctions, lights, and a
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(a) Simulation Test track 1. (b) Simulation Test track 2.
Figure 8.2.: Virtual test tracks for the runtime monitoring during operation.
complete highway ring. The evaluation on the second test track was solely performed on
the highway ring. The highway of the first test track is one directional and has two lanes
which are interrupted by one lane segments. The highway ring of the second test track
has permanently two lanes in both driving directions.
Vehicles were randomly spawned 200 units in front and behind the automated ego vehicle
for the evaluation of the lane change assistant on these two virtual test tracks. Up to
20 vehicles were present in the vicinity of the automated ego vehicle as random traffic.
Every new vehicle was spawned with randomized vehicle parameters, e.g., velocity and
acceleration, for every vehicle leaving the corridor of 200 units in front and behind the
automated ego vehicle. The vehicle parameters were not changed in the course of the
simulations. Vehicles leaving this corridor were removed from the simulations. The
random traffic required the lane change assistant to overtake random slower vehicles by
autonomously executing lane changes arbitrarily.
The lane change assistant was evaluated for each virtual test track two times for a
duration of approx. 10 minutes and has accumulated in average 18,365 abstract situations
of whom 549 abstract situations were unique (cf. Table 8.4). Each simulation itself
was unique due to the randomization of traffic. Therefore, the results from different
simulations on the same virtual test track are not comparable with each other.
While the lane change assistant autonomously drove in the randomized traffic, the runtime
monitoring framework evaluated the behavior of the lane change assistant regarding its
requirements (cf. Section 3.2) and assessed the encountered abstract situation in relation
to the recorded abstract situation in the tested situation knowledge. The results from the
runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant in the simulations on virtual test tracks
are presented in Table 8.4. The following sections discuss the results in more detail.
8.2.1.2.1. Results from the Quantitative Runtime Monitoring in Simulations
For the quantitative runtime monitoring in the simulations on the two virtual test tracks,
the runtime monitoring framework operated in the comparison state. The situation
monitor would evaluate if encountered abstract situations had been verified based on the
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Table 8.4.: Coverage of traffic situations after training the situation monitor.
Measurement Duration Situations [#] Tested [%] Not Tested [%]
[Min:Sec] Sum Unique Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect
Track I (1) 10:37 18,419 567 14.92 0.0 85.07 0.01
Track I (2) 10:30 18,484 624 12.19 0.0 87.81 0.00
Track II (1) 10:48 18,679 488 15.58 0.0 82.25 2.17
Track II (2) 10:38 17,879 518 16.74 0.0 82.63 0.63
A2 5:53 7,078 1,078 0.68 0.0 96.62 2.70
A39 6:34 7,885 974 1.57 0.0 96.45 1.98
tested situation knowledge of 77 abstract situations from the simulation of the manually
modeled test cases (cf. Section 8.2.1.1.3).
The results of the quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during
operation in simulations on the two virtual test tracks are shown Table 8.4. The
percentages of abstract situations in these simulations are given by the total numbers in
the columns Tested and Not Tested. From approx. 18, 365 encountered abstract situations
(approx. 549 unique abstract situations) in the simulations on the virtual test tracks
with randomized traffic within approx. 10 minutes only 12.19 % to 15.58 % of abstract
situations have been previously verified (Tested) in the simulations of the initial set of
test cases. The percentage of encountered abstract situations which are not contained in
the tested situation knowledge resides above 83 %. In comparison, the initial set of test
cases accumulated 25, 155 abstract situations (301 unique abstract situations) overall in a
total test duration of 14 minutes and 48 seconds (cf. Table 8.1 and Table 8.2). With the
initial set of test cases, at least 10 % of abstract situations in the simulations on the two
virtual test tracks have been verified.
8.2.1.2.2. Results from the Qualitative Runtime Monitoring in Simulations
As in the simulations for the initial set of the manually modeled test case, the runtime
monitoring framework evaluated the correct behavior of the lane change assistant in the
simulations on the two virtual test tracks with random traffic regarding its requirements
(cf. Section 7.1.1). Any abstract situations in which the runtime monitoring framework
logged wrong and unsafe behavior of the lane change assistant.
Table 8.4 displays the percentage of encountered abstract situations with correct and
safe system behavior (Correct) resp. critical and incorrect system behavior (Incorrect) in
relation to the percentage of tested resp. not tested abstract situations by the quantitative
runtime monitoring (cf. Section 8.2.1.2.1).
For the total number of Correct resp. Incorrect abstract situations in each simulation, the
corresponding sub-columns in the Tested and Not Tested columns have to be accumulated.
The percentage for correct abstract situations has resided above 97.83 %. Less than 2.17 %
of abstract situations which had not yet been tested have been evaluated as incorrect
and unsafe by the runtime monitoring framework for all simulations on the virtual test
tracks with random traffic.
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The percentage of incorrect abstract situations in the set of tested abstract situations is an
important indicator for conjecture C1. — the soundness of the implemented abstraction
in the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Section 5.3). There must not exist any incorrect
but tested abstract situations.
Conjecture C1. Any inadequacies by the inherent abstraction of the runtime moni-
toring framework will reveal themselves in results of the runtime monitoring.
The number of incorrect but tested abstract situations is an indicator for inadequacies
of the abstraction in the runtime monitoring framework. In any tested abstract situa-
tions, the behaviors of the autonomous vehicle systems have to match their previous
correct and safe behavior in the simulations of the system verification. Inadequate
implementations of the abstractions in the runtime monitoring framework allow for
different system behavior to emerge in the same abstract situations. In the presence
of any incorrect but tested abstract situation, the runtime monitoring framework and
its inherent abstraction have to be revised.
The 0 % of incorrect and tested abstract situation in the case study of the lane change
assistant have indicated that an adequate abstraction had been implemented.
The significance of these simulations for the evaluation of the engineering approach is
limited. Simulations on virtual test tracks with randomized traffic lack the necessary
realism to sufficiently exhibit the extraordinary characteristic of the real word. For
example, ideal sensor models, which were used in these simulations, do not sufficiently
reflect the unique characteristic of real sensors and corresponding perception problems in
the real world. Furthermore, simulations are unlikely to sufficiently considered all types
of dynamic objects which autonomous vehicle systems encounter in the real world.
For the evaluation of the presented engineering approach, the unique characteristic of
the real world and their impact on the autonomous vehicle systems are of particular
interest. The engineering approach is envisaged to address the gap between realism and
replicability between the virtual world and the real world. Recordings from real-world
test drives on German highways were introduced in addition to the simulation on test
tracks. The recordings addressed the extraordinary characteristic of the real world. The
results from the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation in
these recording are presented in the following section.
8.2.1.3. Runtime Monitoring at Operation in Recordings from the Real World
In addition to the simulations on virtual test tracks with randomized traffic, two recordings
from test drives in prototypes vehicles on the German highways A2 and A39 were used
for the evaluation of the lane change assistant during operation. The configuration for the
usage of real-world recordings are documented in Section 8.1.2.2. All internal data signals
of the highway pilot had been recorded in the test drives and were replayed in ADTF for
the evaluation of the lane change assistant by the runtime monitoring framework in the
case study.
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Figure 8.3.: Distribution of frequencies and discovery of situations over time.
The two recordings from the test drives on the German highways A2 and A39 provide
a more realistic environment for the operation of the lane change assistant than the
simulations in VTD:
Highway A2 consists of three lanes in each driving direction and is subject to a high
volume of road traffic.
Highway A3 consists of two lanes per direction hand is subject to mostly moderate road
traffic.
The configurations of the highway pilot and the runtime monitoring framework in the two
recordings were identical to the configurations in the simulations on virtual test tracks
with randomized traffic. As in the simulations, 77 abstract situations from simulations of
the manually modeled test cases were initially used as tested situation knowledge for the
quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant in both recordings.
The recording on the highway A2 had a duration of 5 minutes and 53 seconds and
has accumulated 7, 078 abstract situations in total (1, 078 unique abstract situations).
The recording from the A39 accumulated 7, 885 abstract situations in total (974 unique
abstract situations) in 6 minutes and 34 seconds. The results for the runtime monitoring
of the lane change assistant in both recordings are shown in Table 8.4. The following
section discusses the results in more detail.
8.2.1.3.1. Results from the Quantitative Runtime Monitoring in Recordings
The runtime monitoring framework has recorded in the recordings A2 and A39 significant
more unique abstract situations than in the previous simulations on virtual test racks with
randomized traffic, even though the duration of the recordings was significantly shorter.
As shown in Fig. 8.3a, new unique abstract situations are encountered significantly faster
in both recordings than in the simulations. The simulations contained higher quantities
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of single abstract situations than abstract situations in the recordings on the two highways
(cf. Fig. 8.3b).
In addition to the increased discovery of abstract situations, the coverage of the 77
abstract situations by the tested situation knowledge has significantly dropped from at
least 12.18 % in the simulations to 1.57 % for the recording A39 resp. 0.68 % for the
recording A2 (cf. Table 8.4). The total numbers of encountered abstract situations in
the two recordings (approx. 7481.5 abstract situations in average) resided below half of
the numbers encountered in the simulation on virtual test tracks with random traffic
(approx. 18, 365 encountered abstract situations). The more substantial reduction for
the recording on the highway A2 is subject to the number of lanes for this highway. All
initial test cases model only two lanes. Recorded abstract situations in the simulations of
these test cases are more likely to occur in the recording on the A39 than in the recording
on the A2.
8.2.1.3.2. Results from the Qualitative Runtime Monitoring in Recordings
In addition to the reduced coverage of the tested situation knowledge in the recordings,
the larger numbers and variations of abstract stations in both recordings lead to an
increased percentage of incorrect abstract situations (cf. Table 8.4). The percentage of
incorrect abstract situations has increased to 1.98 % for recording A39 resp. 2.70 % for
recording A2. These percentages have been a significant increase considering the lower
number of total abstract situations in both recordings in comparison the numbers of
abstract situations in the simulations on virtual test tracks with random traffic. In both
recordings, there are no abstract situations which have been evaluated as incorrect but
had been successfully tested in the simulations of the initial test cases.
The results of the runtime monitoring in the two recordings with the tested situation
knowledge from the manually modeled test cases outline the conjecture C2.
Conjecture C2. Randomly simulated and manually modeled traffic scenarios lack
necessary realism not for the validation of autonomous vehicle systems.
The results for the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring of the lane change
assistant in the recordings of test drives on the German highways A2 and A39 show
that manually modeled test cases are not able to sufficiently represent real-world
traffic. The results of the runtime monitoring significantly diminish from simulations
on test tracks to recordings from real-world test drives (cf. Table 8.4).
The difference in the complexity of the manually modeled test scenarios and the complexity
in the real world is the reason for the shortcomings by the manually modeled test scenarios
and test cases for the coverage of abstract situations in the recordings of real-world test
drives on highways A2 and A39. Test engineers commonly verify the system for its
requirements in scenario-based testing by defining test scenarios with the lowest necessary
complexity (cf. Section 8.2.1.1.2). These scenarios are less likely to occur in the real
world.
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The coverage reduction for the tested situation knowledge and the increase of faulty
abstract situation in the recordings on the German highways have encouraged the definition
of additional test scenarios and test cases with realistic traffic from the log files of the
runtime monitoring framework for these recordings. The next section presents the second
experiment in which the lane change assistant was evaluated for seven additional test
scenarios and test cases.
8.2.2. Experiment E2
The runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation for the two
recordings on the Germany highways A2 and A39 has disclosed that manually modeled
test case based on system requirements do not sufficiently represent traffic situations in the
real world. As a consequence of this result, seven additional test case were modeled based
on the logs of the runtime monitoring framework in the recording on the highway A2 (cf.
Section 8.2.2.1). The modeling of test cases from the results of the runtime monitoring
during operation concludes the round-trip of the presented engineering approach (cf.
Section 4.3.3).
Finally, the lane change assistant was verified in simulations of these seven test cases.
The encountered abstract situations in these simulations were recorded by the runtime
monitoring framework for the tested situation knowledge (cf. Section 8.2.2.2). The
runtime monitoring framework supervised the operation of the lane change assistant in
the recording on the highway A2 with the extended tested situation knowledge by the
recorded abstract situations from the additional test cases (cf. Section 8.2.2.3).
8.2.2.1. Modeling of Test Cases from Runtime Monitoring Results in Recordings
Seven test cases were defined based on the observed but untested abstract situations in
the recording from the highway A2. The recording from the A39 was not considered
for the modeling of test cases. The modeling of these realistic test cases was manually
performed similarly to the approach in Section 7.2.3. First, seven adjoint test scenarios
were identified in the log data in the recording A2. Each test scenario was refined by one
test case with one arbitrary parametrization of situation parameters (cf. Section 7.2.3.3).
The definition of the test scenarios commenced with the analysis of the log file from the
runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation in the recording on
the highway A2. In the lists of abstract situations in this log file, changes of the scenery
as well as the behavior of dynamic objects were analyzed. For the scenery, one fixed
road layout — a highway with three lanes per direction — was defined for all seven
test scenarios. The behavior of dynamic objects was defined by manually identifying
all maneuvers of dynamic objects between two abstract situations. Multiple possible
sequences of abstract situations and maneuvers by dynamic objects were identified from
the log files (cf. Section 7.2.3.1). One of these sequences was arbitrarily selected for each
test scenario. A situation graph was not created in this analysis (cf. Section 7.2.3.1), but
ghosting objects were taken into account (cf. Section 7.2.3.1.3).
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Table 8.5.: Runtime Monitoring Result from real world test cases.
Test Case Situations
Total Unique Faulty Recorded
Test Case 1 5675 69 0 57
Test Case 2 4582 125 0 113
Test Case 3 4771 65 0 59
Test Case 4 6926 43 0 27
Test Case 5 2757 31 105 27
Test Case 6 3878 37 110 33
Test Case 7 2550 53 217 40
The length of the test scenarios was manually decided based on the consistency of
behaviors by dynamic objects throughout the abstract situations. The test scenarios
were sliced at transitions between abstract situations where an abnormal behavior by a
dynamic object was identified.
Appendix A.3 presents detailed information about the seven additional test scenarios.
Each test scenarios contains in average ten dynamic objects in addition to the automated
ego vehicle. These dynamic objects perform more than ten maneuvers in each test
scenario. This practice ensures a consistent and realistic behavior of dynamic objects
throughout all seven test scenarios.
The seven test scenarios do not define all necessary parameters for simulations in
VTD. The missing parameters for modeling environment models in VTD were manually
interfered and defined by one test case for each test scenario (cf. Section 7.2.3.3). The
simulations of the seven test cases exhibited a significantly increased complexity in
comparison to the initial set of manually modeled test cases.
The results of the runtime monitoring framework in the simulation of the seven test cases
in VTD are presented in the next section.
8.2.2.2. Results from the System Verification with the Realistic Test Cases
The results from the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant in the simulations
of the seven test cases are presented in Table 8.5. The seven test cases encountered in
average 4448 abstract situations. The numbers of unique abstract situations range from
31 up to 125. The reduction of recorded abstract situations is subject to the same timing
problems and resource limitation by ADTF as for the initial set of manually modeled
test cases (cf. Section 8.2.1.1.3).
For three of the seven test cases, the lane change assistant exhibited an incorrect behavior.
The runtime monitoring recorded at least 110 faulty abstract situations in the simulation
of test cases 5, 6, and 7. The missing source files of the lane change assistant made it
impossible to resolve this faulty behavior. The small number of additional test cases
required the usage of recorded situations from faulty test cases for the runtime monitoring
during operation (cf. Fig. 8.4a).
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Figure 8.4.: Coverage after training monitors with additional test cases generated from
observed situations.
Figure 8.4a compares the cumulative increase of recorded abstract situations (line) with
the increase of recorded abstract situations achieved by individual test cases (circles) for
the re-training of the tested situation knowledge in simulations of test cases (TC1 –TC7 ).
The numbers of recorded abstract situations per test case (circles) contains the previous
number of 77 abstract situations from the initial test cases (cf. Section 8.2.1.1.3) and the
additional abstract situations from each new test case. While the runtime monitoring
has recorded significant more abstract situations for test cases TC 1 and TC2 than the
base number from the initial set of test case, test cases TC4 and TC5 have added only
small numbers of new abstract situations.
The accumulated number of recorded abstract situation for the tested situation knowledge
(line) significantly increases from initial 77 abstract situations to 369 situations with
addition of the seven realistic test cases (cf. Fig. 8.4a). The cumulated number (line)
for each test case (TC1 –TC7 ) contains the recorded abstract situations of all previous
test cases — including the base number from the initial set of manually modeled test
cases — under elimination of duplicated abstract situations. The encountered abstract
situations in independent simulations of each test case correlate with the increase of the
tested situation knowledge of all test cases accumulated (cf. Fig. 8.4a).
The seven additional test cases significantly increase the number of verified abstract
situations. These abstract situations were are used as tested situation knowledge for the
runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation. The next section
describes the runtime monitoring of the lane change assistant during operation in the
same recording on the highway A2 with the increased tested situation knowledge of 369
abstract situations.
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8.2.2.3. Runtime Monitoring at Operation with knowledge of Realistic Test Cases
For the impact of realistic test cases, the lane change assistant was reevaluated for the
recordings A2 with the addition of the 369 recorded abstract situations from the seven
additional test cases. Simulations on the virtual test track with random traffic were not
considered for this re-evaluation due to their limited realism.
The small number of modeled realistic test cases required the consideration of abstract
situations from failed test case for tested situation knowledge in this experiment (cf.
Table 8.5). Therefore, the number of situations in the tested situation knowledge has
increased from 77 to 369 abstract situations with the seven realistic test cases — including
the faulty test cases 5, 6, and 7.
The results from the re-evaluation of the lane change assistant in the recording on the
German highway A2 with the seven additional test cases is shown in Fig. 8.4b. The
graph compares the cumulative percentage of tested abstract situations (line) with the
changes of tested abstract situations by individual test cases (circles). The set of 369
abstract situations in the tested situation knowledge increased the coverage of abstract
situations from 0.68% by the initial test cases to 10.37%.
The coverage of abstract situations in the recording A2 by individual test cases does
not directly reflect in the cumulated coverage(cf. Fig. 8.4b). Test case 3 (TC3) has
an average coverage of abstract situations in the recording but impacts the cumulate
coverage significantly more than the other test cases. Test case 5 (TC5) has a very
high percentage of tested abstract situations but the cumulated percentage does not
significantly increase with the addition of test case 5. While any previous test cases, i.e.,
test cases 1 and 2, have not encountered the abstract situations from test case 3 (TC3),
the predecessors of test case 5 (TC5) almost completely covered its abstract situations.
The number of faulty abstract situations for the re-valuation of the lane change assistant
in the recording A2 for the seven realistic test cases has not changed in comparison to
the initial evaluation with the initial set of manually modeled test cases. The percentage
of faulty abstract situations has remained at 2.70% (cf. Section 8.2.1.3.1).
The result of experiment E2 (cf. Fig. 8.4) show that the runtime monitoring of autonomous
vehicle systems allows for more realistic and efficient simulations in the system verification
of autonomous vehicle systems. Test scenarios and test cases model real-world situations
more accurate if they defined based on the results of the runtime monitoring during
operation.
Conjecture C3. Tests based on runtime monitoring results in realistic traffic allow
to achieve a satisfiable coverage of real-world situations.
The runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems in the real world provides
data for the definition of test scenarios and test cases. These test scenarios and
test cases model real-world situations more accurate than requirements based test
scenarios and test cases. The impact of the more realistic test scenarios and test
cases have been reflected by the increased coverage of encountered traffic situations
for the recording on the German highway A2 in the case study (cf. Fig. 8.4).
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The histogram in Fig. 8.4a suggests that a satisfiable coverage of real-world situations
can be achieved by system verification in realistic simulations because the occurrence
rate of new unique situations in the histogram slows down over time. However, this
may only be valid for driving on highways. The number of possible situations in the
real world is vast — if not infinite — (cf. Section 3.8.1) and other domains, e.g., urban
roads, are likely to introduce new unknown traffic situations. For efficient verification
and validation, these crucial and unknown situations have to be identified. There
runtime monitoring in simulations of the system verification and during operation
can help to find and verify these crucial situations more efficient than requirements
based tests.
The results of the case study are summarized and assessed in the following section.
8.3. Summary and Assessment of the Case Study
The case study on a lane change assistant as part of a highway pilot (cf. Chapter 8)
supports the validity and impact of the proposed engineering approach for the development
and operation of autonomous vehicle systems. A complete round-trip has been exemplarily
performed in the case study The round-trip includes (cf. Section 4.3):
• the verification of the lane change assistant in simulations based on manually
modeled test cases,
• the runtime monitoring during operation in simulations of virtual traffic and
recordings of real-world test drives, and
• the definition and evaluation of additional realistic test scenarios and test cases
from recordings by the runtime monitoring in the recordings of real-world test
drives.
The evaluation of the runtime monitoring results in simulations and for the recordings
of test drives in the case study feature the possibility to evaluate the correctness of the
abstractions in the runtime monitoring framework (cf. Conjecture C1). The correctness
of the input abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework can be estimated based
on the percentage of tested and incorrect abstract situations. Any percentage of tested
and incorrect abstract situations than 0% indicates faults in the definition and/or
implementation of the runtime monitoring framework.
The first experiment in the case study discloses that manually modeled test cases
from system requirements are unlikely to realistically model the traffic situations which
autonomous vehicle systems will encounter in the real world (cf. Conjecture C2). Test
engineers tend to model the most straightforward test scenarios and test cases for the
verification of the addressed system requirements but do not incorporate real-world traffic.
The test scenarios and test cases modeled from the recording of abstract situation by the
runtime monitoring in the recording of the real world test drive of the first experiment
lead to significantly increased coverage of situations in these recordings.
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Statistics about the encountered situations from these experiments disclose that au-
tonomous vehicle systems encounter traffic situations in different quantities in the real
world and that rate at which new situations are encountered reduces with the number of
known traffic Situations. These statistics let suspect that a large number of real-world
situations for the operation on highways can be verified in the system verification (cf.
Conjecture C3).
The efficiency of the verification and validation in simulations is subject to the composition
of test scenarios and test cases. First, crucial and impactful situations and scenarios have
to be identified. The runtime monitoring of this work and large fleets of prototype vehicle
can help to increase corresponding data and identity such situations faster significantly.
Subsequently, identified situations and scenarios have to be efficiently combined.
The test suite should consist of a sufficient diverge set of test cases that cover a large
space of real-world situations with a low number of tests case. Not all test cases may
be as impactful in composition with other tests cases om the test suite as they are
individually (cf. TC5 in Fig. 8.4b). The result of the runtime monitoring in simulations
can be used as an indicator for the efficiency of the selected test suite.
The scope of this case study has been limited with its 24 initial and 7 additional test
cases, and two recordings from the real-world test drives. Unfortunately, the project in
which this case study has been performed was restricted by its duration and available
funds. An extensive case study with a large fleet of prototype vehicles would be desirable
to accumulate large quantities of real-world data for an exhaustive evaluation of the
engineering approach and to confirm the results of this case study. Furthermore, the real
prototype vehicle would enable to consider the implementation of the runtime monitoring
framework in real embedded systems without the usage of ADTF.
Nevertheless, the evaluation results of this case study indicate that tests in current state-
of-the-art simulation frameworks (at least in this evaluation) do not provide operation
condition to sufficiently resemble real worlds conditions on the roads for the verification of
autonomous vehicle systems. The realism in the simulations has to significantly converge
towards the real world in order for their results self-evidently transfer to the operation of
autonomous vehicle systems in the real world.
Amongst other things, the results of this evaluation are taken into account in the
discussion of the engineering approach and the assessment of the engineering approach
in the following section.
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The previous chapters have extensively described the proposed engineering approach
for the integration of system development and system operation of autonomous vehicle
systems. This chapter summarizes the content of this thesis, discuss the engineering
approach and provides an outlook on future work.
9.1. Summary
Autonomous vehicle systems introduce new challenges for the development process in
the automotive domain. The analysis in Chapter 3 discloses several shortcomings in
the current development process for the environment perception and modeling, decision
making, and verification and validation of autonomous vehicle systems.
This thesis proposes an engineering approach as an extension of the current development
process by integrating runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems in simulations
of the system verification and during operation in the real world in order to continuously
improve the safety of autonomous vehicle systems (cf. Chapter 4). A runtime monitoring
framework verifies the correctness and safety of the autonomous vehicle systems and
evaluates if encountered traffic situations have been verified in simulations of the system
verification. Traffic situations with incorrect and unsafe system behavior and unknown
and unverified traffic situations are recorded for system improvements.
A architecture is defined for the runtime monitoring consisting of 5 layers (cf. Chapter 5).
The system layer partitions the autonomous vehicle system into preprocessing, the
monitored function, and postprocessing. The interfaces between these parts are used by
the runtime monitoring to access the input and output data of the function.
In simulations, the preprocessing and postprocessing of autonomous vehicle systems are
partially or fully substituted by simulation frameworks. The runtime data from the
autonomous vehicle systems is abstracted by the input abstraction and output abstraction
of the abstraction layer. Traffic situations as input for the function are transformed
into abstract situations. Based on these abstract situations, the abstract function and
conformity oracle of the qualitative monitoring layer verify the correctness and safety of
the autonomous vehicle systems and situation monitor and tested situation knoweldge of
the quantitative monitoring layer evaluate the previous verification of abstract situations
in simulations.
The abstraction of the runtime monitoring framework is individually defined based
on the requirements of each autonomous vehicle system (cf. Chapter 6). The system
requirements are transformed into a typed first-order logic in a pattern-based analysis.
The wording of requirements in the specific pattern allows the identification of objects,
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functions, and predicates for the typed first-order logic. The typed first-order logic
is considered in the definition and implementation of runtime monitoring components.
Object, functions, and predicates are included in the definition and implementation of
the abstraction layer. Predicates and formulas are considered for the implementation of
the qualitative monitoring layer.
The engineering approach uses the runtime monitoring framework identically in simula-
tions of the system verification and during operation of autonomous vehicle systems in
the real world. In simulations of the system verification (cf. Chapter 6), the qualitative
monitoring layer evaluates the behavior of the autonomous vehicle systems as test oracle
in addition to the manual evaluation by test engineers. The quantitative monitoring layer
records all encountered abstract situation in these simulations.
During operation in the real world, the qualitative monitoring layer evaluates the behavior
of the autonomous vehicle systems as in the simulations of the system verification. The
quantitative monitoring layer compares encountered abstract situation during operation
with the abstract situation from the simulations in the tested situation knowledge in order
to evaluate if the autonomous vehicle system has already been verified in the encountered
situations. The runtime monitoring during operation allows to initiate safety measures
in unknown situations and situations with incorrect and unsafe system behavior (cf.
Section 7.1.1) and to record these situations for improvement of the autonomous vehicle
systems and their simulations (cf. Section 7.1.2). This thesis has not addressed the
selection and execution.
Recorded abstract situation enable system engineers to analyze and improve autonomous
vehicle systems in additional development iterations by locating and resolving insufficient
system functionality. Test scenarios and test cases are defined for the system verification
based on the recorded situations. Test scenarios model the behavior of dynamic objects
and changes of the scenery on the abstract level of the system requirements. For
simulations in the system verification, test scenarios are transformed into test cases. These
test cases define concrete candidates for abstract parameters of the test scenarios. The
integration of simulations and operation in the real world by runtime monitoring enable
to iteratively extend the scope of safety assurance in the development of autonomous
vehicle systems.
The engineering approach has been evaluated in a case study on a lane change assistant
of an industrial highway pilot (cf. Chapter 8). In a first experiment, the lane change
assistant has been evaluated for a set of test cases which have been manually modeled
based on the requirements of the lane change assistant. Afterward, the behavior of
the lane change assistant has been monitored in simulations of virtual test tracks with
random traffic and recordings from real-world test drives with the recorded situations
from the simulations of the manually modeled test cases. The results by the runtime
monitoring in this first experiment show that the manually modeled test cases fail to
sufficiently address traffic situations in the real world.
As a consequence of the first experiment, seven additional test cases have been manually
modeled and simulated based on the runtime monitoring results from the recordings
of the real world test drives. In the reevaluation of the runtime monitoring results for
these real-world recordings, the tested situation knowledge from the seven additional
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real-world test cases significantly improved the coverage of encountered traffic situations
in comparison to the initial manually modeled test cases.
The following section discusses the impact of the proposed engineering approach for the
development of autonomous vehicle systems in more detail.
9.2. Discussion
The proposed engineering approach and runtime monitoring framework are envisaged to
support the development of safe autonomous vehicles. The following discussion assesses
the impact of the engineering approach for the development of autonomous vehicle
systems.
Research Goal: Enhancement of the current development practice for autonomous
vehicle systems into a holistic engineering approach supporting the qualitative and
quantitative supervision and estimation of correctness and safety by the seamless
integration of system development and system operation.
The research goal of this thesis is addressed by the proposed engineering approach
and its runtime monitoring in simulations and during operation in the real world.
The engineering approach is the first approach to integrate runtime monitoring in simu-
lations and during operation in the real world into a holistic approach (cf. research goal).
This holistic engineering approach enables more efficient development of autonomous ve-
hicle systems with an increased level of safety. Other approaches (cf. [Bac+15; Bac+17a;
Bac+17b; Zof+15]) only envisage the use of runtime monitoring from the operation in
the real world for simulations of the system verification but do not address the validation
of simulation results in the real world.
Car manufacturers require no significant changes to their current development process
for the application of the engineering approach in the development of autonomous vehicle
systems because the engineering approach is an extension of the currently prevailing
development process — the v-model (cf. [SZ13]) — in the automotive domain. The
complete development of autonomous vehicle systems can benefit from recorded real-world
data by the runtime monitoring during operation. The most significant impact by the
engineering approach is on the system verification, validation, and operation in the real
world.
A runtime monitoring framework is introduced whose architecture enables the evaluation
of system behavior and its safe limits for autonomous vehicle systems in simulations and
during operation in the real world (cf. Chapter 5). Data about system behavior and
traffic situations can be transferred between system development and system operation
if the autonomous vehicle systems and their data interfaces to the runtime monitoring
framework remain unchanged between simulations and operation in the real world (cf.
research question 1).
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Research question 1: Which are the necessary (technical) foundations for the
integration of system development and system operation in order to qualitatively and
quantitatively supervise and estimate the safety of autonomous system operating in
the real world?
The technical foundation for the integration of system development and system oper-
ation is directly addressed by the architecture of the runtime monitoring framework
(cf. Chapter 5). System layer and simulation layer define the integration of runtime
monitoring framework and autonomous vehicle systems in simulation and during
operation in the real world.
The runtime monitoring evaluates autonomous vehicle systems, their behavior, and their
safe limits in traffic situations on an abstract semantic level. This semantic level abstracts
from the characteristics of the internal data in autonomous vehicle systems and the real
world. The abstract semantic interpretation consists of qualitative properties which are
systemically derived from system requirements (cf. research question 2). In contrast to
most other runtime monitoring approaches, the semantic interpretation of the runtime
monitoring explicitly considers and monitors environmental situations.
Research question 2: How to identify and define qualitative properties for each
autonomous vehicle system that sufficiently represent its correctness and safety?
In the proposed engineering approach, qualitative properties for the runtime moni-
toring of autonomous vehicle systems are defined based on the system requirements
of these systems. The usage of system requirements for the definition of qualitative
properties enables the runtime monitoring in simulations and during operation in
the real world to monitor the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems and their
environments on an abstract semantic level instead of internal system signals.
The runtime monitoring is only able to verify the behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems for traffic situations which are sufficiently defined in the system requirements.
The complete and accurate description of system behavior and analogous traffic
situations by the requirements of autonomous vehicle systems are subject to the
result of the requirements engineering in the development of these systems.
The inherent semantic abstraction of the runtime monitoring is related to the way
engineers as well as the general public think about the behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems. Therefore, the runtime monitoring could be able to help engineers and non-
technical person to understand better the behavior of autonomous vehicle system in
order to raise the general acceptance of this technology (cf. [SSS17]).
The runtime monitoring in simulations and during operation in the real world enables
the transfer of data about the system behavior and environment to be shared between
simulations and operation in the real world. The qualitative properties of autonomous
vehicle systems can be monitored through their complete life-cycles — from requirements
analysis to system operation in the real world (cf. research question 3)
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Research question 3: How to monitor the qualitative properties and their scopes
throughout the complete life-cycle of autonomous vehicle systems — from system
specification, design, implementation, and verification to operation in the real world?
The integration of system development and system operation by the engineering
approach enables the qualitative and quantitative runtime monitoring to trace and
evaluate qualitative properties and their quantitative scopes through all activities of
the system life cycle. The considerations of qualitative properties throughout the
system development manifest themselves in the system implementation. Therefore, it
is sufficient to monitor the qualitative properties and their quantitative scopes for the
system implementation in simulations of the system verification and during operation
in the real world.
Runtime monitoring results from simulations of the system verification are incorporated
in the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real
world. The transfer of runtime monitoring results enables estimations about the realism
of simulations and the validity of their results for operation in the real world as well as
the identification and evaluation of verified limits for safe behavior of autonomous vehicle
systems during operation in the real world (cf. [Kna+17a]).
The distinction between safe and critical traffic situations by the quantitative runtime
monitoring during operation allows for estimations about the residual risks by autonomous
vehicle systems during operation in the real world (cf. research question 4). Traffic
situations which have not been verified in the simulation or which exhibit faulty system
behavior are identified and record by the runtime monitoring framework for analysis
in further development iterations of the autonomous vehicle systems (cf. research
question 5).
Research question 4: How to estimate the residual risks of autonomous vehicle
systems during operation in the real world based on the qualitative and quantitative
knowledge from their development?
The transfers of qualitative properties and their quantitative scopes from simulations
of the system verification to the runtime monitoring during operation in the real
world enables the runtime monitoring during operation to identify residual risks for
autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real world based on unknown
and unsafe abstract situation. Safety measures can be initiated upon identification of
residual risks online during operation in order to immediately mitigate these emerging
residual risks.
The consideration of runtime monitoring results from the operation in the real world in
the system development impacts The quality of autonomous vehicle systems and the
efficiency of their development. Results of the runtime monitoring in simulations of the
system verification are used by the runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle system
during operation in the real world in order to record solely critical traffic situations and
dismiss known and verified traffic situations. This selective recording during operation
leads to significantly more efficient identification and improvement of system faults and
insufficient system behavior in the following development iteration of autonomous vehicle
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systems. System engineers are not required to identify and extract incorrect system
behavior and critical traffic situations from log files of arbitrary real-world data which
include safe and unsafe system behavior in mixed-critical situations.
Research question 5: How to record violations of qualitative properties and their
scopes during operation in the real world for further analysis and system improve-
ments?
The knowledge of verified abstract situation from simulations in the system verification
enables the runtime monitoring during operation in the real world to record abstract
situation which have not yet been verified or which exhibit unsafe system behavior.
The recordings are used in additional development iterations for improvements of
autonomous vehicle systems.
The runtime monitoring data from the operation in the real world further allow the
extension of safe limits for autonomous vehicle system in simulations of the system
verification. Additional test scenarios and test cases can be systematically defined from
recorded real-world traffic situations. These test scenarios and test cases model the real
world and their traffic situations more precisely. In the case study on a lane change
assistant (cf. Chapter 8), test scenarios and test cases from real-world recordings increase
the coverage of encountered traffic situations to 10.37% from prior 0.68% by the manually
modeled test scenarios and test cases from the system requirements of the lane change
assistant (cf. Section 8.2.2).
The engineering approach represents an improvement for the current development practice
of autonomous vehicle systems. Nevertheless, the approach still provides possibilities for
future improvements and additional research. The following section gives an outlook on
possible future research.
9.3. Future Work
The previous discussion has outlined the positive impact of the engineering approach for
the development of safe autonomous vehicles. Nevertheless, the engineering approach
and its implementation still offer possibilities for extensions in future work.
9.3.1. Automation of Engineering Approach
The engineering approach will only be applicable in an industrial context if a high level
of automation can be achieved. The engineering approach must seamlessly integrate
with the current development processes of car manufacturers and tech companies for
their autonomous vehicle systems. These companies must not be forced to implement
significant adjustments to their current development process for the application of the
engineering approach.
The implementation of the runtime monitoring framework requires automation of the
formalization of system requirements and the generation of monitoring code for various
target hardware platforms. The requirement formalization could be supported by DSLs
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(cf. [Mar10; VKV00]) and natural language processing (NLP) (cf. [Cho05; RP92])
while the monitor implementation could benefit from template-based code generation (cf.
[Bud+96; SLS18]). Even machine learning approaches could be utilized for the automatic
derivation of the abstraction in the runtime monitoring framework (cf. [LF97; Sun+15]).
The code generation of the runtime monitors has to explicitly consider the embedded
vehicle hardware in production vehicles, e.g., ECUs and communication buses, and
the restriction of their limited resources. It might be beneficial to introduce dedicated
hardware for the runtime monitoring as off-the-shelf-solution for the runtime monitoring
in prototype vehicles without possible side effects on the autonomous vehicle systems.
Future work should investigate the use of different variants of an autonomous vehicle
system as well as entirely different autonomous vehicle systems throughout the engineering
approach — in simulations and during operation in the real world as well as over multiple
iterations.
The definition of test scenarios and test cases for simulation of the system verification
requires the automation of the definition of test scenarios from logged traces of abstract
situation, the derivation of test cases, and the modeling and execution of test cases in
various simulation frameworks. For realistic and efficient test cases, the derivation of
test cases from test scenarios should incorporate automatic fuzzing of abstract situation
parameters (cf. [Ana+13; Bac+17c; Kha+17; Sip+16]).
9.3.2. Extending the Scope of the Runtime Monitoring
The modularity of the runtime monitoring framework allows for several extensions.
In the automotive domain, system requirements for vehicle systems frequently incorporate
timing-related properties in requirements, e.g., the duration between system events or
environments changes. However, the runtime monitoring in the engineering approach
only monitors the autonomous vehicle systems based on system states and states of the
environment at specific time stamps. Future work should incorporate timing-related
properties into the runtime monitoring by using, e.g., temporal logics in the definition and
implementation of runtime monitors (cf. [BKM10; Cim+10; KM08]). The consideration
of time-related properties in the runtime monitoring would enable the monitoring to
evaluate the behavior of autonomous vehicle systems for traffic scenarios in addition to
traffic situations.
The implementation of the runtime monitoring framework in the case study solely records
abstract situation based on the evaluation of system requirements for the behavior of
autonomous vehicle systems and their environments. The modular architecture of the
runtime monitoring allows for extensions in recording additional information about
autonomous vehicle systems and their environments, e.g., sensors raw data. Future
work should identify beneficial information about systems and environments for the
development of autonomous vehicle systems and develop the functional and technical
extensions to the runtime monitoring framework for recording this information.
The runtime monitoring of autonomous vehicle systems during operation in the real
world enables the initiation of safety measure during operation for the mitigation of
emerging safety risks by faulty system behavior or unknown situations. The selection and
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execution of safety measures have not been addressed in this thesis due to the complexity
in selecting safe and efficient safety measures in critical situations. For a comprehensive
safety strategy, future work should research safe and sound strategies for the selection and
execution of safety measures and integrated them into the runtime monitoring framework.
The research should consider existing research in this field (cf. [Hör11; RM15]).
9.3.3. Improving Verification and Validation
The engineering approach depends on the quality and accuracy of simulations and the
diversity and extent of test drives in the real world. A high level of realism in simulations is
inevitable for the consideration of sensors in the verification and validation of autonomous
vehicle systems in simulations. However, the complexity and graphic visualization of
current simulation frameworks do not sufficiently match the realism of the real world.
Simulations have to sufficiently model relevant physical properties of real sensors and
real-world objects in order to verify and validate physical problems for the real sensor
perception and their impacts on the autonomous vehicle systems in simulations. For
example, RADAR sensors have the tendency not sufficiently to recognize objects with
reflective or glossy surfaces. The realism of graphical visualizations is highly relevant for
the verification and validation of video camera sensors. Simulation frameworks currently
lack sufficient realistic visualization as known from current video games. The complexity
and realism of simulations, their environment modeling, and the modeling of sensors
have to be further improved until the realism of simulations allows for comprehensive
results which are intuitively applicable to the operation of autonomous vehicle systems
in the real world.
Test drives in the real world are inevitable in order to verify and validate autonomous
vehicle systems in the real world and to gather operational data for the engineering
approach. However, the necessary configuration of prototype vehicles and the long
mileage and time for the verification and validation of specific system behavior impose
high costs (cf. [Sti13; Wei+14; Win15]). These costs are significantly higher than the
costs of simulations.
The runtime monitoring may support the optimization of real-world test drives and
reduce corresponding costs. Results from the runtime monitoring during operation of
autonomous vehicle systems on public roads can be used to analyze and classify roads
and their traffic. These classifications can be used in the planning of test drives. Test
drives can be planed and performed on public roads which are likely to provide novel
insight about road traffic or are likely to verify and validate specific autonomous system
behavior, e.g., lane changes. Future work should investigate the integration of runtime
monitoring results, positioning data, map data, and machine-learning techniques to
provide automatic route planning for test drives with specific test goals.
9.3.4. Comprehensive Safety Strategy
The engineering approach addresses the development, verification, and validation of
software functions. Results by the runtime monitoring framework apply solely to the
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monitored part of the autonomous vehicle systems — the function (cf. Fig. 5.1). Tech-
nical components, e.g., sensors and actuators, are currently not incorporated into the
engineering approach and have to be verified and validated by other V&V methods.
Nevertheless, a comprehensive safety strategy, which includes hardware components, e.g.,
sensors and actuators, is essential for the introduction of autonomous vehicle systems to
public traffic. Future research has to extend the engineering approach to these technical
components by investigating extensions for the presented runtime monitoring and by
introducing novel runtime monitoring concepts.
The functional safety cages by [Hec+11] and the dependability cages in [Ani+18b] present
concepts for the integration of safety functions into autonomous vehicle systems in large
extent. The engineering approach and its runtime monitoring represent a potential
realization of these cages for in-vehicle software functions with complex or learned
behavior. Future work should investigate the necessary modifications of the engineering
approach for the implementation of these cage concepts.
In the context of functional safety cages and dependability cages, the implementation
of the runtime monitoring as additional safety function in production vehicles and the
integration of data from production vehicles into the engineering approach should be
investigated. The integration as a safety function in production vehicle imposes additional
requirements for the development of runtime monitors because safety standards like the
safety standard ISO 26262 have to be considered. Furthermore, the data recorded by
production vehicle is not directly accessible for car manufacturers, and the data storage
in production vehicles is limited in general. Novel solutions for the storage and access of
runtime monitoring data have to be realized in order to integrate production vehicles
into the engineering approach. The verification and validation of autonomous vehicle
systems can benefit from large amounts of data recorded over the large mileages which
their owners commonly operate these vehicles.
9.3.5. Application in Rural and Urban Domains
In this thesis, the engineering approach has been applied to a lane change assistant
which solely operates on highways. Future research should investigate the application of
the engineering approach to other autonomous vehicle systems used on rural and urban
roads. The research has to evaluate the transfer of the engineering approach to rural
and urban domains and identify necessary modifications and extensions. For example,
the increasing complexity of rural and urban traffic by additional traffic participants,
e.g., pedestrians and cyclists, and different infrastructure, e.g., traffic signals, require a
revision of the abstract situation interpretation by the runtime monitoring.
The application of the engineering approach to other domains should include additional
industrial case studies. These industrial case studies should incorporate large and diverse
fleets of vehicles with various autonomous vehicle systems. The amount of data recorded
by these fleets would allow reinforcing results and estimations from the case study of
this thesis — especially the prediction about the contentious decrease in the discovery of
new abstract situations over time.
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The application of the engineering approach to rural and urban traffic should help to
investigate the possibility of a single common situation description throughout all traffic
domains. The majority of autonomous vehicle systems operate in the same environments.
A standard description of traffic and the behavior of vehicles across all manufacturers and
tech companies would support the standardization of safety assessment for autonomous
vehicle systems as well as consistent communication about the safety of autonomous
vehicle system to the general public.
9.3.6. Metric for Safety of Autonomous Vehicles
Autonomous vehicle systems have to be sufficiently safe for a positive impact on public
traffic. Car manufacturers and tech companies are required by national authorities to
prove the safety of their autonomous vehicle systems sufficiently. The qualification of
residual risks based on failure rates is not applicable to autonomous vehicle systems
because the required mileage is not feasible under reasonable costs (cf. [Win15]). Novel
metrics have to be introduced for qualification of residual risks by autonomous vehicle
systems in public traffic(cf. [Sip+16]).
The engineering approach can support such metrics because the runtime monitoring
during operation can estimate the safe behavior limits of autonomous vehicle systems
in the real world. Future work should investigate the definition of new metrics for the
safety of autonomous vehicle systems. These metrics should incorporate the results about
encountered safe resp. critical situations from the runtime monitoring during operation in
the real world (cf. [AHR15]). Information about safe resp. critical traffic situations could
allow quantifying the residual risks of autonomous vehicle based on traffic situations and
not on system failures.
A metric incorporating traffic situations instead of failure rates could also be beneficial
for the selection of test scenarios and test cases for the system verification of autonomous
vehicle systems. Future research should investigate how the quantification of the safety
impact by individual test scenarios and test case could be used for the selection of the
test scenarios and test cases for the test suite of the system verification. The goal is to
define an efficient test suite which verifies autonomous vehicle systems for a large number
of traffic situations under reasonable time and costs.
9.3.7. General Understanding about System Safety
A safety metric quantifies the safety resp. remaining residual risks for autonomous vehicle
systems. In general, the approval of autonomous vehicles to public traffic rests on the
comparison of quantified safety to the required safety threshold by national authorities.
However, a commonly agreed safety threshold has not yet been defined for autonomous
vehicles. Public discourse about the publicly excepted impact and publicly accepted
drawbacks of autonomous vehicles is required. National authorities should incorporate the
results of such discourse in the definition of the legally required safety for the operation
of autonomous vehicles in public traffic.
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The public discourse significantly impacts the acceptance of autonomous vehicles by the
general public. Clear communication and description about impacts and shortcomings
of autonomous vehicles are essential for this public discourse and the public acceptance
(cf. [Fra+18]). The behavior of autonomous vehicle systems has to be described and
communicated by car manufacturers and tech companies in a way that non-technical
people can understand the decision-making of autonomous vehicle systems and relate it
to their impacts and shortcomings (cf. [SSS17]). Car manufacturers and tech companies
should support an early discourse by publishing available information and data from
their trials with prototype vehicles on public roads.
For the approval of autonomous vehicles and their acceptance by the general public, all
results about the safety of autonomous vehicle systems in their verification and validate
have to ensure high fidelity and trust. Any manipulation of verification and validation
results have to be excluded. At the moment, statements about the safety of autonomous
vehicle systems are subject to estimation by car manufacturers and tech companies under
the usage of inappropriate verification and validation methods, e.g., failures rates in
real-world test drives. In the future, independent third parties will have to validate the
safety statements by car manufacturers, and tech companies or technical solutions will
have to be introduced for the direct and secure integration of fidelity guarantees into the
data of safety statements.
A standardized safety assessment for autonomous vehicle systems would inherently
provide such fidelity guarantees and enable the comparison of systems from different
manufacturers. National authorities, car manufacturers, and tech companies would have
to agree on such a standardized safety assessment. This agreement would include the
definition of necessary and relevant data, e.g., road topologies and traffic scenarios.
Current research projects, like the PEGASUS project (cf. [Win+18]), try to define
such a V&V data set as a set of relevant traffic scenarios by manual analysis of system
requirements and real-world traffic. It remains questionable if these traffic scenarios
sufficiently verify the safety of autonomous vehicles. The results from the case study
suggest that a diverse set of realistic traffic scenarios from real-world recordings would be
the better approach (cf. Chapter 8). A database of traffic scenarios should be established
that is commonly accepted by all car manufacturers, tech companies, and legal authorities
for the approval of autonomous vehicles. Car manufacturers and tech companies would
be required to cooperate and share their recorded data from tests with their prototype
vehicles on public roads with each other in order to build a sufficiently large and diverse
V&V database.
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A.1. Data Structures in the Case Study
The following UML diagrams present the data structures for the abstract situation and
the abstract targets as they have been used in the case study for the runtime monitoring
of the lane change assistant (cf. Chapter 8).
«struct»
Abstract Situation::tAbstractTarget
+ target: eLanePosition
+ type: eTargetType
«Enumeration»
Abstract Situation::eTargetType
 Invalid = 0
 DrivingManagerACC
 DrivingManager2ndACC
 DrivingManagerVelocity
 DrivingManagerOvertakeRight
 DrivingManagerLimitRelativeVelocity
 DrivingManagerSafeStop
 EventManager
 LaneChangePlanner
 CooperationManager
 GapManager
 MergingManager
 Emergency
 DADAS
 eTargetPointIDNumberOfElements
«Enumeration»
Abstract Situation::
eLanePosition
 LEFT_NEIGHBOR = 0
 EGO
 RIGHT_NEIGHBOR
 OTHER
 lanePositionElements
+type
+target
Figure A.1.: Data structure of the abstract target.
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«struct»
tLaneCategory
+ 
curvature: eLaneCurvature
+ 
laneID: tInt8
+ 
leftMarking: eLaneMarking
+ 
position: eLaneRampPosition
+ 
rightMarking: eLaneMarking
+ 
type: eLaneType
«struct»
tCategorisation
+ 
domain: eDomainType
+ 
driverInput: eDriverTurning
+ 
ego: tEgoVehicleCategory
+ 
lanes: vector<tLaneCategory>
+ 
objectCount: tUInt16
+ 
objects: vector<tObjectCategory>
«struct»
tEgoVehicleCategory
+ 
offset: eEgoOffset
+ 
velocity: eEgoVelocity
«struct»
tObjectCategory
+ 
distance: eDistance2Ego
+ 
lanePosition: eLanePosition
+ 
objID: tUInt16
+ 
relativePosition: eRelativePosition
+ 
relativeVelocity: eRelativeVelocity
«Enumeration»
eDistance2Ego
 
INSUFFICIENT_DISTANCE = 0
 
SUFFICIENT_DISTANCE
 
distanceElements
«Enumeration»
eDomainType
 
APPLICABLE = 0
 
NON_APPLICABLE
 
domainElements
«Enumeration»
eDriverTurning
 
NONE = 0
 
OVERTURNED
 
driverElements
«Enumeration»
eEgoOffset
 
SMALL = 0
 
LARGE
 
egoOffsetelements
«Enumeration»
eEgoVelocity
 
INSUFFICIENT_VELOCITY = 0
 
SUFFICIENT_VELOCITY
 
egoVelocityElements
«Enumeration»
eLaneCurvature
 
LOW = 0
 
HIGH
 
laneCurvatureElements
«Enumeration»
eLaneMarking
 
RESTRICTED_MARKING = 0
 
UNRESTRICTED_MARKING
 
laneMarkingElements
«Enumeration»
eLaneRampPosition
 
NO_RAMP = 0
 
RAMP
 
laneRampPositionElements
«Enumeration»
eLanePosition
 
LEFT_NEIGHBOR = 0
 
EGO
 
RIGHT_NEIGHBOR
 
OTHER
 
lanePositionElements
«Enumeration»
eLaneType
 
RESTRICTED_TYPE = 0
 
UNRESTRICTED_TYPE
 
NONEXISTING
 
laneTypeElements
«Enumeration»
eRelativePosition
 
BEHIND = 0
 
NEXT
 
FRONT
 
UNKNOWN
 
relativePositionElements
«Enumeration»
eRelativeVelocity
 
LOWER = 0
 
HIGHER
 
relativeVelocityElements
+offset
+distance
0..*
+lanePosition
+position
+type
+rightMarking
+velocity
+domain
0..*
+ego
1
+relativeVelocity
+driverInput
+leftMarking
+relativePosition
+curvature
Figure
A
.2.:D
ata
structure
ofthe
abstract
situation.
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A.2. Requirements-based Test Scenarios and Test Cases
For the verification of the lane change assistant, one of the project partners has modeled
test scenarios and test cases based on the system requirements of the lane change assistant
(cf. Section 3.2). The test scenarios and corresponding test cases are presented in the
following tables.
Table A.1.: Test Scenario 1.
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_1_1: The system shall be able to perform lane changes on multi-lane highways.
FR_7_1_3: The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor lane
is possible based on objects on its current lane in front itself.
FR_5_1: In case, the system is in the automated driving mode, the system has to
determine if a lane change is beneficial based on the current traffic situation.
FR_2_2: The system shall be able to prevent lane changes if the curvature of the
ego lane is less than 125 m.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 1 Test Case 2 Test Case 3
Road layout 2 lane highway 2 lane highway 2 lane highway
Road Radius ∞ ∞ 900m
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
100 m 50 m 100 m
Expected Result lane change (left) remain lane change (left)
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Table A.2.: Test Scenario 2.
Scenario 2
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_7_1_1: The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor lane
is possible based on objects on that neighbor lane behind itself.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 4 Test Case 5 Test Case 6
Road layout 2 lane highway 2 lanes highway 2 lanes highway
Road Curvature ∞ ∞ ∞
Speed Limit
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
50 km/h 50 km/h 50 km/h
Velocity Veh. 2 140 km/h 100 km/h No Veh. 2
Distance Veh. 2
to Ego
−250 m −50 m No Veh. 2
Expected Result remain lane change (left) remain
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Table A.3.: Test Scenario 3.
Scenario 3
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_7_1_2: The system has to evaluate whether a lane change to a neighbor lane
is possible based on objects on that neighbor lane in front of itself.
FR_7_1_5: The system shall be able to consider objects directly next to it with a
relative velocity of less than 5 m/s.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 7 Test Case 8 Test Case 9 Test Case 10
Road layout 2 lane highway 2 lane highway 2 lane highway 2 lane highway
Road Curvature ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 100 km/h 100 km/h 130 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
50 m 50 m 50 m 50 m
Velocity Veh. 2 81 km/h 105 km/h 130 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 2
to Ego
100 m 0 m 0 m 100 m
Expected Result Remain
(decelerate) or
lane change
(left)
lane change
(left)
remain Remain
(decelerate) or
lane change
(left)
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Table A.4.: Test Scenario 4.
Scenario 3
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_7_1_4: The system shall evaluate whether a lane change is possible based on
approaching objects on the ego lane behind itself.
FR_2_3: The system shall be able to prevent lane changes if the lateral offset to
the center of the current lane is more than 0.4 m.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 11 Test Case 12 Test Case 13
Road layout 2 lane highway 2 lane highway 2 lane highway
Road Curvature ∞ ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 110 km/h 110 km/h 110 km/h
Lateral offset
Ego
0 m 0 m 0.5 m
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
50 m 50 m 50 m
Velocity Veh. 2 100 km/h 140 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 2
to Ego
−50 m −200 m −50 m
Start Overtaking
Veh. 2
−50 m
Expected Result lane change (left) remain remain
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Table A.5.: Test Scenario 5.
Scenario 5
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_6_1: The system shall be able to perform lane changes in onto off-ramps less
than 100 m after the off-ramp started.
FR_5_1_3: The system shall be able to assess, whether a lane change is beneficial
based on timing restrictions regarding prior driving events.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 14 Test Case 15 Test Case 16 Test Case 17
Road layout 2 lane highway
w. off-ramp
2 lane highway
w. off-ramp
2 lane highway
w. off-ramp
2 lane highway
w. off-ramp
Road Curvature ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Ego distance to
off-ramp
300 m 300 m 300 m 300 m
Mission Ego: Follow
Highway
Leave Highway Leave Highway Leave Highway
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 110 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
50 m 50 m 50 m 50 m
Mission Veh. 1 Follow
Highway
Follow
Highway
Velocity Veh. 2 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 2
to Ego
100 m
Start Overtaking
Veh. 2
−50 m
Expected Result remain lane change
(right)
lane change
(right)
remain
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Table A.6.: Test Scenario 6.
Scenario 6
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_6: The system shall be able to perform lane changes to enter a highway on an
on-ramp.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 18 Test Case 19
Road layout 2 lane highway w. on-ramp 2 lane highway w. on-ramp
Road Curvature ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 100 km/h 100 km/h
Ego distance to highway 200 m 200 m
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 1 to Ego 0 m
Expected Result lane change (left) lane change (left)
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Table A.7.: Test Scenario 7.
Scenario 7
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_6_3: The system shall prevent lane changes towards areas with an
adjacent highway on-ramp.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 20 Test Case 21 Test Case 22
Road layout 2 lane highway
w. on-ramp
2 lane highway
w. on-ramp
2 lane highway
w. on-ramp
Road Curvature ∞ ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h 130 km/h
Ego distance to
on-ramp
200 m 200 m 250 m
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 150 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
100 m −100 m
Expected Result remain remain remain
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Table A.8.: Test Scenario 8.
Scenario 8
Initial Situation
Requirements
FR_3: The system shall be able to adjust the vehicle longitudinally towards a
suitable gap in a search range of 100 m to the front and 100 m to the rear of the
vehicle in order to prepare a lane change.
FR_9_1: The system has to evaluate whether a lane change is possible based on
the lane marking type of the appropriate lane boundary.
Parametrization by Test Cases
Test Case 23 Test Case 24
Road layout 2 lane highway w. off-ramp 2 lane highway w. off-ramp
Road Curvature ∞ ∞
Speed Limit 130 km/h 130 km/h
Lane Marking dashed solid
Velocity Ego 130 km/h 130 km/h
Ego distance to
off-ramp
900 m 900 m
Velocity Veh. 1 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 1
to Ego
−30 m −30 m
Velocity Veh. 2 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 2
to Ego
0 m 0 m
Velocity Veh. 3 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 3
to Ego
40 m 400 m
Velocity Veh. 4 100 km/h 100 km/h
Distance Veh. 4
to Ego
100 m 100 m
Expected Result lane change (right) remain
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A.3. Test Scenarios from Real World Recoding
The following tables present the initial situations and the list of maneuvers by dynamic
objects in the vicinity of the automated vehicle with the lane change assistant for the
eight test scenarios which have been modeled in the case study based on the runtime
monitoring results (cf. Chapter 8). The sequences of object maneuvers in the test
scenarios are relevant for the correct emergences of the envisaged abstract situation in
the simulations. The envisioned situations correspond to the recorded abstract situation
by the runtime monitoring in the recordings from the German Highway A2.
Table A.9.: Real World Scenario 1.
Real World Scenario 1
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Vehicle in zone front-right falls back into zone next-right.
2. Lane change of vehicle in zone rear-right to rear-ego.
3. Vehicle in zone next-right drives up to zone front-right.
4. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-left to zone front-ego.
5. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to zone front-left.
6. Vehicle in zone front-right falls back into zone next-right.
7. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
8. Second vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
9. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
10. Vehicle in zone front-left drives out of the front sensor range.
11. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
12. Vehicle in zone rear-ego falls out of the rear sensor range.
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Table A.10.: Real World Scenario 2.
Real World Scenario 2
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to zone front-right.
2. Vehicle in zone rear-ego falls out of the rear sensor range.
3. Vehicle falls back into zone front-left from outside the front sensor
range.
4. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to zone front-right.
5. Vehicle in zone front-right falls back into zone next-right.
6. Vehicle falls back into zone front-right from outside the front
sensor range.
7. Vehicle in zone front-right falls back into zone next-right.
8. Lane change of vehicle in zone rear-ego to zone rear-right.
9. Vehicle drives into zone rear-right from outside the rear sensor
range.
10. Vehicle in zone front-right drives out of the front sensor range.
11. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
12. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
13. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
14. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
15. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
16. Vehicle in zone next-left drives up to zone front-left.
17. Vehicle falls back into zone front-right from outside the front
sensor range.
18. Vehicle in zone front-right falls back into zone next-right.
19. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to zone front-right.
20. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
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Table A.11.: Real World Scenario 3.
Real World Scenario 3
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
2. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-right to front-ego.
3. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
4. Vehicle falls back into zone front-right from outside the front
sensor range.
5. Vehicle in zone front-ego drives out of the front sensor range.
6. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
7. Lane change of vehicle in zone rear-right to rear-ego.
8. Lane change of vehicle into zone rear-right from adjacent outside
lane.
9. Lane change of vehicle into zone next-right from adjacent outside
lane.
10. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
11. Vehicle in zone front-right drives out of the front sensor range.
12. Vehicle in zone next-right falls back into zone rear-right.
13. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
14. Vehicle drives into zone rear-ego from outside the rear sensor
range.
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Table A.12.: Real World Scenario 4.
Real World Scenario 4
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Vehicle falls back into zone front-ego from outside the front sensor
range.
2. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
3. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-right to adjacent outside
lane.
Table A.13.: Real World Scenario 5.
Real World Scenario 5
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
2. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-right to adjacent outside
lane.
3. Vehicle in zone rear-right falls out of the rear sensor range.
4. Vehicle in zone rear-ego falls out of the rear sensor range.
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Table A.14.: Real World Scenario 6.
Real World Scenario 6
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-ego to front-right.
2. Vehicle in zone front-right drives out of the front sensor range.
3. Lane change of vehicle in zone rear-right to rear-ego.
4. Lane change of vehicle in zone rear-right to adjacent outside lane.
5. Vehicle in zone rear-ego falls out of the rear sensor range.
6. Vehicle drives into zone rear-right from outside the rear sensor
range.
7. Lane change of vehicle into zone front-right from adjacent outside
lane.
Table A.15.: Real World Scenario 7.
Real World Scenario 7
Initial Situation
Sequence of Maneuvers
1. Vehicle in zone front-ego drives out of the front sensor range.
2. Vehicle falls back into zone front-right from outside the front
sensor range.
3. Lane change of Automated (ego) vehicle to the right neighbor
lane.
4. Lane change of vehicle in zone front-left to adjacent outside lane.
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Glossary
absolute global reference frame
The positioning of objects in the real world relative to a fixed reference frame.
abstract action
The representation of the system output in the runtime monitoring framework.
abstract behavior
The behavior of a system in the abstract representation of the runtime monitoring
framework. (see abstract action.
abstract representation
The representation of the system and its environment by the runtime monitoring
framework.
abstract situation
The abstract representation of the system state and environment state within the
runtime monitoring framework.
artifact under test
The development artifact, e.g., models, software, hardware, or system, that is being
verified for correct operation in the test.
augmented reality
The overlay of computer-generated perceptual information and objects in the
humans’ visual, auditory, haptic, somatosensory, or olfactory perception.
behavior planning
The planning of vehicle actions from the information about the vehicle environment
from the situation assessment.
black-box
The consideration of a system based on its external observable behavior without
any information about the internal structure and processing of the system.
certifiability
The ability of a system to be evaluated and assessed by qualified assessors.
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Glossary
closed formula
A formula without any free variables.
closed-loop
The output of a system is considered for its control actions. The outputs are
transferred back to the system as inputs via feedback loop.
closed-loop simulation
A feedback loop transfers the outputs of the system under test back via the
environment simulation back to the system under test as inputs.
closed-world assumption
The assumption that the system environment can be completely specified in the
systems development (design time).
cluster
A trace of abstract situations which have been recorded in a cohesive time frame
by the runtime monitoring framework.
code instrumentation
The integration of sensor or probes into the code of the monitored system.
counter example
A path through the state space of the system and its environment as an example
of the violation of an intended system property.
decomposition
The partitioning of requirements, systems, or system components into smaller parts
- sub-requirements, subsystems, or subcomponents.
dependability
The ability of a system to provide its functionality correctly for a given time-period.
design time
The time in which the system is specified, design, implmented, verified and validated.
development part
The part of the engineering approach which is concerned with the specification,
design, implementation, and verification of autonomous vehicle systems.
domain
The set of (real world) objects for the semantic evaluation of first-order logic.
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domain control unit
A more powerful control unit than ECU for the execution of computation-heavy
and communication-heavy software functions.
domain specific language
A (formal) language which is tailored to the requirements and semantics of a
particular domain.
dummy object
see mock object.
dynamic object
An object in the environment which can change its state for each time stamp.
electronic control unit
Embedded hardware in automotive electronics which executes software for control
of one or more of vehicle systems, e.g., the engine or brakes.
environment
The set of all objects, which reside in the vicinity of a system or vehicle.
environment model
The internal representation of the vehicle environment within autonomous vehicle
systems.
environment perception
The components which are involved in the perception of the vehicle environment
and the definition of an internal representation of environmental situations.
environment situation
The situation in the environment of a system. For autonomous vehicles relates to
traffic situation.
environment-referenced view
The environment is described in relation to the absolute global reference frame.
error
“A discrepancy between a computed, observed, or measured value or condition and
the true, specified, or theoretically correct value or condition” [Int09a].
exteroceptive
That responds to external stimuli.
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failure
“The termination of the ability of an element or an item to perform a function as
required” [Int09a].
false negative
The nonconformity of a negative test result for a (system) property for the mani-
festation of the property in the real world.
false positive
The nonconformity of a positive test result for a (system) property for the manifes-
tation of the property in the real world.
fault
“An abnormal condition that can cause an element or an item to fail” [Int09a].
feedback loop
The transfer of system outputs of back to the system as inputs.
field operational test
The test of the correct operation of a vehicle in public traffic or on test tracks.
field test
see field operational test.
field testing
The activity to verify the operation of a system in field operational test.
functionality
The ability of a system to provide its intended functionality.
fuzzing
The derivation of value for a set of concrete parameter values from a set parameters
in an abstract representation. Here, the definition of concrete parameters in a test
case from the abstract parameters in test scenarios.
fuzzy Parameter
A parameter which does not contain a single absolute value but an interval of
possible values.
gateway
A hardware component or ECU that connects and organizes the data transfer
between multiple communication systems, e.g., CAN buses.
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ghost object
A virtual object as a representation of emerging objects and their maneuvers in
the definition of test scenarios.
ground term
A term without any variables.
ground truth
The independent confirmation [validation] at a site for information or results
obtained by remote sensing, evaluation, verification, or testing.
human machine interface
The interfaces of the system for interactions between humans and the system.
interventions
An action by a human driver to interfere with the autonomous operation of a
vehicle to take over the control of the car - predominantly in critical and unsafe
traffic situations.
localization
The position estimation of the ego vehicle in the (real) world.
malfunction
“An intermittent irregularity in the fulfillment of a system’s desired function”
[Ise06b].
maneuver
An action by a dynamic object.
mock object
A simulated object which mimics the behavior of real system objects in controlled
ways.
multiple points of failure
The parts of a system which have to fail simultaneously for the entire system to
stop working.
multitudinous environments
An environment with a vast number of characteristics and situations which is
difficult to be precisely specified.
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natural language processing
The computer-based processing and analysis of large amounts of natural language
data.
object
An atomic entity of the environment or a combination of atomic entities.
object tracking
The identification and pursuit of specific objects in the data from vehicle sensor
over time.
off-the-shelf
Existing Solutions or products of suppliers and vendors which are adapted to the
needs of the purchasing organization rather than the commissioning of custom-made
solutions or products.
oﬄine monitoring
The verification of formally specified conditions for a system at design time on
information recorded during the system operation.
online monitoring
The verification of formally specified conditions for a system during its operation
at runtime (cf. runtime verification).
open-loop
The output of a system does not affect the system’s control actions.
open-loop simulation
Outputs from the system under test are not considered for the simulation of the
environment. The feedback loop between the SUT and environment is not closed.
open-world assumption
The assumption that the system environment cannot be completely specified in
the systems development (design time).
operation
The method by which a system performs its function - predominantly in the real
world.
operation condition
The state of system environment for the execution of the system in a specific
operation mode.
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operation mode
Specific states of software functions, hardware components, and the environment of
a system for the execution of a particular operation or functionality by the system
at runtime.
operation part
The part of the engineering approach which is concerned with the operation of
autonomous vehicle systems in the real world.
parametrization
see fuzzing
powertrain
The main components of a vehicle for the generation of power and its delivery to
the road surface, i.e., engine, transmission, drive shafts, differentials, and the final
drive.
processing chain
The chain of the functional components in the autonomous vehicle system for the
processing of actions based on the data from the environment perception.
proprioceptive
Something pertaining to the sense of the position of parts of the body, relative to
other neighboring parts of a body.
rapid prototyping
Techniques for the modeling or emulation of physical systems or components for
the fast execution and evaluation in the real world while the actual system or
component is still developed.
ring buffer
A first-in-first-out buffer which the oldest elements is discarded if the buffer is full
and a new item is added to the buffer.
road graph
The partitioning of requirements, systems, or system components into smaller parts
- sub-requirements, subsystems, or subcomponents.
road safety
Absence of unreasonable risk for traffic participants.
runtime
The time during which the system is running.
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runtime data
see system data.
runtime environment
The framework for the execution of software, hardware, or system; The surrounding
entities of software, hardware, or system during its operation.
runtime monitor
The software and hardware components for the observation of the system execu-
tion and proving the correctness of the system execution for a formally defined
specification or property.
runtime verification
The verification of formally specified conditions based on observed system properties
from the monitoring of software execution (cf. [HG08]).
safe state
A state of the system in which any risks for the safety of any humans and objects
are excluded.
safety
Absence of unreasonable risks.
safety measure
An action by a system or the system’s safety function (in the presence of system
faults or unsafe system behavior) to mitigate emerging risks for the safety of persons
and objects.
scene
The configuration of the vehicle’s environment as a spatial-temporal arrangement
from an observers point of view - including the scenery, dynamic objects, and
self-representation.
scenery
The set of static objects in the environment of a vehicle.
schedulability
The ability of a system process to meet their deadlines to provide its functionality
correctly.
self-adaptive system
“Self-adaptive software is capable of evaluating and changing its behavior, whenever
the evaluation shows that the software is not accomplishing what it was intended
to do, or when better functionality or performance may be possible” [Mac+13].
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simulation environment
see simulation framework.
simulation framework
A framework which integrates system under test into a co-simulation with various
models for the different aspects of the system’s environment.
simulation-based testing
Simulation-based testing is testing of systems using models and simulations.
single point of failure
A part of a system that will stop the entire system from working if it fails.
situation
The entirety of circumstances which results in a certain behavior of a system.
situation assessment
The assessment and augmentation of the environment representation from the
environment perception with additional information for the processing of each
function.
situation parameter
A parameter (dimension) in abstract situation of the runtime monitoring framework.
slicing
The partition of long test scenarios into specialized sub-scenarios with smaller
durations.
specification
The collection of functional and non-functional requirements posted on a system,
subsystems, or a single component.
stakeholder
A person or group with interest in the outcome of a project, activity, or decision.
state
The entirety of circumstances for all properties of an entity, object, or system.
static object
An object in the environment which cannot change its state.
system data
The information data which is generated by a system at operation.
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system development
The specification, design, implementation, and verification of a system.
system environment
see environment.
system operation
The operation of a system in the real world.
system specification
see specification.
system state
The joint condition of the system. Here, the system denotes an autonomous vehicle
system and its environment.
system test
Test of the complete product (system) instead of individual system components or
subsystems (cf. test).
system under test
The system in a test that is being tested for correct operation (cf. artifact under
test).
target point
A 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional point in front of the vehicle as the target for the
calculations of the future vehicle trajectory.
test
The verification of an artifact, e.g., methods, class, components, or system, for a
set of test cases.
test case
The specification of the inputs, execution conditions, testing procedure, and ex-
pected results for the execution of system under test (SUT) in order to verify if the
system meets its requirements or specification
test coverage
The extent of an system that is verified by a set of test case.
test oracle
A (software) component which process the intended reaction or output of a artifact
under test in a test case.
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test plan
The definition and documentation of the proceeding for the testing of an artifact -
including the test suite.
test scenario
A (timed) sequence of scenery changes and maneuvers by dynamic objects in the
vicinity of the system under test.
test suite
The set of test cases for verifying the correct operation of an artifact, e.g., methods,
class, components, or system.
testing
Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors.
time-to-market
The time until a product is available for sale.
trace
A possibly infinite sequence of system states or system actions.
traffic situation
The state of the traffic in the vicinity of a vehicle.
type
A class of objects which share similar properties.
type hierarchy
An inheritance hierarchy of types.
unique abstract situation
An instance in a set of abstract situation which has no duplicates.
use case
A typical scenario for the operation of a system - including the interaction between
the system and its environment.
validation
The activity to check the compliance of artifacts, e.g., methods, class, components,
or system, for its purpose.
vehicle-referenced view
The environment is described in relation to the ego vehicle.
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vehicle-under-test
The vehicle in a test that is being tested for correct operation (cf. artifact under
test).
verification
Proving the correctness of a system or algorithms with respect to a formally defined
specification or property.
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